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1 Introduction 

 
This survey was developed and undertaken by Action in rural Sussex working in 
conjunction with the Wadhurst Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group, Focus Groups and 
Wadhurst Parish Council. The purpose is to provide every household an opportunity to 
contribute to the evidence gathering of issues and concerns across the Parish to guide 
and inform the development of policies for the Wadhurst Neighbourhood Plan.  
 
The Neighbourhood Plan can be used to: 

• Develop a shared vision for Wadhurst Parish; 

• Influence the type, design and layout of new developments; 

• Help to protect the natural environment and encourage sustainability; and 

• Identify important amenities/services to protect and improve. 

 
Neighbourhood Plans provide communities with the opportunity to shape the future of 
their locality. A neighbourhood plan takes account of both current development needs 
and those likely to develop in the future.  
 
Obtaining views of the local community is key when preparing a neighbourhood plan. 
Your responses to the survey as set down below will be used by the Steering Group and 
the various Focus Groups to help form part of the building blocks of the Neighbourhood 
Plan. The evidence gathered will be used to enhance the objectives and set policies for 
the Parish over the next fifteen to twenty years. 
 
To ensure that the Wadhurst Neighbourhood Plan accurately reflects the needs and views 
of the community, evidence must be gathered on a wide range of issues, including: 
leisure facilities, local businesses, green and open spaces, local housing needs, tourism, 
sustainable transport and other services provision.  This information will contribute to the 
assessment of how the issues identified throughout the launch of the plan may be 
responded to within the context of the development needs of the community. A 
fundamental part of the process is ensuring that all residents of Wadhurst Parish get the 
opportunity to play a full and detailed part in determining what is important currently, 
what will be important moving forwards and what form any changes should take. 
 
The results of the survey will now be used to inform the work of the various Focus 
Groups in the next steps of the plan making process.  
 

Section 2 outlines the methods used to distribute, collect and analyse the survey. It also 
provides information on the response rate, which can be used as a general measure of 
how reflective the survey is of the wider population. 
 

Section 3 outlines the key themes and messages observable in the survey responses. 
 
Section 4 provides a breakdown of the answers provided to the questions asked in 
the survey. These are structured and organised with reference to the themes 
outlined above.  
 
The appendix provides details of the responses provided to the open-ended questions 
which were included within the survey. These allowed respondents to explain their 
answers, provide examples or to identify answers not provided within the list proposed.  
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2  Survey methodology and response rate 

2.1 Methodology 

The survey was conducted using a questionnaire consisting of both closed and open-
ended questions. This mix allows questions to focus on obtaining data on specific issues or 
themes (closed questions), whilst allowing a degree of freedom in the responses which 
people provide (open questions).  
 
The survey including pre-paid envelopes for returns was delivered via Royal Mail to every 
single household within the Parish with the opportunity for additional members of a 
household (16 years and older) to obtain additional hard copies by emailing the Steering 
Group on wadhurstnpp@gmail.com or by calling a number that was provided on the 
survey. They could also complete the survey online via a link on the Neighbourhood Plan 
website www.wadhurstnp.org or download a printable copy also from the website.  
 
The Steering Group employed a variety of methods to promote the survey across the 
Parish including;  

• Banners (2ft x 12ft, 20 posters (A2 sizes) and 1,000 flyers/cards (A5 + A6). 
• Help sessions with refreshments were held to support those needing help with filling 

in their surveys on Saturday 9th March in the Commemoration Hall and at the 
Carillon Cottage on 11th, 13th, 15th & 16th March. 

• Station handouts on 6 days (morning only) 
• Visited all Old Peoples homes and offered help sessions - 2 held 
• Engaged with the schools - Uplands and Primary 
• Street Ambassadors covering all Wadhurst main res areas 

 
The survey was also widely advertised on social media via Facebook - Wadhurst Village, 
Facebook - Wadhurst Together, Website - www.Wadhurstnp.org & Wadhurst Parish Council 
website as well as Twitter - @WadhurstPlan 
 
It is important to support objective information with contextual and subjective reasoning in 
order to fully understand certain issues and to allow people to explain their reasoning or 
preferences.    
 

2.2 Response rate 

A total of 2237 paper survey forms were distributed by post on the 1st of March 2019 to 
reach each household in Wadhurst Parish from the 4th of March 2019. Residents were 
asked to complete and return their forms latest 22nd March 2019.  
A total of 997 responses were received to the survey of which 661 were returned by post 
and 336 completed online. 

• The total responses (997) in relation to number of households (hard copies sent out) 
(2,237) is 44.6% 
 

2.3 Presentation of the responses 

Actual response figures and percentage breakdowns are provided for each question. 
These represent the number of responses received in relation to each answer as a 
proportion of all those responding to that particular question. This may not reflect the total 
number of responses received to the entire survey.  
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Please note – Not all of the respondents provided answers to all of the questions; therefore 

the numbers of responses for each question will not necessarily match the total number of 
respondents. Similarly, some questions allowed more than one answer to be provided (i.e. 
tick all that apply) and may again not tally with the total number of respondents to the 
survey. In addition, not all percentages may round up to 100.0% due to rounding.  
 
Many respondents did not answer each option within a question so the % is of the total for 
the specific option and not for the whole question. E.g. section 3.3 - Purpose-built medical 
centre, 499 say high priority, which is 54% of the responses about the medical centre (926), 
not the total responses for the question which was 955. 
 
Open-ended responses are provided in individual appendices at the end of the report. 
These comments are taken unaltered from the survey forms. Links to the appropriate 
appendix are provided next to the question. Please note that due to illegible or 
indecipherable handwriting, these are on occasion best guess interpretations. Question 
marks denote comments as being ‘unreadable’.    
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3 Key Findings 

 
A total of 997 responses were received to the survey. This represents a response rate of 

45% (out of 2237 households) 
Of the 997 responses received to the survey, 661 were returned by post and 336 
completed online. 
 

• The total responses including those who were responded on behalf of (1984) in 
relation to the total population of Wadhurst Parish (4,885) gives a response rate of 
41% 

 

3.1 About You 

Below is a table showing the postcode areas where responses came from  

Postcode Area Total 

TN5  660 

TN6  7 

TN3 2 

SN14  1 

Skipped question  327 

 
 
Of those who responded to the survey,  

• 23 were aged between 16-24 
• 81 were between 25-39  
• 394 were between 40-59 
• 372 were between 60-79 and  
• 100 were 80 and above.  

 
Respondents were asked to indicate how many people they were answering the survey 
on behalf of.  

• The views of 1,617 adults over the ages of 16 were recorded 
• The views of 367 children (0-15 years) have also been captured.  
• This gives a total of 1,984 total residents views captured within the survey 

 
 

3.2 The Vision for Wadhurst:  

Respondents were asked to give their views or make comments on the proposed draft vison below.  

 
‘Wadhurst will continue to be a friendly and vibrant community while retaining our rural 

historic character. Our rich outstanding natural beauty and heritage will be enhanced 

and protected whilst supporting local sustainable development. 

Wadhurst’s thriving rural economy and its lively and popular high street will be protected, 

and sustainable ways of improving travel and leisure activities which promote wellbeing 

will be encouraged wherever possible. 
 

In Summary, there is support for the proposed vision with many respondents in full 
agreement and support. Some residents, although in support and agreement with the 
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vision, believe it will not be achieved until the traffic, congestion, lack of parking and 
pot holes are addressed on the High Street. Others also strongly feel something needs 
to be done about the empty shops to allow for the creation of a thriving economy 
such as reduced business rates and introduction of some form of community café and 
facilities. 
 
Other suggestions to consider and include in the vison were health and wellbeing for 
all ages, promoting and welcoming diversity, promoting affordable housing as well as 
acknowledging the environment in relation to the AONB.  

 

Associated Theme Number of comments 

Fully Agree/Support 165 

Economy /High Street 106 

Roads, Traffic and Parking 78 

Other Comments 67 

Housing & Development 50 

Community Facilities 49 

Environment 27 

 
 

3.3 Wellbeing and Leisure 

Of the 5 wellbeing and leisure facilities respondents were asked to list as particularly of 
value to them, below are the top 10 facilities listed. (In order of how many times they 
came up) 

Facility Total 

Uplands Gym and Sports Centre 346 

Recreation Grounds, Parks, Playgrounds, Field, Pitches 262 

Commemoration Hall 215 

Footpath and Walks 153 

Library 121 

Tennis Courts and Club 106 

Bewl Water 103 

Pubs and restaurants 74 

Doctors Surgery 72 

Church 42 

Shops 27 

  

Answered question  774 

Skipped question  223 
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Of the respondents who indicated their priority of new/additional facilities mentioned 
during earlier consultation, below were the top five to receive a high priority  
 

  High Priority 

Purpose-built medical centre 54% 499 

Swimming pool 51% 468 

Teenage/young people's recreation area 48% 429 

Community café 44% 396 

Wild areas 41% 362 

 
The top six to receive medium priority are;  

  Medium Priority 

Improved facilities for arts & community activities 45% 403 

Improved facilities for sports / fitness activities 45% 400 

Play areas for young children 43% 385 

Additional restaurant(s) 38% 343 

Teenage/young people's recreation area 35% 309 

Village green/square 35% 312 

 
 
Of the 823 respondents to the question on whether there are sufficient leisure opportunities 
for teenagers living in Wadhurst?  

• the greatest proportion 48% (396) said no.  

• 43% (354) indicated they don’t know and 

• 9% (73 said yes 

 

 
In response to which public open spaces are used or not used, valued or not valued,  
the most used are  

• 61% (571) use Bewl Water for informal activities 
• 60% (564) use the countryside footpaths generally for informal activities 
• 54% (499) use the Commemoration Hall & Field sports ground for informal activities 
• 43% (393) use Sparrows Green - all play / sports facilities for informal activities and 
• 38% (344) use Snape Wood for dog walking 
• 46% (421) do not use Sparrows Green - all play / sports facilities but valued most  

 
Respondents were asked how often they used some facilities in the last year, 
The top 3 facilities most used more than once a month were 

• The Commemoration Hall  
• Carillon Cottage  
• St Georges Hall  

 
The top 3 facilities most used 4 to 12 times in last year were 

• The Commemoration Hall  
• Library  
• Carillon Cottage  

 
 
The top 3 facilities most used 1 to 4 times in last year were  

• The Commemoration Hall  
• Sparrows Green Pavilion  
• Carillon Cottage  
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Those most likely not to have been used by respondents to the survey in last year included  
• The Greyhound Inn (room) 
• Uplands – Community Hall (Old youth club) 
• Uplands Main Hall 

  
Respondents were asked to tell how they would like to see the future of the 
Commemoration Hall. This was a very much open-ended question. Filters were set to be 
able to classify the responses similar to how filters have been used for all other open 
ended question where applicable. 797 comments were made with 200 respondents 
skipping this question 
 

Filters Total comments 

Renovate/Refurb/Modernise 340 

Redevelop/rebuild 147 

Approved Rejected Plan 112 

Ideas for activities only 62 

Leave/Minor repair 55 

Redevelop or refurbish 47 

Other comments 34 

 
  

3.4 Local Economy 

In relation to which small-scale business sectors the Wadhurst Neighbourhood Plan should 

encourage, the top priorities were:  

  

High Priority Responses 

Shops and retail 63% 570 

Health and Social care 56% 500 

Education & Training 42% 367 

Food and restaurants 41% 363 

Arts, creative industries and entertainment 40% 353 

Medium Priority   

Business / Professional services 51% 445 

Rural light industry 47% 414 

Childcare facilities 45% 398 

Arts, creative industries and entertainment 45% 397 

Tourism (e.g. B&B, Hotels, camping) 44% 389 
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• Of those who work from home, run a small business or would like to, below are some of 
their responses on what was important to them. 

o Access to high speed broadband was of high interest 86% (583) 

o Business meeting space was of some interest 34% (212) 
o Flexible workspace was also of some 32% (199) 
o Storage was of little or no interest 68% (416) 

 
• Responding to the question ‘what would encourage you to use the High Street more 

often’  
o the greatest proportion 74% (680) indicated less congestion  
o 72% (666) indicated better parking 
o 59% (546) indicating a wider range of shops and businesses  

 
• In response to communication services,  

o A majority 59% (512) indicated that Wadhurst High St. mobile phone signal is  
poor, with 25% (222) indicating it is acceptable  

o A small majority 35% (320) indicated that their home broadband signal is 
acceptable with 31% (282) indicating it is good  

o The greatest majority 63% (585) indicated that their mobile phone signal at 
home is poor, with 19% (180) indicating it is acceptable  
 

 
• Respondents were asked to indicate which ideas to improve visitor experience they 

would support;  
o 49% (433) indicated they would strongly support off-road cycle paths, 39% (339) 

support it whilst 12% (104) do not support  
o 50% (431) support observation points about nature/wildlife, 42% (362) strongly 

support it whilst 9% (77) do not support  
o 46% (415) support Improved access to Bewl from village centre, 39% (347) 

strongly support it whilst 14% (129) do not support  
o 48% (415) support taxis, 37% (319) strongly support it whilst 16% (137) do not 

support and  
o 53% (452) support proper tourist signposting, 32% (275) strongly support it whilst 

14% (123) do not support  
 
 

• Respondents were asked to indicate which type of additional accommodation they 
would support;  

o the greatest proportion 66% (575) indicated they would support holiday let 

within existing buildings, 
o 55% (477) would support Hostels / Small hotel and  
o 52% (465) would support Bed & breakfast within existing homes and pubs 

 
 

3.5 Getting Around 

 
• Respondents were asked to identify the mode/methods of transport they use within 

Wadhurst and surrounding areas.  
o The majority (898) travel by car to various destination in and out of Wadhurst. 
o 710 walk to various destinations in and out of Wadhurst and  
o 615 travel by train to various destinations  
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• With regards to what would encourage residents (respondents) to use a car less 

frequently, the top three indications were  
o Improved pavements 
o Shuttle bus from/to station from Wadhurst High St./Durgates 
o Off-road cycle paths 

 
• Responses to the question on how respondents use of the railway station and its 

pedestrian access could be improved were as a high priority,  
o 62% (456) indicated a safer pedestrian road crossing 
o 43% (316) indicated taxi rank 
o 34% (221) indicated wheelchair access to booking office/waiting room 
o 33% (226) indicated step-free access to platforms with  
o 31% (201) indicating improved secure cycle storage 

 
 
• In response to priorities for improving travel around Wadhurst, the top five identified 

high priorities are as below.  
  High Priority 

Reduced congestion in High St 81% 725 

Additional parking in Wadhurst 69% 620 

Upgrade pavements in High St 59% 514 

Improve crossing points in the High St 56% 492 

Speed restrictions (specify below) 51% 402 

 
 

3.6 Design, Development & Character 

 
• With regards to the importance of design of new housing developments in Wadhurst, 

the top five identified to be very important are as below.  

  Very important 

Visual impact on countryside 85% 787 

Sympathetic to existing housing stock 74% 670 

Natural/appropriate local materials 66% 591 

Soft landscaping 62% 551 

Creates a feeling of community 60% 534 

 

 
 
• Of the 919 respondents to the question of what housing types are needed in the Parish, 

A greater proportion 77% (705) said affordable housing would be needed, with 

o 61% (564) saying family homes 
o 42% ( 387) saying Retirement homes / sheltered accommodation and  
o 33% (305) saying social housing 
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• Of those respondents who are considering or have someone in their household 

considering moving WITHIN Wadhurst in the foreseeable future,   
o The most sought after property would be 2-3 bedrooms in either a flat, 

bungalow, terraced, semi-detached, detached, retirement home as well as a 
care/nursing home. (432) 

o This is followed by the need for a 4-5 bedroom detached (70)     
o Closely followed by the need for a 1 bedroom flat as well as 1bedroom in a 

care/nursing home (47) 
 
 

• With regards to the type of property tenure being sought,  
o A greater proportion 78% (263)  would like to own the property 
o 11% (38) would be seeking owned affordable/shared ownership with  
o 10% (34) seeking to rent 

 

 

• In regards to windfall sites,  
o An overwhelming majority (81% (590) said 16+ dwellings would be inappropriate 
o A greater majority of those responding 73% (570) said 1 or 2 infill dwelling would 

be appropriate 
o 69% (489) said 11-15 would be Inappropriate  
o 57% (439) said 3-5 dwellings in a cluster would be appropriate 
o 41% (301) say 6-10 dwellings would be neutral  

 
 

3.7 Environment 

 
• In response to initiatives to support Wadhurst dark skies policy,  

o 76% (612) would support reduction of lighting on school/industrial sites whilst 24% 
(198) would not  

o 67% (507) would support all street lights except on the B roads turn off at 

midnight whilst 33% (246) would not  
o 59% (490) would support all street lights turn off at midnight whilst 41% (334) 

would not  
o 56% (456) would support encouragement for households to reduce security 

lighting etc. whilst 44% (809) would not  
 

 

 

• In response to sustainable energy projects in the parish,  
o 67% (581) would support community composting, 26% (227) are unsure whilst 7% 

(58) would not  
o 66% (570) would support electric car power points, 26% (221) are unsure whilst 

8% (72) would not  
o 89% (823) would support refuse tip with community funding, 8% (71) are unsure 

whilst 3% (27) would not 
o 38% (326) would support solar farm with joint community funding, 39% (337) are 

unsure whilst 24% (206) would not 
o 31% (266) would support Wind turbine with joint community funding 32% (273) 

are unsure whilst 37% (321) would not 
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4 Survey Responses 

4.1 About You 
 

1. Your Home Postcode:  
This response to this question has been provided in a table under key findings 
 

2. Your age 
 

Answer Choices Percentage Responses 

16-24 2% 23 

25-39 8% 81 

40-59 41% 394 

60-79 38% 372 

80+ 10% 100 

 Answered Question 970 

 Skipped Question 27 
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3. How many people are you answering on behalf of? 
 

    Total number residents answered on behalf of Total 
Adults (16+) 11 373 830 213 128 50 12 1617 

Children 0-15 0 66 204 81 16 0 0 367 

Overall total 1984 

 
919 adults over the age of 16 responded to this question with 78 

skipping it.  
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4.2 Community vision for Wadhurst 
 

4. Any comments on the proposed vision? 
 

 
515 open-ended responses were received to other, please see Appendix 1 for full details.  

 
 

Associated Theme Areas Number of comments 

Fully Agree/Support 165 

Economy /High Street 106 

Roads, Traffic and Parking 78 

Other Comments 67 

Housing & Development 50 

Community Facilities 49 

Environment 27 
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4.3 Wellbeing & Leisure 
 

5. List up to 5 Wellbeing & Leisure Facilities that you particularly value in the Parish i.e. if 

they were not there you would really miss them.   
 

 
774 open-ended responses were received, please see Appendix 2 for full details.  
223 respondents skipped this question 

 

 
 

6. Do you think there are sufficient leisure opportunities for teenagers living in Wadhurst? 

 

Answer Choices Responses 

Yes 9% 73 

No 48% 396 

Don't know 43% 354 

  Answered 823 

  Skipped 174 
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7. If no what do you think is needed?  (if anything) 

 

 
446 open-ended responses were received to other, please see Appendix 3 for full details.  

 

Facility Total 

Swimming pool 123 

Youth club, Youth /Youth centre, Space 245 

Skate park 51 

Club / Disco 39 

Activities 47 

Cafe 34 

Facilities 35 

Cinema 11 

 

 

8. The following are examples of new / additional facilities mentioned during earlier 

consultation, please indicate the priority you would give each item. 

  High Priority 
Medium 
Priority Low Priority Total 

Additional restaurant(s) 28% 249 38% 343 34% 310 902 

Community café 44% 396 31% 279 25% 229 904 

Dog walking areas 26% 222 27% 235 47% 411 868 
Improved facilities for arts & 
community activities 36% 323 45% 403 19% 171 897 
Improved facilities for sports 
/ fitness activities 33% 294 45% 400 21% 188 882 

Swimming pool 51% 468 24% 221 25% 225 914 
Play areas for young 
children 35% 311 44% 385 21% 189 885 
Purpose-built medical 
centre 54% 499 25% 235 21% 192 926 
Teenage/young people's 
recreation area 48% 429 35% 309 17% 155 893 

Quiet areas (pocket parks) 24% 207 33% 290 43% 378 875 

Village green/square 35% 313 35% 312 30% 267 892 

Wild areas 41% 362 31% 272 28% 251 885 

Other (please specify)             189 

          
  
Answered 955 

          
  
Skipped 42 
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9. Other, please specify 

 
189 open-ended responses were received, please see Appendix 4 for full details.  
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10. What could be done to improve well-being and accessibility for people with additional 

needs?  

 
475 open-ended responses were received, please see Appendix 5 for full details.  

 

Common Themes Total 

Pavements 102 

Safe Crossing 70 

Other 67 

Community/Facilities 59 

Address Parking 56 

Transport/Pathways 54 
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11. Which of the following public open spaces do you use or don’t use but value as an 

asset to the community? (tick all boxes that apply) 

  

Use for 
informal 
activities 

Use for dog 
walking 

Use for 
organised 

sport 
Don’t use 
but value 

Don’t use, 
don’t value Total 

Bewl Water 61% 571 42% 392 11% 107 19% 178 1% 10 938 

Snape Wood 31% 281 38% 344 3% 24 38% 339 3% 28 904 
Sparrows Green 
- all play / sports 
facilities 43% 393 4% 33 21% 195 46% 421 3% 25 917 
The countryside 
footpaths 
generally 60% 564 43% 398 3% 28 13% 118 1% 8 936 
Commemoration 
Hall & Field 
sports ground 54% 499 3% 26 10% 90 40% 368 5% 50 928 
   
Answered 953 
  
Skipped 44 

 

 

 

12. Other space you value 
 
 
250 open-ended responses were received, please see Appendix 6 for full details.  
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13. How often have you have used the following facilities in the last year? 

  
More than 

once a month 
4 to 12 times in 

last year 
1 to 4 times in 

last year 
Not in the last 

year Total 

Carillon Cottage 15% 138 12% 109 23% 215 50% 468 930 

Library 14% 126 12% 115 20% 188 53% 492 921 
Sparrows Green 
Pavilion 13% 116 11% 97 35% 324 42% 386 923 

St Georges Hall 14% 133 9% 82 16% 144 61% 562 921 
The 
Commemoration 
Hall 18% 167 30% 285 31% 290 21% 194 936 
The Greyhound 
Inn (room) 7% 62 7% 65 17% 156 69% 641 924 
Uplands – 
Community Hall 
(Old youth club) 4% 41 3% 26 6% 57 86% 789 913 
Uplands Main 
Hall 6% 57 6% 50 17% 156 71% 643 906 

  
  
Answered 954 

  Skipped 43 
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14. Please tell us how would you like to see the future of the Commemoration Hall 
 

 
797 open-ended responses were received, please see Appendix 7 for full details.  

 

 

 

Filters used Total comments 

Renovate/Refurb/Modernise 340 

Redevelop/rebuild 147 

Approved Rejected Plan 112 

Ideas for activities only 62 

Leave/Minor repair 55 

Redevelop or refurbish 47 

Other comments 34 
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4.4 Local Economy 
 

15. Should the Wadhurst Neighbourhood Plan encourage the development of small-scale 

businesses?  If so, prioritise the sectors below 

 

  High Priority 
Medium 
Priority Low Priority Total 

Arts, creative industries 
and entertainment 40% 353 45% 397 15% 131 881 
Business / Professional 
services 33% 288 51% 445 17% 148 881 

Childcare facilities 37% 329 45% 398 17% 151 878 

Education & Training 42% 367 44% 386 14% 118 871 

Food and restaurants 41% 363 41% 363 19% 170 896 

Health and Social care 56% 500 37% 334 7% 58 892 

Manufacturing 13% 111 33% 283 55% 472 866 

Rural light industry 25% 219 47% 414 28% 241 874 

Shops and retail 63% 570 30% 275 7% 63 908 
Tourism (e.g. B&B, 
Hotels, camping) 36% 318 44% 389 21% 184 891 

            Answered 932 

            Skipped 65 
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16. If you work from home or run a small business, or would like to, what’s important to 

you? (tick only one per row) 

  High interest Some interest 
Little or no 

interest Total 
Access to high 
speed broadband 86% 583 8% 53 6% 42 678 
Business meeting 
space 11% 71 34% 212 55% 349 632 
Co-working and 
collaboration space 12% 73 31% 196 57% 359 628 

Flexible workspace 14% 83 33% 199 54% 333 615 

Pop up shop 15% 92 28% 175 57% 352 619 
Showroom and 
event space 11% 66 28% 175 61% 381 622 

Storage 7% 41 25% 156 68% 416 613 
Other (please 
specify) 

  
  107 

  
 
Answered 682 

  
  
Skipped 315 

 

 

 

Other please state 

 
107 open-ended responses were received, please see Appendix 8 for full details.  
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17. Have you any suggestions for how the business environment in Wadhurst can be 

improved? 
 
344 open-ended responses were received, please see Appendix 9 for full details.  

 

Criteria Total comments 

Parking and Traffic 115 

Other  58 

Better Connectivity  52 

Business Rates and incentives  37 

Updating the High Street 28 

Networking opportunities and promotion 27 

Workspace/business space 14 

Banking facilities 12 
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18. What would encourage you to use the High Street more often? 

 

Answer Choices Responses 

Better parking 72% 666 

Local incentive schemes 17% 161 

Shops opening earlier 6% 58 

Shops opening on Wednesday afternoon/ Saturday afternoon 35% 320 

Less congestion 74% 680 

Lower prices 13% 124 

Shops opening later 14% 128 

Shuttle bus access to village 22% 202 

Wider range of shops and businesses 59% 546 

Other (please specify)   248 

  Answered 925 

  Skipped 72 

 

 
 

 

Other, please state 

 
248 open-ended responses were received, please see Appendix 10 for full details.  
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19. What’s your view on the following communication services? 

  Excellent Good Acceptable Poor Total 
Wadhurst High St. 
mobile phone signal 3% 23 13% 118 25% 222 59% 512 875 
Your home 
broadband 9% 83 31% 282 35% 320 25% 223 908 
Your mobile phone 
signal at home 5% 42 13% 124 19% 180 63% 585 931 

   Answered 940 

   Skipped 57 
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20. What ideas do you have for improving communications about what is going on in the 

Parish?  

 
436 open-ended responses were received, please see Appendix 11 for full details.  

 

Common Themes Total 

Online/ Improved Parish website 68 

Local regular newsletter/magazine (electronic or paper) 50 

Social networking (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram etc.) 50 

Via Focus 49 

Improved mobile and broadband signals 47 

Communication by email 32 

Notice boards across the parish 28 

posters/leaflets 12 

Electronic/digital Signs 9 

Courier 7 

Other  82 
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21. Which of the following ideas to improve visitor experience would you support? 

  
Strongly 
support Support Do not support Total 

Cycle hire 
from/station/in village 27% 227 48% 410 26% 219 856 
Improved access to 
Bewl from village centre 39% 347 47% 415 14% 129 891 
Improved recreational 
facilities at Bewl 33% 282 51% 439 16% 138 859 
More comprehensive 
visitor information 28% 235 62% 526 10% 85 846 

Off-road cycle paths 49% 433 39% 339 12% 104 876 
Proper tourist 
signposting 32% 275 53% 452 14% 123 850 
Observation points 
about nature/wildlife 42% 362 50% 431 9% 77 870 

Taxis 37% 319 48% 415 16% 137 871 

  
   
Answered 934 

  
   
Skipped 63 
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22. Other ideas to improve visitor experience 
 

 
285 open-ended responses were received, please see Appendix 12 for full details.  

 
 

Common Themes Total 

Parking/Traffic 53 

Tourist Facilities – Accommodation /Eateries 47 

Signposting/signage/maps 36 

Hub/info point/tourist centre 21 

Better transport opportunities 20 

Taxi services 14 

Shuttle bus 9 

Cycling opportunities 8 

Road repairs and footpaths 6 

Better Mobile signal 4 

Other 67 
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23. Which type of additional accommodation would you support? 

 

  Strongly support Support Do not support Total 
Bed & breakfast within 
existing homes and pubs 45% 401 52% 465 4% 35 901 

Campsites 15% 126 40% 349 45% 391 866 

Caravan sites 6% 49 20% 170 75% 644 863 
Development of new 
holiday lets 7% 57 31% 264 62% 530 851 
Holiday let within existing 
buildings 16% 142 66% 575 18% 155 872 

Hostels / Small hotel 15% 127 55% 477 31% 268 872 

 

   
Answered 926 

  
  
Skipped 71 
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4.5 Getting Around 

 

24. Which mode/methods of transport do you use within Wadhurst and surrounding areas? 

(Tick all applicable) 

  To work To school 
To Wadhurst 

High St. To station 
To nearby 

towns Total 

Bicycle 5% 37 2% 8 8% 119 6% 70 4% 63 177 

Bus 3% 27 5% 17 2% 32 7% 87 15% 254 301 

Car 45% 371 37% 132 41% 598 49% 615 48% 800 898 

Carpool/ sharing 1% 10 3% 11 1% 13 1% 13 2% 29 53 
Mobility vehicle/ 
wheelchair 1% 5 0% 0 1% 21 0% 4 0% 4 23 

Motorbike 2% 15 1% 3 1% 13 1% 18 1% 22 37 

School coach 0% 1 7% 24 0% 0 0% 1 0% 5 30 

Train 31% 254 11% 40 0% 3 2% 24 27% 455 615 

Walking 13% 103 35% 124 45% 647 34% 421 3% 48 710 

Total  823  359  1446  1253  1680  

  
   
Answered 947 

  
   
Skipped 50 
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25. What would encourage you to use a car less frequently? 

 

  Great help Some help Not sure No help Total 

Car pool 5% 29 10% 55 17% 93 68% 383 560 

Cycle hire 7% 40 13% 75 14% 83 66% 379 577 
Improved access 
to bus services 41% 290 30% 213 10% 72 19% 139 714 
Improved 
pavements 55% 424 22% 171 6% 45 16% 125 765 
Improved lighting 
on footpaths 45% 324 24% 178 9% 65 22% 160 727 
Off-road cycle 
paths 45% 311 20% 136 10% 66 26% 180 693 
Shuttle bus 
from/to station 
from Wadhurst 
High St./Durgates 48% 369 21% 159 9% 65 23% 174 767 

  
  
 Answered 890 

  
  
Skipped 107 
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26. How could your use of the railway station and its pedestrian access be improved? 

 

  High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority Total 

Improved secure cycle storage 31% 201 31% 199 38% 249 649 
Safer pedestrian road 
crossings 62% 456 20% 148 18% 129 733 

Step-free access to platforms 33% 226 25% 173 42% 284 683 

Taxi rank 43% 316 32% 240 25% 186 742 
Wheelchair access to booking 
office/waiting room 34% 221 25% 165 40% 262 648 

  
   
Answered 842 

  
   
Skipped 155 
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27. What are your priorities for improving travel around Wadhurst? 

  High Priority 
Medium 
Priority Low Priority Total 

Additional parking in Wadhurst 69% 620 21% 186 10% 91 897 

Cycle path from village to Bewl Water 35% 288 38% 307 27% 219 814 
Crossing point on Pell Hill Cousley Wood 
Road 23% 173 32% 244 44% 334 751 

Improve crossing points in the High St 56% 492 25% 215 19% 170 877 
Off-road connecting cycle paths (e.g. 
Sparrows Green or station to Wadhurst 
village) 40% 317 33% 261 27% 219 797 
Off-road connecting footpaths (e.g. 
Sparrows Green and Wadhurst High St.) 44% 354 36% 295 20% 162 811 

Speed restrictions (specify below) 51% 402 21% 168 28% 217 787 

Reduced congestion in High St 81% 725 13% 119 6% 52 896 

Upgrade pavements in High St 59% 514 25% 217 15% 133 864 

  
  
 Answered 947 

  
  
Skipped 50 
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28. Other comments/ ideas for improving travel 

 
520 open-ended responses were received, please see Appendix 13 for full details.  

 

Common Themes Total 

Traffic calming measures 504 

Parking 78 

Road maintenance and repairs 54 

safe crossing 19 

shuttle bus 18 

Pavements, footpath and cycle lanes 17 

Restrictions 16 

Promoting Eco travel 15 

Congestion 10 

lighting 8 

Other 66 
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4.6 Design, Development & Character 

 

29. Thinking about the design of new housing developments in Wadhurst, how important 

are the following? 

  Very important Important Not important Total 

Visual impact on countryside 85% 787 14% 126 1% 8 921 
Sympathetic to existing housing 
stock 74% 670 21% 188 6% 51 909 

Creates a feeling of community 60% 534 34% 301 6% 51 886 

Footpaths linking developments 49% 430 35% 306 16% 139 875 

Soft landscaping 62% 551 35% 313 3% 31 895 

Shared green space 53% 464 37% 324 10% 89 877 
Natural/appropriate local 
materials 66% 591 26% 237 7% 67 895 

  
  
Answered 930 

  
  
 Skipped 67 
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30. What housing types do you think are needed? 

 

Answer Choices Responses 

Affordable Housing* 77% 705 

Family homes 61% 564 

Retirement homes / sheltered accommodation 42% 387 

“Executive” homes 8% 76 

Private rented 16% 145 

Social Housing 33% 305 

Shared ownership 26% 239 

Other (please state) 16% 150 

  Answered 919 

  Skipped 78 

 

 

 

 

Other please state 

 
150 open-ended responses were received, please see Appendix 14 for full details.  
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31. If you or anyone in your household is considering moving WITHIN Wadhurst Parish in the 

foreseeable future, what property type are you seeking? 

  1 bedroom 2-3 bedrooms 4-5 bedrooms Total 

Flat 54% 37 54% 37 0% 0 68 

Bungalow 10% 10 88% 91 5% 5 103 

Terraced 17% 10 90% 52 5% 3 58 

Semi detached 7% 8 84% 91 18% 19 108 

Detached 4% 7 63% 107 41% 70 170 

Care / nursing home 43% 10 52% 12 4% 1 23 

Retirement home 28% 17 70% 42 3% 2 60 

  
  
 Answered 317 

  
   
Skipped 680 

 

 

 

 

32. What property tenure are you seeking? 

Answer Choices Responses 

Owned 78% 263 

Owned affordable / shared ownership 11% 38 

Rented 10% 34 

Other (please specify) 15% 50 

  Answered 339 

  Skipped 658 
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Other, please specify 

 
50 open-ended responses were received, please see Appendix 15 for full details.  

 

33. The proposed Wealden Local Plan allocates 90 residential units to Wadhurst in 4 

specific sites. In addition 59 units are allocated as "windfall sites", i.e. sites not yet 

identified.  In regard to windfall sites, which do you feel is the best way for new homes 

to be developed? 

 

  Appropriate Neutral Inappropriate Total 

1 or 2 infill dwellings 73% 570 18% 142 9% 69 781 

3-5 dwellings in a cluster 57% 439 33% 254 10% 78 771 

6-10 dwellings in a cluster 25% 184 41% 301 34% 251 736 

11-15 dwellings 7% 52 24% 171 69% 489 712 

16+ dwellings 5% 39 14% 100 81% 590 729 

 
Answered 842 

     
Skipped 155  
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4.7 Environment 

 

34. Wadhurst has a dark skies policy. What initiatives would you be prepared to see the 

Neighbourhood Plan support? 

 

Yes No Total 

All street lights turn off at midnight 59% 490 41% 334 824 
All street lights except on the B roads turn off at 
midnight 67% 507 33% 246 753 
Encouragement for households to reduce security 
lighting etc. 56% 456 44% 353 809 

Reduction of lighting on school/industrial sites 76% 612 24% 198 810 

  
   
Answered 909 

  
   
 Skipped 88 
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35. What ideas do you have to sustain and or improve the biodiversity and wildlife within 

the Parish?  

 

 
337 open-ended responses were received, please see Appendix 16 for full details.  

 

Comment Themes Total 

No development on green spaces 67 

Plant more wildflower/trees 45 

Encourage and protect wildlife  33 

Education/Support 29 

Create more green / garden areas 27 

Hedge maintenance 18 

Maintain and develop ponds 15 

Protect countryside 14 

Work with schools 12 

Control litter 7 

Other 71 
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36. Would you support any of the following sustainable energy projects in the parish? 

 

  Yes Unsure/depends No Total 

Community composting 67% 581 26% 227 7% 58 866 

Electric car power points 66% 570 26% 221 8% 72 863 
Refuse tip with community 
funding 89% 823 8% 71 3% 27 921 
Solar farm with joint community 
funding 38% 326 39% 337 24% 206 869 
Wind turbine with joint 
community funding 31% 266 32% 273 37% 321 860 

  
   
Answered 935 

  
   
Skipped 62 
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4.8 General 

 

37. Is there anything else you would like to suggest? 

 
298 open-ended responses were received, please see Appendix 17 for full details.  

 
 

Comment Themes Total 

Congestion, Parking and Traffic 34 

Housing and Development 27 

Road repairs and safety 23 

Recycling Centre 22 

Support local economy 16 

New Medical Centre 15 

Go Green 15 

Upgrade facilities & Infrastructure 11 

Transport 9 

Police presence/safety 7 

High Street 7 

Swimming pool 6 

Safe crossing 5 

Activities 4 

Other 86 
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5 Appendix 

 

5.1 Appendix 1 – Any comments on the proposed vision? 

Agree/Support 

Fine 

Fine 

I agree with all of the above. There has been some decline in the High St (empty 
shops and premises). Jempsons is a very welcome addition to the village 

Agree. How is local sustainable development defined? 

It sounds good 

None, it covers the areas we would expect it to 

Support the draft proposed vision 

I agree with this vision 

That sounds lovely 

The vision statement is a very admirable one and incorporates every principle we also 
hold dear. Wadhurst and our surrounding areas are special, precious and delightful to 
live in but more (fragile than maybe we think and needs such a vision to maintain 
and develop 

Agree 

I agree that the high street should be protected as the decline in businesses has had 
a negative effect on local life. People need to be brought into the village not pushed 
to neighbouring towns and villages.  

Essential to preserve historic rural character. Recent development have not 
enhanced it. 

I agree with the vision. 

Retaining character and charm 

Good summary 

We agree - very good 

I agree with the above. 

We agree with all of the above. We support 'development' however, we moved to 
the village wanting a SMALL village community feel. With Waters Reach, it is slowly 
creeping towards a large village or town. Also, whilst we fully support SMALL LOCAL 
businesses on our thriving High Street, we have issues with the likes of One Stop and 
wouldn't more of businesses like that? 

I absolutely agree with draft vision above, but I would like to see the empty shops 
filled with USEFUL businesses not just more of the same. I miss the Jempsons cafe and 
the wool shop. 

'Welcoming and support of a full range of cultures, races and abilities', should be 
emphasised. 

I very much like the vision and would like to suggest the addition along the lines of 
welcoming racial diversity given the global nature of life nowadays. 

An accurate picture. 

Sounds good. 

Definitely a friendly community with a thriving and varied high street supporting all 
residents particularly those more vulnerable. 

All very commendable to have these aspirations, but having the drive, resources and 
finance to implement is a difficulty! 

I would like Wadhurst to be a friendly village where I can buy everything. I need and 
would like it to have easy parking. I would like it to stay rural with views over an area 
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of outstanding beauty and farmland. 

Agree with that. 

Fine -no comments, a good statement. 

Agreed. 

Very happy with this vision 

Goes without saying. 

It's a bit short on the 'how' and the 'how' is always the tricky bit. Good sentiments 
though.  

Good idea 

In total agreement. We should look to be progressive, to embrace change, yet 
protect our fantastic character, history and charm. 

I agree with the draft vision.  Newspaper excerpt:  Forget all the other bellwether signs 
of gentrification and middle-class comforts such as a Waitrose, gastropubs and 
farmers' markets. By far, the surest guarantee that you are moving to a welcoming, 
vibrant community is the presence of a well-stocked independent bookshop. 

Forward thinking to create a good community for the next generation. 

I support the vision above. Would like to keep the High Street unique as it is. 

Sounds great! 

Statement fine 

No 

None. Seems to come a wide range of possibilities 

Well summarised and we agree with this vision entirely. 

Happy with the above. 

Agree with draft vision, with priority given to retaining and rural historic character, rich 
outstanding national beauty and heritage. 

I agree with the suggested draft vision. 

Sounds ideal. 

Agreed. 

I feel this vision is very fitting for Wadhurst and couldn't agree more. 

Agree with above. 

It is important for Wadhurst to  

Very good but should include importance of sustainability in terms of energy, local 
food and attention to a growing elderly populations' needs. 

Agree 

Agree with it 

Very good vision. 

Agreed - proposed vision. Bring back the waste disposal facility. 

Agree with draft vision proposal 

Sounds good. 

Looks very good. Protection of environment and rural historic character imperative. 

Agree with vision  

I think that this vision has been well articulated.  You may wish to add "... promote 
health and wellbeing" 

Agree in principle 

Agree with proposed vision. 

All OK 

seems to be about right 

Fully agree 
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We agree with the vision. 

None 

Vision is great but I think the High Street is actually quite 'dead' not lively. 

I agree 

I agree 

Looks good 

No 

A great vision for the future of Wadhurst. A Sustainable, Eco friendly Village that 
protects and celebrates its natural surroundings.   

Good proposal 

The draft vision is great. As a long-term resident I feel that the rural character  has 
already been lost and the facilities available in the high street fall far short of those 
available even ten years ago 

Agree with above. New building should be sensitive to our local beauty and 
established home owners. 

Agree with proposed vision. 

Sounds good. 

I agree with it all. 

Agree with the vision 

Sounds quite safe.  

sounds great but the rural character has been missing for some time  

Support 

Agree with it 

 Yes I would agree with the above vision we also need to ensure that the younger 
generations can continue to live around here so need to provide more affordable 
housing brackets rental as well as owner occupied). Plus much better transport. And 
also note that the churches in the area an important hub for community activities  

I like the idea of retaining the character of the village. More affordable housing 
needed for the next generation of Wadhurst dwellers. 

Sounds good 

Sounds good 

Sounds great but nothing seems to change. Just more like a ghost town every day. 

Totally agree with the Wadhurst vision. 

I like it 

Good 

I agree with the community vision 

no 

I agree with the two draft vision statements and like their content.  

Very good goals to aim for. 

No 

Agree 

Sounds wonderful! 

All good 

Its rural historic character is at the heart of the appeal of the village. 

I am hoping that Wadhurst will continue to be a friendly and caring community. Also 
that the 'village' won't grow much more! 

Seems very good. 

Lovely theory although we are still lacking cafes and restaurants. 
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Hope so! 

I couldn't have worded it any better. This is a good vision that benefits all residents. 

We agree 

Above okay but limit growth of Uplands. 

It's important to preserve the rural historic character of the area with developments 
being in a complementary style 

Agree with the above  

No, I fully agree 

Totally agree with the draft vision above. 

Fully support the vision. 

Agree 

Good but would like to see a statement about improving condition of thoroughfares - 
roads are a mess! 

n/a 

Sounds good. 

Well-worded - balance between protecting our rural heritage and sustainability of 
future development is crucial. 

the Second option sits more in line with our views 

I agree 

Sounds great! 

Agree with the vision 

Good vision: sadly two major recent development approach will impact 'historic rural 
character' unhappily. 

We support the above statement but feel that it is in the hands of outside bodies i.e. 
Wealden District Council, East Sussex County Council and National Government 
planners. 

I like it as it sees: a natural beauty being enhanced (much of it is monoculture farmer 
and not at all natural) - and a thriving rural economy - which is an aspiration - and 
sees no dichotomy between the two. - are we really 'friendly'? 

N/A 

Agreed. 

happy with wording for vision above 

I agree with the vision above. I particularly want the high street to be protected and 
made as vibrant as possible. I worry about the number of empty shops recently. 

Good 

Agreed. 

Agree 

No - just achieve as above!!! 

I endorse all of the above. However, Wealden D.C. has shown its complete contempt 
for the 'rich outstanding natural beauty' already, with its consent for the 'Waters 
Reach' development. 

I would like Wadhurst to continue to be the lovely village it is now. I would like to see 
The empty shops occupied and open again. I agree with everything stated above. I 
would like better doctors' surgery and refuse tip reopened urgently. 

I agree with the vision. I would stress 'rural' character of Wadhurst and resist 
development outside of boundaries. High Street is crucial. 

Sounds great.  

Supported 

Agree. Must be sustainable. Any future vision should not destroy the rural character of 
the area and its beauty. 
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I agree 

Sounds idyllic and we support the vision. However, we feel there is a danger to the 
village with business continually closing thus they need more support. 

The above really covers everything. 

None 

Sounds good to me. 

I agree with the draft vision. 

Hopefully an achievable vision. 

seems a good summary 

OK 

I really like this, I think it's important to retain our character but equally as important to 
continue to invest in services to enable the village to thrive 

I agree with the vision 

Seems accurate, it is friendly, can improve your confidence and socialise more often. 

I prefer the second 

looks good 

The proposed vision is good, however I would like to add that Wadhurst needs to 
become a place where our children want to stay and bring up their children. 

These two paragraphs are excellent. 

I agree with its hopes. 

I agree with the proposed vision and I would like to add that Wadhurst should also 
adept to modern times. Internet connection, both mobile and through cable, should 
be up to date.  

An excellent AND CHALLENGING vision!! 

I wholeheartedly support the vision.  

This sounds good. 

I am strongly supportive of the two statements in the vision 

It looks good, no suggestions 

All good. No use of the word “family” though? 

We agree entirely with this vision 

Community Facilities 

Library 

Re-instate a bank - it would be nice for it to have its own car park. 

Please make sure our library keeps going! 

As regards leisure activities it would be nice to have an outside gym at Sparrows 
Green recreation park for elderly.  

You can't get a phone signal in the High Street. Broadband is slow. This is a major 
problem for professionals and families.  

With the loss of the Best Beech Inn. It is now a great distance to walk to a social 
space, would value something in Best Beech Hill, even a small shop would be good. 
Alternatively, could more use be made of the school buildings at Uplands for 
community? 

A community where people from all walks of life can feel welcome and at home, 
whatever their culture, or dress code. 

The vision is sound and well-articulated but I am concerned about the effort of the 
pressure for more housing. While it is needed, this will in turn put pressure on already 
overloaded amenities, facilities and services - roads, parking, doctor, schools etc. - 
which need to be acknowledged and made provision for in any plan. People 
born/raised in the village need to be able to thrive here as well as incomers. 
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More should be done to provide activities/venues/interests for teenagers in the 
community. 

This is a great vision and very commendable. However, to achieve this, one needs to 
keep a higher level of vigilance to promote well-being among the minority included.  

Wadhurst thriving rural economy its living from the high street brings family friends and 
single people and widowed people together and helps to stop loneliness. 

1. Bewl Reservoir 2. Uplands Sports Centre 

Essential to maintain services for elderly residents as well as catering for younger 
people. 

I'd suggest including something explicitly about bringing together the different 
(interest/ demographic/...)groups in the Parish  

I feel my main view is too keep the commemoration hall as I major asset to Wadhurst  

Sounds good. Could include something related to increasing services such as school 
places, doctor availability, infrastructure to keep pace with increasing population. 

also need to continue make Wadhurst an attractive place for people to move to, 
and somewhere people of all ages can thrive 

I would like to see something added about keeping our community and children 
safe, being aware that drugs change hands in our village, making sure there are safe 
areas/sports facilities/youth clubs available for teenagers. We are good at supporting 
well-being for senior members of our community but not teenagers. 

1. Playground 2. Hall suitable for yoga classes 3. Running paths 

A focus on including leisure activities provision for young people in particular. 

More community-minded people. 

Wadhurst to be a place where young and elderly can engage in fun and meaningful 
activities. 

Wadhurst 'works' at the moment, a good balance for a rural community, but we must 
survive as such, by supporting future changes to keep abreast with modern life. 

Leave the Commemoration Hall alone. 

Wadhurst community needs to engage with the young, too many older people direct 
the community. 

We need to make Wadhurst a place for young adults to enjoy 

Stay Wadhurst Commemoration Hall 

There is no mention of our youth, which is the future of the village. 

I would like to see the following expressed: Promote cultural diversity. Maximise new 
technologies to improve communication, environment & travel. Lead in health, 
wellness and the arts.     

We should include the vision that it will be a place where younger people want to, 
and are able to, live, work and be engaged in the community. 

Facilities will be improved including adequate parking for all new developments  

There will be an emphasis of securing the safety of everyone, both young and old 
with active, helpful, upbeat neighbourhood watch schemes throughout the village. 

There is no mention of promoting adult recreational education.  There is also no 
reference to the vital role that Uplands plays in supporting and maintaining the 
village economy. 

Protecting the status quo without further development. Upgrading the community 
hall imperative. 

We would like to see 'community education' added to within the phrase 'improving 
travel and leisure activities'. The vision should wish to restore the activities enabled by 
Uplands before cuts in funding. 

Perhaps a third paragraph to say that the Community Health Services will be 
upgraded to support a growing community.  
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Would like to see a return of a social club. Would be a good idea to have a table 
tennis club, ideal for the wellbeing or everyone. No more building of houses on 
outskirts of village. 

The vision should also recognise the importance of serving the needs and desires of 
all age groups from children, through the young and middle aged to the elderly.   

We live in a beautiful area and our village's economy would improve if only the 
parking was sorted! Also, a decent/new community hall to replace one that is not fit 
for purpose. 

Wadhurst is a very popular and growing community it is vital therefore that local 
services i.e. carparks, Health and Welfare, Schools and travel facilities grow with new 
developments. 

Wadhurst should be a vibrant popular mixture of shops. Better parking, with more 
leisure facilities with mixture of clubs, in the village. High Street should be protected 
with local sustainable development. 

This doesn't capture the aspiration that Wadhurst should allow our youth to rent/buy 
within the town. Maybe a 'vibrant community for all ages' and 'improving 
accommodation for our youth'. Else we risk becoming an old age community. 

Wadhurst needs to have more community activities and events to bring the residents 
together. 

Needs to have a sentence about encouraging ‘inclusiveness and access to all’ 

Our elderly population will always be considered when changes are planned 

there is nothing that needs enhancing, everything needs protecting 

To be kept as a small friendly village where people still know each other and 
communicate. 

I would add something about considering the needs of young people in the village 

We absolutely must include an intention to provide for the younger members of our 
population. The above "visions" seem to ignore teenagers completely 

Development 

Great. No new houses. Don’t become like??? 

Provision of new homes, business, tourist and holiday facilities are only sustainable if 
there is adequate infrastructure and natural resources available. Any new 
development must not become a blight on the landscape and impact adversely on 
Wadhurst and its residents. 

No building on Green belt 

Please keep Wadhurst rural- don’t make it into a town with industrial estates. If 
possible reverse the housing developments that Wealden are imposing on the village. 
these particularly impact on the part of the village where we live 

Wadhurst has been and is being completely over developed. It has the infrastructure 
of a small village but the population and housing stock of a sizeable town. The roads 
and services are struggling and suffering. the vision sounds great but I don’t see how 
this sis being done now or will be sustainable if infrastructure isn't improved 

I agree with enhancing Wadhurst in keeping it as a vibrant rural community. Please 
do not build in the proposed areas. This will ruin the character of Wadhurst, destroy a 
lot of wildlife and change the character of the area drastically. 

It seems very general! Maybe that's the point. But it says very little of substance. How 
will the environment and High St be protected while at the same time developing? 

There is going to be a hard struggle to create a vibrant village with all the proposed 
development - which in my opinion will kill the vibrancy of the village. 

Enough new housing in area! 

It must be sustainable development with the necessary infrastructure in place. NOT 
AN URBAN SPRAWL 

In order to retain the rural character of the village, NO MORE agricultural land must 
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be used for housing. Just in-filling. Also more car parks needed as well as larger 
doctors surgery. 

To protect the village there should not be any more houses built from Brinkers Lane to 
Durgates and Washwell Lane to Turners Green Road. Outside this central village area 
would be acceptable if not on green field sites.  

The infrastructure of Wadhurst will not support large scale developments. Parking is 
already a problem and medical facilities need improvement. 

We moved here 2 years ago from Bramley and were attracted to the village 
because it was? In a beautiful position and felt like it had a sense of community. I still 
feel that but preserving this will be hard without investment. My worry is expanding 
the village without the proper infrastructure strategy will result in it losing its soul. 

'Sustainable development' - no housing estates. No housing on playing fields. Houses 
built between Durgates and Station to avoid further congestion in village. No parking 
on verges. No development at Bewl or Snape. 

It would be good to understand what you mean by 'supporting local sustainable 
development'. I think this needs to be clearer. 

How many more new homes will be built before our area of natural beauty will be 
lost? 

We don't want large housing developments unless they are going to be affordable 
for first time buyers. More social housing is needed for the elderly and young people 
who cannot afford to buy their own property. 

Local SUSTAINABLE development prioritising the infrastructure e.g. parking, doctors' 
surgery appointments etc. is able to cope. 

I would like some statement regarding encouraging our children to remain in the 
area by affordable housing. 

Wadhurst has had more than enough development. 

I hope that 'protecting the High Street' does not mean no development to make it 
more appropriate for the 21st C - and perhaps improving on past architectural 
disasters.  

What does this mean?  This sounds very much like the onus is on protecting status 
quo, rather than progressive development.  What does sustainable mean? There are 
many interpretations for this.  Environmentally friendly but responsive to modern 
requirements, or sustainable in the sense that it complies with narrow limitations?  

Need to be true to this in behaviour otherwise these are meaningless words - e.g. not 
allow housing to be built on unsuitable land within the Wadhurst community, such as 
Old Station Road.  

Too much development already, no infrastructure included and no social housing 
included 

Too much development already 

The vision says very little in terms of understanding what it means for the village. To 
remain a vibrant community, we need to retain its character and spirit. Large housing 
developments are not the answer. We do not have the infrastructure to support that 
and maintain the character. 

Sounds like a euphemism for more houses, more roads - generally more building! 

We need to maintain the rural village character. 'Local sustainable development' is a 
wordy phrase. It may be seen as a charter to build too much in order to meet central 
government edicts. 

Agreed. Housing that is affordable for local young people on minimum or living wage 
must be available if the village is to thrive in future years. 

How can we protect our natural beauty when development is overtaking the area? 
We can't. The things that brought people to Wadhurst are being destroyed. 

The vision also needs to take into account external pressures (i.e. government) to 
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provide additional housing and ensure that excellent facilities such as schooling 
medical and leisure are provided. These may involve compromise of ideals. 

Makes no mention of Wadhurst's countryside and rural  areas being preserved and 
protected from development,  Makes no mention of the siting of development and 
planning  being under greater local control,  Makes no mention of Wadhurst village 
high street being freer from traffic congestion, Keeping land available to build a by-
pass in future/keeping potential by-pass route(s) free from development 

Add creative planning consent. 

What about affordable housing for those on lower incomes? Evident by its non-
existence. What about local established families of many generations having to 
move out of Wadhurst as it's too expensive? 

Affordable housing not as priced at Walters reach. Suggest part rent, part buy. 

No more houses only affordable and I mean for people less well off. How can £800-
£900 rent be affordable! Wealden heights is this much! Not affordable. 

Rural economy means limiting housing. NO MORE housing developments. Can the 
primary school support the needs of all these people? The doctors' surgery? The 
secondary school? Housing down village lanes must not be increased. The roads are 
not built for this traffic and they don't get repaired.  

I would welcome interesting developments. We should allow and encourage change 
and should not preserve everything as it is. The village needs to welcome change. 

This is full of waffle and doesn't really describe the development going on in Wadhurst 
- too many houses being built and more to come. 

No more development of any kind village is 'full'. 

Sustainable development sounds good - most of problems with village (traffic, no 
doctors' appointments, etc.) stem from too many people and no infrastructure. 

Wadhurst is a village and must remain so for all time. There should be no more 
development proposed or allowed. We have already suffered from too much 
increase in house building. 

Managed and sympathetic local development. 

These objectives are inherently contradictory particularly the ones about enhancing 
and protecting our rich outstanding natural beauty whilst supporting local sustainable 
developments. Existing and planned housing developments has/and will erode our 
existing area of natural beauty irreparably. 

Typical village not swamped with inappropriate housing with no infrastructure to 
support it! 

Too many people coming from London Area not enough affordable housing for 
locals. 

We don't need any more houses built taking away our surrounding countryside. The 
high street needs more useful shops to keep people buying locally. Not anymore 
hairdressers, barbers. We need a bakery, a good tea room and a good 
greengrocers. 

" local sustainable development which allows Wadhurst to offer opportunities for 
everyone to live here" 

It is essential that Wadhurst is respected by all that intend to form any type of 
development clearly understand that it is very important to maintain not only the 
character of the village, but should also appreciate the pressure that any 
development may cause upon our existing services.  

Economy /High Street 

I'd love to see the High Street thriving more 

Wadhurst thriving economy and popular High St is questionable. no banks, post 
office, empty shops, no refuse tip, could have better medical centre needs repair 

The high Street needs more than to be protected. Active action is required to ensure 
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shops do not get left empty/unused 

Important to retain and preserve AONB and rural historic town whilst encouraging 
shops/businesses to prosper. many high street shops closed/vacant 

Thriving rural economy needs creating before it can be protected 

I think that the High Street needs not just protection but also to see greater diversity. 
policies/plans need to enable and encourage this through promotion of existing 
business whilst avoiding duplication 

High street looks shabby, too many empty shops. Concerned about lack of 24-hour 
access to cashpoint and banking facilities.  

Business rates to be reduced to encourage new retailers into the village and to 
prevent the remaining ones from closing. Perhaps have limit to types of outlet - no 
more barbers! 

It would be nice if the high street were a destruction area. Losing the banks was a 
blow to the high street. 

Wadhurst should be a pretty destination village. Opening hours. Cafes and promotion 
could achieve this. Events such as scarecrow festival should be reinstated.  

Vibrant market town with facilities for friends to meet for coffees/teas and enjoy 
social gatherings in comfort and space realising how lucky we all are. 

To support local businesses 

The draft vision above is acceptable but the High Street is not as 'thriving' as it was, so 
this needs to be watched for its future protection. 

As a household we supported the original plans for Wadhurst. We would like to see 
the use of the high street encouraged with more shops/coffee shops set up to 
encourage more use. 

Wadhurst does not have a lively and popular high street. It has a selection of good 
shops mixed with empty units, terrible parking and unpleasant new major shops. 

Allowing a kebab shop and unlimited estate agents does not retain our rural historic 
character. 

Wadhurst should be allowed to remain untouched. More shops/businesses, less 
houses. 

Maybe it should say "Wadhurst's declining high street will be stimulated where 
possible." 

Looks good in terms of atmosphere - worth reflecting more how to support new local 
businesses, through entrepreneurship - not just protecting the high street character. 

Yes, the High Street has not been protected, the banks have gone, the greengrocers 
has gone, and the condition of the road is appalling. The proposal to inject money 
and develop the village has been rejected. Not happy. 

Wadhurst village is not a 'thriving rural economy'. Just have a look at the number of 
closed shops! 

A quaint town with a well-kept high street, catering for tourists and locals, making it 
more vibrant.  

Investment and support for independent and local businesses on the high St. 
Encourage new business with grants and reduced rents. investment in community 
areas that reflect the cross section of the growing community 

To remain a rural community Wadhurst should not expand too much. High Street 
shops should not be priced out of existence. 

New shop signage to be in keeping with the character of the village shops.  

The survival of Wadhurst as a village/town where people come to shop and socialise 
is essential. 

Thriving economy, with a popular high street, maintain a sense of history and the 
natural beauty. 

Wadhurst does not feel thriving with shops closing and empty. We need a decent 
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bakery, greengrocers, solicitors, and bank. 

We desperately require a good surgery The Shops. In the Village need some 
inspiration. There are too many barbers and hairdressers. 

This is the crux of it. How do we retain its character as a rural village but support the 
high street, whilst preventing urban sprawl and dealing with the traffic problems 

'Sustainable' is a little vague in this context. There should also be emphasis support for 
local business, environment and modern people friendly living. 

I would like the village to be sustainable, to encourage local business, provide 
housing for young families and not be stuck in the past. I wanted the development of 
a village square and new surgery. 

1. A high street that works together with too much clash in businesses.  2. More space 
available for Wadhurst football club to use. 

Good in principle but the "popular high street" has many empty shops and banks and 
a parking/traffic problem both of which need to be addressed. 

I don’t think you can describe the high street as lively - too many closed shop units 
not trading including the banks 

Better use of Bewl Water. Better eating facilities. No more hairdressers or barbers or 
estate agents. They should be limited to one of each. 

What is the plan for using existing empty buildings in the High Street? Both banks have 
gone and greengrocer - maybe one of these buildings could be converted into a 
new doctors' surgery? 

If only! The Commemoration Hall plan would have helped.   Rents are too high - 
hence the empty shops. 

Like to add an ambition to improve the 'look' of the High Street, to integrate old and 
newer to deal with empty shops whilst empty. 

Whilst the high street is to be protected, we must not lose sight of the opportunity for 
growth and development. Communities need to grow to survive otherwise they 
stagnate and die. 

Does Wadhurst really have a "thriving rural economy"?  

Whilst the high street is to be protected, we must lose sight of the opportunity for 
growth and development. Communities need to grow to survive otherwise they 
stagnate and die. 

Support the vision, but would like to say something about encouraging small start-up 
businesses to Wadhurst. Also, we need to recognise that a new modern multi-purpose 
Health/GP centre is urgently need in the village. The current site is old fashioned and 
not fit for 21st Century Practice. 

Wadhurst’s thriving rural economy and its lively and popular high street will be 
protected? 

High street will be protected. Independent and varied retailers should be enticed 
and encouraged with attractive rent and rates. Freeholders need to have this in mind 
when letting and maintaining their premises. 

It will be interesting to see how it is proposed to protect the high street! Recent 
bank/shop closures and constant parking issue have caused foot fall to drop 
dramatically. 

Closure and sale of farms have affected rural economy and character of the 
community.  The farm lands should be protected and the farming activities to be 
encouraged. 

Friendly and vibrant area, make time and invest money into the high street with more 
restaurants (fish and chips, Italian) independent or well-known brand names. At the 
moment the high street is dying! 

The high street is not lively and popular, it is declining very quickly as shops close. 
Wadhurst needs to move forward and be less focussed on its 'historic character', 
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which is minimal compared with many other towns and villages. 

We need to keep local shops open by reducing business rates. More social housing. 
Improve and maintain sporting facilities and general interest groups particularly for 
retired. 

Too many empty business properties. Is this linked to high business rates?  No bank in 
the village! 

Wadhurst needs to be a thriving local community. Not just a commuter belt bolt hole 
with associated tourist attractions. Our local economy was built on centuries of 
farming and light industry (bricks etc.) dependant on the land. We are losing sight of 
that with land of natural beauty and farmland released for building. Money talks and 
we are in danger of losing our environment to developers. Time to rethink. We may 
be back to growing our own post Brexit! The land for farming is vital. 

The High Street is disappearing. You can't park, you can't shop. People have no 
community spirit. 

Local sustainable development is key. The high street needs to promote and include 
'service' industries. Needs to look to the future i.e. understand what is really needed 
now and in 10 years with a view on what online services people use/will use. 

I disagree that it's "a lively and popular high street". Many empty shops and now no 
banks. We need to encourage more shops to be occupied. 

Wadhurst High Street is dying! 

Agree. Keep the high street busy - prevent empty shop units. More car parking 

I've only lived here since December. The village has most things I need. Perhaps it's 
just missing a nice cafe or coffee shop. 

A dedicated coffee shop for the village would be welcome. 

The High Street should not be developed - The Commemoration Hall badly needs 
some restoration to make it more useable. More businesses would find the High Street 
attractive if basic amenities were in place. The loss of the banks has had a huge 
impact on the future of the High Street. 

I don’t feel it is explicitly stating a commitment to small business development or new 
technologies. 

We need to maintain wherever possible the ability of local businesses to thrive in the 
village and not be forced to close due to unsustainably high business rates.  We also 
need to limit the number of housing developments so that our local services are not 
overwhelmed. 

Encourage more local business. 

I would like to see more opportunities for young people 16-30s. Empty spaces to be 
used up for pop-up restaurants, shops, etc. Wadhurst does not attract creative young 
people.  

The high street needs revitalising, too many empty buildings. Encourage pop up 
shops 

The local economy will be severely affected if the Council's plans to charge for 
parking is implemented 

The assumption seems to be that wellbeing is the result of a thriving economy and 
good travel links and leisure activities. Wellbeing is promoted primarily by being a 
community where there are good relationships both and the spiritual as well as 
economic and physical are met. A more holistic vision is needed 

Agree with vision but need steps to achieve this vision as empty premises in High 
Street, unkempt roadway and pavements and Ares of outstanding natural beauty 
not being protected. 

Regarding 'friendly' - more and more small or bigger crimes are happening in 
Wadhurst that contradict the Wadhurst description above. Smaller businesses are also 
struggling. 
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A thriving rural economy. 

We need to be inventive if we are going to maintain or improve our local business 
community and so allow business property development. Protection of the high street 
is not enough. 

The number of empty shops in Wadhurst is worrying. 

The key is combining Wadhurst and enhancing its high street and not letting shops, 
banks or other facilities close with its overall setting 

Not particularly vibrant/thriving at present e.g. high street. Both need improving. 

I would disagree with the statement "lively high street". I am concerned that 
commercial progress in the high street is being restricted by the parish without 
consultation  

Wadhurst's high street does not seem to be thriving particularly at the minute. 
Concerned about the number of empty shops & banks. More housing development 
doesn't seem to be supporting more local shops particularly. 

Wadhurst's high street does not seem to be thriving particularly at the minute. 
Concerned about the number of empty shops & banks. More housing development 
doesn't seem to be supporting more local businesses particularly. 

The high street is not really thriving but needs to be given help. 

My only comment is that the high street is not as good as it used to be. There’s far too 
many shops the same e.g. barbers and not enough “normal” shops and nowhere to 
go for lunch that’s not a pub.  

Environment 

Would like to see included 'green' or environmentally friendly aspect to the vision. 

'Our rich outstanding natural beauty and heritage will be enhanced and protected 
whilst supporting local sustainable development' - contains two statements which are 
inherently contradictory - what is 'sustainable' development and how can 'natural 
beauty' etc. be protected at the same time? 

Wadhurst's traditional farms must be supported in this rural economy. 

I don’t feel that the natural beauty is being protected  

Vision should strengthen protection of the rural environment. Seek to become a 
biodiversity haven. Highlight determination to promote keeping and enhancing 
beauty in both the rural and built landscape. To seek to become a jewel in the weald 
that tourists wish to visit 

Needs to be more specific about protection of biodiversity and unusual things like 
Wadhurst hill top position which creates great views 

Need more emphasis on protecting wildlife and enhancing the built environment. 
Need to maintain visual beauty of countryside but also any buildings.  Maintaining 
balance between village and wildlife as befitting an AONB.  

No reference to health, safety and environment! 

Why development appearing to go ahead when originally in designated area of 
Outstanding natural beauty?? They have made it into a dump now! Just to say these 
things and not put into action makes it all meaningless! 

The natural environment has declined markedly in recent years and people need to 
be made more aware of the effect of their actions on the local environment. Don't 
drive on the verges, don't grub up hedges and replace with fences, think before 
felling trees and removing shrubs, do be careful about lighting and don't drop litter. 

We will strive to encourage people to walk rather than drive. Thus making a more 
peaceful, less polluted environment for our children and the elderly to thrive in. A 
safer village for all. 

The vision should refer to the AONB.  This is an extremely important aspect of living in 
Wadhurst.  Given the position of high streets nationally, I am not sure how realistic this 
vision is.  Retaining the Commem Hall is an important part of retaining our historic 
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character. 

Perhaps mention the wider context - Wealden Landscape/AONB. 

Wadhurst will continue to be a friendly and vibrant community and our rural historic 
character will not be destroyed and our rich outstanding natural beauty and 
heritage retained. Any development must not be on any area of outstanding natural 
beauty. Also, development should be around the railway station so commuters have 
easy access to station and buses. All houses must have a garage and parking for an 
additional car. Detached and semi-detached houses only. 

Protection of the local environment and sense of community is vital to maintaining 
the character of the village 

Our lovely green land is being sold off for building. That is truly bad. Demolishing the 
Village Hall is going against our heritage as is taking the green land for building. 

Important that protecting our 'area of outstanding natural beauty' is reflected in the 
vision and decisions made as a result. 

‘Wadhurst will continue to be a friendly and vibrant community while retaining our 
rural historic character. Our rich outstanding natural beauty and heritage will be 
enhanced and protected whilst supporting local sustainable development. 

Retain rural historic character. No removals of indigenous buildings (churches for 
example). 

Our rural historic character, our rich outstanding natural beauty and heritage will be 
enhanced and protected. Sustainable development will be designed to enhance 
both community, business and environment.  

I would like to see it have some truly environmental protection element - non plastic, 
solar etc. 

Not enough about green initiatives, sustainable initiatives, traffic calming, tree 
planting 

It should specifically mention protecting the AONB and retaining a village feel. 

Also keeping our green spaces.  

Whilst the draft vision platitudes sound great I find the lack of substance and 
qualification disappointing e.g. what is it specifically in our rural historic character we 
want to retain (architecture ? village feel ? farming ?) and of our rich outstanding 
natural beauty and heritage - what is it we wish to enhance and protect (AONB ? 
The High Weald?  Biodiversity? Dark Skies?). Altogether this draft vision is too wooly.    

It's hardly very ambitious to describe this in terms of “continue to be..."or retaining our 
rural ..." etc. Better to have something far more aspirational along the lines of: 
Wadhurst being recognised as a premier location on the High Weald with amenities, 
transport links and quality of life to sustain a vibrant community of all ages  

Perhaps not ambitious enough over 15 years.  Idea: W will be the most eco-friendly 
village in East Sussex by 2025 and one of the most sought after places to live, work 
and visit for all generations. 

Road, Traffic and Parking 

We would like to see Wadhurst remain a vibrant community, with a protected High 
Street, free of yellow lines, allowing the small businesses to thrive 

Agreed in principle with the above, however congestion of traffic and parking is 
becoming increasingly difficult 

To protect the High Street, parking must be addressed 

The above looks fine but neglects the current situation where it is not protected but 
damaged by traffic and congestion. the air is polluted by vehicles waiting to pass in 
the High Street  

I agree with proposed vision. A suggestion of a solution to the traffic problem in the 
village could be included 

Great vision sand would lobe all this to be achieved but struggling with the 2nd 
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paragraph and whether this is obtainable. High St has a number of serious problems 
now and will only worsen in time if not tackled. Traffic congestion is the largest 
amongst others 

In order to promote your vision (which is brilliant) we need to provide the 
infrastructure i.e. parking 

I like the vision. The through traffic is a problem. Has a short bypass ever been 
considered? Please don't let Wadhurst get too big. 

I agree entirely with above vision. Unless the traffic congestion problem in Wadhurst is 
tackled then it will not work. Traffic light at either end of village may be the answer 

It is an admirable vision but can only be achieved if the traffic/parking problem is 
addressed 

A descent road through the village 

Certainly friendly and vibrant. Not too sure about retaining historic character- not sure 
how it is being enhanced- more in filling of houses?? High Street- pot holed- traffic not 
like 60 years ago, lucky to find a parking place. Closed shops. Where’s the wellbeing? 

The High Street requires careful refurbishment as much of it is empty. An ugly 'noisy' 
van is now parked like at the pit stop on an A road. The road surface has perished 
and the place looks and feels unloved. 

Yes - how is this vision going to be carried out? What is the actual plan? Why is the 
state of the highest road in such a poor state of repair? Why do we have no banks, 
recycling centre. What are you doing about all the fly tipping? Why are you not 
supporting the small local businesses? Empty shops, no car parking for 
shoppers/visitors. 

Less high street traffic to reduce pollution. Encourage new business in the high street. 

I see the need to retain the character and charm of Wadhurst but feel this is being 
compromised by the traffic and parking problems in the high street and some 
possibly unpopular changes need to be made to improve these problems.  

Preserve what we have not try too many new ventures. Invest in preservation of 
buildings. Mend the roads. 

Must reduce parking in the high street. Create larger car park. 

Keep the paths that are there walkable - cleared of mud. Much less parking allowed 
in High Street. LESS VEHICLES ALLOWED in Wadhurst. 

More off-street parking needed and fewer new houses putting pressure on 
infrastructure and amenities. 

Without heavy traffic passing through, frequent snarl-ups during days make 
alternative route. 

Unless parking issues in the village can be resolved, there is a risk that the popularity of 
the high street will be lost. 

The High Street appears to be in decline. A combination of that and difficult parking 
is often given as reason people don't 'use' the village. 

It is not feasible to provide regular public transport from outer areas of plan to 
Wadhurst. Hence vehicle parking needs must be considered appropriately. 

Lack of car parking spaces will eventually kill-off most of high street shops. Congested 
High Street is off-putting. 

I agree with the vision of friendly community whilst maintaining rural character. We 
need to limit development and limit traffic through the village and improve road 
surfaces. 

There are bus stops all along Tidebrook Road but I've yet to see a bus... 

All very nice but the reality is that over-development will destroy that vision. The high 
street is an absolute nightmare to get through because of people's attitude to 
parking i.e. both sides from the fire station down past Uplands College.  

Your laudable vision for Wadhurst will not be achieved unless future building does not 
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occur on AONB's and SSSI's. The village economy will not continue unless traffic and 
parking is addressed. 

More parking areas - restrict on-street parking - designated crossing areas. Potholes 
attended to and more street cleaners. 

I am not sure what 'protecting' the high street means. The congestion and 
unrestricted parking in the High Street, together with the shortage of off-site parking 
and the lack of safe crossing points, are positive deterrents to visiting it in the first 
place. Provision of adequate off-street parking coupled with the restriction of parking 
on the highway so that two cars can pass each other safely is essential if a civilised 
environment is to be created. 

High street parking issues/traffic must be addressed. 

Keep as it is.  Improve parking; roads in general. 

We need a crossing in the village and several speed bumps to slow traffic down. 
More dog bins, area for bicycles to be stood and locked. 

It's not a very clear vision. Wadhurst should represent young people and old people. 
The adults of working age can only enjoy the High St on Saturdays and commuter 
times. You should focus on ease of access and parking for older residents, ramps for 
wheelchairs and prams. Zebra crossing. Swimming pool for children. Strong village hall 
in the centre of Village. No commuter apartments. A good Italian Pizza restaurant 
chain is ok! Drinking fountain, seats to sit on around the village. 

That sounds good but while the high street is being protected, it needs to be made 
SAFER with PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS and the Wadhurst community should be also 
protecting SCHOOL CHILDREN by putting PEDESTRIAN CROSSING near Uplands 
Community College. This is the BIGGEST PRIORITY OF ALL and would encourage more 
people to shop in the High Street. 

Less traffic, better parking. Catering for residents of all ages including children and 
adults. 

Somehow improve travel without increasing traffic and congestion on the High Street. 

Cycle path to Bewl Water, Improve parking, and improve state of roads. 

It appears the High Street is not being sustained at the moment. Car park/car parking 
needs attention. 

Wadhurst doesn't need any more hairdressers, cafes. We need a fishmonger, fish n' 
chips. More diversity. More parking, allow free flow traffic through the village. 

Something must be done about the lack of parking on the school premises to keep 
the village vibrant. 

with more car parking facilities 

I grew up in Wadhurst - I've come back to live here after being away many years. I'd 
like to see the 'village' RETAIN its 'village' atmosphere and spirit. The road surface is 
ABYSMAL and something needs sorting out about the traffic problem - especially the 
SPEED of the CARS outside our NEW house! TN5 6EJ It's like the M25 out there. 

Addressing the volume and speed of traffic is fundamental to the future wellbeing of 
the village. Creating safe bicycle routes and making provisions for electric and 
autonomous vehicles is vital. 

No parking - high street is a nightmare to drive through which in turn means people 
don’t want to stop there. This needs to be considered. Rural economy depends on 
accessibility  

Consider the dreadful state of our roads and high street traffic flow before any new 
development. 

Local development will only be sustainable if traffic conditions through the village are 
improved (including road surface) to avoid congestion like the current state. 

Reduced traffic in the main high street  

Wadhurst is fast changing form the vision above to a dormer town. Traffic and speed 
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is a major problem that needs addressing. 

I think that the high street currently suffers due to lack of parking, quite often I will 
attempt to stop there but no parking means I will carry on to elsewhere, I think that 
the improvement to uplands is a major asset and hoping this will assist with parking, I 
want this village to be a safe place for my children to be able to walk safely around 
the village which currently due to speed of cars and cars mounting kerbs they can’t. 

Fix the high street, and Washwell lane. it’s a disgrace 

It refers to protecting Wadhurst's 'lively and popular high Street’ but omits stating any 
aim to solve the high street's chronic congestion and associated issues  

Free parking must be expanded/maintained to support high street shop/community 
spaces.  

The village high street is a mess mainly due to access. Parking on the high street 
should be limited to 20 minutes, all 24 hour parking abolished. A limited number of 
permits distributed to shop owners and maximum parking in the car parks reduced to 
a maximum of 2 hours. This would persuade shoppers, make Uplands responsible for 
parking for its students and teachers. It is quicker to drive into Tunbridge Wells and 
park than it is Wadhurst. If we had realised the nightmare it is to access the high street 
we would never have moved here. Little wonder shops are closing and being 
replaced with service industries. Meanwhile speed restrictions could indeed should be 
introduced to the high street and certainly outlying roads like Mayfield lane. 

If you want to have a lively high street parking needs to be a priority 

Traffic calming measures on the B2100 between Lamberhurst and Wadhurst would 
help Cousley Wood. Example set by Kent CC in Lamberhurst. 

There has been far too much development in the village. The traffic is chaos and it's 
impossible to get into the village during the week, due to parking in the High Street 
and constant lorries going through due to developments. 

There needs to be improvement in road conditions. Thriving is great but roads are 
awful and there is too much traffic. 

High street is not being protected. Worst road surface in SE England. Insufficient 
parking. 

Cycle lanes, more pavements, less car orientated. 

More parking, more cctv  

At the time of writing, the state of the road through the High Street and the 
pavements is appalling! 

Overall encouraging but traffic flow through the village and parking in the village 
must also be a primary concern 

The proposed vision sounds v. positive. The High Street has been badly knocked with 
both banks closing, greengrocers (Crittes) gone. Too much parking on high street by 
the Walk as the left lane is nearly always full - yellow lines? Constant traffic jams - 
daily! 

I agree with the statement above. I would just about still class Wadhurst as a small 
and quintessential country village but I would say this is in danger of being lost if 
Wadhurst expands and the high street is over-run with hairdressers/barbers, charity 
shops and fast food outlets. Also new build developments take away the charm of 
the period properties of which for is one of its best assets of Wadhurst.   

My wife and myself are elderly. We moved to Wadhurst one year ago. We soon 
discovered that we could not shop in the village because it is potentially dangerous. 
Just crossing the road is very difficult. It would help if we had a controlled traffic light 
crossing. 

1. Problem with Wadhurst - not enough parking (we walk so far for us).  2. Uplands 
School must provide spaces for sixth formers who take up spaces in car park.  3. 
Would also be useful if gym people had parking in school area too. The shops will 
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close as people can't bear congestion and shop elsewhere. 

I agree with the Community vision for Wadhurst, but I am supposed that there is no 
mention of the traffic problems and the pollution caused. 

Better transport links. 

Traffic congestion solution! 

The main problem is to improve the infrastructure which will be a major problem with 
all the housing being built. The current road conditions are appalling and must be 
rectified. The car park at Uplands must NOT be used by pupils and staff. 

I agree. Transport definitely needs to be improved. The high street is great and we 
should do what we can to keep the independent businesses running, although it 
could do with some useful additions like an ordinary cafe (rather than Wealden or 
Delicatus).   

Another car park. 

We cannot sustain any further development without putting additional strain on the 
already tired and over used roads. Parking is a premium and where people do park 
they often do this with no thought to pedestrians or other residents 

Less traffic congestion in the high street.  

I think the thriving and lively high st will only remain so if something is done about 
parking and traffic through the village 

I agree, however the rural historic character is already in danger as shops are closing 
and congestion in High Street and lack of parking can cause difficulty for the less 
mobile. 

Other 

You will not be able to retain something that has already disappeared. Wadhurst is 
not the place that it used to be 

To return to a quiet friendly village. A pedestrian area if possible to promote a cafe 
type culture to create a good ambience 

The above vision is how I would wish Wadhurst to remain. However as I’m in my 80's, I 
feel it is not for me to say what I think should happen in the long distance future so 
have only filled in the survey where I feel applicable in the relatively near future 

This is aspirational. Listening to the presentation at the Commemoration Hall for the 
plans for the medical centre and hall, I was very disappointed in the unfriendly and?? 
comment. A lot of work had been done and I felt the councillors were insulted by 
several vocal people in the audience. comments should be made in a constructive 
way to get progress  

Contains a d??? aspirations 

Wadhurst should be maintained to ensure it stays a small market town of around so 
many people and not just become an overpopulated area with inadequate services. 
the overall feeling of village life 

An indoor swimming pool support for local business for ex reduced rents, affordable 
housing 

Small Market Country Town 

Do not demolish the commemoration hall 

The same beautiful friendly village it was 50 years ago 

More polite policing may be like old time Bobby that local kids can approach and 
talk to making Wadhurst safer 

To encourage vibrancy. To encourage leisure facilities (swimming pool), To be a 
place where people come to stop/shop/coffee enroute to Pashley Manor or Dixter or 
Bewl Water 

It’s a bit wishy-washy! (more) affordable housing is going to be required to enable the 
people who help create our environment to continue to live in the area 
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if we are to sell ourselves as a rural economy we need to have better Wi-Fi in the 
village 

Safe and child-friendly as well as welcoming to new families, cultures and ideas. 

As long as this statement is upheld - transparency on plans Better village 
communication, allowing us to contribute to embrace our village and the people 
that live here. 

I would like to see a vision of how Wadhurst might better appeal to the younger 
generations of the future. 

The future is for the young people. More facilities needed for teenagers. (Youth club, 
cafe etc.) and affordable accommodation for LOCAL first-time buyers or renters 

Good mobile phone reception priority. New surgery. Communal swimming pool. 

I think we should also have something about DIVERSITY. 

No reference to protecting the countryside in Wadhurst from development. 

See attached comments 

The focus is on Wadhurst only, a rather limited and introverted view. It should reach 
out to other local communities.   

'Welcoming and supporting diversity of age, disability, race, sexual orientation etc.' 
should be in there. If not, why not? 

I would like to add something about Wadhurst being a place of welcome for 
refugees. 

Officially 'a town', Wadhurst had a rural village atmosphere, community-based and 
vibrant. Many commuters take little part.  

Protect those beautiful areas even more vigorously. Also positively encourage 
newcomers to be involved in the community. 

Not sure about 'friendly'. After the fiasco about the proposed development behind 
the Commemoration Hall it was like Brexit came to Wadhurst! Really created a lot of 
bad feelings unnecessarily.  

There should be more emphasis on being in the Area of Natural Beauty promotion of 
biodiversity.  Should be more about retaining character of built environment 
restricting development in areas to retain character and layout. 

'Sustainable' - economically or environmentally? 

Promote healthy lifestyle and protect environment i.e. cycle lanes, electric car 
charging points, maintain footpaths. 

Wadhurst remains a village. 

We would like Wadhurst to remain a village with a village community - not a town. 

Perhaps include the word 'progressive'? 

It is not very 'visionary'! It doesn't inspire me - I think it needs to be more forward 
thinking for the next generation. History and innovation are not mutually exclusive. 

I wish it would happen 

This doesn't make sense today 

it’s out of your control to say you can do this  

No one is protecting anything, we believe that. you don’t have any power to promise 
this 

Let it be a vision proposed by local people and not people who come into the 
village for a few years and then move on. 

The control of Wadhurst seems to be in control of a few individuals like Bob Stanley 
who have only their own pockets in mind. This power should be removed A.S.A.P. 

Do we say if we support a growth in population? And at what rate? 

This 'vision' does not reflect the reality of your building on greenfield sites, having a 
doctors' that can't cope with its existing residents and a high street that is now hellish 
to drive through. 
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Paragraph one is very apt. Our heritage is precious, everything moves on and it must 
cause, we have so much to retain and remember and keep alive, hopefully in 
generations to come they too will have treasures of times past and present in 
Wadhurst. 

The draft vision is fine but cannot come to pass while there is a disregard of the huge 
crime problem - see Sussex Crime watch on FB, now more than 15,000 members due 
to lack of police presence leading to vigilante style self-protection.  Police have been 
given photographs of the men blatantly scoping out properties, they say they know 
who they are but won’t be doing anything about it. More visible police are needed 
before we will get the vision above 

For the surrounding areas to stay rural without too many housing estates surrounding 
and ruining the view and peace 

Crime is becoming more and more of a problem in Wadhurst, this should be taken 
into account too.  

No , except it is a bit gushing/ Utopian/unrealistic, sadly Wadhurst is no Glocca Mora  

Doesn't work. First sentence embraces two different issues. Doesn't mention size which 
is key issue for most residents. Also vital to improve roads and pathways. 

Wadhurst needs to be modern too: - internet; - supermarket etc. - transport. 

Needs a single phrase summary for branding e.g. 'Welcoming Wadhurst' NB: recent 
vote on Commemoration Hall did not support assertion Wadhurst is a friendly 
community. 

To stay how it use to be a family village  

Wadhurst has been lacking in friendliness and vibrancy recently. In order to embrace 
the 21st century it needs a vision which embraces change and modernity, of a kind 
which complement but is not constrained by its heritage. 

Utopian or what? 

Thriving village to be used by all? 

The village to continue to be a thriving rural community not an 'escape to the 
country' suburb of London. 

Friendly and safe. 

All need to be enhanced. 

Concerned regarding so many more residents. Will people stop wanting to live in 
Wadhurst due to losing its village charm? Also, crime seems to be on the increase. 

Waffle 

Sound like good ideas but I'm left wondering just how much market forces will dictate 
the future and wonder how much power we have as villagers to actually influence 
the outcomes. 

This is bland, it should be more ambitious. 

Allow those with Wadhurst at heart are able to live and remain in the village to ensure 
the vision is allowed 

most of the above is not in line with Wealden District Council plan 

It sounds great but I don’t think it’s realistic when this isn’t even the case currently. 

none 

Having been a resident of Wadhurst for the majority of my life I feel I am able to make 
the following comment. The vision written above is false. The village high street is not 
thriving nor does it promote wellbeing. The most recent developments are far from 
sustainable. Whoever wrote this vision is clearly not a resident of Wadhurst.  
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5.2 Appendix 2 – List up to 5 Wellbeing & Leisure Facilities that you particularly value in 

the Parish i.e. if they were not there you would really miss them.   

Responses 

 Clubs e.g. singing club, Uplands Sports Centre, commemoration hall, services and 
community events in Tidebrook and Wadhurst churches,  lots of well-maintained 
footpath’s  

1. Access to Bewl 2. Access to surrounding countryside 3. Wadhurst Rec 4. Sports 
Centre. 

1. Adequate shopping (i.e. no more) 2. Pubs and restaurants 3. Country walks 4. Open 
fields 5. Woodlands. 

1. Allotments 2. Tennis Courts 3. Playing fields 4. Playgrounds 5. The Memorial Hall 

1. Bewl Reservoir 2. The Gym at Uplands 3. The Commemoration Hall. 

1. Bewl reservoir. 2. Sparrows Green Rec. 3. War memorial garden. 4. Uplands sports 
hall. 5. Commemoration Hall and football pitches 

1. Bewl Water 2. Commemoration Hall 3. Commemoration Garden 4. Uplands Leisure 
Centre and our lovely footpaths with unspoilt countryside and instant views. 

1. Bewl Water 2. Pubs 3. Footpaths 4. Cousley Wood Cricket Field 

1. Bewl Water 2. Uplands Sport Centre 

1. Bewl Water walking 2. Bewl water sailing although that's on its knees, the private 
insurance company managing the site is killing off sailing. 

1. Bowls club 2. Library 3. Carillon Cottage 

1. Bowls club 2. Parish church 3. Dramatic club 4. Commemoration Hall 5. Local walks 
in countryside. 

1. Bus service 2. GP surgery 

1. BYG Cricket Club 2. WJFC Wadhurst Football Club 3. Bewl Water 

1. Car parking - easy spaces!?  2. Bridge groups 3. U3A 4. Both churches 5. Library 

1. Carillon Cottage 2. Surgery 

1. Chemist 2. Church 3. Jempsons 

1. Chemist 2. Doctors’ 3. Shops 3. Supermarket  (Bank would be nice) 

1. Children's play area (football ground) 2. Mum and baby/toddler groups 

1. Children's play areas 2. Tennis courts 

1. Choir 2. Gym 

1. Choir 2. Recreation ground 3. Uplands sports facilities 4. Cricket nets 

1. Church 2. Commemoration Hall 3. Jempsons 3. Carillon Cottage 4. Doctors surgery 

1. Church 2. Local shops 3. Commemoration Hall 4. Community bus to Crowborough 

1. Church 2. Sports Centre 3. St George's Hall - for community clubs 4. Pubs 

1. Church 2. Wadhurst Community Choir 3. Wadhurst Culture 4. Wadhurst Drama Club 

1. Cinema 2. Market (twice a week) 3. Jumble sales 4. Antique? Market 5. Art shows 

1. Commemoration Hall 2. Commemoration Sports Ground/Field 3. Old Vine public 
house 4. White Hart public house 5. Footpaths. 

1. Commemoration Hall 2. Flower beds 3. Library 

1. Commemoration Hall 2. Old Vine Pub 3. Sparrows Green Rec 4. St George's Hall 

1. Commemoration Hall 2. Recreation Ground 3. Football and Cricket Field 

1. Commemoration Hall 2. Shops 

1. Commemoration Hall 2. Sparrows Green Football 3. Tennis 4. Carillon Cottage. 

1. Commemoration Hall 2. Sparrows Green Hall 3. Commemoration Field 

1. Commemoration Hall 2. Uplands Hall 3. St George's Hall 4. Carillon Cottage. 

1. Commemoration Hall 2. Uplands Hall 3. St George's Hall 4. Sports Pavilion, South 
View Road 5. Carillon Cottage. 
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1. Commemoration Hall 2. Uplands Sports Centre 3. Cricket Club 4. Tennis Club 5. 
Health Food Shop 

1. Commemoration Hall Field and sports ground. 

1. Commemoration Hall for U3A 2. Film club 3. History society 4. St George's for W.1 
and afternoon fellowship. 

1. Community Choir 2. Wadhurst Drama Club 3. Wadhurst Brass Band 4. Variety of 
shops 5. Huge number and variety of clubs, events and activities. 

1. Cricket club 2. Bowls club 3. Commemoration Hall 4. St George's Hall 5. South Fields 

1. Cricket pitch 2. Bewl Water Leisure facilities 3. Sports Centre 

1. Cricket pitch 2. Football pitch   3. Uplands school 4. Sparrows Green Hall and 5. Play 
park with field. 

1. Doctors’ 2. Chemist 3. Commemoration Hall 4. Buses 5. Train station 

1. Doctors' surgery 2. Chemist 

1. Doctors surgery 2. Dentist 3. Hamble’s 4. Osteopath 5. Library 6. Uplands 
fitness/tennis club 

1. Doctors' surgery 2. Pharmacy 3. Commemoration Hall 

1. Field behind the Commemoration Hall 2. Sparrows Green Recreation Ground 3. 
Tennis Club and Pavilion 4. Uplands Sports Club 5. Wadhurst Football  

1. Fields and woods for dog walking 2. Parish church 3. Carillon Cottage 4. Health 
food shop 5. Library services. 

1. Film club 2. Amateur dramatics 3. Local shops 4. Gym 

1. Fit for purpose doctor’s surgery 2. Gym 3. Exercise/sport classes and clubs 4. Library 
5. Fit for purpose Village Hall 

1. Football field (in village) 2. Sparrows Green Field   Is there three more? 

1. Footpath network (Public rights of way - PROW) 2. Park and recreation - green 
spaces.  3. Mature trees and hedgerows.  4. Wildflower verges.  5. Pedestrian routes 
through the village (e.g. twittens to rear of greengrocers). 

1. Footpaths 2. Bridle paths 3. Bewl 4. Tennis Courts 5. Sparrows Green 

1. Footpaths 2. Commemoration Hall 3. History Society 

1. Footpaths 2. Commemoration Hall 3. Sparrows Green rec ground 4. Car Parks 5. 
Cricket Pitch and Cousley Wood 

1. Footpaths 2. Community Choir (actually believe there is a lack of leisure facilities for 
all non-sport activities which needs to be addressed). 

1. Footpaths 2. Playing fields 3. Children's 'swings and slides' area 4. Tennis courts 5. 
Bowls green  

1. Footpaths 2. Sports Centre 

1. Footpaths 2. Sports Centre 3. Doctors’ surgery 4. Public houses x2 5. Indian 
Restaurants x2 

1. Footpaths 2. The countryside in general 3. Wealden Wholefoods 4. Barnett's 
Bookshop 5. Commemoration Hall. 

1. Footpaths 2. Uplands 3. Wealden Wholefoods 4. Barnett’s Books 5. Commem Hall 

1. Footpaths - Country 2. Bridle paths - country 3. Bridge Club 4. Public Houses 5. 
Restaurants 

1. Footpaths around Bewl Water 2. Network of quiet rural lanes for walking, cycling 
and horse riding. 

1. Footpaths freely accessible to all 2. Tennis football/cricket/playground facilities 3. 
Gym 

1. Good footpath network 2. Dark skies 3. Good air quality 

1. GP 2. Sports Centre 3. Playground 4. Pharmacy 5. Commemoration Hall. 

1. Green space 2. Public footpaths 3. Feel of community 4. Market 5. Independent 
shops 
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1. Green spaces, 2. Gym, 3. Wadhurst Aloud Choir 4. High Street with pubs. 

1. Gym 2. Chair 3. Walking in countryside 4. Open spaces 5. Shops 

1. Gym 2. Pubs 3. Doctors’ 4. Footpaths 5. Vets 

1. Gym 2. Sports Hall 3. Snape Wood 4. Football club 5. Tennis 

1. Gym 2. Tennis Club 3. Recreation Ground 4. Walks 5. Wildflower areas 

1. Gym 2. Walking - public footpaths 

1. Hairdressers 2. Gym 3. Large Food Shop 

1. Hall 2. Recreation Ground and hall at Sparrows Green. 

1. Health Club 2. Football pitches 3. Tennis Club 4. Footpaths 

1. Leisure Centre but should have a swimming pool 2. Bigger hall for community 
events or development of the Commemoration Hall and other venues e.g. school 
facilities. 

1. Library 2. Allotments 3. Recreation field 4. Health food shop 5. Herbalists 

1. Library 2. Bewl Water 3. Snape Wood 

1. Library 2. Bookshop 3. Community Halls 

1. Library 2. Carillon Cottage 3. Commemoration Hall 4. St George's Hall 5. Parish 
church 

1. Library 2. Carillon Cottage 3. Commemoration Hall 4. Uplands Sports Centre 

1. Library 2. Commemoration Hall 

1. Library 2. Commemoration Hall 3. Footpaths and signs of 

1. Library 2. Commemoration Hall 3. Uplands Gym 

1. Library 2. Doctor’s surgery 3. Leisure Centre - would love a swimming pool. 

1. Library 2. Footpaths 3. St Georges Hall 4. Playground 

1. Library 2. Gym 3. Recreation Ground 4. Cricket and Football pitches 5. Fields and 
public footpaths. 

1. Library 2. Gym at Uplands 3. Tennis Courts 4. Carillon Cottage 5. Pavilion (Turners 
Green). 

1. Library 2. History Society 3. Trefoil Guild. 

1. Library 2. Public footpath 3. Uplands Gym 4. Commemoration Hall 

1. Library 2. U3A 3. History Society 

1. Library 2. Village Hall 

1. Library, which unfortunately is shrinking 2. Doctors' surgery - needs help 3. Village 
Hall 

1. Local doctors surgery 2. Restaurants 3. Farmer’s market/Saturday fruit &veg stall 4. 
Large number of footpaths and open spaces. 

1. Local Pubs 2. Vibrant High Street 3. Commemoration Hall events 4. AONB/The High 
Weald countryside 5. Bewl Water 

1. Monday-Saturday bus to Tunbridge Wells 2. Train to London/Hastings 3. 
Footpaths/natural environment 4.Markets. 

1. Music: local choirs, concerts etc.  2 Bookshop 3. Appropriate countryside and water 
sport activities at Bewl 4. Physiotherapy clinic 5. Carillon Cottage 

1. Open countryside 2. Aspects of the High Street 3. Safety 4. Car parking 5. Access to 
Bewl 

1. Part for all ages 2. Village Hall for Community activities 3. Upland fitness is great for 
locals to meet and support the school. 

1. Pilates class at Sparrows Green Recreation Ground 2. Meetings in George Hall 3. 
Coffee and lunch in the village 4. Wadhurst film night. 

1. Playground at Sparrows Green 2. Uplands Leisure Centre 

1. Post Office 2. Uplands Gym 3. Butchers 
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1. Provision of footpaths 2. Bewl 3. Uplands Sports Centre 4. Commemoration Hall 5. 
Sparrows Green rec/hall/tennis 

1. Pub 2. Post Office 3. Food shops 4. Paper shop 5. Surgery 6. Pharmacy 

1. Pub 2. Shops 3. Yoga 4. Cycling - need better cycle lanes. 

1. Public Footpaths and bridleways 2. Peaceful rural atmosphere and fresh air 3. Dark 
Skies 4.Easy Access to natural environments 5. Drs. surgery and pharmacy 

1. Public halls - Village Hall, St George's Hall 2. Recreation spaces - Wadhurst/Sparrows 
Green/Cousley Wood.  3. Bewl Water 4. Footpaths. 

1. Pubs 2. Gym 3. Cash point 4. Ironmongers 5. Parking 

1. Pubs 2. Library 3. Bookshop 

1. Pubs 2. Restaurants 3. Doctors' surgery 4. Physio 5. Gym 

1. Recreation Ground 2. Pubs 3. Restaurants 4. Shops 5. Kebab shop 

1. Recreation Ground/playground 2. Library 3. Footpaths 

1. Rich mix of businesses and church in parish centre.  2. Sparrows Green Pavilion and 
Recreation ground.  3. Bewl 4. Uplands Gym/fitness 5. Belmont surgery 

1. Shop variation 2. Gym availability 3. Local Schools 4. Medical Centre and dentists 5. 
Train Access. 

1. Shops 2. Sports Centre 3. Lovely walks 

1. Sparrows Green facilities (Tennis club, excellent play area, pitches, 'green' open 
space) 2. Churchyard. 

1. Sparrows Green Park 2. Uplands Gym 3. Football field behind library 4. Library 

1. Sparrows Green Park 2. Wadhurst JFC 3. Uplands Sports Centre 4. Tennis Club 

1. Sparrows Green park and hall.  2. Bewl 

1. Sparrows Green Playground and community centre 2. Bewl Water 3. Uplands 
Leisure Centre 

1. Sparrows Green Playground/park 2. Uplands Gym 

1. Sparrows Green Recreation Ground 2. Memorial Gardens 

1. Sports Centre 2. Bewl Water 3. Countryside Walking 4. Art's cool weekend classes 5. 
Guides. 

1. Sports Centre 2. Football/cricket/bowls pitches 3. Tennis Courts 

1. Sports Centre 2. Footpaths where suitable. 

1. Sports Centre 2. Pubs 3. Church 

1. Sports Centre 2. Pubs/restaurants 3. Hairdressers/barbers 4. Tennis Courts 5. Football 
pitches. 

1. Sports Centre 2. Rec at Sparrows Green 3. Footpaths 4. Film Club 

1. Sports Centre 2. Recreation ground 3. Sparrows Green 4. Allotments 

1. Sports Centre 2. Tennis Club 3. Football club 4. Cricket 5. Bowls 

1. Sports Centre - Uplands 2. Recreation Ground 3. Exercise/dance classes 4. 
Commemoration Hall - events 

1. Sports Centre and all different classes 2. The baker, the butcher shop.  3. The food 
shops with their own characteristics 4. The physio, dental, medical clinic 5. The 
Church, bookshop, library, pub. 

1. Sports Centres 2. High Street shops and restaurants 3. Pubs 4. Park - play area/tennis 
courts 5. Facilities for the use of organisations and clubs e.g. drama. 

1. St George's Hall 2. Church 3. Greyhound Pub meeting room 4. Sparrows Green 
Sports/leisure centre 5. Allotment 

1. St George's Hall 2. Commemoration Hall 

1. St George's Hall 2. Commemoration Hall 

1. Surgery 2. Broad range of groups and societies.  3. Thriving church 

1. Surgery 2. Catholic Church 3. Carillon Cottage 
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1. Surgery 2. Chemist 3. Jempsons local 4. Memorial Hall 5. Cricket Ground 

1. Surgery 2. Library 3. Commemoration Hall 

1. Tennis Club 2. Bewl Water 3. Football Clubs  

1. Tennis Club 2. Commemoration Hall 

1. Tennis Club 2. Football Club 3. Cricket Club 4. Uplands Fitness 5. Walking groups. 

1. Tennis Club 2. Play park 3. Cricket pitch 

1. Tennis Club 2. Playground 3. Footpaths 4. Bewl Water 5. Gym (although we don't 
use it!) 

1. Tennis Club 2. Playground (spend a lot of time there with grandchildren).  3. 
Hairdresser, beautician, osteopath, Commemoration Hall. 

1. Tennis Club 2. Playing field/Rec 3. Football Club 4. Uplands Leisure. 

1. Tennis Club 2. Uplands Gym 3. Hairdressers 4. Pilates 5. Beauty Salon 

1. Tennis Club 2. Uplands Sports Centre 

1. Tennis Club 2. Yoga 3. Sports Centre 4. Adult Education - need more courses in 
Wadhurst. 

1. Tennis Courts 2. Children playground 3. Cricket pitch. 

1. Tennis Courts 2. Children's playground 3. Uplands Sports Centre 4. Village cafes 

1. Tennis Courts 2. Doctors' surgery 3. Variety of shops 4. Schools 

1. Tennis Courts 2. Sparrow's Green sports Pavilion 3. Uplands Gym (miss the pool 
though) 4. Bewl water 

1. The bus route 2. The train station 3. The Chinese takeaway at Sparrows Green 4. 
Snape Wood 5. Views over the village. 

1. The Church 2. The Library 3. SAP Voluntary drivers. 

1. The Commemoration Hall 2. The Pubs and restaurants 3. The Library 4. The 
recreation ground 5. The Parish Church 

1. The Cricket Club 2. The football club 

1. The green at the fire station 2. Commemoration Hall 3. Bewl Water 4. Footpaths 5. 
Open spaces. 

1. The Greyhound 2. The White Hart 3. The doctors' surgery 4. The pharmacy 5. The 
many rural walks 

1. The Gym 2. Doctors' surgery 3. The Community Hall 4. The pubs/restaurant 5. The 
Green space/Footpaths 

1. The gym 2. Walks - footpath 

1. The Hall 2. The Field - cricket, bowls, football. Already lost the Methodist Hall.  3. St 
George's Hall 

1. The Park/Rec 2. Uplands Sports facilities. 

1. The playing field (village green) 2. Commemoration Hall 3. Recreation Ground and 
Hall 4. Wadhurst Cinema 5. St George's Hall. 

1. The Primary School 2. Uplands 3. Doctors' surgery 4. A hall (not necessarily the 
current one) 

1. The Sparrows Green park 2. The Pharmacy in the high street.  3. The 
Commemoration Hall! 

1. The Sports Centre 2. The Children's playground and surrounding   3. Countryside 
bridleways. 

1. The Tip   2. The pubs 3. The field (football/cricket/bowls) 4. The Commemoration 
Hall. 

1. Thriving high street for social contact 2. Bewl (especially circular route) 3. Numerous 
local footpaths 4. Uplands Sports Centre 5. Sparrows Green Rec and Hall. 

1. U3A 2. Gym 3. Commemoration Hall 

1. U3A 2. Uplands Sports Centre 3. Church 
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1. U3A 2. Uplands Sports Centre. 

1. Upland Gym 2. The rec (off Washwell Lane) 3. Sparrows Green fields and park 4. 
Pharmacy 5. Doctor’s surgery. 

1. Uplands 2. Pubs 3. Surgery 

1. Uplands Community Centre 2. Countryside and footpaths 3. Commemoration 
Village Hall 4. Local societies/Carillon Cottage 5. Library 

1. Uplands Gym 2. Access to countryside - footpaths and bridleways 3. U3A 

1. Uplands Gym 2. Bewl 3. Playing fields. 

1. Uplands Gym 2. Bewl rowing and sailing 3. Footpaths. 

1. Uplands Gym 2. Bewl Water and its footpaths 

1. Uplands Gym 2. Boot camp at the park 3. Sacred Heart Church 

1. Uplands Gym 2. Children's playpark at Rec Centre 

1. Uplands Gym 2. Commemoration Hall 3. Footpaths 4. Snape Wood 5. Bewl Water 

1. Uplands Gym 2. Community Centre 3. Recreation Field - Durgates 4. Recreation 
Field - central Wadhurst. 

1. Uplands Gym 2. Cricket club 3. Various pubs - need more restaurants! There is not 
enough to list 5. 

1. Uplands Gym 2. Doc's surgery 3. Pharmacy 4. Library 5. Carillon Cottage 

1. Uplands Gym 2. Football/Cricket pitches 3. Playground at rec 4. Commem Hall 5. 
Snape Wood 

1. Uplands Gym 2. Leisure Facilities 3. Sparrows Green rec 

1. Uplands Gym 2. Playing fields 3. Cricket pitches 3. Footpaths. 

1. Uplands Gym 2. Recreation ground 

1. Uplands Gym 2. Tennis Courts 

1. Uplands Gym 2. The Commemoration Hall - a new one would be better!  3. Tennis 
Courts, Cricket Pitch, Bowls and Football pitches. 

1. Uplands Gym 2. Wadhurst Library 3. Countryside - footpaths. 

1. Uplands Gym 2. Walking paths at Bewl. 

1. Uplands Gym 2. Yoga classes 

1. Uplands Gym 2. Sports Centre at Sparrows Green 3. Pubs, restaurants (all) 

1. Uplands Gym and Sports Hall 2. Drama Club 3. Wadhurst choirs 4. Commemoration 
Hall 5. Tennis Pavilion/playground 

1. Uplands Gym Facilities 2. Bewl Water 

1. Uplands Leisure Centre 2. Bewl Water 3. Snape 4. Footpaths 5. Bridle paths 

1. Uplands Leisure Centre 2. Carillon Cottage 3. Library 4. Pavilion 5. Commemoration 
Hall. 

1. Uplands Sport Centre 2. Football club and pitches 3. Tennis Court 

1. Uplands sport centre 2. The recreation ground 

1. Uplands Sports Centre 2. Access to Bewl Water 3. Access to Green spaces 4. 
Access to Snape Wood. 

1. Uplands Sports Centre 2. Bewl reservoir 3. Footpaths 4. Local pubs  

1. Uplands Sports Centre 2. Community bus 3. Commemoration Hall (or alternative 
village hall) 4. Library 

1. Uplands Sports Centre 2. Decicatus 3. Lantern House Dentist 4. GP 5. White Hart 6. 
Hospice in the Weald 

1. Uplands Sports Centre 2. Doctors' surgery 3. Pharmacy. 

1. Uplands Sports Centre 2. Doctor’s surgery 3. St George's Hall 4. White Hart 

1. Uplands Sports Centre 2. Medical Centre 3. Sparrows Green Rec Ground 4. 
Wadhurst Tennis Courts/club 5. St Peter and St Paul Church 
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1. Uplands Sports Centre 2. Outdoor sports facilities, e.g. bowls, tennis, cricket, 
football.  3. Footpaths. 

1. Uplands Sports Centre 2. Rural walks right from village 3. Bewl Water 4. Sparrows 
Green for yoga and tennis.  5. Commemoration Hall for farmers market etc. 

1. Uplands Sports Centre 2. Village Hall 

1. Uplands Sports Centre 2. Wadhurst Cricket Club 

1. Uplands Sports Centre 2. U3A 

1. Uplands Sports Centre and clubs 2. South View Road Recreation Ground 3. 
Wealden Whole Foods Shop 4. Access to Bewl Water paths. 

1. Uplands Sports Centre gym and halls.  2. Wadhurst Sparrows Green recreation area. 

1. Uplands Sports Centre.  2. Wadhurst Tennis Club 3. Country walks and access to 
countryside 4. Community Hall 

1. Uplands Sports Hall 2. Bewl Water 3. Public footpaths 4. The doctors' surgery - but it 
needs improving. 

1. Views of the countryside 2. Uplands Sports Centre 3. Bewl Water 4. Local Pubs 5. 
Carillon Cottage 

1. Village (Commemoration) Hall 2. Belmont Surgery 

1. Village Hall 2. Sports Hall 3. Bewl Water 4. Footpaths 

1. Wadhurst recreation park playground 2. Library 3. Toddler group @church and St 
George's Hall 

1. Wadhurst St Peter & St Paul Church 2. Cinema Club 3. History Society 4. Historic 
Building Visits 5. U3A Gardening Club. 

1. Wadhurst U3A 2. Wadhurst Friends 3. Fellowship 

1. Wadhurst W.I. (St George's Hall) 2. Church (catholic) 3. Carillon Cottage 

1. Walking access to footpaths and bridleways 2. Doctor’s surgery/chemist 3. Tennis 
Club and private courts 4. Badminton - Commemoration Hall and Sports Centre 5. 
Bewl Water  

1. Walking in beautiful countryside (and it's free!)  2. Tennis Club 3. Drama Club 
(WYTKIDZ Youth Theatre) 

1. Walking on the footpaths at the reservoir Bewl.  2. Walking local footpaths.  3. 
Going to Wadhurst Library.  4. Taking photos of the beautiful countryside. 

1. Walking routes 2. Physiotherapy. 

1. Walks 2. Commemoration Hall 3. Film Club 

1. Walks and public paths. 

1. Water sport and countryside activities at Bewl.  2. Music and theatre activities 3. 
Bookshop and presentations 4. Carillon Cottage support 5. Footpath development 
guidance on use. 

1. We love and regularly use all the footpaths. 2. My 4 year old love Sparrows Green 
recreation ground 

1. Wealden Wholefood 2. Barnett’s Books 3. The footpaths 4. Snape Wood. 

A major omission in this booklet is any mention of the role of the Parish Church which 
plays a major part in the community. I say this as a non-churchgoer too. 

A proper indoor swimming pool.  Cycle lane between Ticehurst and Wadhurst, Marek 
X and Wadhurst, Wadhurst - Wadhurst station and Wadhurst Cousley Wood. 

A vibrant village hall in centre of village. The friendliness and caring of the village 
people. 

Access to country walks, gym (miss the swimming pool), caroline cottage 

Access to GP (v important), place to hold meetings, drama as provided by Commem 
Hall 

Activities/Functions at Commemoration Hall, Local Pub, Library, Allotments, Sparrows 
Green sports fields & facilities &  
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All are valuable over a cross section of residents 

All our leisure facilities need to be supported 

All sports club facilities 

Allotments, Public Footpaths, Sports Centre 

As I still work, I don't have much opportunity to use them. When I first moved here, 
Carillon Cottage was very useful. The people there very helpful. 

at our age only use the hall  

Baby and toddler group (church and St George's) 

Better medical centre. 

Bewl Bridge Rowing Club, St George's Hall, The Memorial Hall (or its replacement), 
Uplands Sports Centre, Recreation Ground (Sparrows Green) 

Bewl Water 

Bewl Water 

Bewl Water - the ability to visit, walk and enjoy its beauty and tranquillity.   Uplands 
Gym 

Bewl Water, footpaths generally, recreation ground 

Bewl Water, Footpaths, Commemoration Hall 

Bewl Water, footpaths, gym, library. 

Bewl Water, Public footpaths, Uplands Gym, Scotney Castle, Pashley Manor. 

Bewl Water, Sparrows Green recreation Ground, Tennis courts, Country footpaths 

Bewl Water, Surrounding Countryside, leisure centre at Uplands, Focus to locals to 
gather and get fit 

Bewl Water, Tennis courts, Simply Indian 

Bewl Water. Carillion Cottage, High Street Shops, Bus Services 

Bewl, Fields / Facilities behind Commemoration Hall, Snape, Turners Green playing 
fields 

Bewl, footpaths 

Bewl, The Old Vine, Sonar Goan, Local walk/footpaths 

Bewl.  Walking.  Pubs and restaurants.  Shops and cafes.  Saturday market 

Bicycle racks to local bike around village to encourage more cycling, Swimming pool 
reopen, Water fountains to refill bottles 

Bootcamp at Sparrows Green Recreational Ground 

Bowls Club in Wadhurst, Leisure Centre, Pubs and Restaurants, Walks/Pathways 

Bowls Club, Tennis Club, Commemoration Hall, Local Post Office 

Bridge Club, Commemoration Hall - Social Activities, St George's Hall - W1 and other 
functions. 

Bus service, Train service, library, Book shop 

Bus/train travel, Library 

Cameo Club, Fellowship 

Cameo. Yoga classes (all ages) 

Carillon Cottage, The Commemoration Hall, Tennis courts 

Catholic church, St George's Hall, Surgery, Recreation Ground, Commemoration Hall 

Children’s play areas,  

Children's play area in Sparrows Green. Playing fields in Sparrows Green. 

Children’s playground 

Children's playground in Sparrow Green, Library 

Children’s playground, Library, Bewl Water, Public footpath - esp. Snape wood 

Church and Carillon Cottage, Local household shops, U3A and Leisure meeting for 
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the elderly citizens. 

Church public houses and shops  

Church, Carillon Cottage, St George's Hall, Sparrows green rec, Library 

Church, Children's playground, Library, Functions currently at Commemoration Hall, 
Decent pub 

Church, Commem Hall, Library, Surgery, Physio 

Church, Commemoration Hall, Carillion Cottage, Doctors Surgery, Shops (grocers, 
post office, cash machine, bookshop, barnets) 

Church, Community Hall, Sports Facilities 

Church, Walks - footpaths and roads, Library 

Churches. High Street shops. Sports facilities at Uplands, behind hall and at Sparrows 
Green. 

Clubs and societies; The two churches. 

Commem Hall, Uplands gym 

commemoration hall and field, sports centre,  

Commemoration Hall and is to be retained on the present site. 

commemoration hall and playing field, sports centre 

Commemoration hall esp. September art exhibition 

Commemoration Hall for showing of plays, indoor markets, Art show, concerts. St 
Peter and St Paul church. 

Commemoration Hall for theatre performances and expositions. Uplands Fitness 
Centre. Pubs, Restaurants. Public Footpaths  

Commemoration Hall, Carillon Cottage. 

Commemoration hall, Commemoration hall field, St George's hall 

Commemoration hall, Commemoration sports field, Snape wood,  bewl water & 
tennis courts 

Commemoration hall, Footpaths, Green spaces 

Commemoration Hall, Markets, Shops, Cafes 

Commemoration Hall, Memorial field at Commem Hall, Open space outside fire 
station, Southview Road open space 

Commemoration Hall, Sports Hall, St George's Hall 

Commemoration Hall, St George's Hall 

Commemoration Hall, Surgery, Playing fields, Allotments, Dedicated Mews Toilet. 

Commemoration Hall, the Gym, tennis club, GP, physio,  

Commemoration Hall, Uplands College 

Commemoration Hall, Uplands Community Gym, Pubs 

Commemoration Hall, Uplands Gym, Surgery, Chemist 

Commemoration Hall. Medical Centre. Pharmacy 

Commemoration Hall; Uplands Sports Centre; High Street; NHS medical practice 

Community choir, Community cinema, library, amateur Dramatics, Brass Band 

Community Choir, Doctors' Surgery, Use of Commemoration Hall, Local pubs, St 
George's Hall. 

Community Hall, Church, Recreation ground and facilities, Sparrow Green, Doctors' 
surgery. 

Community Hall, Doctors Surgery, Playground, Sports Facilities 

Community Hall, restaurants/take-aways and post office 

Convenience Store (incl Post Office), Indian restaurant, Station, Surgery, Pharmacist 

Country side & Bewl, shops, tennis club, gym 

Countryside, Pubs 
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Countryside, Variety of shops, Commem Hall, Train station 

Cricket, football, tennis swimming pool, that should be brought back. Maybe as part 
of the new school proposal at uplands , remembering that it is a Community College  
not just a school  

Cricket clubs, Footpaths, Allotments, Church 

Cricket,  Football,  Tennis 

difficult to get to any, plus cost 

Do not use any but value 'dark skies' and rural character for walking on footpaths etc. 

Doctor surgery, chemist, St Georges Hall, train station 

Doctor, Dentist, Restaurants 

doctor, library,  

Doctors Sports Centre open spaces 

Doctors' surgery 

Doctors Surgery, Banks, Hairdressers and Barbers(too many) 

doctors surgery, library, playground, Bewl Water 

Doctors' Surgery, Post Office, Commemoration Hall, Petrol Station. 

Doctor's surgery, Pavilion, Park, Hamley's Herbal, Chemist 

Doctors' Surgery, Sparrows Green recreational ground, Commemoration Hall and 
grounds, Uplands Gym. 

Doctors surgery, sports centre,  

Doctor's,  

Doctors',  Dentist,  Rec  

Doctors, Dentist, Gym, Pharmacy, Health Shop 

Doctors, pharmacist, physiotherapy, local classes such as yoga 

Doctors, physiotherapy, gymnasium 

Dog walking areas 

Don’t use any today 

Drama club, sports centre, recreation ground, cricket field 

Football and Cricket Grounds, Park and Children's Play Area, Bewl Water and 
Surrounding Leisure Area, Commemoration Hall and Library 

football club, gym 

Football club; cricket club  

Football pitch behind Commem. Hall, Library, Uplands Gym & classes, tennis Club & 
Children's playground. 

Football, park, tennis, sports facilities, walking trails 

Football. , cricket , bowls , tennis ,pubs 

Footpath 

Footpath (signing), Bewl Water, Commem Hall 

Footpath society, Allotment association, History society, Wadhurst runners, Brass band 

Footpaths 

Footpaths 

Footpaths to be maintained. 

Footpaths, a local bookshop, the school facilities 

Footpaths, Bewl water 

Footpaths, Community Cinema, Carillon Cottage, Pubs 

Footpaths, open spaces. 

Footpaths, pubs, the recreation grounds (inc tennis, playpark for children and football 
fields), sports centre 
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Footpaths, Tennis courts 

Footpaths, the library, the cafes and pubs 

Footpaths, wild spaces. 

For me, the outdoors areas of Bewl Water and the many wooded areas 

good walks, yoga and dance activities, the pubs for meeting others,  

good, fast, reliable internet (glass fibre, mobile), more public footpath, cleaning 
waste left in the environment, saver roads for pedestrians and cyclists 

GP surgery, Sparrows Green Rec and Hall, Gym 

GP, open park space 

Gp, pharmacy, local park, field behind commemoration hall. Schools  

gp, dentists, playing fields, schools, 

Green space, football, cricket.  Variety of events in the commemoration hall. 

Gym 

Gym , tennis club , commem hall , arts/amdram,, health food shop/café ,  

Gym and Leisure Centre, Tennis Courts, Park/recreational ground. 

Gym and sports centre, Sparrows Green playing fields, Snape Wood, Bewl and 
Commemoration Hall 

Gym, bookshop, tennis courts, cafes (Wealden Wholefoods), transport links (important 
for these activities and others outside Wadhurst) 

gym, bowl 

Gym, footpaths, commemoration hall, sparrows green pavilion, Snape wood 

Gym, footpaths, station  

gym, greyhound pub tennis(hard to get a game though) 

Gym, Library & Park,  

Gym, Paths and local walks to Bewl etc. 

Gym, Pubs, Sports 

Gym, Restaurants, Pubs, Local Shops, Foot paths 

Gym, sports fields, parks, tennis, health food cafe 

Gym, Swimming Pool, Pubs, Coffee Shops 

Gym, tennis club. Playground  

Gym, Tennis courts, Playing field for children 

Gym, Uplands 

Gym, walks, dentist 

Gym. Physio. Village hall.  

Haven’t visited any  

History Soc, film society, 2gyms, U3A, White Hart Pub 

Household Waste Disposal Site. 

I already miss Best Beech pub 

I am aware of the activities that the sorts centre provide.  Other than that I am not 
aware of any other leisure facilities.  

I am personally quite happy with what was available when I came here almost nine 
years ago. I can only say I am disappointed with the changes made bit by bit. 

I do not use but I value ALL for others' use. 

I don’t use any 

I have no idea what a "Wellbeing Facility" is but if it includes the surgery, I would miss 
that. 

I really miss the dump. I drove to Maresfield on Sunday as Crowborough tip shut. 
Increase in fly tipping This caused stress I think a swimming pool would benefit 
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community. 

I think Acres offers some good courses for all people. 

I think the community cinema is a great concept, the pubs are nice - and it’s useful to 
know the gym at Uplands is available should we wish to use it 

I value the places to eat out; sports facilities.  

I’m a member of Uplands Gym. I would miss this if it were not there. 

I'm 87 so restricted a little. 

Jellybeans playgroup in the church on Thursday, The gym, The running club 

Keeping the doctor's surgery & pharmacy is a key priority. The leisure centre at 
Uplands. The local outside spaces - park in Sparrows Green, Bewl & Snape. The 
Commem Hall.  

Keeping the doctor's surgery is a key priority. The leisure centre at Uplands. The cricket 
& football pitches. The local park in Sparrows Green. 

Kids playground 

Library 

Library 

Library 

Library 

Library 

Library 

Library - always well attended, Local Brass Band - sell out concerts, nature walks. 

library,  uplands sport centre  

Library, Carillion Cottage, Uplands Community leisure centre, Commemoration hall, 
cafes and independent shops 

Library, Commemoration Hall, Carillion Cottage, Sports Grounds 

Library, Community sports centre, Running club, Commem/community hall, Tennis 
club and playground 

Library, Doctors' Surgery, Bus Services, Supermarket, Car Parks. 

Library, Doctor's surgery, Football/Cricket pitch, Allotments. 

Library, Doctors, Recreation Hall & Field 

Library, Footpath, Sparrows Green Sports Pavilion, Commemoration Hall and Fields 
with the wonderful views 

Library, Fruit and veg van and fish van, recreation ground, Bewl Water. 

Library, Gym, Park- playground, Sports centre 

Library, High street shops. doctors, Pubs 

Library, Park 

Library, playground 

Library, pub, commemoration hall, footpaths  

Library, Public footpaths 

library, pubs, allotments, halls 

library, Sparrows Green children’s play area,  

Library, Sports Centre 

Library, Sports Ground 

Library, Sports room upstairs and uplands 

Library, St George's Hall, Circle dancing. Tai Chi 

Library, Tennis Courts, Commemoration Hall, Good footpaths. 

Library, Uplands Sports Centre, a space that's currently the Commemoration Hall, 
park and children's playground, public footpaths 
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Library, Uplands Sports Centre, Wadhurst Football Club, Wadhurst Tennis Club, 
Commemoration Hall 

Library, Village Hall, Sports Hall at Uplands 

library, bewl, variety of shops, doctors surgery 

Library.   Uplands Sports.  Rec ground. 

local (not chain) shops, local GP & pharmacy, village hall & local events 

Local footpaths, Bewl water, the Library 

Local park/recreation ground. 

Local Pubs, local societies i.e. astronomical 

Local pubs, the school pool, the local tip, the post office, the church 

Local stores, Inns and Tennis club 

Many walking tracks in woods, fields and forest: access to Uplands gymnasium, Bewl 
Water and surrounds 

medical centre (doctors surgery), Car parking free 

Medical centre, small supermarket, village hall, local pub 

Medical Centre, The Two Halls 

None, All terrible 

None.  Late afternoon yoga and language classes more creative classes. 

Only just moved here so haven't used any - we many use Uplands Sports Centre in the 
future. Would be great if Marle Cross had more facilities but understand if not: - very 
small. 

Open spaces and foot paths. Sports centre. Recreation ground. Football field behind 
Comm.  

Open spaces and footpaths, Community hall, Pubs 

Other than walks and woods, nothing. 

Park at sparrows Green, bewl water, surrounding footpaths, farmers market in the 
village, tennis courts at sparrows green 

Park, football club, sport centre 

Parks, library, village hall, football grounds, shops 

Pavilion Commemoration Hall Football Pavilion Cricket Club 

Pavilion for Pilates and Bridge 

Pilates, gym at Uplands 

Places to dog walk. 

Places to eat/have a coffee etc. 

Playground at Sparrow's Green.  

Playground, Library, Uplands Sports Centre 

Playing fields 

Proximity of Bewl Water and footpaths around it. 

Proximity of open countryside for walking, bird-watching etc.; Library; the church; 
meeting halls to facilitate diverse groups  

Proximity to Bewl Water, Use of Uplands gym, Tennis Club 

Public footpaths  

Public footpaths and dog walking. Pubs. Shops in village. 

Public footpaths, Bewl Water 

Public footpaths, Bewl water, Commemoration Hall & Snape Wood 

Public footpaths, Community Hall, Recreation Ground 

Public footpaths, green fields, bus service, railway station and local shops’ 

Public footpaths, Sparrows Green children's play area, Bewl Water 
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Public house 

Public leisure centre 

Public library, Pavilion on football park, Doctors surgery, Gym, Memorial garden, 
footpath society 

Public parks/outdoor space. Swimming Pool. Cafes and meeting places. 

Public rights of way over the countryside. Woodlands. Wealden Wholefoods. Charity 
shops. 

Pubs and restaurants, Bewl Water, High Street in general, particularly hardware and 
health food shops. 

Pubs, Chemist, Surgery medical, Commemoration Hall, All clubs e.g. History 
Gardens?? Club 

Pubs, Library, Recreation Ground,   St George's Hall, Commemoration Hall. 

Pubs, Restaurants, Supermarkets, Health Food shop. 

Pubs, shops, Train Station, Dog walking areas and paths, Bridleways 

Railway station, Bewl Water, Community College, Local shops, local restaurants. 

Recently moved into Wadhurst. 

Recreation ground and playground, footpaths, library, high street shops, Pubs on high 
street and restaurants. 

Recreation ground behind commemoration hall as use it frequently as it is the only 
green space in the heart of the village. Wadhurst play park and sports facilities. GP 
practice. Pharmacy as it is as it isn't just prescriptions.   

Recreation ground field, Sparrows Green Pavilion, Local pubs/restaurants, Bewl 
Water, Footpaths 

Recreation ground, Post Office, Local shops, Gym 

Recreation ground, sports centre, tennis courts  

Recreation ground, tennis club, uplands sports centre, 

Recreation ground, Upland gym, Library, Doctors Surgery, St George's Hall  

Recreational ground, Sports centre 

Recycling centre 

Recycling centre (currently closed), Library, Doctors' Surgery, Tennis Courts, Sparrows 
Green Leisure Ground 

Roads! 

Rural surroundings.  Railway access.  Shopping locally.  Quiet (aeroplanes).  Local 
activities. 

Sacred Heart Church, Tennis Club at Sparrows Green, Commemoration Hall, St Peter 
and St Paul Church, The Greyhound Pub 

Safe footpaths and roads,  gym 

SHH Holistic 

Signed footpaths, Uplands Sports Centre, Wadhurst Tennis Courts. 

Snape wood, Commemoration hall, commemoration sports fields, cricket club,  bewl 
, uplands gym 

Snape Wood, Uplands Gym, memorial hall, Sparrows Green Recreation, Children Play 
areas 

Snape Wood, Uplands, Gym 

Sparrow Green Sports ground (football and tennis), Uplands Gym, Public library, 
Public footpaths around Bewl Water, Playground at Sparrow Green. 

Sparrows Green Children's Playground, Snape Wood, Bewl Water, Uplands Sports 
Centre, Parish Church. 

Sparrows Green Hall 

Sparrows Green Park, Uplands Sports Centre, primary and secondary sports fields - as 
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they are both used for community events we enjoy, the doctor’s surgery! 

Sparrows Green Pavilion, Uplands Sports Centre, Library, The Commemoration Hall, 
The GP surgery and pharmacy. 

Sparrows Green Pavilion, Footpaths for country walks i.e. Bridal paths 

Sparrows Green PF, Tennis Club, Bewl, Uplands Sports Centre & the Public Footpaths 

Sparrows Green Play area, Footpath network, Bewl Water 

Sparrows Green Playground 

Sparrows Green Playground and pitches, Library, Sparrows Green Pavilion. 

Sparrows Green Playground,   Uplands Gym,   Pubs - Greyhound needs improving. 

Sparrow's Green playground, Carillon Cottage 

Sparrows Green Playing Field and Pavilion, Village hall, Library, Medical Centre, 
Church 

Sparrows Green rec, Cricket club 

Sparrows Green Rec, Memorial Playing Field, Commem Hall, Sports Centre, Library 

Sparrow's Green recreation ground 

Sparrows Green Recreation Ground, Cricket field behind Commemoration Hall  

Sparrows Green Recreation Ground. 

Sparrows Green Recreation Ground; public footpaths and bridleways. 

Sparrows Green Recreation Park, Wadhurst Library, Uplands Sports Centre, Bewl 
Water, Wadhurst Parish Church 

Sparrows Green recreation play area. Sports Centre. Tennis courts. Bewl Water. 
Footpath network 

Sparrows Green Recreational ground, Commemoration Hall 

Sparrows green sports pitches, and tennis courts. Footpaths and walks. uplands leisure 
centre 

Sparrows Green Village Hall, Uplands leisure centre, Bewl water, The pubs, health food 
shop and cafe 

Sparrows village green, Uplands, physiotherapy 

Sparrows Green Village Hall 

Sports centre and Tennis courts and the Rec 

Sports centre at uplands.  

Sports Centre, Access to countryside, main line train station. 

Sports centre, countryside, Bewl, GP surgery, pubs/restaurants 

sports centre, floodlit tennis courts, recreation ground, cricket pitch, bowls green, 
football pitch 

Sports Centre, Library, Old Post Office, Pub, Playpark 

Sports centre, Library, Recreation ground, Commemoration Hall, Commemoration 
field 

Sports centre, pubs, football pitches, tennis courts 

Sports centre, Recreation Ground, Public rights of way maintained, Physio Centre, 
Dentist 

Sports Centre, Sports pavilion, Restaurants, Green spaces, like by the fire station, 
Snape Wood. 

Sports Centre, Tennis Club Courts, Sparrows Green Pavilion, Commemoration Hall. 

Sports centre, tennis Courts, Carillion, Commemoration Hall 

Sports Centre, The Rec 

Sports centre.  Pubs.  Recreation ground.    Shops 

Sports centre. library, commemoration hall, sparrows green recreation park 

Sports field and tennis courts at Sparrows Green, Upland Gym, Knowles Grange 
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Health Spa 

Sports Field in the centre of the village.   Children's playground in Southview Road. 

SPORTS FIELDS, UPLANDS GYM,COMMEM HALL AND FIELD,PLAYGROUND, SNAPE 
WOODS 

Sports Grounds 

St George's Hall 

Surgery, Bank, Shops 

Surgery, Carillon Cottage, Post Office 

Surgery, Chemist, Supermarket, Free car parking, Pub/restaurant, Post office, Coffee 
shop, Newsagent, Bank, Fishmonger. 

Surgery, Cricket, Tennis, Sports Centre, Library 

Surgery, Library 

Swimming pool 

Swimming pool for all ages serving Wadhurst area, Ticehurst, Flimwell, Lamberhurst. 

Swimming pool, New Commemoration Hall or completely renovated 

Swimming pool.  Proper village hall - terrible kitchen, unpleasant toilets.  Doctors' 
surgery 

Tennis 

Tennis 

tennis club 

Tennis Club  Library Gym  

Tennis Club and playground.  Uplands Leisure Centre 

Tennis Club, Playground, Cricket club, Football club, Yoga in rec ground hall. 

Tennis Club,  Recreation Ground 

Tennis Club, Sports centre 

Tennis Club, Uplands Gym, Bewl Water 

Tennis club, uplands sports centre  

Tennis Courts, Commemoration Hall, Health Centre, Dentist 

Tennis courts, Gym facilities, Village Hall 

Tennis courts, leisure centre, plenty of dog walking options, Sparrows Green Pavilion 
for yoga etc. 

Tennis Courts, Recreation ground (Sparrows Green) 

Tennis Courts, Sports Hall at Uplands. 

Tennis courts, Uplands Gym, Farmers Markets, Book shop 

tennis courts, Wadhurst junior football club, sports centre 

tennis, foot / bridle paths, cricket pitch, 

Tennis, Yoga, Dog walking 

The allotments, the Sports ground, The war memorial, The Doctors, Bewl Water 

The attraction of Wadhurst is its location – wellbeing and 'leisure' can be found in the 
walks, Bewl Water, Snape wood etc. I'd rather retain this then turn Wadhurst in to a 
town where traffic is increased and infrastructure has to change 

The beautiful Wadhurst countryside and nature. The footpaths and public rights of 
way throughout Wadhurst. Hamblys Herbal Dispensary, Wealden Wholefoods, the 
Charity Shops Hospice in the Weald & Celia Hammond Animal Trust and Wadhurst 
Ironmongers. 

The beauty of the countryside and the village itself is, for us, the most valued 
characteristic. Facilities like the Sparrows Green play park, village library etc. are 
wonderful 

The Bowls Club, Jempsons, Doctors' Surgery, Pharmacy 
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The Brass Band, Commemoration Hall, Church, Doctor's Surgery 

The children’s playground at Sparrows Green, Uplands Gym, Snape Wood, Sparrows 
Green rec  

The children's recreation ground 

The Church, footpaths, Commemoration Hall, St Georges Hall. Recreation Ground 

The church, Uplands sports centre, the commemoration hall events 

The Commemoration Hall 

The Community Choir 

The Countryside, The pubs and shops 

The Doctors'  

The football field as my child plays there a lot with her friends because our gardens 
are not big enough for rounders or football. 

The football field behind memorial hall.  2. Uplands Gym and Swimming Pool 3. Bewl 
Green 

The Garden of Remembrance / Auberge wildflower meadow 

The Greyhound and White Hart pubs, Butchers, Jempsons, Commemoration Hall 

The gym 

The gym at Uplands. The cricket and bowls clubs. The tennis club. Bewl Water and the 
walks around it. Far reaching views of the countryside and walks. 

The gym Uplands 

The gym,  

The halls - Commemoration and others, The pubs! The Sports Centre. 

The Leisure Centre, Carillion Cottage, Belmont Surgery 

The Library 

The Library 

The Parish Church, Uplands Gym, Turners Green Playground. 

The park (although this should be open earlier than 9am) 

The parks, football pitches, Bewl water, commemoration hall, children’s play area 

The playing fields behind the Commem Hall, The public footpaths, The 
Commemoration Hall (jumble sale etc.), The pond walk behind the war memorial, the 
churches (wellbeing) 

The pubs!; library; recreation ground 

The pubs, footpaths, Snape Wood, Bewl Water, train services 

The Rec at Sparrows Green / Snape Wood / The Library / Uplands Sports Centre / Bewl 

The Rec,  Uplands facilities,  Bewl Water 

The recreation ground, local footpaths, the bells, the commemoration hall 

The recreation ground, play area, tennis courts and pitches. 

The recycling facility (like the one that was removed!) 

The Sparrows Green Recreation Ground, the tennis courts, the football club, the 
boules club, the cricket club 

The surrounding countryside.  The gym. 

The tip - already gone. 

The Uplands gym; the variety of clubs and societies (e.g. the History Society, Wadhurst 
Culture and the Community cinema, and the large network of footpaths. 

The use of the hall for cinema, and U3A 

The Village Hall, The Church 

The White Hart, Jempsons, Belmont Surgery, Wadhurst Library, St peter est Paul Church 

There are none here. 
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There are none that I use as they do not fit my circumstances  

There are not any - The pubs are closing and there are no good restaurants. 

They have all gone already. 

Think there's good range of facilities. 

Tower bell ringing at Wadhurst church 

U3A - Commemoration Hall, Dramatic Society, Carillion Cottage, and Sparrows Green 
Pavilion play area. 

U3A activities, Bridge, library 

U3A,  Fellowship,  Wadhurst friends disabled 

U3A, Commemoration Hall, Carillon Cottage 

U3A, Parish Magazine 

Uplands 

uplands 

Uplands  Gym 

Uplands , sparrows green park, commemoration hall, bowling green,  

Uplands Centre, Local countryside, walks, Village Hall, Local independent shops, 
Parks 

Uplands Community Gym 

Uplands Community Gym - Village hall - Pub 

Uplands Community Sport Centre, Tennis club 

Uplands Community Sports Centre, Sparrows Green Recreational Ground Playground, 
The pond behind the war memorial 

Uplands fitness centre, Library, Football pitch, Cricket pitch and Village Hall. 

Uplands Gym 

Uplands Gym 

Uplands Gym 

Uplands Gym 

Uplands Gym 

Uplands Gym 

Uplands Gym & the various classes on offer, Footpaths 

Uplands Gym / White Hart Pub / Bewl Water 

Uplands Gym and classes, to wall to Bewl. 

Uplands Gym and sports facilities. Walks and paths to, from and around Bewl. Local 
footpaths. Greyhound Pub. 

Uplands Gym and Tennis Club 

Uplands gym for my son 

Uplands gym with the classes, village hall, recreation ground 

Uplands Gym,  Wadhurst Aloud, U3A, Barnetts Bookshop, Independent healthcare 
providers i.e. Hambly's 

Uplands Gym, Bewl Water, Jardin d'Aubers, Sparrows Green Pavilion, Commem 

Uplands Gym, Bewl reservoir. 

Uplands gym, bowls club, use of commemoration hall 

Uplands Gym, Community Choir, Wadhurst Community Cinema, Drama Club, 
Wadhurst Culture 

Uplands gym, dentists, local deli, gift shops, beauty bar 

Uplands gym, doctors surgery, Jempsons, hardware shop, pubs 

Uplands Gym, Doctors Surgery, Chemist, Dentists and wholefood shop. 

Uplands Gym, Doctor's surgery, tennis courts. 
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Uplands Gym, National Trust sites, Bewl Water, Sparrows Green Tec,  

Uplands Gym, Pathways and lanes, Sparrows green Rec 

Uplands gym, recreation ground 

Uplands Gym, recreation ground, clubs in halls, pubs, restaurants 

Uplands Gym, Recreation Ground, Public Houses (White Heart), cafe, Halls that allow 
leisure/fitness classes e.g. pavilion, Commen Hall 

Uplands Gym, Recreation grounds, Cricket and Bowls.  

Uplands Gym, Snape Wood, Commemoration Hall, Library, Recreation Ground. 

Uplands Gym, Sparrows Green Park, Library, Washwell Lane Playing Fields, Bowls Club 

Uplands Gym, Sparrows Green Rec, Bewl Water walking and bike trails  

Uplands Gym, Tennis Club, Children's playground at Sparrows Green 

Uplands Gym, Tennis Club, Indoor football hall at Uplands, the park at Sparrows 
Green  

Uplands gym, tennis club, library 

Uplands Gym, The Walks around Bewl Water 

Uplands Gym, Wadhurst Cricket Club, Wadhurst Football club 

Uplands Gym, Wadhurst Health Food, St Peter & St Paul Church, Snape Wood, 
Barnett’s Bookshop 

Uplands Gym. Access to Doctor, dentist, various therapists. Outdoor sports & 
playground areas   

Uplands gym. Pathways. 

Uplands indoor sports hall, Sparrows Green recreation ground. These are the only 2 I 
can think of.  

Uplands Leisure Centre 

Uplands leisure Centre, Doctors Surgery, Pharmacists 

Uplands Leisure Centre, Park at Sparrows Green, Tennis courts, St George's 
Hall/Commemoration, Bewl 

Uplands leisure centre, the field for football and cricket 

Uplands Sports Centre 

Uplands sports centre 

Uplands Sports Centre 

Uplands Sports Centre 

Uplands Sports Centre - excellent and essential for our future  

Uplands Sports Centre (gym), Football pitch, Sparrows Green Tennis Club. 

Uplands Sports Centre is the only one in the village and other close by/surrounding 
areas. 

Uplands Sports Centre, ACRES. 

Uplands Sports Centre, Beauty Bar, @1 therapies, Hambley's Therapies and medicines. 

Uplands Sports Centre, Bewl Water, Sparrows Green Pilates 

Uplands Sports Centre, Bewl,  

Uplands sports centre, Commemoration hall events 

Uplands Sports Centre, Commemoration Hall, Sports field behind Commem hall, 
Sparrows Green Rec ground 

Uplands Sports Centre, Doctors' surgery, Supermarkets, Commemoration Hall 

Uplands Sports Centre, Library, Commemoration Hall, Football and Cricket fields, Play 
area at Sparrows Green. 

Uplands Sports Centre, Medical Surgery, range of shops, coffee shops and eateries 

Uplands Sports Centre, Public footpaths, Bewl Water 

Uplands Sports Centre, Sparrows Green Recreation Area, including Tennis Club and 
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Pavilion, Wadhurst Library, Commemoration Hall (or replacement) for all the activities 
that use the place, Public Toilets. 

Uplands Sports Centre, Sparrows Green recreation ground 

Uplands Sports Centre, Sparrows Green Tennis, Wadhurst Cricket Club, Wadhurst 
Football Club 

Uplands Sports Centre, Tennis Courts, Sparrows Green Recreation ground  

Uplands Sports Centre, the Football club, there isn’t many really  

Uplands Sports Centre. 

Uplands Sports Centre. 

Uplands Sports Centre. 

Uplands, any green spaces 

Uplands, Beauty Bar, Recreation Ground, Tennis Club, Wadhurst Football Club 

Uplands, Bewl, Footpaths 

Uplands, Commen Hall 

Uplands Sport Centre, Walks (rights of way)  in and around Wadhurst 

Variety of local shops (which is diminishing);  doctor's surgery; travel links;  

Very good friendly facilities for the elderly. 

Vibrant High Street, Active societies and sports clubs, recycling opportunity, footpaths 

Village Hall plus a theatre. Put real Christmas lights up each year. 

Village Hall, Health Food Shop, Barnett's Bookshop, Post Office 

village hall, St Georges Hall,  

Village hall.  Playing fields. 

Village Halls 

Village Pond, public footpaths and walks, the village hall, the local tip and recycling 
centre 

Wadhurst aloud choir. 

Wadhurst Church, Uplands Gym, Wadhurst Aloud 

Wadhurst football club, Uplands sports centre, Bewl sailing club 

Wadhurst park, the community cafe. Can't think of anything else. 

Wadhurst Recreation ground, Tennis Courts 

Wadhurst Recreation ground; tennis courts; Bewl Water; Bedgebury Pinetum & Snape 
Woods;  

Wadhurst Tennis Club, Commemoration Hall 

Wadhurst U3A groups 

Walking 

Walking - open space, Church, St George's Hall, Bewl Water, Commemoration Hall 

Walking at Bewl 

Walking at Bewl Water 

Walking, Cycling 

We are new - not sure what facilities are available. 

We enjoy walking/cycling around Bewl and walking on footpaths. We use both 
regularly. 

We feel the library is essential for those without computer and a car. It is a friendly 
atmosphere and brings people together. 

We walk and bus. 

Wealden health food shop, village markets, the park, library, village hall,  

Wealden Wholefoods cafe and Regular markets 

Well maintained and signed footpaths and pavements. Car parking available close 
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to shops. Good variety of shops. Regular bus services. Regular train service 

Well maintained footpaths, access to Bewl Water 

What facilities? 

Youth Centre, Tip, Road surfaces 

 

5.3 Appendix 3 – If no what do you think is needed?  (If anything) 

Responses 

 A swimming pool or Lido would be brilliant. A park where people could walk their dogs. 

 A youth club.  Cycle path. 

1. Additional sports clubs e.g. netball, football, and rounder’s 2. Membership of the gym 
is expensive for teenagers at present.  3. More groups such as WI run into the evening as 
those of us working during the day are unable to attend. 

1. CCTV in church graveyard 2. Off-road cycle tracks.  

1. Outdoor youth music events 2. Youth and sports club accessible to all not just students 
of special schools. 

1. Pool 2. Wine bar for over 18's 

1. Sports Clubs 2. D or E provision, instead of school 3. Transport to get to other places. 

1. Student friendly cafe 2. Swimming pool 3. Youth club 

1. Swimming Pool 2. 4G Pitch 3. Place for teenagers to 'hangout' with food and drink 
(coffee) facilities aimed at their age. 

1. Swimming Pool 2. Gym for under 16s 3. Youth Club 

1. Swimming pool 2. More cinema evenings (teenage friendly films) 

1. Swimming Pool 2. Youth Club 3. Cafes 

1. Swimming pool (similar to the one in Cranbrook).  2. Safe cycle paths. 

1. Swimming Pool 2. Local cinema - age appropriate films 3. Cafe/Meeting place, skate 
park 4 Train - village shuttle service 

1. Youth club 2. Hangout space 

1. Youth club 2. Sports activities 

1. Youth club/cafe 2. 3G or 4G pitch.  3. Free fitness area 

3G pitch 

4G Pitches for Hockey and Football. Swimming Pool. 

A big youth club, increase scouts activities, a big push to get them to get involved in 
uplands sports clubs and Tennis club (not just competitive sport), 

A cafe which is geared towards young people, open in the evening.  A swimming pool. 

A cafe, better financed youth club 

A cafe/ place for them to hang out. A lot of teenagers go to the park after dark, but it 
doesn’t always feel safe and can be intimidating. Wadhurst would benefit from a 
stimulating, relaxing place for teenagers to go  

A central hub i.e. something like a milkshake bar that provides a safe, friendly 
environment for young people to socialise in 

A club for the young where they can meet, have activities, information, counselling and 
career guidance.  

A community centre - meeting place. 

A community centre with youth activities. Affordable and regular bus service locally. 
Community police presence. 

A community plan and a council capable of implementing. 

A community youth club and affordable sports groups 

A decent youth club/centre, Bush craft, music venue, swimming pool 
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A Lido - more 'free' green open space. 

A modern youth club - maybe at Uplands? 

A park in the village, skate park, cafes, lights up the road from the station so it isn't so 
dangerous for children to walk. 

A place where they go and hang out with friends. A safe and friendly environment. A 
youth club would be an idea. 

A public swimming pool, Skate park, Scout hut to be built 

A safe place for older teens to socialise independently, and a youth club type facility for 
the middle ages - where supervision is offered, but activities are optional. 

A skate park at Southview road playing field in Wadhurst. 

A skate park or at least somewhere they can go like a skate park with one or two 
ramps/basketball court a teenage zone up at the recreation ground.  

A Skate park, Youth Centre 

A small cinema equivalent to the kino in Hawkhurst. A swimming pool within the Uplands 
Leisure Centre. A kino could be located in the old Methodist Hall. 

a swimming pool 

A swimming pool and somewhere for them to get together and socialise. The swimming 
pool at Uplands should be opened up again to be used by the community. 

A swimming pool at least 

A swimming pool would be nice. 

A swimming pool, and a skate park 

A swimming pool, Cinema for teenagers, Cycling paths 

A swimming pool, cycling paths and country walks. 

A swimming pool. 

A swimming pool.  

A swimming pool.  Off road cycling paths.   A social hang out space. 

A swimming pool. Municipal Tennis courts, and table tennis for hire. 

A well run youth centre. 

A well-run youth club. 

A young club bare minimum 

A youth cafe open in evenings.  

A youth centre 

A youth centre fully resourced with snooker and table tennis tables, music and staffed 
by trained professionals or volunteers. A skate park - maybe within Sparrows Green Rec. 

A youth centre where young people can go in the evenings. Currently, they roam the 
streets or go to the Rec. People complain but there really isn't anywhere else for them. 

A youth centre/social club 

A youth club 

A Youth Club 

A youth Club (13 -16) 

A youth club or similar where teens can gather and spend time. Also, with the offer of 
services and information on teen-related issues and concerns. 

A youth club or similar. More leaders to increase membership of sports clubs, scouts, 
guides etc. 

A youth club space if not already available or technology-based hack space? 

A youth club that provides a place to meet, do activities etc. 

A youth club type thing?  Libraries and youth clubs open late?  

A youth club would be a start! Sports clubs targeting teenagers. 

a youth club would work well in village, the Commem hall is begging to be used, it’s 
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central, it could be easily used for this and volunteers set up on a rota to monitor 
activities, we could get classes in there for teens to join in if they want 

A youth club, a swimming pool, skate park, a cafe/youth hub. 

A Youth Club, or youth cafe, a mentoring scheme, tolerance and encouragement from 
older people passing on skills and knowledge. A monthly village picnic during the 
summer where all ages can mix and enjoy relaxed time together. 

A youth club, skate park, swimming pool, Proper Multi-Use Games Area with basketball 
freely accessible to all - free of charge. 

A youth club. 

A youth club. Young people's night out local pubs. 

A youth club/place for teenagers to meet: play pool/skittles/ping pong, cafe, sitting 
area and supervision (e.g. retired policeman). 

A youth or young adults club (centre) where they can socialise, watch films, use 
technology etc. A skate park or BMX trail 

a youth type club/centre with music and technology facilities 

Activities 

Activities like bowling, swimming, cultural hub, skate park. 

Activities that incorporate all generations so that knowledge can be passed on e.g. 
cooking courses, woodworking or mechanical engineering groups - retired people 
could pass on valuable skills so that younger people are better equipped for life. 

Additional sports facilities e.g. a skateboard park, A social club - disco etc. 

After school activities. Extended sports activities for these age groups offered. Budget for 
litter picking for young people? 

all weather - no fee - hard play areas for sports (basketball, tennis, volley ball, football 
etc. with cafe etc. 

All weather 3G playing surface at Uplands. 

All weather sports pitches, a swimming pool and a youth club (style of set up) 

An area for the older children to hang about. A lot of them seem to ride bikes so why 
not a skate park with a couple ramps allow them their own space. 

An astro turf would benefit both boys and girls. Sports such as hockey, basketball, 
netball, tennis could be played on it. Have a club house where teenagers could get 
together afterwards.  

Any activities for teens. More clubs and sports activities. 

Any community which thinks it has enough leisure opportunities is miss the point. We 
should strive to do more. My youngest is 17 and taking 'A' levels so I'm probably slightly 
out of touch with what's actually needed. 

Anything that might get them involved in 'the community' instead of living in the VIRTUAL 
electronic world. 

Anything to give them a purpose in life and keep them off the streets and out of trouble 

Arts and cultural centre 

As my children are older, I have no idea what clubs/activities are available in the 
village. 

Ask the teenagers what would help them socialise safely within  the village 

Ask them what they need (swimming pool, gym possibly) 

Astro pitch 

astro pitch 

At my age, no idea! 

At present need more diversionary leisure activity: much trespassing on fields etc. at 
present with poor behaviour. 

At the moment, there is a playing field which is good and needs to be kept. 
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better access to internet (e.g. for following on line lectures), saver roads for pedestrians 
and cyclists (now they need the parents to drive them around) 

Better crime prevention measures, including PCSOs streetlights and CCTV at known 
crime hotspots 

Better sports facilities - squash courts etc.  Swimming pool. 

better transport links to Tunbridge Wells 

Better transport to T Wells.  Swimming Pool. 

Bringing back the youth club 

Bus links to cinema in T.wells stop early so totally reliant on parents 

Buses to Knight's Park (cinema etc.)  Swimming Pool. 

But that for me would be very important in tackling this as changes in certain people 
have been forcibly introduced on the basis that youngsters have disorderly behaviour. 

Cafe or meeting place for teenagers. 

Cafe that opens until e.g. 9pm.  Perhaps more liaison between Uplands and local 
groups to get teens to volunteer more. 

Cafe/Eateries where they’re welcome, all-weather sports pitches, modern community 
space suitable or hosting local musicians, pop up events e.g. cinema, shopping days, 
performers, workshops etc.  There’s nowhere contemporary & comfortable to offer this 

Cafes and spaces for people to use in the evenings. Cinema! 

cafes, skate park 

Can't rely comment as I only moved here in my 70s 

Cinema,  internet centre 

Cinema, swimming pool, comfortable cafe for teenagers to relax 

Circular walking trails (2-3 hours), local small (lay-by) parking, improve difficult stiles or 
replace with metal, spring gates 

Climbing wall would be good and a swimming pool 

Clubs, skate parks. Internet access etc. Social and educational clubs/facilities. Internet 
cafe? 

Clubs. 

Coffee shop 

Coffee shop 

community centre and greater public access  

Community police 

Community spirit, music concerts, festivals, more vibrancy. 

Community youth clubs with organised activities. 

Cycle groups. Sailing groups, More out of school activities 

Cycle track (teenage boys) Swimming pool. (All ages but especially for young people to 
learn to swim and use in holidays.) 

Cycle track/ Skate park 

Cycle track/circuit on primary school land. 

Dance studio 

Decent basketball court.  Skate-board area. 

Decent Bus Service 

Def. needs to be a place where teenagers can meet up and are allowed to be 
teenagers. At present there is literally nothing for them. We need to make our teenagers 
feel wanted/included.     

Don't know 

Don't know 

Don't know 
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Don't really know as I don't know any teenagers, but I don't feel there is much offered 
and antisocial behaviour has been increasing. 

Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme. Youth Voice (via Parish Council). Increased use of 
Uplands Community Centre (Lower High Street). 

Easier bus access to cinema etc.  Active youth centre - made more c? To meet 
teenagers' needs. Multi-sports pitch - cheap and accessible to all. Rebuilt 
commemoration hall. 

Encourage participation in Badminton also social sport other than just football. 

Encouragement to join local sports facilities - starts within school. 

Evening buses to and from TW would benefit teenagers as well as adults. 

Evening buses to and from TW would benefit teenagers as well as adults.   

Fast and reliable internet. Better and less expensive transport. 

Fine as we are but maybe an additional youth centre at Sparrows Green Recreational 
Park? 

Floodlit football pitches, Youth Club, Skate Park 

Full time youth club or equivalent or more community centre where young people can 
meet up. 

Good grymband swimming pool. Market leading classes for younger people that aren’t 
aimed at 50+ 

Greater use of Sparrows green pavilion should be possible e.g. pool/table tennis such a 
shame that the 3G football field got knocked back 

Hard standing with basketball and other activities, youth centre with outings to Activities 
(hill walking, climbing, swimming, culture (for those who want it), events (football 
matches etc.) - whatever fits 

Holiday club when schools are closed as a club for teenagers to go at half term. 

How about a games area with pool tables etc. somewhere to meet. 

I am not aware of any youth club activities. Plus more opportunities for clubs etc. 

I am not sure. clubs 9youth) would be good and use existing facilities e.g. 
Commemoration Hall 

I don't have children in either of these age ranges so don't know what they like doing 
but needs to be something, instead of them having to play in the park which is meant 
for younger children. 

I don't have teenagers so I don't know what's on offer for them, but when I was young, 
the youth club was about all there was on offer. It was a godsend. 

I don't know, but please ask the teenagers themselves. 

I hear a lot about crime being committed in the village (tyres slashed etc.) and feel 
more provision needs to be there for bored teens. 

I think they youngsters need a designated youth club or similar 

I'm not sure but I do remember as a teenager there wasn't much opportunity but that 
was over 10 years ago 

indoor games halls 

Indoor sports facilities available during holidays/ weekends as is common in Scandinavia 

Leisure facilities suitable for younger people.  

Less cars on our roads.  Traffic calming measures 

Less expensive prices to use the Uplands gym. A space for children and teenagers to 
skateboard, scooter and learn how to ride a bike with access to flat ground as well as 
ramps or a small skate park  

Lido / swimming pool and a modern youth centre with indoor and outdoor sports 
facilities at minimum costs i.e. enough to maintain 

Maybe a youth club or a swimming pol. A skate park. My almost 16yr old daughter 
suggested a cafe 
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maybe something in winter 

Meeting place for young people with Wi-Fi, and possibly a swimming pool 

Meeting place, hangout area with fast internet, social facilities etc. 

Meeting places, more clubs 

Money to provide facilities! 

More ??? leisure clubs 

More access designed for age groups. 

More buses 

More clubs / groups for teenagers to attend.  

More consultation with the school as expelling their students only seems to be increasing 
(slashing tires) crime! 

more for our children 

More indoor sports facilities, clubs, classes facilities for youth 

More input from schools and colleges to cater for academic vocational and other 
interests. 

More leisure opportunities i.e. more clubs. 

More local police 

More open/public green space 

More park areas, perhaps skate parks for older children?  

More parking/ yellow lines on more of the Durgates to Wadhurst stretch. Modern 
Commem Hall 

More places for young people to go e.g. a youth club with a coffee/juice bar. 

More resources for after school clubs and youth centre.  

More social housing. 

More social spaces such as cafes and a squash club 

More spaces where teenagers feel welcome. 

More sports clubs, more youth clubs, more community projects. 

more sports facilities 

more sports facilities 

More sports facilities 

More Sports Facilities 

more sports facilities, a cafe 

More sports facilities. Youth club/centre.  All weather surface pitch/cage. 

More sports groups targeted at the young, proper youth club type organisation, e.g. 
sound studio, cafe bar 

More support from local sports clubs to help them thrive 

More varied evening clubs - hip hop, drama for youth, dance - for all forms of music 
opportunities - courses and clubs. 

More youth activities that are not necessarily Church based. sports/arts club 

More youth clubs 

More youth clubs and societies for young. A cool cafe for elders. 

More youth groups. 

More/more frequent organised activities.  Drop in centre (supervised) e.g. like 
Sevenoaks. 

Most opportunities are sport related, so maybe a youth club. 

Need more organised activities. Along lines of the 'Drop-In Centre' in Sevenoaks. 

Needs a club house for old teenagers to go and meet up with friends have coffee etc. 
listen to music, play games. 
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Needs more group activities for these age groups made to be more aware of what is 
available internet and phones should not be only form of communication. 

No children so unable to answer. 

No idea 

No opinion 

Not sure 

Not sure 

Not sure - does youth club still exist?  What would they like - I imagine somewhere to go - 
think Sevenoaks have a vibrant youth space. 

Not sure- there need to be some discussion/focus groups for them to give their views to 
you 

Not sure what is available. 

Off road cycle paths, skate park, swimming pool 

Opportunity for younger generation to share with elders to learn basic skills like cooking, 
gardening, knitting, crafting - skill swap. 

Organised clubs for young people. Young people's event like a disco. 

Our teenage children mention a cinema, swimming pool and ice cream parlour 

Our two children now adults, lived virtually all their childhood and teenage here and 
were always very content and happy. I'm not sure now though what leisure 
opportunities teenagers need, hence don't know. 

Outdoor 3G/4G pitch  

Outdoor area, where they can meet, use skateboard, play ban games etc. 

Outdoor bike trails that can be used without crossing main roads.  Skate Park. 

Outdoor exercise machines.  A swimming pool,  Dog friendly parks 

Own space with leisure & activity facilities - table tennis etc. 

Perhaps ask our local teenagers what they would like. 

Places to go like a cafe or a diner, picnic benches around the village  

Places to meet safely and socialise. Not drugs, not littering. 

Play areas for older kids (i.e. skate park/scooter park). Youth club with communal 
amenities. 

Possibly social club, skate board park, swimming pool 

Probably a swimming pool and play facilities for older children. 

Probably youth clubs/swimming pools  

Proper youth club /facilities 

Proper youth club as in the 60s&70s. Open evenings Mon to Fri 6-10pm. The club now 
called 'Sticky Fingers' was left in trust for youths of Wadhurst and surrounding areas. We 
had discos, table tennis, snooker, darts, and occasional trips on weekends. 

Re Leisure facilities: - Our teenagers are choosing not to use them! 

Redistribution of wealth and a tax on online global business who avoid UK taxation. 

Regular evening and weekend 'clubs' at say the Pavilion or Commem Hall or St 
George's. 

re-starting youth club but realise it failed through lack of attendance 

Rugby pitch 

Safe cycle path network to and from village to Sparrows Green, Durgates and station, 
linking to Bewl and Cousley Wood/Lamberhurst. 

Safe space to gather together for fun and where they can access relevant advice in a 
relaxed atmosphere. 

Safe, supervised spaces and activities. 

Shelters to hang out under away from public areas 
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Skate board park 

Skate board park 

Skate board/scooter facilities 

Skate boarding 

Skate boarding area 

Skate park 

Skate park - keep youngsters active and fit. 

Skate park / BMX Park 

Skate park MUGA/basketball (similar to Mayfield). MODERN community centre with 
activities - art crafts, fitness classes for younger people and 'drop in' cafe 

skate park, basketball court, outdoor gym area suitable for young adults and older 
adults alike 

skate park, bike tracks 

Skate park, BMX Track, all-weather sports pitch, basketball hoops, area to hang out in 
bad weather. 

Skate park, evening activities 

Skate park, Swimming pool 

Skate Park, teen café 

Skate park, Water feature, climbing frame. Teenage section at the recreation park in 
Sparrows Green, Graffiti Board.  More seating in parks, cycling track. Make people 
aware that the park is for children all ages, not just young children. 

Skate park, youth club, safe bike paths. Better transport links to the station. 

Skate park, Youth club. 

Skate park.  Hard surface play area. 

Skate park. Net son the goal nets. Public tennis courts 

Skate park/ supervised youth group 

Skate park/bike park, Rugby posts, Slower traffic/less traffic. 

Skate park? 

Skate/scooter/bike park, swimming pool in Uplands, much better developed green area 
behind the Commemoration Hall into something like "Village Green" 

Skateboard park, All weather/3G pitch 

Skateboard Park, Youth club, Discos, All weather sports pitches. 

Skateboarding area  

Skate park?  

Small cinema/swimming pool. More sports clubs/teams - i.e. basketball, additional 
football teams. 

Small Clubs, tennis, table tennis, sports facilities, i.e. basketball, karate. 

Social Club 

Social club / teenage sports nights 

Social clubs, swimming pool, library 

Social place to meet and congregate. Teen type leisure facilities - teens themselves to 
advise what. Need to ensure teens living out of the village can get to these facilities 
without having to rely on parents 

Social space for adolescents - somewhere they can go that's not the pub and not 
hanging about on the street. A coffee shop or common room of some sort that they 
could feel comfortable and 'cool' in. 

social spaces to hang out 

Social/Community clubs. 

Some kind of youth hub where they could meet, especially during weekend evenings, 
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possibly in the memorial hall. 

Some sort of get together place. 

Some sort of meeting place for them to keep them off the streets  

Some sort of youth club with activities available 

Some where they can go like a youth club or social club  

Somewhere doors to hang out, i.e. somewhere that’s not the park. 

Somewhere for them to go after school to hang out with their friends 

Somewhere for young people to meet and socialise with facilities (like table tennis, pool, 
cafe) somewhere to be together. 

Somewhere safe for teens to socialise and play different sports or do different activities.  

Somewhere they can meet and socialise safely which has sufficient things to interest 
them - pool/table tennis/Wi-Fi/ Music etc. 

Somewhere they can socialise, purchase food and drinks. Perhaps play pool, darts, 
badminton etc. 

Specific supervised safe spaces. 

Sports Clubs 

Sports Clubs 

Subsidised youth groups, dance classes, milkshake type bars. 

Swimming 

Swimming pool 

Swimming pool 

Swimming Pool 

Swimming Pool 

Swimming Pool 

Swimming Pool 

Swimming Pool 

Swimming Pool 

Swimming Pool 

Swimming Pool 

Swimming Pool 

Swimming Pool 

Swimming Pool 

Swimming Pool 

Swimming Pool 

swimming pool 

Swimming pool 

Swimming pool 

Swimming Pool 

Swimming Pool 

Swimming Pool 

Swimming Pool 

Swimming Pool 

Swimming Pool 

Swimming pool 

Swimming pool 

swimming pool 

Swimming pool (I really valued the old one). Cafe common room. 
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Swimming pool absolute must. 

Swimming pool and safe cycling routes.   

Swimming pool and leisure, Centre facilities. Bistro restaurants and cafe's for the 
evenings 

Swimming Pool and Youth Social Club 

swimming pool as proposed 9 years ago 

Swimming Pool for all year 11s 

Swimming pool please 

Swimming pool would be good for all ages. 

Swimming pool would be great. 

Swimming Pool,  meeting place for young people 

Swimming pool, Skate park, Free G or Parkour gymnastics gym.  

Swimming pool, as this would also create employment for young people. Adventure 
play park with skate park. Youth club to be expanded.  

Swimming pool, cafes 

Swimming Pool, Cinema (as per Kino Hawkhurst), Youth Club including Gaming centre  

Swimming Pool, Coffee/Milkshake bar (ice-creams), good outlets with seating. 

Swimming pool, Pool/snooker room 

Swimming Pool, Roller skate / ice rink 

Swimming pool, Village Square 

Swimming pool, youth club, some sort of other clubs  

Swimming pool, youth club/centre, playground near high street. 

Swimming Pool, Youth clubs, dancing classes for latest, up-to-date. Organised sports 
activities. 

Swimming pool. 

Swimming Pool.  Further football/cricket pitches and pavilions. 

Swimming Pool.  However, realistically, we are a village therefore to expect facilities of a 
large town is perhaps a bit unbalanced. 

Swimming pool.  Martial arts.  Boxing etc. facilities and properly-led classes. 

Swimming Pool. Community Space just for young people. 

Swimming Pool. Youth Club 

Swimming Pool; Proper Children's playground; Skateboard facilities. 

TEEN PROJECTS FOR THE COMMUNITY. YOUTH CLUBS, CAREER TALKS.  

Teenage Community Centre with cafe and possibly indoor bowling facility/table tennis - 
particularly valuable through the winter months. 

Teenage meeting place. 

Teenage-friendly (not exclusively) cafe (e.g. now closed Jempson cafe).  More targeted 
promotion of existing clubs and activities to all teenagers’ not just Uplands students. 

The above age groups are not my generation. Things have changed since I was in this 
group! 

The best comparison I have is of my childhood with unlimited access to Uplands outdoor 
facilities egg tennis, basketball etc. and I'm not sure so many options are currently 
available?  

The conversation needs to be with the group being thought about. What do they feel 
they need? 

The influence of Uplands overwhelms the village; it is difficult to park during school hours. 
This needs to be changed. Continue to ensure there are suitable play areas/ parks that 
are well maintained for younger children. 

The secondary school doesn’t offer a lot of after school clubs. I guess because of 
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funding/staff issues. more opportunities not just sports such as the arts, YTS 

There are hardly any quality clubs in Wadhurst. I drive the children to Tonbridge, 
Tunbridge Wells, Paddock Wood and Sundridge for their activities -  

There are no youth notice boards  - I mentioned this to the parish council ten years ago 

There doesn't seem to be anywhere for them to gather like a 'youth club' type thing. 

There is next to nothing for teenagers in the village being one myself. Leisure facilities 
that could be an alternative to teenagers boredom is a swimming pools 

There needs to be an evening/night time (up to 11 o'clock) club or building to host 
teenagers (13-18) and allow them to hang out, play music, plus outside space 

There seems to be loads of clubs, what we could do with is a swimming pool, indoor if 
possible. 

This is a PRIORITY - Need new style youth club, meeting venue for social and sport 
activity, cafe to meet, play pool etc. 

This should be led by local teenagers and they should be heavily involved in the 
implementation and policing to make it THEIRS 

To involve teenagers in village life - e.g. picking up rubbish, helping to tidy around 
villages, let them organise events - walks for the kids, elderly etc. 

Unless kids do sporting activities or scouts, I know of no other options. A well-run youth 
club seems old school but I believe it may help. 

Vibrant youth club with a focus on community responsibility. 

Visit schools to see what youngsters need. Do not leave to 'old' people to decide. 

Wadhurst is in real need for a youth hall- somewhere were the youth can meet and play 
pool or art activities with an outside park area- for example with a state park (Heathfield 
has one)  

Wadhurst needs somewhere for teenagers to go and relax, chat and have fun that 
doesn't cost. Many families are on the bread line and can't afford to pay. 

We don't have children. 

What I do see: NO - I’m signal/single? 

Youth Centre 

Youth Centre 

Youth Centre 

Youth Centre 

Youth Centre 

youth centre , pool 

Youth Centre based activities. 

Youth centre- used to be weekly, club in current sticky fingers venue, roller skating/skate 
park, outdoor climbing, homework/meeting point cafe 

Youth Centre, Cafe, Youth social area/facility. 

Youth centre, cinema, swimming pool. 

Youth centre, meeting place, snooker tables, table tennis, snacks, music. 

Youth centre/ cafe to meet 

Youth Club 

Youth Club 

Youth Club 

Youth Club 

Youth Club 

Youth Club 

Youth club 

Youth club 
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Youth Club - they NEED a safe but fun place to meet and be together. Where they can 
relax and feel independent but someone is there for help and advice if needed.  

Youth Club, sports other than Tennis or Football... hockey pitch /Skate park/  however if 
the schools allowed access out of hours ( as used to be the case) this is playing field 
access which is needed 

Youth club ....swimming pool 

Youth club house, counselling 

Youth Club nights - supervised - possibly skills related to encourage activity other than 
online. 

Youth club or hub 

Youth club or similar, courses at Uplands aimed at teenagers, get off the streets! 

Youth Club or youth centre. Half term/holiday club that doesn't cost a fortune. 

Youth club three times a week for children with a difficult home life. 

'youth club' type facility that offers a place to meet without alcohol (unlike pubs); 
swimming pool / bowling - somewhere youngsters can go to indoors that gives them a 
place of safety to meet. 

Youth club, adventure activities. 

Youth Club, Ice Cream Parlour/Internet Cafe 

Youth Club, indoor swimming pool 

Youth club, maybe coffee bar 

Youth Club, Regular Disco 

Youth Club, skate board area more school activity (after hours) such as sports. 

youth club, skate park, swing park  

Youth club, sports activities for teenagers 

Youth Club, Swimming Pool (public) 

Youth Club.  More sport opportunities. 

Youth club. Swimming pool 

Youth Club/centre 

Youth Club/community area to meet up 

Youth club/organised activities. 

Youth Club/youth facilities. Safe environment young people can go to talk to others, 
meet in a safe place, play, socialise etc. 

Youth clubs 

Youth clubs  

Youth clubs - more use should be made of Uplands Community College in the evenings 
to encourage young people to do activities other than sport. 

Youth clubs (free) 

Youth clubs and activities e.g. skateboarding, cycling. 

Youth clubs,   PC?/Police patrolling. 

Youth Clubs, Swimming Pool, coffee bar for young people to meet in a social space. 

Youth Clubs, Youth Theatre, Dance, Art spaces. 

Youth clubs. 

Youth clubs. Kids disco (possibly 3-4 times a year under 16s) Talk for teen - re careers, 
drugs. 

Youth clubs?  Discos? (Space to congregate?) 

Youth community centre 

Youth facilities - use of Uplands in evenings/weekends. Dedicated youth leaders. 
Surveying YP's ideas. 

Youth groups, somewhere for them to go other than hanging around the village when 
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it’s dark 

Youth Hall to meet and talk, be social. 

 

5.4 Appendix 4 – Other new/additional facilities 

Other (please specify) 

A really good Italian restaurant wouldn't go amiss 

Community Cafe and improved facilities for arts and community activities could be 
included in a re-furbishment of the Commemoration Hall - also facilities for fitness 
activities 

When there are no costs against any of these it is difficult to comment. I’m guessing that 
a pool would have a high cost 

Squash club 

Communal gardening scheme 

Parking 

Bicycle route to Bewl form Wadhurst 

People to park off the High Street, the congestion is huge 

cafe at the Rec 

As part of a redesigned hall 

Affordable housing, car park for uplands students (to not use shoppers car park) 

Central Car Park 

perfectly happy with existing facilities 

More parking (free short stays). Pot hole free roads 

The only sort of restaurants missing are Chinese and Italian. We have the rest. Swimming 
pool has been wanted for years 

More parking 

CAB operating a clinic in the village 

Bicycle racks 

Improved road crossings 

Parking so high street is not as congested. A playground behind the library would be 
great to have a focal point. Nowhere to take small kids at that end of village. It would 
bring more business to the high street too.  

Play area in Snape Wood like Bedgebury. More activities for young adults and teens. 

Better and more public footpaths connected more effectively to one another. 

Cycle paths 

New fit-for-purpose Village Hall. 

Create an open space in front of the Commemoration Hall surrounded by raised flower 
beds for community seating. 

'Covered' market on Sat.  New village hall. 

Re-instate the recycling centre & facility as a high priority! 

1. Urgent need for floodlit 3G pitch (junior/senior football) 2. Urgent need for additional 
car parking close to facilities. 

The none-need for green areas and parks is we are surrounded by countryside. 

NB I have only ticked those of which I have personal knowledge. Therefore cannot 
comment on those not ticked. 

A cafe/space for younger adults is crucial for me. There is nowhere I can take a laptop 
and work other than pubs. The current cafe are aimed at the over 70s. There are a LOT 
of younger people who need social space. 

Further communal areas to accommodate 50-100 people with up-to-date facilities and 
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equipment. 

Cycle lanes 

Household recycling facilities. 

Wild Swimming at Bewl.  Re-instate rubbish tip. 

Greater parking area (i.e. dual level one car park) 

More social areas would be nice. Somewhere a bit 'cool'. 

Cinema 

Minor injury and walk-in. Medical centre for after-hours care. 

A leisure hub building on the idea of PINEWOOD WOKINGHAM with timber buildings that 
can be used for scouts, judo, gymnastics, youth club, play area and cafe. Cycling and 
walking trails etc. Can't you get some land at Bewl? 

We desperately need a medical centre. How are we going to attract GPs to work in this 
village? Their facilities and surgery environment is appalling for ALL staff. Growing 
population of old and young demand it as a priority. 

I would really like access to a swimming pool in the area. 

NO more Indian, Turkish kebab houses. There are no nice restaurants that suit the village 
and the local shops; greengrocers etc. have closed. 

A safe footpath from station to Faircrouch Lane. I know of some near misses!! 

Re-open the Wadhurst Tip. Establish police training centre. Salt bin on icy stretches of 
road. 

More pubs 

Free/inexpensive meeting rooms. Additional parking for existing facilities/activities. 
RECYCLING facilities. 

Skate board park 

I personally believe that Wadhurst is as it should be with some adjustments i.e. provision 
for a new medical centre and changes to traffic in the high street an greater change 
would then ruin its character. 

If demand increases 

Wadhurst by-pass. 

Soft play/indoor play area for 0-5 

Additional parking. 

Can a bank come back to the high street? 

Better parking and traffic management to reduce speeding, control lorries and return 
pavements to pedestrians (esp. on B2100!) 

Wadhurst needs fewer empty shops - so new uses or assistance to get them filled. 

Car parking off road 

More car parking spaces. 

Bike trails 

Cycle paths 

First four above are low priority because in my view, we currently do rather well in these 
areas. 

Use of Uplands - without costing participants large sums. More public green space with 
the much larger population. 

Purpose built medical centre on site immediately before village opposite fire station, 
where there would be parking available. At present there are three or four 
businesses/shops. 

Village litter collection to be extended to Lanes - the amount of litter in surrounding 
areas is disgraceful. 

No comment 

Recycling unit. 
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Cycle paths 

We already have lovely countryside for dog walking and wild areas. 

New builds like Waters Reach should be asked to provide a space for recreational 
activities which should have also been created in places like Little Park. 

Flexible spaces that can be used for community for professional theatre, dance classes, 
concerts etc. with room for audience in appropriate/tiered seating. 

All these are in our village already. 

Zebra crossing 

A community shop for local artists and crafts people to sell their products in please on a 
permanent basis, a shop on the high street open Mon-Sat. 

Village centre green space. A proper post office and a bank. More nice shops. More 
doctors' in the current medical centre. 

Monthly collection of refuse not suitable for bins provided as Lamberhurst does. 

Bring back the waste disposal facility 

Seats round area behind hall to encourage village use for more than sport. 

Market outside of the village hall 

A community cafe would be a safe and much-needed facility, my girls just want 
somewhere safe they can 'hang out' with their friends other than TW. 

Bar and cafe in the Hall  

Wild life observation points 

Boutique Cinema, as per Kino Hawkhurst 

Swimming Pool or wild swimming area at Mewl 

facilities for older/disabled people with no transport 

facilities for older people 

Sort out the parking, so school doesn't use greyhound parking, main parking area. 

A bank! Re-open recycling facility. 

Cycle paths 

I assume there are plenty of walks for dogs - there are plenty around me. Don't really 
know about sports. 

cycle paths and tracks - we need more 

We feel the medical centre is adequate, needed more doctors and parking fine if 
Uplands have their own car park so leaving the public car park with spaces! 

1. A car park 2. Recycling centre 

Car park with restricted hours not 23 hours 

A community waste/recycling area  

A local recycling centre 

Whether wholefoods has a cafe for the community? 

Dance studio 

Car parks so parking on the High Street can be banned! 

More off street parking 

Purpose built community centre, fit for the 21st century  

More car park spaces. 

The issue of parking needs to be looked at before anything else. 

Need to sort the parking 

Safer roads through the high street. Potholes are an accident waiting to happen. 

Library with longer hours. 

More footpaths/off road paths 

Skate park. Teenagers need activities rather than just a place to meet.  
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Family restaurants that are not scruffy pubs which are unsuitable. 

Restaurants aimed at younger people to be able to have coffee. 

Update on mobile phone and internet facilities - they are currently, AWFUL! 

Bank or mobile/banking facilities 

More car parking 

There are a lot dogs in Wadhurst. There is nowhere for dogs to exercise off lead near the 
village. 

More/better parking. Fewer cars on High Street. 

Commemoration Hall fitted out for the 21st C Wi-Fi access for older people. Maybe 
younger volunteers to assist and build age gap bridges 

Where not ticked we already have these facilities  

There is no space to linger in the village other than the churchyard - traffic is very off-
putting. 

A rebuilt Commemoration Hall 

Vegetable shop, Shoe shop, electricity shop 

Cycle ways and provision for parking bikes.  Road crossings, pedestrian crossing in 
village.  Lessen street parking.  A park and ride scheme (car park to be located outside 
village centre). 

There is no pub, restaurant or cafe west of Simply Indian 

Car parking 

Adult academic education facilities  

It seems to me that the question about improved facilities for arts and community 
activities is an attempt to resurrect the plans to demolish the Commem Hall.  The people 
have said no! 

Community policing presence.  Encouragement of arts and crafts for less sporty types 

Better traffic flow/parking would help all the facilities we now have to flourish 

We need somewhere for the elderly to congregate and sit in the sun (Commemoration 
Hall again!) 

Youth notice board 

Parking 

New Village Hall 

High street environment to the improved: 1. no parking on the road. 2. High quality 
pavement finish 3. Road resurfaced 4. Create a garden square with sculpture in St 
James' Square 5. Create parking area off the high street. 

Please please please build a swimming pool. They are great for all ages and all the 
nearby schools could use for lessons. 

New Village Hall 

Pedestrian crossings at the Wadhurst end of Mayfield Lane and one in the middle of the 
village! 

More parking 

Off high street parking, Pedestrian only areas, open up views hidden in High Street. 

Local policeman. 

Re-open the recycling/refuse tip in Faircrouch Lane. Crowborough is too far. 

Supermarket - a normal one that isn't mega expensive. 

Small businesses to improve local employment opportunities for young people. New 
Medical Centre is required urgently. It needs to be modern and multi-disciplinary to 
attract GPs and the professionals allied to medicine. 

Soft play cafe, enclosed dog park 

Facilities for parents e.g. coffee shop. By the children's playground. 
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Wadhurst is a village and as such in my opinion building a swimming pool and adding to 
the restaurants already on offer would start the ball rolling even faster in turning a village 
into a small town, which then loses its appeal to those who moved here for a quiet and 
peaceful environment to live in. 

Cycle cafe, repair cafe/tool library. 

A recycling facility! 

More car parking 

Recycling area (for bottles, cans etc.). All other local villages seem to have them. 

The Greengrocer o/side White Hart has breathed new life into village - space o/side 
Commem should be beautified for e.g.? Pond to play, older people to sit, more market 
stalls, sometimes food other times craft etc. see page 10 

Banks 

The footpaths are often eroded through over use. We need more. 

Controlled traffic to make cycling safer. Parking for bikes. 

Cycle paths.  Reduction of speed limit from Wallcrouch to Wadhurst. 

Lack of banking facilities in Wadhurst 

Better footpaths 

Shops being able to stay open and not have businesses collapse 

Wild Swimming at Bewl. 

Perhaps a skate park for youngsters at playing field, South View road, Wadhurst. 

Cycle paths/lane to Ticehurst 

No further village centre development - just allow everyone to park off-road, easing flow 
and congestion = pollution. 

A play area already exists in Turners Green! 

Top of my list would be somewhere safe and warm for teenagers. 

Designated area for affordable market and crafters for summer events. Recreation 
grounds needs exercise/play equipment. 

Decent parking to clear High Street - at least ensure one side only. 

Tip 

Fill up the empty shops - maybe lower rates/rents as an incentive. 

More cycling paths/areas. 

Extended and Compulsory off-road parking area. 

I think that more community endeavours are needed to bring all generations together - 
we can utilise the Commemoration Hall and Field. 

Safe footpaths 

Concerning the purpose-built medical centre, staffing would be the problem. 

Not a new medical centre, just more doctors! 

DOG WALKING AREAS???That's one thing we are never short of! We live in one. It's 
called the countryside :p  

Pubs 

Tree planting. Non-spraying of herbicide, fungi, insecticide 

Highest priority should be given to protecting the existing facilities: especially the pubs 

There is a huge demand for small playground for children in the village centre and 
children friendly cafe like Tunbridge Wells used to have 'Pups'. 

retain the town hall, ensure nothing else is built in the village 

Parking spaces - people will use the village more if there's somewhere to park.  
Encourage more farmer's market type traders. 

More car parking 

replace village hall 
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Police station/presence. 

Community Meeting Rooms of a practical size 

Double yellow lines throughout the village 

Improved internet infrastructure (glass fibre and mobile) 

A Village square actually in the centre (accessible to Crittals court etc. with seating, 
shade (trees) bit like you get in every French village/town. Currently there is nowhere to 
sit and watch the world go by (unless you're in a pub)  

Affordable housing (high priority), 'Retirement village' (not care home) 

Electric charging points for vehicles + parking for push bikes 

New trades high quality shops invited into the area 

Soft play for young kids. Climbing wall. Skate park. Eco-friendly facilities - electric 
charging points; plastic recycling facilities 

 

5.5 Appendix 5 – What could be done to improve well-being and accessibility for 

people with additional needs? 

Access 

Power assisted doors on shops 

More support groups, wheelchair and mobility scooters better access for them 

All shops and other facilities need to be wheelchair accessible inside and outside. many 
very poor at present 

Day centres, Access to shops 

Ramps for wheelchairs? Quiet shopping days for children/people with autism 

Shops to have ramps/wider doors for wheelchairs/buggy’s 

Accessibility for wheelchairs at railway station e.g. access across line, access to 'up' 
platform via Faircrouch Lane bridge or a lift or level crossing type gate. 

Wheelchair-friendly pavements and road crossings (an accessible shops).  Better public 
awareness and consideration. 

More wheelchair access 

Improve access at station. Improve footpaths. 

More slopes from pavements to road and better shop entrances e.g. slope and a wide 
doorway. 

Ramps and rails in public buildings and shops and toilets. Stop cars parking on 
pavements. 

Access improved to public areas so that wheelchair users can enter shops library etc. I 
know that may be impossible at some shops etc.  

All shops and business premises showed provide easy access for disabled and 
wheelchairs.  

Wider paths and entrances to shops. 

More sloping kerbs for wheelchair users. Ramps to public buildings. Public toilets (open 
day time only) 

Wheelchair access to shops - lowered pavements. Zebra crossing. 

Ensure wheelchair access everywhere. Pool hoist (if we get a pool - strongly needed). 

Make all shops and public areas accessible for wheelchairs. 

Improvements to medical centres and accessibility to healthcare (shorter wait times), 
disabled access everywhere 

Enforcing that pedestrian access or scooters etc. and wheelchairs are not blocked by 
parking. 

Ramps, seats, zebra crossing. 

Lower pavements; more ramps; more community? ; Better access from Snape 
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View/Faze Court residents to village (not steep hill). 

More access for buggies and walking aids i.e. cars not to block pavement. 

Improved wheelchair access in High Street 

easy to access and not cost too  much 

easy to access (if no transport) and not too pricy 

Access would be wheelchair ramps, not high kerbs. 

All shops etc. have entrances suitable for wheelchairs and walking aids. 

An accessible cafe; less parking on the High Street; accessible pathways on the High 
Street (wider pavements). 

Access to shop door ways. Crossing with lowered kerb 

A few more shops out of the village centre or improved parking 

Improved pedestrian/cycle/disabled access, reduced access for cars 

Wider access and ramps 

Wheelchair access 

Are village bus stops in accessible areas? 

Wheelchair access to most shops where possible - also improve parking near doctors' 
surgery for elderly patients etc. 

Fix / widen foot paths in/out village. Fix roads. Restrict heavy vehicles and buses. 
Promote shop front access for wheelchairs. 

New medical centre and community hall (as proposed but voted out) with modern 
disabled access and facilities 

Wheelchair access to all public places 

Ramps to shops etc. Places to cross roads safely. Toilets cleaner and better looked after. 

Try to make all facilities accessible. 

Another entrance WITHOUT A STEP into the chemist. 

Better access for getting curb access 

Easier access to the lovely walks around Wadhurst. For example all the walls have sturdy 
large wide styles with heavy dog gates. These are great for the fit and able but not so 
easy with wonky hips or knees or if you have pushchairs. I would suggest that styles be 
replaced by some sort of 'kissing' gate. 

Better access to shops ramps. 

Community support fir easier access to shops and pubs and community buildings  

Ramps for Shops with steps 

Lots for the shops in the village and the paths are not suitable for wheelchairs (uneven 
paths, door steps into shops). Need ramps, even out of paths. I am training as an 
Occupational Therapist and so I am quite aware of this. 

Better parking. Better access to shops. 

Some improved pathways for wheelchair access 

ensure all premises comply with legislation to allow access for all 

The village centre is very difficult for wheelchair access for the shops and generally 
getting around 

ramps 

the use of ramps instead of steps 

Do you mean wheelchair access for everything 

Cafe with bigger access 

Easier access for wheelchairs and push chairs into shops etc. 

Accessible social areas. 

It's hard to improve accessibility in the older areas, but anything being built now could 
be built with wheelchair access in mind. Also, a crossing point in the high street. 
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Improve accessibility - pavements, parking, road safety, public transport. 

improved path access 

Community/Facilities 

An accessible Doctors Surgery (new) 

Modern village hall 

A safer high street, Community cafe, better buses more of them and going to 
Crowborough) 

Uplands and the Commemoration Hall are ok for disabled people already 

Local hire of medical equipment. Local wheelchairs /mobility scooter etc. 

Careful design of future facilities 

Social/community areas and activities. A place to get to know people/network. And 
funding for community officers/outreach to engage people in the area. 

Wheelchair friendly areas.  Swimming pool. 

Purpose-built medical centre and indoor swimming pool at Uplands. 

Community help - including home visits. 

Sensory garden accessible by disabled. Better access for disabled info, Library and 
Commemoration Hall. 

New surgery (present one difficult inside and out). 

Something for dementia sufferers i.e. cafe/day centre. 

SAP provides a lot of additional help. More medial services for the old and needy.  

Healthy eating classes. Pedestrianised high street. 

Establish a support network where Wadhurst residents (volunteers) link up with people 
with additional needs and act as a conduit into some of the many activities and events 
taking place in Wadhurst. NB this may already be the case. I accept? 

Development of a shared community ethos, knowing neighbours. Provision of 
fitness/craft/leisure activities which are affordable. 

Home visits to elderly? More classes specifically for elderly/vulnerable. 

Some way getting to hospital made easy. 

Stop closing evening so the high street offers facilities and accessibility without travel 
which is a stress factor for most. 

Drop in centre,  

A community cafe/hub. Integration is key! 

Reinforce a bank and a proper post office. 

community awareness-raising; inclusive events 

have a special website written specifically for them and their carers 

Build a swimming pool and allocate timeslots to Special Education Needs (SEN) children 
so they can learn to swim locally, not have to travel 30 mins to nearest pool 

A local group for parents of children with special needs and a facility for the children 
would be good.  

Lots of people in the village can't be bothered to speak to people. Social interaction. 

New Medical Centre 

Community Cafe 

PLAY AREA IN SNAPE WOODS FOR SCHOOLS AND CHILDREN FOR OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES, 
MORE INCLUSIVE THINGS FOR THE YOUNG ADULTS AND TEENS  

Community events I applaud friends across Wadhurst and Carillon Cottage. 

More keep fit in Commemoration Hall 

Not sure. Perhaps Carillon Cottage could be an information point for facilities available 
(is it already?) 

Modern community hall, better pavements, community minibus. 
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Good cafe 

Provision of a new medical centre within the Rydon Homes development in the lower 
high street. 

Everyone has some special need...  even if temporary ( e.g. broken ankle) it is impossible 
to cater for all in this way 

Mix the community up, get the youth to talk and interactive with the elderly! 

O.A.P Clubs. Workshops and care in the community. Somewhere they can come 
together, socialise and feel welcome/valued. 

Build new community hall/meeting space with state of the art accessibility provisions. 

More or better support for those who cannot get out socially, or to hospital 

Better support from NHS and healthcare of the community driving project- if patient 
transport provisions were more available perhaps volunteer driving could be able to 
diversify into health and wellbeing drivers for house-bound residents. 

Purpose built and well-equipped medical centre open 7 days a week, 52 weeks a year - 
and a resident ambulance. 

A public park area (but this would need someone to give land). 

Provide a list of people (volunteers) who would be willing to help support people with 
needs. 

Internet cafe - (not a community cafe - we already have one). 

Specific clubs 

I believe that music classes for children would be extremely beneficial in helping many 
children within the community who have English as an Additional Language.  

More community events to include everyone. 

More daytime activities for people in the 25 - 60 age bracket  

Sensory space? 

A new Health Clinic  

Age range clubs and social events.  Volunteer drivers to assist.  

Organised events to gather together - ? Rent making sure the support is provided with 
getting into the centre - transport help. 

Seating areas around the village,  more parking for disabled 

Playground equipment a sensory playground which wouldn't just be good for people 
with additional needs but also for young children 

Park equipment for people with additional needs to be able to use.  

More external seating within the village centre.  

Parking 

Car parking off of the High Street allowing the free movement of traffic 

Wider footpath on village centre. stop cars parking on pavements along Cousley Wood 
Road 

Better parking 

Maintain on street parking 

Medical Centre.  Parking to easily get through the village.  

Better parking. 

Disabled parking spaces that are actually near the shops. Kerb free access. 

More disabled parking areas on the High Street. 

Improved car parking. Access to transport. Investment in the medical practice. 

Much more parking - off road. 

Improved parking and roads. 

Solve the parking issue. Bring back the dump. 

Additional parking.  A crossing in the High Street. 
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Enforcing/clamping illegally parked cars in disabled bays. 

Parking! 

More sensible car parking! 

1. Ban parking on the High Street 2. Charge for car parking in car parks. 

More accessible parking 

Parking spaces for disabled. 

Reduce the amount of traffic and parked cars everywhere. Eliminate steps as far as 
possible. 

Ban parking in the High Street apart from blue badge holders.  Zebra crossing. 

The above will need to be driven by car. Convenient parking is important. 

Focus on better parking to relieve the congestion in the high street. Encourage people 
to drive less and walk more.  

a) More disability parking nearer to the shops. b) More seating benches  

parking is extremely difficult and is a factor in my not making more use of the facilities 
that do remain 

1. More recycling buses 2. No parking in High Street other than disabled vehicles on one 
side.  3. Widening of pavement for wheelchairs and buggies on high street. 

More disabled parking in village. 

Strict parking restrictions on pavements near/on High Street. More information on 
services already available e.g. Cottage Carillion. 

Restaurants with ramps.  More parking. 

More parking outside the surgery? 

Less parking on High Street. 

Parking for disabled, Drop kerb for wheelchair use. 

1. A park and ride scheme.  2. 'Walking bus' (with paid attendants) 3. 'Friend' for all 
elderly people living alone 4. Community care (e.g. Girl Guides taking old people for a 
walk on a Saturday afternoon as part of badge 'Community care badge). 

Better parking 

Improved parking 

Easier car parking & spaces 

Better parking  

1. Move car parking essential for everyone.  2. A memory cafe weekly venue. 

Disabled parking bay in the village. 

Disabled parking, improved pavement quality  

Disabled facilities in the new Community Health Centre (see box 15) to include easy 
parking, accessible from Greyhound car park and easy wheelchair access with a 
covered area for unloading wheelchairs, preparations etc. 

Better parking facilities 

No cars parked on paths preventing mobile scooters to go onto road. 

Better parking for access  

More disabled parking area and a dedicated community group 

More Blue Badge Parking 

Reduce high street congestion. Improve car parking. 

More car parking 

More parking. More communal activities. 

Reduce parking on High Street 

More disabled parking 

Better parking 
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Prevent cars being parked on pavements/bollards opposite primary school 

Sort out traffic in high street. More parking away from high street and yellow lines on high 
street. 

parking away from the High Street 

Better parking to stop vehicles from parking on pavements making it difficult for 
wheelchairs users to get around without having to use the road. Suggest the school to 
provide their own car park to accommodate all their own staff, pupils and buses.  

Pavements 

Resurface pavement from the walk to Church House 

Easy access from road to pavement and pavement to road for scooters (4 wheeled) 
and wheel chairs 

Improve road and pavement surfaces - all are potholed and dangerous 

More pavements to more rural parts of the village 

Pavements improved 

Sensory garden, Pavements and crossing points 

Pavements need improvement, walking/mobility scooters find them hazardous and 
safer crossing road points 

Wider pavements, More ramps at kerbs 

Pavement/road repairs. 

Improvements to pavements. Level access into shops from street. Road crossing 
(pedestrian). 

Improve pavements for safety. 

Pavements - wider and flat (full of potholes at moment) 

1. Wider and better pavements 2. Zebra crossing or lights 

Pavements kept in good condition. 

Improve the roads so that the pavements are clear of debris broken bollards and cars. 

Wider pavements 

Decent pavements. 

Improve pavements and access to all types of buildings. Improve public awareness and 
care. 

Pavement maintenance. Potholes filled. Pedestrian crossing. 

Improved surfaces on pavements and wider access doors. 

Improved pavements and crossings. 

Improve the pavements in village. 

Better pavements - e.g. ramps at junctions. 

Better pavements, crossing places, meeting groups. 

Improve pavements and roads due to potholes. 

Improved pavements. 

Maintain good condition pavements for everyone but particularly for the disabled. 
Reduce speed especially in centre of village and at station.  

Improve pavements and keep cars off them. 

Pavement in Wadhurst High Street near Crittles Court needs improving, very dangerous 
for infirm elderly to access the High Street that way. 

Resurface roads, remove packed cars from high street, pavement across side roads. 

Enabling kerb/pavement improvements in High Street 

Better pavements and crossing places. Much better access to shops, cafes etc. much 
better parking facilities. 

Improve footpaths and stop parking on pavements. 

Pavements to be maintained. Stop cars parking on pavements. 
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Improve pavements - especially the one up from the station. 

Better pavements. Crossing in centre of village.  Cars parking on footpaths making it 
dangerous for disabled and mothers with young children. 

Improved transport, better pavements 

Improve road and pavement surfaces 

Improve the state of the pavements - uneven, lots of trip hazards. Crossing points on 
road in high street for mobility scooters and wheelchairs. 

better roads and pavements 

Improve our pavements, especially by Jempsons. Have more clubs with good 
accessibility. 

More pavements, many of the roads in Wadhurst have no pavements. 

Pavements& Pathways Benches Toilets 

Pavements  

better pavement conditions and of course roads 

IMPROVE THE PAVEMENTS  

better pavements with tactile paving at proper crossing places  

better access through the high street, widen pavements  

Better pavements 

More disabled parking. 

improved and wider pavements though challenging to implement 

1. Pavements are not accessible for older people.  2. Pavements are too narrow 3. 
Zebra crossing by iron mongers 4. Zebra crossing from iron mongers to Greyhound 

Improve the pavements - particularly outside One Stop and near exit to Crittles Court 
(pedestrian exit). Traffic calming in village High Street. 

Again safer pavements and walkways 

Better pavements, crossings and places to sit away from traffic. 

Entrances to buildings and relevant pavement improvements - minimal/no steps. 

Fill potholes in the road - very bad! Mend pavement by 'Simply Indian'. 

Better surfaces on roads and pavements. Pedestrian crossings near Uplands. 

fix the pavements and create crossing points 

Less obstructions on the pavements, better access to shops and facilities. 

Well-maintained footpaths/pavements.  Less traffic on high street/traffic calming 
measures.  Wider pavement on road running by Ben Greig Motors. 

Possibly improving pavements? 

Better pavements for people with disabilities. 

Safer pavements wider in places. 

Due to narrow pavements in some areas, reduce speed limit in built up areas to 20mph  

Make parking on pavements illegal. 

Safer roads and pavements (repairs are much needed along the high street). Better 
wheelchair access. 

Well maintained pavements and footpaths. 

Better paths/pavements for wheelchair users. 

Adjust high street pavements so they are suitable for wheelchair users and 
prams/buggies. Also, roads used to be resurfaced completely particularly High St, 
Tapsell's Lane and surrounding roads. 

Improved parking and pavements to be repaired/widened. 

Uniformly smoother pavements and pedestrian crossings, more parking and wider roads 

Raised paving vs kerbs for wheelchairs in village centre. Improved road footpaths at 
station in both directions. 
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Improve pavements 

Paved/pathed wheelchair nature walk. 

Somehow stop people parking on and blocking pavements 

Shops to take on responsibility of their bit of pavement during poor weather conditions - 
sweeping, de-icing etc. 

Pavement lowered near closed Lloyds Bank 

Better pavements, crossings 

Pavements and paths to be wide and clearer. 

Improve standard of pavements and roads. Restrictive parking in high street. 

Wider pavements 

Improved pavements. 

Better pavements (smoother) and better roads (with no potholes). 

Repair roads and pavements 

The pavements are not adequate/ramps where steps are onto roads are needed. 

improve pavements and stop cars parking on pavements 

Dropped kerbs generally and dedicated crossing in High St 

Better pavements and stop people parking on them 

Better maintained pavements and roads 

Improved width pavements in parts of the high street 

Improved pavements and safe road crossing facility 

No pavement parking 

Pavements kept free of ice and leaves. More dropped curves at crossing points. 
Pavements kept in good repair. 

better pavements, cycle tracks, disabled access to trains 

More lowered curbs.  

Improvement of pavements and street lighting; drop kerbs; safe pedestrian crossings; 
speed controls on roads; parking controls on roads. 

Repair roads and pavements. Zebra crossing 

Flatter pavements 

Improved pavements ,street seating and  public toilets 

Better pavements/roads  

Improve the pavements in the village. Eco-friendly lighting in passage to village from 
Crittles Court. Pedestrian crossing in High St. 

Safe Crossing 

Some means of making it safer to cross the main High Street.  Easier access to some 
shops 

Better footpaths (wide). pedestrian crossings 

Crossings on High Street 

Pedestrian crossing 

Improved road crossings 

Improved maintenance of Block paving or paths. A crossing in the village , visual signs 
for communication 

Road crossings, Benches at bus stops (seats) 

Pedestrian Crossings 

Zebra crossing next to the station. Lift access to station 

Zebra crossing in High Street 

Improved road crossings 

Pedestrian crossings in High Street and Durgates  
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Zebra crossing near uplands car park. 

A proper crossing - not an all singing and dancing one - maybe markings on the road 
and a sign at each side would be sufficient. 

Less traffic! Safer crossings for road. Better parking. 

A crossing. 

A safe crossing point at Wadhurst station for wheelchair users - and disabled - unable to 
access the footbridge. 

A pedestrian crossing in the High Street. 

Better crossing points with ramps.21 

Pelican crossing in village centre. 

A proper crossing in the village. 

1. Crossing in High Street.  2. Quiet areas away from High Street. 

Safe road crossing points. 

A pedestrian crossing. More even pavements with easier access for mobility scooters. 

Make the high street safer for all, raise curbs etc. to stop traffic mounting the curb 
especially by Jempsons provide a crossing point. 

A crossing in High Street. 

1. Zebra crossing 2. Suitable pavements for invalid scooters 3. Easy wheelchair access to 
shops. 

Pelican crossing in the high street. 

Pedestrian crossing!!! 

Less traffic, better roads and pelican crossing meaning access to facilities. 

Zebra crossing in the village. Traffic calming. 

Safe crossing areas in the High Street 

Zebra/pelican crossing in the high street. 

1. Crossing point in High Street 2. Improve pavements 

pedestrian crossings 

safer crossing across the high street 

Pedestrian crossing in the High Street. 

Safe pedestrian access to the station, e.g. a footbridge or pedestrian crossing. 

Zebra crossing!!!! 

Repairs to pavements, and kerbs to roads. Safer crossings in High Street due to 
inconsiderate parking.  

Definitely need zebra crossings or pedestrian crossings - in Wadhurst high street, and 
near sparrows green. Potentially also one near the fire station. 

Pedestrian crossings, Better street lighting. 

Road crossing(s), improve high street pinch points, clear pavements during snow. 

Less congestion, Street crossings 

Easier crossing points and do something about potholes and uneven pavements. 

Stop parking in the high street. Pedestrian crossing. 

Zebra crossing in the High Street. 

Crossing points in High Street. More parking generally. More parking in Uplands for 
students. 

Pedestrian crossing 

Crossing at Mayfield Lane for school children. Crossing in High Street. 

Pedestrian crossing or traffic lights at top of Washwell Lane (by One Stop) to allow safe 
crossing for elderly/interim. 

Safe crossing of high street. 
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We need a crossing but cannot afford to lose all parking to accommodate it. 

Safe way to cross High Street. 

Raised crossing points across the High Street and side roads enabling wheelchairs, 
mobility scooters and buggies to use the whole of Wadhurst. 

Unsure, but paths and crossings need to be addressed. 

High street crossing places. 

Better and easier ways to cross the High Street. 

Designated area for crossing the road sufficient off road parking. 

Zebra crossings in High Street and Durgates. 

Zebra crossing 

A pelican crossing 

Zebra crossing. Reduced high street parking 

That is such a huge question, it's impossible to generalise but one thing would be better 
road crossings in the high street.  

Zebra crossing in village and better maintenance on paths and roads. 

Proper crossing on the High Street. 

Safer road crossings in high street and Durgates. 

High street crossing 

Crossing in High Street and parking restrictions to stop parking on pavements in high 
street 

Make the High Street pedestrian friendly - proper crossing, less on-road parking 

Transport, Footpaths and Pathways 

More transport - many more volunteers’ drivers for Carillion Cottage SAP driver’s rota. 
community bus service 

Half hourly bus services 

Shuttle bus from High Street/ Sparrows Green/Durgates/Cousley Wood/station 

Better bus service, Better quality pavement and road surfaces 

Improve condition and maintain pedestrian paths to enable mobility scooter riders to 
travel safely 

There are a lot of uneven roads and pedestrian paths especially in the centre or 
Wadhurst which need to be renovated. The speed limit should go down to 20mph to 
make it safer area. 

The walkway from Durgates into village is unsafe. 

Encourage people to cut hedges overhanging paths and pavements. 

Improve roads and sidewalks. 

Be at forefront of driverless vehicles to make rural buses a part of the future. 

Footpaths are very poor. 

Keeping footpaths clear, stopping people parking in the wrong places. Better 
accessibility to performance space e.g. Commemoration Hall in particular. 

Bus service that runs later than 6pm.  

Better public transport and paths in High Street. 

Repair uneven road/path/walkway surfaces for buggies and wheelchairs and 
constantly maintain. 

Repair footpaths (e.g. Cousley Wood to Wadhurst). Remove parking where it obstructs 
footpaths and pavements. 

Footpaths repaired. 

Better transport links. 

Community transport currently non-existent. 

Better footpaths. 
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better more level paths 

Widening of path to station and access to London bound platform 

Better pathways and better maintained roads. 

maintain the footpaths properly throughout the village especially cutting back hedges 

Decent pathways to/from Bewl from the village. 

The roads in Wadhurst are dreadful in areas and in dire need of repairs/resurfacing but 
preferably a quality job that lasts longer than a year before the potholes reappear.  

The Wadhurst roads are in a state of disrepair. Relay the road surfaces and repair the 
footpaths.  

road and footpath improvement,  

Advertise bus routes. 

More public transport 

Improve footways 

Better transport facilities. Better places to cross the road. 

Public transport improvements. Currently expensive and infrequent. 

Better maintenance of all thoroughfares - road access. Parking and footpaths. 

More transport facilities to local hospital. 

Better footpath surface. Better maintained roads. Reduce speed limit through village. 

Well-maintained walkways. 

Better footpaths - pedestrian areas. 

1. Improve roadside footpaths.  2. Stop cars parking on footpaths particularly opposite 
the primary school/on the way to the Co-op. 

Better bus and train access. 

Grass verges stopped from encroaching onto footpaths  

a transport scheme to take people to and from activities, regular reduced cost or free 
sports and arts activities within the facilities already available 

A community bus. 

Better and more bus routes 

Better public transport 

Transport links to rail station. Reduce congestion in high street and Sparrows Green. 

Safe footpaths 

traffic free cycle routes 

Improve the walking infrastructure throughout the village 

Improved footpaths, signage 

Improved public transport  

Wider and level footpaths. 

improve footpath, introduce (cheap) taxi/self-hiring service with small vehicles (e.g. 
electrical golf car / tuc-tuc)  

Road and footpath resurfacing 

Other 

Lots 

Not really sure on this one 

This is a very imprecise term: - elderly. 

Unknown 

Not sure 

No comment. 

Don't know. 

Not sure 
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Less Hills 

No views 

Don't know. 

Make the example in section 10 available to them. 

We're not in a position to make an informed answer on this 

Additional drop kerbs 

no view 

hold more sessions in the village hall  

No idea 

Not qualified to comment. 

nothing 

Get the beautiful wood back hat Mr Rogers kindly let open to the public for the past 30 
years. 

Don’t know 

Not sure. 

Mobility scooters need ramps on kerbs. 

Improve traffic flow through the village by removing on-road parking. Increase priority 
for pedestrians. 

A place to gather and share with others. 

improve traffic flow in village, put in pedestrian crossing points 

Don't know 

don’t know 

See above answer 

fix the roads 

Traffic control through high street 

Don't know. 

See my answer above please. 

Double yellow lines along high street so disabled badge holders can park outside shops 
only  

Take note and listen 

Not sure, sorry! 

Regularisation of kerb stones in shopping areas. 

Unsure 

Don't have sufficient knowledge to comment. 

Ramps in kerbs? 

The village is fine for all however, the parking rules and regulations remain confusing, 
likewise entry/exit from the village is always difficult due to parked cars, this needs to be 
addressed. 

Unsure 

A planning committee of dedicated people to visit and check on pensioners and 
elderly disabled persons on a regular basis and hold details of telephone and contact 
info. 

Better infrastructure. 

Support to business premises to enable access for all. Taking on board and providing 
suitable environments for hidden need, e.g. ASD which requires a peaceful environment 
in which to shop etc. Victoria Centre have 'quiet time'. 

Slow traffic down driving through high street for people with disabilities. 

Reduce High Street and lower High Street speed limit to 20mph and use enforcement 
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cameras. 

Sort out the horrendous traffic problems in the High Street 

Everything the November Poll Promised. 

Not sure. 

Greater control of traffic. Prohibit heavy vehicles. 

Support team 

More environmental friendly 

Demolish the extensions of building near Jempsons that restrict pathway to dangerously 
narrow width and cause traffic chaos. 

Not Sure 

Already well catered for. 

As required by legislation, include thoughts on their needs on any development. 

Establish a committee to receive and consider their priorities. 

I think things are ok 

I don’t know 

Not sure. 

I’m not sure 

Double yellow lines throughout the village 

Unsure  

Not sure.  

Better traffic management through high street 

Not sure what there is today 

 

5.6 Appendix 6 – Other space you value 

Responses 

*Green spaces -triangles @junctions, finger-posts - giving Wealden character. 
*Woodland down Tapsell's Lane. *Permissive footpaths @Castle 

1. Bulbs planted along road above Barnett's, lovely welcome to the village.  2. War 
memorial and wild flower meadow. 

1. Cousley Wood 2. Cricket Pitch and Pavilion 3. General Footpaths 

1. High street in general (local shops) 2. Tip (was valued before closing) 3. Train station. 

1. Sports Centre 2. ?? (stickies/oashes) Youth buildings 

1. The pond and grassy area by the fire station 2. Churchyard. 

1. The quiet(ish) country lanes 2. The church 3. Public toilet on occasion! 

1. The quieter lanes for walking.  2. Local pubs.  3. The small cafes in the high street. 

1. Woodlands, esp. the ancient woods. Rural landscape. 2. Countryside paths.  3. Views 
across High Weald - long views. 

Access to the lovely countryside the village. Wadhurst Castle if it were open to the 
public/community a few times a year. 

All areas of natural beauty. 

All footpaths, Bridle paths. 

All green spaces 

ALL of the fields surrounding Wadhurst which give it it's 'rural' feel 

All small green spaces and old signage. 

All the footpaths in area. 

All the lanes on the outer perimeter of Wadhurst - for walking when the fields and 
footpaths are too wet. 
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All views of the countryside - looking away from village. 

Allotment sites, road verges and triangles. 

Allotments 

Allotments 

Another question about the Commem Hall?  Shame on you.  There is no box for formal 
activities in the hall. 

Any area of outstanding natural beauty which has not had development 

Any available green space! 

Area around memorial and fire station. Small  

Area outside fire station. Grass verges and triangles between roads that have flowers i.e. 
daffodils on them. 

Bedgebury 

Bedgebury Forest for bike riding 

Bedgebury Pinetum for biking & walking. 

Bewl water, General Countryside, Sparrows Green recreational area. 

Bewl water, Pell Farm walk, Public footpaths around Wadhurst. 

Bewl Water, Snape Wood. 

Bewl Water, Snape Wood. 

Bridle paths generally (for bike AND horse riding) 

Bridleways 

Broadwell Wood, Cousley Wood 

Car parking. 

car parks 

Carillon Cottage, St  George's Hall 

Children's playground and open space at Sparrows Green. 

Church and church yard. 

Church and graveyard/gardens 

Church grounds 

Church grounds 

Church playgroup.  St George's Hall. 

Church yard 

Church yard 

Church yard  

Church yard footpaths to Bucksmith Lane. 

Church yard/grounds. 

Church yards. Best Beech Hill playing fields. 

Church, St George's Hall 

Church, War Memorial  

Churchyard 

Churchyard 

churchyard 

churchyard 

Churchyard 

Churchyard walk through towards Pell Hill 

Churchyard, green areas in middle of village e.g. fields opposite Hill House 

Churchyard, Open space behind my home in Pell Green. 

Churchyard, The High Street - cafes in health shop and near pharmacy. 
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Churchyard, village allotments. 

Churchyard, we like what’s being done with the triangles and green bits 

Churchyard, Wild garden next to fire station and war memorial. 

Churchyard. allotments 

Commemoration garden, the countryside with far reaching views. 

Commemoration Hall but simultaneously 'curse' it's inefficiency in heat/energy or lack of 
flexibility and seating (and over-booked). 

Country lanes with no through traffic 

Countryside and footpaths in general. 

Countryside in general 

Countryside views in and around Wadhurst 

Create something for public from the old lane buildings. 

Cricket pitch but need better view. Need to demolish block in front. 

Cricket, Bowls ground and school playing fields. 

Cycle paths, general open countryside and views. 

Deer Park 

Disabled Parking access 

Disabled Parking and access 

Dog friendly cafes like Wealden Wholefoods.  Village high street.  

Dog walking through Strivers Wood. 

Don't know 

Facilities in St Peter's and St Paul's church which are not mentioned below! 

Field where fireworks are,  

Fields behind fire station. 

Fire station green. 

Fire station meadow garden and memorial garden. 

Football and cricket fields. Bowling green area. 

Footpath and adjacent area. 

Footpaths 

Footpaths 

footpaths although some are in deplorable condition  

Footpaths and bridle paths. 

Foxhole Field 

Gardens adjacent to fire station. Bewl water for walks.  Snape Wood for walking. 

General countryside around Wadhurst.  

Generally all the beautiful lanes for walking 

Grass triangles and verges. 

Green areas i.e. fields 

Green space in front of fire station. Seats available. Commemoration of soldiers lost in 
the Great War. 

Green Triangles 

Green @fire station ,Field opp Hill House, Fields &Footpaths Behind High 
St/Durgates/Sparrows/Turners/Woods/Pell Green/Cousley Wood/Brinkers Lane end 

Greyhound car park - when you can find a space! 

High Street 

High Street, especially if it had more of a square and market. 

High Street, Places to go out to eat, The dentist, the doctors are all local 
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History society space  

I value areas for walking and hiking 

Immediate access to open countryside and all its footpaths 

It would be great to have a playground for young children in Wadhurst itself. 

Jardin d'Aubers 

Jubilee Gardens (Jardin d'Aubers) 

Just looking and soaking up the atmosphere of old buildings. 

Library 

Local countryside and public footpaths 

Local footpaths , Woods, Floral container in high street, more tree planting 

Local footpaths/woods 

Local lanes for walking. I enjoy the banks of wild flowers and the view in Blacksmiths 
Lane 

Local lanes which I use for cycling. 

Maintained green spaces by War Memorial and going into the village 

Maybe a small point where police could actually show their self. And meet the 
community for an hour or so three 

Meadows and surrounding farmlands. 

memorial garden by fire station 

More signs for local footpaths 

Moved here only 4 months ago. 

Mr Roger's ex Woods 

My family valued Bewl for sailing. It's a huge loss that facilities/activities are now so 
limited. 

none I can think of 

Nothing specific 

Open countryside 

Open countryside spaces around the village 

Open spaces in front of fire station. 

Parking for parents dropping off and picking up at Wadhurst Primary - to stop the daily 
chaos. 

Picnic area 

Planted spaces on road verges. E.g. war memorial and triangles. 

Quiet lanes 

Really enjoyed the bonfire and fireworks and that it could be held within walking 
distance of village 

Really value the library. 

Recreational Ground 

Recreational Grounds  

Remembrance garden 

roads for cycles 

Round Oak Allotments - next to another unnecessary development at the end of Jones 
Lane. 

Round Oak Allotments; church and grounds. 

Rural lanes 

Sacred Heart Church, St Peter and St Paul 

Sledging slope on Blacksmiths Lane (private land), Bedgbury, Lamberhurst park,  

Small open areas as Jardin d'Aubes. War Memorial area, Woods Green, planted 
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'triangles'. 

Space around church - it is quiet there. But now more often, teenagers are gathering 
together (smoking, etc.). 

Space outside fire station 

St Peter & Paul’s Church, Sacred Hearts Church 

St George's Hall 

St George's Hall Church open area.  Jardin d'Aubers Views e.g. behind Commem from 
churchyard etc. 

St Peter and St Paul Church and churchyard, Wildflower meadow - fire station and 
traffic islands, allotments 

St. George’s Hall. Good to have a base in sparrows green, ditto Tidebrook church parish 
room. 

Surrounding countryside not yet built on! 

Surrounding Countryside. 

Tapsells Wood 

Tapsells wood 

Tennis courts at Sparrows Green. 

The approaches to the village beautiful spring flowers, tubs, troughs and hanging 
baskets. 

The beautiful church yard. Our lovely church is an attraction to visitors. Snape Woods. 
ALL green belt land. 

The Church (St Peter and Paul) and Carillon Cottage which provides community groups 
and support. 

the church building and its grounds 

The church cemetery, Wadhurst Allotments 

The church for music. 

The church yard 

The church yard and quiet garden of remembering  

The church yard, High Street environment 

The churchyard 

The Churchyard 

The Churchyard. 

The Churchyard. 

The churchyard. The High Street, The Rec 

The Commemoration Hall - Sports field section should be divided as I use the hall but not 
the sports field. 

The country lanes, Fields, Countryside views. 

The cricket field, football field and bowling green to the rear of the Commemoration hall 
with their wonderful views  

The farmland and countryside around the village 

The field in the middle of the village opposite Hill House etc. must NOT be sacrificed to 
housing. 

The flower pasture near war memorial. The church graveyard. Green triangles. All fields.  

The graveyard 

The green space near the fire station and the memorial.  

The green triangles and memorial garden. 

the gym 

The Gym at Uplands - valuable for the Community.   The retailers in the village - huge 
asset. 
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The High Street 

The High Street 

The library in the Commemoration Hall and the commemoration building itself. 

The local countryside and lanes in general for walking and other exercise 

The loss of the woods off Old Station Road desperately upset a lot of people 

The many public footpaths we have. 

The off-road and cross country footpaths. 

The Old Commemoration Hall and space in front and behind it. The views from there. 

The open space down Tapsells Lane much frequented by dog walkers. 

The open spaces, fields which make it so beautiful. 

The remaining green fields around our village 

The rural lanes and wonderful views. 

The schools, St. George’s hall  

The small areas of green in the village setting. 

The small space in front of the Commemoration Hall 

The unspoilt pasture, hedgerows and woodlands which give the distinct separate 
identities to the villages and hamlets which make up the area. 

The view across the Weald Valley from the walk (hill house farm). Maybe another bench 
on the grass there. 

The village free car parks 

The village needs a focal point. 

The village pond The church yard The views Fields and woods, we are blessed to have 
open rural farmland surrounding us. 

The Wadhurst memorial for war soldiers and surrounding space to remain green. 

The War Memorial and Fire Station 'park' areas although the latter is often marred by 
scruffy posters - horrible 

The War Memorial garden 

The Wild flower area and pond at Fire Station. 

The wild flowers up by the fire station. 

Three Oakes Lane - This seems likely to be badly affected by additional traffic from the 
proposed developments at Turners Green 

Trees/meadows/green verges. 

Triangular verges at road junctions, area surrounding and including the War Memorial. 

Uplands Field 

Uplands Leisure Centre 

Uplands Sports Centre, Sports Halls, Gym and MUGA area/tennis/netball/basketball. 

Uplands sports fields 

Use of commemoration hall for organised events 

Used to use and value the recycling site. 

Verges with flowers; flowers in village. 

View behind Commemoration Hall across the sports/bowling club towards distant hills.  
View of Bewl Water from behind the church. 

Views across valley from Sparrows Green to the church 

War memorial & surrounding area, church & grounds.  

War memorial and wild flowers. 

War memorial and wild garden 

War memorial area, open green space 

War memorial garden and wild flower area 
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War memorial garden, church yards. Quieter lanes and no through roads to link 
footpaths. Views of wooded areas. 

War memorial garden, churchyard, countryside.  

War memorial garden, Jardin d'Aubres/Pond. 

War memorial gardens 

War memorial gardens. 

Waters Reach SANG (if open to the public) 

We value the space - i.e. not more houses/buildings. 

Where is it? 

Wild flower areas.  Bus shelter. 

Wild Flower Garden 

Wild gardens, church and churchyard, pubs, essential shops, schools, sitting areas 

Wildflower garden by the War Memorial. 

Windmill Lane views. 

Woodland open to public 

Woods Green 

Woods Green Common. Open spaces round Wadhurst/footpaths. 

Woods off Tapsells lane 

 

5.7 Appendix 7 – Please tell us how would you like to see the future of the 

Commemoration Hall 

 

 
Wanted the rejected plan 

Taken down, rebuild a modern eco-friendly, all-purpose community hall with rooms, cafe, 
and cinema. I liked the plans for the medical centre and couldn't believe that didn't pass 

Redevelopment of site to provide new medical centre and parking plus, if possible, 
community centre. We were in favour of the original proposed plans. 

Much along the lines of the proposed, rejected plans. 

Re-instatement and development of the previous plan. 

Total refurbishment. I still believe it should be moved backwards and a car park made. 

I am for the development of the Commemoration Hall and Football Field. It would provide 
excellent facilities for all the community. The plan or a similar plan should be proposed 
again. 
A new hall would be good, as would a new medical centre. I voted for the plans - we 
need to think forward! 
The hall itself needs either major improvements or rebuilding and I felt the village were 
short-sighted in their hysterical reaction to new plans. We do need a multi-functional 
premises. 
Redeveloped according to the plan that was put forward and then rejected. 

Rebuilt, brought up to date, adequate kitchen/drama facilities (stage, dressing rooms 
etc.). Only 37% bothered to vote, this cannot assume that the 'community' was against 
the proposed plan. 
Further back with garden and seats in front. Redeveloped roughly as per the plan. Active 
caretaker to make coffee etc. like Ticehurst Hall. 

We would like to see a village centre with opportunities similar to these that had been 
planned i.e. new hall, medical centre, parking, history centre, all weather pitch. 
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I think it needs replacing and a village centre on the site would be good. I thought the 
plans were fine although I'm not sure about a second pharmacy. Space for 
concerts/plays/fairs important. 
We were not against the proposed plans. The voting was not a fair ballot and was tainted 
by the 'No's tactics. Graffiti etc. 

We thought the proposed plan dealt with at the poll in Nov 2018 was very acceptable for 
the future generations in Wadhurst. It appeared very narrow minded and bigoted to vote 
it down 
The proposed plan made sense. The Commem Hall is now a white elephant. Sadly we 
have too many older people who resist change simply for the sake of it. 

I supported the plans we were presented with previously in view of the danger of isolation 
that modern media presents a community meeting place is essential 

I supported the plans for re-developing the Commemoration Hall, Medical Centre 
additional car parking etc. I felt the housing was an unpopular suggestion but perhaps 
needed to raise finance. A multi-purpose hall/theatre together with a series of rooms for 
rehearsals etc. is essential. 
I was very supportive of the plans proposed for the Hall last year. Wadhurst is getting left 
behind other villages. The facilities are outdated and costly to maintain. I think the village 
was shown in a poor light in the response - but there is democracy. 

Agreed with all the proposed plans of November 2018. 

We were for the proposed plan. 

Would have liked the proposed plan very much. 

We were all in favour of a new village hall and were upset that this was voted down. We 
would all like to see the plans revisited OR a plan and fundraising initiative to improve the 
existing Commemoration Hall to make it fit for purpose now and in the future - a better 
performance space, rehearsal space, storage areas and audience experience. 

I voted in favour of the new plans. A modern hall/theatre would be great for shows and 
dance classes. Parking is a problem and I would love to see parking developments. 

I thought the proposed plan was a good one. I would support something like it! 

Our household voted for the proposed plans. 

I think the proposed plan for a new medical centre was vital for the community and that 
the current Commemoration Hall is not fit for purpose. 

We were in favour of the proposed plans. A new multi-functioning building with a cafe 
would be great. 
I supported the proposed plans. 

Voted for improvements. 

We backed the proposed plans. 

The Community was swayed by some who want to keep the Commemoration at all cost. 
The suggestions for future use made at the time seemed ideal to me. After all, the Belmont 
surgery building(s) are not fit for purpose. 

I still like the proposed plans. 

We voted for the proposed plan - would like to see this reinstated. 

I like the proposed new medical centre and village green and parking and housing - it 
met a lot of Wadhurst's needs. 

Thought the proposed plans for a new commemoration hall were very positive 
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The plans put forward in the poll were balanced and provided a health centre and 
modern, flexible, community/performance facilities. It is a shame that the previous well 
developed proposals appear to have been marginalised by some civil unrest/intimidation 
and an ill-informed social media campaign. I hope that this NP will galvanise the true 
support for the redevelopment of the WHF lands and buildings. 
We all fully support the proposals put forward in the poll. Practical, addressed local needs 
and viable. For Commemoration Hall to be of any value to future generations, it HAS to be 
knocked down and reinvented. 
Agree with the proposed plans 

I voted for the plans... 

Support proposed new development. 

The proposed development was an ideal solution to improve Wadhurst for the future. 

I supported the proposed plans. We were surprised and disappointed they were turned 
down. The proposals were a good work in progress. Same again please. 

I largely supported the plans for the Hall. 

Voted for changes in Poll in 2018. Change it into medical centre as proposed. 

As outlined in original plan voted for in November 2018 

I liked the plan 

Revisit the proposed plans. 

I was in favour of the plan. Unaware of how much time availability there’s is for 
commemoration hall but could this become youth club in designated evenings? 

Having voted to pull it down, I don't feel that time and money should be wasted on this 
building when a new doctors/medical centre is a more urgent priority for the village and 
its future. 
I'd like to see the previous plan modified, effectively promoted and put to the vote again 
in 2020. 
supported plan for new hall, doctors surgery over 55 housing etc. 

The original proposed plans. 

I was in favour of the proposed plans but was not sent a voting slip. 

as per the suggested plan, it was bold and visionary 

We voted for the proposals. We would still like it to be demolished and turned into a 
medical centre. I am appalled the say no to everything faction in Wadhurst enjoys the 3rd 
world facilities we have. 
As the vision that was led by the Hall and Field charity. 

I loved the vision outlined in the plan and felt that it was a shame it was thrown out by 
people determined to cling to the past and not look forward to a better future. The hall 
clearly needs to be made fit for purpose and if that can be gained by a public-private 
partnership and incorporate a better medical centre with improved access and better 
parking, that would be perfect. 
I supported the redevelopment and still think the hall should be redeveloped. 

I wasn’t against the plan, I think the space needs bringing into the 21st century egg why 
not have a kino or a proper warm environment for multi-use 

I endorsed the most recent plans for the Commemoration Hall 

I personally supported the plans to rebuild the Commemoration Hall. Given the rejection I 
think a general re-ordering may be a good idea with better use of the field behind. 

I supported the previous proposal and was disappointed it was not successful. I feel it 
should be redeveloped to be a village square with access to a much needed new 
medical centre and meeting place for the elderly. 
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For the plans of 2018 to be rectified again! That is what Wadhurst needs! We think most 
voters did not understand the concept of the new surgery to be let so that young doctors 
did not have to buy themselves into a surgery anymore. 

We would like to see the proposed plans enacted for the benefit of the village and 
especially the next generation. 

We were in favour of the proposed plans in Nov 2018 and would continue to support that, 
especially new GP facilities and extra parking. 

There was misunderstanding at the Open mtg last year and several objections which were 
misunderstandings did not get heard by the floor i.e. people did not hear/accept that the 
planned housing had to have car parking within its development and were not part of the 
new car park. I would like a new Medical Centre and a new Hall. 

I support the plan 

I was for the proposed plans for the commemoration hall and field. It is vital for the village 
that these are upgraded due to the age and condition of the building. It is also necessary 
to have a state of the art doctors' surgery! 

The Hall should be improved as per the plans above. It is not fit for purpose at present. The 
intentions of the executors was misunderstood. The provisions would have provided 
Wadhurst with good facilities and parking for the near future. 

As proposed in the recent poll. 

As proposed in plans that were dismissed in November 2018. It is outdated and ugly in its 
current form. 
It seemed a pretty good plan but the communication of it was awful. We need a new 
village hall. We need a new doctors' surgery. The kids need an all-weather pitch. 

I would like to see the same or a similar plan brought back but with organised campaign 
in favour (to balance the against campaign) - preferably with decent, respectful 
behaviour on both sides. 
Many of the ideas in the plan were good, sadly it was poorly presented and the funding 
proposal not thought through. Personally, I think it is a pity that more wasn't done to 
convince the sports groups, as improved medical facilities are needed in Wadhurst as per 
the Hall plan. 
I didn’t oppose the changes to the Hall and voted to support them. 

I felt the original plan had merit! A more organised park would make better use if the field 
- look at Mayfield as an example where football pitches, skate parks, play areas and dog 
walking combine 
A similar plan to that which was proposed and rejected by the Hall and Field Charity but 
with more clarity and detail, i.e. Demolished and rebuilt to include medical practice and 
community areas. 
I was in favour of the proposed project (though would have ? something more 
architecturally interesting). The current hall is NOT fit for purpose and needs replacing. We 
need a proper community centre which is flexible and has C21st standards. 

As the plans which were voted down. 

I support appropriate redevelopment with a preference that access remains from the high 
street and with minimum impact on the land to the rear. 

Great pity the vote went against the redevelopment plan!!! VERY SHORTSIGHTED BY THE 
DIEHARDS! 
I still consider the N.F. Trust to be the way forward with its plan for a new surgery etc. It was 
poorly oriented and perhaps over ambitious (history centre etc.) and the vote was a 
disaster. As I couldn't physically get in along with many others. 
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The scheme put forward in the November poll was excellent. It contained all the elements 
we would desire. 

I would like to see the implementation of the proposed plans which were rejected. 

I was in favour of the proposed plans so something along these lines. 

We voted for the changes. It needs to be rebuilt, updated as per the proposed plan. 

Change in use as proposed and new hall built. 

As per the plan previously put forward 

I wanted the proposed plans in 2018! 

I agree with the plans so am still happy for it all to go ahead. People need to accept 
change! 
I was 100% in favour of the plans voted on. I was deeply offended by the course the 
campaign took. The medical centre is not fit for purpose, we need a square to add to 
aesthetic and amenity appeal of a vibrant high street. The hall itself is seriously in need of 
refurbishment. 
Thought it was a good plan to redevelop. 

Would like to see same investment in facilities and increased use of the hall. I voted for the 
proposed plans in Nov '18. Maybe other plans could be developed which would involve 
moving the surgery onto the site. 
I was in favour of the redevelopment plans 

We thought the original plan was an excellent idea so see no need to change intentions. 

We liked the proposed plans. New doctors' surgery needed. Liked keeping facade of 
existing hall. 
I voted for the plans so I would like to see a new facility for use by all of the community. 

I was in favour of the development. The Hall is no longer fit for purpose. 

I liked the proposed plans and feel it is a shame shock tactics where used to stop them. As 
it is not being re built, the hall needs full internal renovation, probably costing more than 
the new build. 
I was 'for' the proposed plans - we need to embrace positive change 

I was in favour of the development plan. 

I was so disappointed the plans didn't go through. It would be great if the hall could be 
updated to make it more appealing for community hire. One use could be to have 
temporary soft play set up there for children once a week. It could also be used as a 
community cafe, but it would have to be done well to be appealing (barista coffee, 
organic food etc.). 
Rebuilt as a modern efficient hall as original proposal. 

We supported the plans. A new, purpose-built medical centre is a good use of the site, 
and additional parking is required to make the high street safe. The Hall is ageing and no 
longer fit for purpose. 
I supported the redevelopment plans. The Commemoration Hall is no longer an asset to 
Wadhurst as all its facilities are dated and in need of refurbishment. A new building with 
medical centre, library, modern stage and adequate car parking would be a welcome 
benefit. 
I would like the new plan put into practice. The Wadhurst Community was very short-
sighted in voting against it. The new Hall with state of the art stage and cinema, library, 
medical centre meeting rooms would have been a huge plus for the residents of 
Wadhurst. 
I'd like to see the proposed plans reissued and presented. The plans include facilities that 
are urgently needed i.e. new Medical Centre, community activities area (yoga, exercise, 
social etc.) plus rooms to be hired by private parties etc. The plans for the front 
landscaping were terrific, plus urgently needed car parking area. It's such a 
disappointment that it didn't pass the first stage of approval. 
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I loved the proposed plans. I think they included everything I would want, and much 
more. 
It should be replaced with the Medical Centre and a new modern Hall constructed 
funded by developing a limited number of houses as originally proposed. The rejection of 
this conceptual plan sums up why Wadhurst is unlikely to make real progress as a 
community because resistance to change is extreme. A modern medical centre leased to 
the GPs will attract more doctors, negating the need for them to buy into the existing 
freehold and the village would benefit from the rent payable by the medical centre. The 
case for this excellent conceptual plan was not well made and the opposers were 
allowed to make all the ground and run spurious arguments 
I thought that the proposed development was just right even though it was rejected 

Exactly as was voted against in November 2018. 

Redevelop/rebuild 

The Commemoration Hall is not fit for purpose and it is not used enough to cover its costs. 
It is a shame for practical purposes that it was not replaced however 2018, the centenary 
year reminded us of its historical importance. those who want to keep it should be asked 
how to make it profitable 
Large space for performances and exhibitions. Similar rooms (including library and History 
Soc) for local clubs and organisations. Associated car parking. It would have made a 
decent Medical Centre!! 
The Hall is not sufficient size to support the village for the next 50-100 years. Lacks amenities 
e.g. stage, dressing rooms, a reasonable kitchen, toilet facilities front entrance to be 
retained as memorial to the fallen of two World Wars. Would have been ideal as Medical 
Centre. 
Shut Uplands, move primary school there, move cricket and football to primary school 
grounds and develop all three sites with housing, healthcare and new hall as appropriate 

Essentially as was proposed in November, but with more forethought. Using the proposals 
as guidance only, develop, the essential requirements for Village Hall and Medical Centre 
on a more realistic basis, with particular emphasis on availability of funding. 

Knocked down and rebuilt 

Need rebuilding for 21st century 

Redeveloped to a high standard befitting this village and if possible provide additional 
adjacent parking 
As per proposed concept but without residential accommodation. Also village square 
unlikely to be of much use 

Rebuilt on site to meet modern day requirements regarding materials and needs 

Knock the existing hall down but use its legacy and value to build a purpose built modern 
hall and community centre that is useful for today. Use also the space available for a 
medical centre. I was very happy with the proposals that were rejected 

It should be redeveloped so it can be at the centre of village life for another 100 years. 
Too many holes in the rejected plan. Need greater consultation/getting people on board 

Redeveloped into a communal space/cafe/local hub/casual work space 

Something along the lines of the previous unsuccessful proposal. - To make the site of 
much more use, day-to-day for Wadhurst people. A new medical centre there would be 
a priority though facilities for performances, exhibitions and meetings also important 

Leave the facade- knock everything else down and build a larger functional new hall - 
fully equipped. 
Replace with a new purpose-built building. Keep the facade (brick) as a memorial to the 
war dead. Need a surgery but not necessarily on that site. 
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It has no future as it stands. It has served its purpose for last 100 years. The War Memorial is 
sufficient to commemorate the War. Look at Kilndown, Hurstwood, R? Halls, small villages 
and lovely halls. DO NOT WASTE MONEY ON THIS OUT OF DATE BUILDING. 

Enlarged to cater for more residents. Ability to cater for larger productions. A bigger 
surgery for increased number of residents. 

1. Rebuild the hall as a modern building but without any separate building for the history 
society or for other organisations. 2. Keep the football pitch an all other open space as 
they are at present. 3. Doctors surgery or medical centre not required on the hall and field 
site. 4. Maybe have shops/retail units, with flats above fronting the high St. Alternatively, 
replace existing car park at front with a public garden area with seating and lighting. 5. 
Small car park at rear. 
Demolished and rebuilt as doctors' surgery and Library with a few rooms available to hire - 
not as large a project as was first proposed. 

I liked many of the points raised at the poll in November 2018 but felt the scheme was not 
adequately costed. It would be good to have more detail. Better facilities would be 
welcome and hire of meeting rooms valuable. 

Replaced by a modern community centre that has multiple opportunities for family use. 

Hall not fit for purpose. New hall required which should congregate ALL those killed in 
action not just WW1. 
Knock down become access road to field behind which becomes village green. Build 
new hall as part of development circling village green. 

Build a new one further back and create more parking. 

A modern up-to-date, fit for purpose Hall is needed for the village which would be 
economical to run, comfortable in all weathers and user-friendly for all - providing facilities 
for multi-purpose use. This would be a proud ongoing Commemoration for the next 
generations to remember those who gave their lives for us in the 1914-18 war. 

Would like to see it changed into a medical centre and a new hall built on the football 
field behind plus extra much-needed parking. 

The Hall needs to be extended, relocated if necessary, with additional parking. 

Redeveloped to provide services for community to a high standard. 

I would like it to be completely changed and modernised for the 21st century. I don't see 
how a damp and draughty hall Commemorates young men who went to war. Surely they 
would've preferred something that could be used for outdoor activity and young people. 

The hall needs to be larger, more multi-purpose that is. 

I think it needs to be restored to something that fits with the village. It's a little ugly. I think 
the plans could be simpler to include a new village hall with a town square without 
impacting on the sports field which was causing the issue with the development. 

I think it needs to be redeveloped to make it more relevant with today's village and make 
it more available to all ages as far as access and facilities are concerned. 

I have no strong feelings about the Hall itself although a lot of people do. It needs 
redeveloping or rebuilding but should remain in the centre of the village/on present site so 
it remains a community focal point. 

Redeveloped to bring it up-to-date 

I think Wadhurst needs a modern, up-to-date hall or equivalent. This replaces the existing 
hall with a modern equivalent. 

Demolished and a new flexible performance and event space with additional rooms to 
hire created. A building of stunning architectural merit which will attract 
funding/visitors/support with open spaces around it for the community. 
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Rebuilt for better, more flexible use for gatherings of different uses? Rebuilt to provide 
better kitchen facilities for lunches for seniors. Therefore, good access to more parking. 

Replace Commemoration Hall with a modern meeting place. Separate sections 
important for full use. 128 
Existing Hall not suitable for retaining in present form for foreseeable future. Maintenance 
cost escalating, facilities do not meet present day requirements. Proposal for New Hall 
should be renewed. 
It is not fit for purpose. The kitchen is awful and the basement is damp. A new medical 
centre would be good. 

Rebuild on existing site, as a commemoration hall with extra parking, but no other building 
development on field other than play areas for children. 

Bigger and better facilities e.g. for catering for events. 

Hall developed / upgraded as a community space - possibly completely rebuilding 
behind & keeping the original facade (?) plus making the space in front more of a 'village 
square' type area, rather than permanent parking, so that it becomes a more flexible 
outdoor place to sit and meet in the centre of the village. This might entail tree planting 
and flowers, to enhance the space. 
Rebuilt to an eco, sustainable standard with facilities for events, party hire, and play 
groups. Incorporating a community cafe would be a way to bring in a regular income 

Knock this relic down and replace with a modern building. People need to move with the 
times and not remain stuck in the past, we need more modern facilities in the village. The 
historic meaning / purpose can be commemorated via a plaque etc., but we cannot live 
in the past and need to evolve. I'd like to see this as a multi-use centre including a youth 
club with gaming areas, coffee shop etc. Could also be a new medical centre. But the 
biggest issue in the village is not the commemoration hall, it is the daily gridlock through 
the village roads. PLEASE double yellow line the village and build more parking at the top 
and bottom of the high St. Otherwise the village will just die as no-one wants to go down 
there due to the traffic chaos. 
The Commemoration Hall is not fit for purpose and even if it was it wouldn't be used. Better 
use could be made of existing halls in the village. The Hall should be replaced with Health 
Centre/Housing etc. but the memory of 'the lost' should be acknowledged in a fitting way. 

A new Commemoration Hall 

I would like to see a new commemoration hall being built. My daughter has been part of 
the Wadhurst dramatics performances and we have been to see many fantastic shows 
there. I do understand that it is a loved hall as it is, but my view is that it could be newer 
and bigger and better- I think then it would be more accessible for all to use- so continue 
to be the hub of the dramatics club- but also as a youth club space for our teenagers and 
also a place parties and art exhibitions can be put on- in a new clean space. Maybe the 
facade could be kept and the building could be rebuild and extended further back. 
There are amazing views behind, and behind the library that can be utilised to create a 
wellbeing, cultural centre 
Keep a hall, but knock it down and build a new one 

I think the redevelopment of the Commemoration Hall into a more sustainable energy 
efficient place would benefit Wadhurst and provide the future generations with a secure 
community hub we can be proud of. 
1. Proper medical centre 2. Entertainment area - stage 3. Meeting area for various 
societies 4. Hall needs rebuilding. 

I would like to see The Hall rebuilt and also a medical centre built there as well as a 
community hall. Also, if possible, a village square and more parking. 

Replacement with a modern, purpose-built building. 
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Despite sentimental value, in isolation this building deprives the future of Wadhurst village 
of a significant opportunity. This is an ideal site for a new medical centre and greater 
consideration should have been given to the proposed mix-use development dismissed 
late last year. 
Convert to purpose built medical centre. Build replacement multipurpose community 
centre, with additional car parking. 

The hall could be replaced with a more modern building but it must retain its existing 
function and location. 
Replace the hall with a modern multi-purpose room that meets the needs of the 21st 
century. 
Rebuilt to bring up to date but retaining the facade. 

The village needs an accessible multi-functional space up modern and possible raise 
standards. It this needs to be funded in part by additional housing. I prefer that to no 
facility. I would rather profit came to the village via Hall and Field than to a developer and 
any income returned to the village. (These houses will be built somewhere as the 
government will impose obligations on the community). 
Redeveloped hall that has more flexible space and better facilities 

Maybe updated and made into a Community Centre 

I believe that a new hall should be built to satisfy the requirements of existing users and to 
attract new high value social bookings e.g. wedding receptions. 

Happy to see it rebuilt/developed as improved hall, but on same plot and not building on 
playing fields. 
I would like to see it rebuilt and extended to allow the Drama Club better facilities and 
make it more appealing to other organisations to use. 

Should have been replaced 

Retain the open areas/playing fields as they are. No residential development anywhere 
on the site apart from over any new shops fronting the high street. Demolish and rebuild 
the Hall - could be on the site or elsewhere in Wadhurst, e.g. Durgates/Sparrows Green. No 
doctor’s surgery or medical centre on this site. Some additional car parking for all onsite 
would be acceptable. 
Hall demolished and rebuilt either elsewhere in parish or on site. Playing Fields and open 
spaces retained. No medical centre or surgery on the site. No dedicated buildings for 
History Society or other organisations. Valuable High street frontage to be used for new 
retail outlets or for 'green' village square. 
Replaced with purpose built hall to provide state of the art facilities for the community 
including sport and theatre 

New medical centre, smaller theatre. 

Replaced with much improved Hall with meeting rooms 

I would like to see a new one built with a doctors surgery etc. 

It looks like a tired and shabby building and surrounds unattractive - develop it into a high 
end hall and surrounding environment for smart events. 

Replace building, give Town Hall status for civil ceremonies. Green its frontage. Move 
Library to High St. Protect sports grounds at rear. Protect road access. 

A New modern hall large enough to provide for a wide variety of events including sports 
facilities such as basketball 

Pulled down and a new modern hall put up with some kind of Commemoration Plaque or 
statue. To contain a hall space and smaller rooms used for yoga, meetings, exhibitions etc. 
With a community cafe with indoor and outdoor seating out the back. It would be nice if 
the field could be used for more community events and be dog friendly, like most parks 
are (so all the family could join in). 
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Replaced by newer hall and proper medical centre. 

Rebuilt on existing site to modern standards. 

Keep the frontage as it is a memorial. Redesign/rebuild the existing buildings to provide a 
better range of facilities for the community. Build new surgery behind hall with new 
housing (some affordable) and additional parking. 

Redeveloped for better community use, suitable for 2020 and beyond. 

Modern, efficient new building with economical heating and good sound and heat 
insulation, plus good ventilation. Stage and tiered seating (mobile) plus several rooms of 
varying sizes with multi-use capability so that they can be used by local clubs/groups. 
Front area to be landscaped with seating outside. Retain foundation stone and the name 
of hall and dedications etc. 
The hall has provided a valuable function for many years but is now way beyond its useful 
life. I would like to see it replaced with a development along the lines of the proposal that 
was rejected as a result of lobbying by a vociferous group who put their own short term 
self-interest above the long term good of the community. 

Modernised hall rebuilt using green oak-glass-Sussex bricks- there's a new architectural 
centre piece for the village set back with green and limited parking. 

We ned a new hall which can match the needs of the community. 

If the redevelopment was sympathetic and helps improve the village community, would 
be happy with new hall and affordable housing. 

Needs to be rebuilt as very dated and high upkeep costs. Should remain on High St to 
continue in the public eye. 

Rebuilt with more effective/flexible use of space. Possible combination of better village 
parking. 
I would like to see a new hall with better facilities for sport, drama, lectures etc. Especially 
more space for theatrical shows, sales and children's activities. 

Only a small portion of community was against concept of new hall. We need a new hall 
for the 21st century. We must think to the future. 

Ugly, cold, poor space for everything i.e. cinema, exhibitions, expensive to run. Impossible 
to heat and blackout for cinema etc. Keep facade if you must be redevelop rear. That 
would enable the hall to be used more often and more profitable. 

Medical Centre. Smaller Hall 

TO BE KNOCKED DOWN and replaced by a pleasant light filled warm building with maybe 
under 7s play area and a communal cafe. 

Knock it down and build a new one with better facilities which is easier to run. 

Retain facade but redevelop the building to be of easier and better use. 

The Commemoration Hall is a much loved hall but it costs too much in upkeep. I think a 
new hall should be built and the current hall should be made into a new updated doctors' 
surgery. 
I would like to see a new village hall which would be much used by the community and 
would reflect emotions and be memorial to WW1 fallen. Wadhurst is a vibrant community 
and deserves a new modern user friendly hall. 

I would like to see it rebuilt housing community use rooms and a cafe overlooking the 
beautiful countryside. Build starter homes in the sports field. 

Needs to be updated, best by re-building to be fit for purpose for the 21st century. 

Demolish it, build a new one in another location. Use the present location for a car park. 

Knock it down and build a new one. 

Doctors' surgery and youth centre for teens. 
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A new hall should be built on the existing footprint to meet present requirements. 

Needs to be rebuilt and extended on present site. 

I think the hall should be demolished and replaced with a modern building. 

A new medical centre would be good or if not a community cafe. 

demolished and a new modern building constructed 

Redeveloped for community use - pretty much same as now. 132 

Build a proper health centre combined with a community centre 

I would like to see the building completely redeveloped fit for its purpose in a modern rural 
style. The rotten back half can be rebuilt and the front half re arranged to suit modern 
multi-function needs. With the right advice and inclusive leadership funding can be found. 
A good example of a rural area that has pioneered world class architecture whilst 
remaining faithful to their heritage is Bregenzerwald in Austria 
https://www.bregenzerwald.at/en/good-to-know/architecture/ it can be done 
New purpose built Village Hall not encroaching on sports areas. Multipurpose with great 
communication systems 

New Commem Hall built at rear of existing Hall, to include space for History Society and if 
built here would allow a large village square in front of new hall and access to hall off High 
Street. Suggest put Library in Nat West bank building. Preserve field behind Commem Hall 
and do not build on it. 
The CH is too old to be updated to meet the needs of the community. The facade can be 
retained but the rest re-developed. The field should remain largely untouched. Wadhurst 
needs a new eco-friendly community hall with flexible space and small meeting/function 
rooms that community groups and businesses will want to use. 

To be updated and changed into a larger medical centre. 

I think it should be pulled down and replaced with a modern building including a medical 
centre 
Demolished and a new hall built with up to date facilities 

Developed into a modern and usable hall without compromising open space and sports 
facilities for housing and parking. Give the people of the village something to be proud of 
and if required support with funding rather than asking a developer to finance it. 

Rebuilt on the field 

As an up-to-date Medical Centre with space for a Village Square 

knocked down and put into parking 

Demolished and a new hall built 

Demolish and create a MODERN community centre for the village to include medical 
centre, community internet cafe and centre for young people. 

A new Commemoration Hall with added rooms and updated facilities and parking 

Modern facility for community events 

I don't find this an attractive building. It is ugly and outdated and not fit for community 
purposes. A better memorial to the fallen would be a brand new purpose built hall 
somewhere in the village (probably not on that site). The field at the back should be 
maintained. It is a very important amenity/green space for many people living in that part 
of Wadhurst. The area of parking in front of the hall and the hall itself could be much more 
imaginatively used. E.g. Having a covered market area there. We need more small and 
affordable housing, but again, probably not on that site. 
We voted for the proposal in November 2018. We would like to see a better quality 
building replace the hall than the proposal outlined. We would also like to see it in a 
different location, retaining the sports field. Clearly there is also a need for a new health 
centre which need not be in the centre of the village. the site of the existing Hall could 
become a square with memorial garden for seating 
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We voted for the new hall as we need not only a place to meet but a new modern 
surgery, affordable houses, library to attract families to the area rather than all retirees 
whilst honouring the soldiers 
We voted for the new hall development 

As previously put forward. New medical centre, OAP/Community cafe (run by local) 

I was in favour of a new spacious hall and kitchen and all facilities - in a more attractive 
environment (fields in front) with car parking space nearby. I think the present Comm Hall 
would make a very good central location for a purpose-built medical centre as it is so 
accessible. 
I voted yes. I would like to see a modern hall with good facilities. Indoor sports facilities. 

I was broadly in favour of the proposed redevelopment but would have like more detail 
about design of Community Health Centre. 

Original scheme would have benefitted the community long term. However, updating the 
facilities to include a community cafe may improve its usage. 

I would have been happy for the development into a new medical/community use 
space. 134 
I would have voted for the proposal - but due to a short window for voting, I was not able 
to. I can understand the need for the hall to be more economical to run so a new one 
and use the facade if needs be. Nice for it to be on road. New medical centre would be 
nice behind with parking accessed from original car park. 

I was for the developments. I am still for. The Commemoration Hall heating/insulation 
needs to be looked at. The windows need to be changed. 

I was in favour of the plan to keep the facade and rebuild the rest. It is an old building and 
doesn't add anything to Village. 

The Commemoration Hall proposed plans were not sufficiently developed for the 
community to vote on. There was concern over the proposed building of residential units. 
They weren't appropriate for the space. The Hall site would be great for a new medical 
centre, though. The development model needs a rethink. 
We were in favour of the plans, but not necessarily with housing incorporated. It was a 
good idea to have the medical centre included. It could be set back from the High Street. 
The present Hall is difficult to heat, and has poor acoustics. Much better use could be 
made of the space. It is a vital asset to the village. 
Plans for doctors surgery and hall were good but confused regarding implementation and 
funding 
If it’s too expensive to maintain then it should be redeveloped. I was disgusted by the 
nastiness witnessed during the review process last year. Those responsible should be 
ashamed of themselves 
I think that the proposition of a new Health Centre on the site of the Commemoration Hall 
was a great idea, with the new hall being sited elsewhere. 

The no campaign was ill informed and scaremongering. If not acted on soon the hall will 
be uneconomical to repair and they'll be proved wrong. 

I support the need to redevelop the into a multifunctional space plus medical centre etc. I 
think previous plan fell down as it was too open ended. 
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The current hall is not fit for purpose, is out dated and is a massively wasted opportunity. I 
voted FOR the redevelopment as I believe we should be future-proofing our village. I've 
lived here all my life and feel change is positive for the next generation especially. The 
current hall serves such a minuscule proportion of our population. A modern development 
could consider multiple user types and be a FAR more attractive venue. I fully 
acknowledge the need to retain the "Commemoration "aspect but this could be done in 
a tasteful forward thinking way. A Commemoration garden in the area to the front of the 
current existing hall would be perfect, doubling as the village square too.... it could 
provide a far more visible means of commemoration too ( I bet most people have not got 
a clue what the existing hall actually commemorates !) 
I thought the medical centre and new improved hall for community use would have been 
great. I didn’t want to lose the field to more housing. 

I think that the proposed plans of a purpose built medical centre and hall was great but 
the wrong site was chosen. the land either side of the industrial estate would allow more 
space for parking and alleviate traffic pressures on a very narrow section of the High Street 

The Commemoration Hall was built as a war memorial. It is essential, in my view, to 
maintain that ethos. Clearly, also, the green space behind it which is part of the trust. 
Having said that, there have been many more lives sacrificed in war since the Hall was 
built and a starting place might be ideas from Wadhurst residents about how a new hall 
would reflect and continue that memorial ethos while providing suitably for the living for 
whom all those lives were sacrificed in conflicts. The village needs a hall and it should be in 
the centre, with appropriate facilities. 

Redevelop or refurbish 
I'd like it to be completely modernised or rebuilt on its existing footprint 

Modernised and all facilities updated. If necessary, a village appeal to all householders. 

Accept the hall needs renewing but should still be in the centre of village!! Not down 
Washwell Lane on recreational land. 

Needs updating or replacing. 

Needs complete update. 

modernised, more useful space, for young people 

The hall should be updated and used as the hub of the town. Open up to the community 
to stage more events encouraging the younger generation. 

It needs to be updated because each year will be more costly for repairs. It is also used 
constantly for all the community and activities. 

Modernised and updated. Not concerned regarding retention of the actual building or 
not. 
Clearly some money needs to be spent on the Commem Hall to update it. I thought the 
initial plan sounded good, until we attended the meeting and understood that it hadn't 
been costed or in fact properly thought through. In principle I would support renovations 
or even re-building it (keeping in sympathy with its original intention to commemorate), 
but need to see a concrete proposal and budget to give it a positive vote. 

Clearly some money needs to be spent on the Commem Hall to update it. I thought the 
initial plan sounded good, until we attended the meeting and understood that it hadn't 
been costed or in fact properly thought through. In principle I would support renovations 
or even re-building it (keeping in sympathy with its original intention to commemorate), 
but need to see a concrete proposal and budget to give it a positive vote. 

I would like to see the hall refurbished/rebuilt to be attractive not only for current use but 
for functions too/ weddings/etc. 
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The Hall as it stands is not fit for purpose thinking of the future. As the hall and field plan has 
been rejected. Plan A- Lot of updating needed e.g.' kitchen, heating windows and 
storage facilities. Hopefully funding will be available as we have no banks, no post office, 
no refuse tip, the hall looks as if it may be the next item to go. Needs to be in Wadhurst 
well used, deserves to be modernised. Plan B - Pull it down and rebuild it for the future on 
the same site 
Complete refurbishment/rebuild to make a usable and welcoming village hall for all the 
community and for events throughout the year 

Give it a dance floor if keeping it. Better to knock it down and start again if there were 
sufficient alternative venues. 

The Commemoration Hall should remain as a central focal part of the village, but perhaps 
it could be rebuilt to be more cost-effective, but built in keeping with the look of the 
village. 
A flexible replacement hall with additional rooms (possible youth centre)? NOT to include 
additional housing! Or alternatively, an upgrade. 

The village needs a hall - the Commem could be rebuilt or renovated - but it must remain 
in the High Street. 
I would like to see the 'Hall' be developed in such a way that it can be readily used by a 
wide range of interests in the village. The extent to which it is 'memorial' should be 
recognised but not dominate. 
We would love to see a brand new purpose built hall but not with the present traffic 
flow/parking issues. A well-executed refurbishment of the existing building would be very 
welcome. 
Depending on cost - refurbishment or rebuild retaining its 'village' character. 

It serves a purpose. Not against rebuilding it but against developing the site for anything 
other than much needed off-road parking for the high street. 

Either replaced for upgraded to a modern standard with an increased number of meeting 
rooms. 
I would like to see the hall either re-built but in its current location or renovated. 

The Commemoration Hall needs updating or a new hall built. 

I'd like to see a building in the same, convenient, well-located position that offers flexible 
modern facilities for all the clubs, societies and organisations that currently use it. I don't 
mind whether the existing building is renovated or demolished. 

If it can’t be knocked down, spend to significantly improve/renovate it 

Replace or rejuvenate it, keep it as a community space in the centre of the village. Need 
to have flexibility of use and make disabled access for disabled performers. The medical 
centre should be either behind the Commemoration Hall or somewhere else e.g. the fire 
station where more parking could be created for the school as well. 

A modernised hall, or rebuilt hall is desirable, if possible with too much other development. 

I would like to see a new and improved Hall, either by a rebuild or a total refurbishment. I 
find the current hall drab and compared to other village halls I have been too very much 
in need of modernisation. I agree that there is a sentimental value to the building but if the 
facade is retained it could be updated to include a commemoration to all service 
people. 
Replacement or total refurbishment. Needs parking (for users). 

Renovated or rebuilt - proper costings and plans to be reviewed. 

COMPLETE internal renovation or rebuild behind original facade. Current hall is just not fit 
for purpose and not pleasant to be in. 

Extensively refurbished or replaced 
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The hall either needs renovating or rebuilding - I know the front has to stay, but is outdated 
and isn't fit for purpose, its cold and an eye sore. It's not in keeping. I respect why it's there, 
but bring it back to life. Make it more modern and it might just become more desirable for 
use. 
The Commemoration Hall needs to be modernised or relocated. We understand the 
difficulty refunding, however, if any 'brown field' land could be sold to support such 
investments, this should be considered. 
I would like to see a new hall or re-furbished hall on the same site. Access from the High 
Street should be improved and I am not against the building of social houses on a portion 
of the field to help finance the scheme. 

I think it is important that the village has a Hall for theatre performances, expositions and 
other gatherings. It is important this hall is in the centre of the village, at High Street. If the 
current Commemoration Hall does not function anymore, it should be rebuild or make 
place for a new hall. 
I would like to see the hall updated or rebuilding it, but keeping the original footprint. 

it needs improvement or replacing 

It has to be modernised but in anotoper and sensitive way. Whatever is built has to be 
redecorates aa a commemoration hall. 100 years is quite long enough without 
improvements. This is the 21st century. Any who are remembered by the halls construction 
would be proud to know their legacy could go on with a place the village could use for 
years to come. 
rebuild / modernize the hall at the existing place 

The previous poll did not give full/clear information therefore was impossible to make 
informed decision. We are not attached to the actual building, but the idea/history of 
remembrance should be protected somehow. 

Leave where it is or move to field top off the walk with surgery. 

I have no attachment to the current hall and think it would be a good thing for it to be 
updated. 
I would like to like to feel confident that the space is planned with those that will work in or 
use the space. I was not against the development as such, although I don't like the idea 
of losing some of the field area. I have worked in lots of hospitals where new builds have 
been under taken without proper consultation with those that will work in the space. Lots 
of money is spent on something that is not suitable for the employees. 

We would like to retain the facilities it currently has and perhaps by rebuilding provide 
unproved and additional facilities for sport and recreation. 

Renovate /Refurbish/Modernise 
Do all repairs that are needed. Knock down library and rebuild a 2 storey building instead 
within character of existing hall at rear. Re-instate library 

It’s time to stop dithering far too much money and time has been wasted. Give the Hall a 
major refurbishment - such as Eridge Village Hall (courier July 31 2015). an independent 
go-ahead group of Wadhurst residents should be given an opportunity to form a 
committee under an architect (local if possible) whose sympathies lie with the Hall and 
local residents and would reflect their needs present and into the future. Eridge found the 
will and large amount of money needed. why not Wadhurst 
Commemoration Hall needs modernising 

This should be refurbished and turned into a major arts centre like the Trinity Theatre in 
Tunbridge Wells 
Repairs to existing hall (heating etc.) and extension to the rear above the library for 
additional meeting rooms if deemed necessary 
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The hall obviously needs to be updated and renovated to modern standards, to become 
warm, friendly place that people will enjoy using. if possible activities such as badminton 
indoor bowls and curling would be welcomed by many 

Would prefer more modern facilities (it is a bit of Dads Army) but no strong views. Sensitivity 
needed here 
Hub of the village for community activities in improved modernised building within existing 
facade and space 

Refurbished 

It needs a complete refurbishment. It’s already used a great deal. Could be used as a 
youth club also? 
Where it is now but restored and possibly added to 

Renovated/Remodelled to provide up to date facilities for 21st century activities ' 
theatre/drama facilities, meeting rooms. 

Refurbished and modernised 

Modernised for multipurpose activities, additional parking, plaque giving information on its 
history 
We would like to see the Commemoration Hall refurbished and continue being used by 
the community. Would be lovely too see a little playground on the grounds at the back if 
possible. 
Refurbishment of Hall and football pavilion. More community activities - tea dances, kids 
activities, dancing, parties, bring and buy sales. Summer fete on fields in summer, outside 
summer cinemas. More money to help raise fund for the village. Bring the village together, 
young and old. Move Drama Club to Uplands. Reinstate social club and move library. 
Bands, comedy nights. 
This is a vital building at the heart of the village that gives it life and character. The 
demolition plan was appalling as this building could be renovated and maintained to do 
what is already does well. 
It does need modernising and possibly enlarging but how? 

To keep the Commemoration Hall at the heart of the village - it is the heart of the 
community. To refurbish the hall. Not to build more houses on the land. 

We would like to see the hall renovated and modernised. We feel it would benefit from 
clever room division - concertina doors or similar as it is often too big for small events but is 
great for stage shows. The hire charge also needs to be lowered. 

The hall can be structurally improved, modernised, inside and out. Possibly extend to add 
better facilities. Make more viable for youth exploits, and other leisure pursuits. Decrease 
the parking at the front and make it more inviting, social area. The 3 or 4 cars can park 
somewhere else. 
Why cannot the library be built out to provide a community room/cafe with a view/? At 
the back. Extra dressing room space for drama etc. and possibly more space still? 

Completely refurbished as requires windows, lighting, heating, kitchen area and 
backstage area. Should retain its physical position on the High Street but if parking 
elsewhere were made available, make forecourt more attractive. 

Upgrade the building but keep the structure as it is. 

Used for more community events - e.g. Fairs/cinema nights etc. It needs full modernisation 
- the space as it currently stands is dingy and unwelcoming. 

Modernised - move with the times - a proper theatre. 

It needs updating but not at the cost of reducing the sports field. 124 

Modernised. Used for social events/youth clubs/toddler groups. Film nights. 
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Refurbishment; extension to rear; fundraising projects i.e. boot fairs - indoors and outdoors. 
Make more use of the field by holding more activities. 

Modernise to make it into a warm, comfortable and usable space for community use. 

Total refurbishment extended to improve facilities. Solar power panels on roof. 

Refurbished building with better stage facilities. 

Restored and adapted for teen / youth use 

I would like to see a renovation of the existing hall to minimise the running costs and 
upgrade it the library and History Society Room. 

The hall should be restored to its former glory as a central venue for the village. A sensitive 
extension to the rear could be added if financially viable. The sports ground must be 
protected from development and enhanced with better drainage. The Front of the hall 
could be improved with the additions envisaged for the commemoration of the fallen in 
WW2. The hall and field must be made financially sustainable so that they can be 
protected for future generations 
Needs to be updated. 

Would prefer a medical centre facility, but if not, for the hall to be modernised and to 
continue to use for social events/farmers markets/exhibitions etc. 

Refurbish hall to modern standards. Explore cost and feasibility of a new medical centre - 
how could it be funded? The use of new housing as a funding option is a last resort. 

A plan to completely renovate the hall and adjoining rooms so that they could be used 
by other groups as well as the History Society and Drama club storage. 

Full investigation of renovation and modernisation, keeping the original facade. Field to 
remain untouched. 
Believe the facade should be retained for an upgraded hall. Important to retain in a 
central location. Objected to Hall & Fields proposals because of loss of football pitch and 
inappropriate new development. 
Full refurbishment of existing building. The building is fit for purpose but requires some 
modernisation, i.e. double glazing and heating. New furniture would also improve appeal. 
We have used hall multiple times going to events and have always been happy/pleased. 

Modernised. 

Update to be something that is more multi-use for sport, arts and leisure. 

Restored and updated / modernised. Preferably No housing 

I would like the hall to be there forever if it is used less and needs to be up-dated because 
it is too expensive to repair a new one should be built on the same site and should look 
good and in keeping of the high street. We do not need houses built there or in the field 
behind. We need the field for Wadhurst Football Club. The cricket club and the Bowles 
club. 
Definitely needs modernising - it's very dated. 

Reluctantly agree that it needs significant capital expenditure 

Feasibility study carried out to understand the options and cost of 1. Carrying out 
necessary repairs 2. options to upgrade/extend to provide facilities requested by societies 
using it 
Refurbished 

Our community needs a new, purpose-built medical centre, the location of which needs 
to be addressed The Commemoration Hall is an asset to the community and is well used, 
however, its facilities are tired and require modernising. The hall should also appeal to all 
ages viz a viz activities whereas it seems to 'favour' the elderly. 
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Re-modelling to make greater use of the space. Library area very important. Extend at the 
back. NO infringement on the public green space for cars/houses etc. Not enough green 
public space. Greater day time/evening use of hall. 

A multi-purpose renovated hall with improved facilities 

Modernised! Move out of the dinosaur age. 

I don't think the problem with the vote was the Commemoration Hall. It was the housing 
and associated infrastructure. A less costly refurbishment needs to be considered along 
with a new medical centre which should be self-financing (NHS) 

Please maintain and update the existing hall 

Would like to see it used more as a community hub for social events/fundraising events 
e.g. barn dances, the money raised to be used to improve the fabric of the building - new 
windows? Solar panels? Community volunteers to help refurbish - painting etc. one day or 
weekend sale events showcasing discounted goods from all local retailers. High St shops 
and those from surrounding area 
This is a community space. Even if a new theatre is built this must remain at the heart of the 
village. The stage end could be opened up to give beautiful views and a balcony. a 
stage with disabled access that is removable could be installed 

Renovate and re-organised inside to continue offer space for drama and music, library, 
etc. 
Develop area in front so more attractive 

Maintain and improve existing structure and adjoining land 

Continue as currently utilised. Maintain/updated as necessary. 

To be kept as it is but to improve its condition which in turn would attract more use and 
therefore perhaps income 

Hall refurbished and used for more markets and pop up food/restaurants. A cafe with 
toys/soft play for children would be great 

The hall should be sensitively renovated and improved using existing building parameters 
and keep the open space but use it for more activities 

If possible I'd like to keep the original building but modernise the inside 139 

Renovation and used for activities for young and old. Keep fit classes, continue with 
exiting uses- Cinema and Saturday events 

Money obviously needs to be spent to improve the staging and the kitchen area in order 
for current activities to continue 

It needs investment and updating if it is to remain hall to be refurbished and brought up to 
modern standards. Make use of the space within it. New lighting/heating etc. 

I would wish the hall to be upgraded - replacement windows, better insulation, if 
necessary, modernised central heating. Otherwise leave it alone. 

Still used or shows and productions but adaptable so that it can also be used for smaller 
events, parties etc. Retain some of the historical features such as the facade but 
modernise so that it can be used all year round. E.g. better heating, windows, air con. 

Updated and refurbed for a village hub for community activities, plays, displays etc. Not 
to be demolished 
Upgrade decor and internal systems (heating etc. to make the hall more useable for multi-
purpose/function activities. If the community has voted keep it as it, then upgrade it to 
make the most of its central location 
Looked after and renovated but not used for anything that doesn’t benefit the 
community 
Have it refurbished 

Updating. maybe including solar panels on roof etc. 
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To be smartened up and used for weekly events such as Toddlers groups, WI and other 
such. A place for people of like minds/ages can meet and events held 

Maintain as community facility 

Maintain present building and install efficient air conditioning 

To bring facilities provided, more up to date but retain the building's purpose of 
remembrance for all the sacrifices made by the many in the war 

Spend some money on insulation, and kit to make a series of smaller spaces 

Refurbishment of existing. 

It needs to be updated and used for community gatherings. There should be a communal 
space like the Carillon Cottage in here as well as a playground and cafe. 

Maintain the existing structure of the hall. Possibly improve the facilities backstage to help 
people performing there, storage space for events like farmers' market etc. 

Carefully brought up-to-date and renovated e.g. accessible ladies loos. Lick of paint. 

Lovely comfortable seats. 

Renovated and repaired. 

Needs fundraising to do a full and proper refurbishment. 

Remain and to be modernised. 

I think it needs UPDATING. New heating. Maybe a mezzanine level at back? 

1. Update internally and externally 2. Maintain current footprint 3. More parking? 

Definitely refurbished 

Preserved and used as a social, community space. 

Revitalised to become the beating heart of the village. Used every day, recognising its 
history. Must cater for all ages. 

See comments attached. Save the Hall and retain it to the former Glory Days and retain 
sports facilities. 
Better stage facilities, electives and cafe area. An upgraded facade - the edges are tatty. 

I would like to see the maximum use made of the Commend Hall. The facilities need to be 
improved. 
Improved heating, lowered ceiling. Better storage. Toilet facilities. 

Lowered ceiling to save heat. New central heating. Improved toilet facilities. 

To maintain the basic structure of the hall. Maybe double glazing upgrade the rooms off 
the main hall. 
Continue as before. 

The Hall should be preserved in its current location. It should be refurbished such that it can 
be used for next 100 years. The sports field should be protected from development and 
become heart of the village. Small scale extension to rear of the hall if financially viable. 

Re-furbish interior for more flexible use - a meeting space for smaller groups would be very 
useful. Maintain its frontage and visibility from High Street. Possibly a drop in cafe? 

I would not like it to be the pivotal building of the village plans. I personally think it is an 
uninviting, rather ugly, dated design. However, it is used frequently and provides a centre 
for community activities - without an alternative, it has to remain as such. 

Refurbished to a high standard. 

Need updating but not at the expense of the football pitch. 

Would be immoral to knock down - it is tantamount to a War Memorial. Needs an internal 
refurb. Money as ever. Grant from Wealden? Lottery grant? 

Improved to provide a multi-function space. 
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The Commemoration Hall seems to me to be a hardworking versatile building. It may be a 
little dated, but everything works and the space is really useful for many purposes. If funds 
are scarce I would not prioritise upgrading or changing the building. 

The Hall itself has huge significance in our history and should be preserved. I would be 
interested to see if there is a way to modernise the building without tearing it down 
completely. 
It needs to be updated with new windows, heating system and toilets. 

Commemoration Hall definitely needs updating with easy to clean TOILETS and kitchen. 
There should still be the facility for badminton and maybe it could accommodate the 
youth centre and bowling mentioned earlier along with the drama of course. Vital for 
meetings/exhibitions/concerts and jumbles. Would it not be possible for the History Centre 
and library to take over the Lloyds or NatWest buildings? Empty buildings and shops do 
nothing for the village. 
I would like to see the Commemoration Hall continue as a focus for the community 
events. Could it be updated rather than rebuilt? 

Update and upgrade for community use, advertise availability for functions and ensure 
development meets multipurpose use. 

To spend whatever is necessary to bring the hall up to a reasonable state. It must be able 
to be improved!! 
Money raised in the village in various ways, or perhaps grants to improve the building 
without its demolition or other projects in the surrounding area. 

I would like to see it well maintained. The hall has had problems with heating in the past 
and that should be fixed. The field could be used for community events. 

Needs to retain the sporting field. 

I would like to see the Commemoration Hall totally modernised inside. 

1. Put back as it was 2. Refurbished 3. Rear developed without encroaching on football 
field. 
The funds raised should be used to update the facility and the hall should continue to be 
used for the village as it is today. It is a vital central hub for the village - we are lucky to 
have it. Social hub. 
The Hall needs to be modernised. There should be a square, where markets can be held. 

Seating and a focal point for the town. 

This could be modernised with investment for better facilities. No housing on the playing 
field please! So much more could be made of this building. 

To continue as it is but having been repaired, restored and refurbished! 

No housing on field. No parking in front and place benches/tables. Modernise building 
with partitioned rooms. Have a community cafe. 

Retained with updated facilities. 

To be maintained at present day standards. 

As a matter of principle, I feel that facilities that were originally provided for community 
purposes should, if at all possible, be retained and maintained for these purposes. 

I would like to see it remain where it is but money spent on updating the facilities. 

Refurbish throughout - keep facade. 

Obviously needs updating. It is cold inside and the facilities are lacking. However, 
improvement to area should be closely monitored. I think many people objected to the 
'back door' approach to building new home on the site. Unfortunately, it wasn’t just the 
community who were going to benefit from the changes. Money always enters the 
equation and it's important we don't lose sight of what is to be achieved here. 
Retain and maintain as essential community hub. 
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I enjoy its use as is, but think it could use a revamp 

I would like to see the building remain and be upgraded inside/better toilets. I would like 
benches to sit on in front of it. I don't want a medical centre on this site or flats above it!! 

It must stay where it is in the centre of the village. There is no reason it should be used for 
wedding receptions!! There are plenty of places for that in the area. Take a look at 
Benenden or Flimwell Village Halls. Both very nice and fit for purpose. 

To keep the lovely old building but to add a community cafe and children's play area in 
the green behind the library and a place for the older children to get together. The cafe 
can also be used for local knitting, art and craft groups to get together and socialise. Also 
a museum about Wadhurst in the hall too incorporating the history society and including a 
visitor centre! 
Crowd fund/donations to make existing hall fit for purpose. Therefore, it will be used more. 
Use it for what was intended when built and needs to be in heart of village. 1. General 
refurbishment 2. Stage/seating/acoustic upgrade 3. Remove car park and replace with 
green area, seats etc. 
Already has good kitchen and toilets. The windows need renewing which will help to keep 
it warmer. A good revamp? All round. Perhaps can be used for youth club. Renovation 
and refurbishment and general improvement of the existing building. 

The Hall is centrally placed so of huge value for the community. It could be re-joined and 
upgraded - but staying where it is. 

Refurbished, a new roof designed to include meeting rooms. Greater community activity 
encouraged and usage of this establishment. 

Upgraded 

I would like to see it renovated and looked after by trustees that do not want to knock it 
down 
Done up and opened up for our young kids. Shameful that the trustees wanted to close it 
down they should be sacked. 

The hall should be updated and used as the hub of the town. Open up to the community 
to stage more events encouraging the younger generation. 

Kitchen and loos updated, but space retained for various events at what is a reasonably 
low cost 
The Hall should be refurbished and kept in its current form. A sensitive extension could be 
added making sure that the sports field is retained in its entirety. Both the football field and 
Hall should be protected from development for future generations. preferably in 
perpetuity 
The preservation of the Hall and Field as a communal space is important. It should be a 
community project to make the hall fit for purpose and make the adjustments needed. 

An extension onto the back, where the library currently is that matches the current hall but 
that will give extra space for the required rooms should be looked into. More events 
should/could be organised to make use of the hall and field and possibly aid fundraising 
for the changes needed. 
Expanded to include community cinema e.g. Kino cinema Hawkhurst. To host 
drama/shows/plays etc. 
Refurbishment to existing building 

Should be maintained - kept in good condition and used as a centre for the community. 

I would like to see it maintained and budget spent on repairing it 

The Hall is a Memorial Hall. Therefore, whatever is done to redesign it, the entrance and 
open space in front MUST be preserved. The open space is in use continually. 

Modernise and keep 
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It needs to be left standing and upgrading where needed. No way can you redevelop it. 
It stands as a memorial to war lost soldiers. 

The inside of the hall just needs to be updated. 

Retained and refurbished / modernised. 

Improvement in the current building whilst retaining its current aspect in the village. 

I'd like to see it STAY. It is an Important Landmark for Wadhurst and has provided valuable 
opportunity for all manner of things over the year. 'NEW' doesn't necessarily mean 'better'. 
Please leave it alone! 
Modernised and properly heated. Useful because of its central position. 

Should always be there as an integral part of Wadhurst. Spruced up - inside and outside. 
Instead of cars parked outside that could be garden and benches for people to sit on 
and watch the world go by. 
All plans and end point should be transparent. Needs to be updated. Do not knock down 
without suitable replacement. Should remain centre of village life. 

Maintain existing building. 

Spending money on the Commemoration Hall should not be a priority. We don't need 
new/more buildings, we need e.g. more GPs. 

Made more efficient and sustainable, maintain its structure and history to the village, find 
better and profitable uses of it so that it can be maintained. 

Repair and refurbish within the existing building, maintaining historical features. Certain 
other local village halls are vibrant and thriving hosting a wide range of events. The 
existing facilities are not dissimilar so I would question if the Commemoration Hall is being 
run as well as it could be. with correct input it could become a major focal point in village 
life 
Renovated, interior designed, used for wedding receptions, more community events. 

I would like to see it renovated and brought back to the standard it was. As it is part of our 
history and donated by the widows of the men that died in the First World War. 

Continue to use as a Commemoration Hall. However, renovate to bring it up to good 
quality. Should remain the hub of the village. 

It needs modernising, better disabled access including toilets, better sound system, could 
be much lighter and more adaptable space e.g. the idea of having movable room 
dividers. Updated kitchen. With good design I think it could be dramatically improved and 
it would seem vastly increased use. 
To see it refurbished not rebuilt elsewhere. It is old but has its own unique charm and the 
heart of the village. The same applies to the field behind it. It is our village green. Also a 
place for emergency helicopter to land if needed. 

To use the hall as it is currently - with improved facilities, i.e. changing/dressing rooms, 
improved 'off-stage' areas (i.e. wings) 

Refurbished brought up to modern standards, as intended a commemoration hall, 

I’m happy with the commemoration hall but I hear from people who use it from 
production could do with some TLC. The community feel strongly that the 
commemoration hall should be preserved. People don't want more housing in Wadhurst 

Retained, but modernised, focal point of village, with parking outside re-purposed as 
village square type facility. Retain field for sports use. 

Same building and footprint but extensively upgraded. 

I would like to keep the front of the building but improve the interior, modernise and make 
better use of the space I liked the idea of the new surgery and village square. 

Commemoration Hall needs to be modified to keep up with standards while respecting 
the reason it exits 
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I think the hall should stay but it needs major refurbishment to bring it up to modern 
standards and be fit for purpose. 

I feel that the Commem should be retained and maintained. I have been involved in 
amateur dramatics at the hall and clearly the facilities are not ideal, they are dated 
especially in comparison with the modern and purpose built facilities in other nearby 
villages. 
Feelings run high on this subject. The hall stands a commemoration of the lives lost in 
Wadhurst and should always do so. It is perfectly fit for purpose, the acoustics were 
designed for the purpose of the drama club and the Hall is well used for many purposes. 

The future of the Hall is simple, the Hall and Field Committee must keep maintaining the 
building as they would their own house 

It should be maintained for the benefit of the village (as per the original bequest) - not 
sold off in parts to developers. A green space/square in front or behind would improve. 
Renovate, and continue to use as a community hall and theatre. 

THE Hall needs modernising - better kitchen and lavatories. 

Continuing as at present. To be used by local community for performances, events, fairs, 
jumble sales, cake sales, markets - film shows. We would like to see it upgraded but 
building design preserved as far as possible. 

Refurbished and used for community events i.e. amateur dramatics, etc. 

Revamp internally but leave the outside and above all leave it where it is. 

Modernise the Hall by redecorating it internally. It should be used more often by the 
community as a meeting place. 

I would like to see the hall refurbished and better purposed for the activities currently 
undertaken there. I think its position on the high street is well suited to its current usage and 
building a new hall away from the high street would be a mistake. I am not against using 
proceeds from any sensitive development of the additional land being applied to the 
costs of refurbishing the hall. 
We would like to see this valued village landmark fully refurbished for the benefit of the 
community 
Retain the original building but update the interior to make it usable by all groups 

Historic structure retained/conserved. Modernisation of interior and facilities (electrics, 
plumbing, accessibility) to ensure sustainability. 

I would like to see it repaired but in keeping with the original building. It's important to 
keep some of the older buildings - NEW is not necessarily better!! 

Please invest some money in it, make it a useful artistic space with sufficient infrastructure 
so that it can be a venue used by professional and amateur groups. Please don't demolish 
it for housing. 
Refaced and the facade made more pleasing and up to date and the frontage made 
more pleasant and more markets. 

Redesign the hall we have. No building on green space. 

Revamped/ improved and celebrated. More welcoming... the frontage is complete 
mismatch of brickwork (who authorised the monstrosity of the toilets? Improved frontage 
and replace the list of names of the fallen that was removed. It needs to be looked after 
and not simply “another brick hall”. It should be the heart of eh village not simply a venue 
for two dominant groups 
Kept at the heart of the village (i.e. directly on the road, not hidden away). Modernised 
and flexible space with better catering/toilet/changing facilities and stage for 
performances. Parking at front is useful but limited by space. Could be a great venue for a 
village cafe/youth common room. 
A good refurb will see the hall suitable for the next 25 years 
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Don't know enough about it to comment. But probably needs updating. Don't feel the 
village has a 'centre' at the moment. 

Refurbished, used for clubs and centre of the community as it used to be. 

Just major refurbishment but kept as it was intended. 

The hall should be renovated using funds from the Lottery or the fund announced in the 
last budget. 
Re furbished and used to its maximum 

Do it up. It should never have been allowed to get in such a state. If it is as bad as we are 
told. Football, Cricket and Bowls should also be left alone. 

General updating needed but what a valuable asset for our entertainment and 
community activities. 
I would like to see a renovated hall for use of local community for drama, hire for parties 
etc. to incorporate part of the field as parking, play park and important green space for 
people who live in the village. 
Do NOT demolish. Carry out a thorough renovation of the structure. It is very good 
condition structurally. Renew all facilities (heating, lighting, kitchen, toilets etc.) IT IS IN THE 
RIGHT PLACE!! 
Must keep this Hall and improve it as a theatre and cinema. 

Refurbishment of present hall and possible addition of level above library for 
meeting/rehearsal rooms. No demolition of existing hall or incursion onto publicly owned 
land behind the hall. 
Need bringing up to date. 

Renovation from end to end with modern lighting, modern audio - comfortable seating, 
kept clean in all areas and valued. 

I believe many people did not know the parlous state that the Commemoration Hall is in 
due to lack of maintenance other than essential works over the past three years due to 
the possibility of a new hall. Since the Hall is to be retained, as the village wants, the 
Village will need to contribute significantly to the upkeep of the Hall and any suggested 
improvements for the facility. The current income from the Hall does not provide fully for all 
the necessary maintenance works to be met. The position of the Hall on the High Street 
allows its use for fetes, bring and buy etc. to benefit from passing trade, particularly on a 
Saturday. Any new position for a replacement not on the High Street will suffer. The present 
Hall needs a complete makeover and with extra rooms added perhaps at the rear to 
allow a more varied patronage, I can see the present Hall providing another 50- 100 years 
of service to the Village. 
It needs updating rapidly as it is not useable in its current format. It’s out of date, decrepit 
and cold. I rarely go there as I find it uninviting and uncomfortable. A decision needs to be 
made quickly and not allowed to stall. 

As the redevelopment won't be going ahead, some modernisation of the hall in the areas 
which have problems such as flooding in the basement should be addressed. 

Preserved and updated for continuing community use. New surgery/medical centre to be 
built on rear land. 
Improve the Hall's upkeep. 

With a few alterations as it has proposed before the NO vote. 

All facilities updated. If possible, false ceiling put in, particularly kitchen brought into 21st 
century. Orchard Room floods this needs to be addressed. 

Used as it is but repaired. Heritage to be celebrated not pulled down. Outside could be 
village square not car parking. 
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We would like to see the Commemoration Hall renovated on its existing site with the 
original facade. It could be paid for by the building and sale of new apartments above 
the hall. These apartments could provide housing for people who want to be situated 
within the village (as above Jempson's). 
Commemoration Hall to be retained in its present position - but modernised and 
improved. Its use could be expanded. 

Upgrading the Hall is a priority but not as outlined last November. 

Keep the hall but overhaul it and put it to wider use for the whole community. 

Location is good, it just needs a complete revamp/refurbishment to make it useful for all. 

Would like the hall to be retained in its present location and not altered apart from 
refurbishing and maintenance. I don't want the building demolished. 

I would like to see the hall retained in its current form as a memorial to the fallen of the 
Great War. Improvements are needed, such as adequate insulation, improved services, 
improved facilities and new windows but these should be done in a manner that is 
compatible with the original design. E.g. new windows could be double glazed but with 
frames to match the original design. I suggest that the site proposed, in the 
redevelopment proposals, should be used for the Community Health Centre. 
It needs to be brought up to date and more functional. It is not well suited for the sort of 
usage a modern hall requires. The proposed plans identified these needs, and somehow 
the hall should be modernised and adapted to provide those facilities. At the very least it 
requires a thorough refurbishment, improvement of the fabric of the building, including the 
heating, lighting, catering facilities, toilets etc. 
A very important asset to the village which showed continue unchanged for the future. 

Present usage pattern and facilities seen adequate. Wholesale redevelopment and 
removal from 'central' site would have been a backward move. 

Refurb i.e. new curtains/paint. It’s a lovely building in need of some TLC - quote for work 
required and perhaps groups can fundraise. Hanging baskets, seats (benches), meeting 
place, market place. 
Improved facilities for the Wadhurst Drama Club. The hall needs a lot of improvements to 
bring it up-to-date and efficient. 

Retained and maintained in its present form. 

The Commemoration Hall is a War Memorial and was erected and paid for by local village 
people - it therefore should stay and be kept in good condition with added facilities and 
enlarged to meet the needs of the future village. 

Refurbish this Hall. Improve facilities. 

Give it a makeover! 

Would like to see it maintained and used for the foreseeable future. 

To be brought up to date with repairs as it’s the hub of the village so can be used a lot 
more for social functions for the youngsters 

Maintain and upgrade facilities but no expansion 

Updated 

Rejuvenated and brought into the 21st Century with new facilities but retaining its purpose 
and character. 
We would like to see the Hall preserved and maintained and used as intended. Yes it 
needs some modernisation but it should be the heart of the village providing community 
space for all ages and the diverse societies and groups in the village. 

We wish for the funds that would be used to rebuild and develop the land to be put 
towards upkeep of the existing building 

Community fundraising to update/renovate hall. 
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I would like for it to remain as it was proposed for the village use , I would like to see the 
revenue reinvested to improve sand enhance the existing facilities and not be used for 
housing which will feather the developers pockets at the detriment of the village , history 
should be preserved 
The Commemoration Hall should have a gentle makeover and then continue as it is - No 
real demolition please - it is a real asset!! 

Renovated, brought into the 21st century, back to the bricks renovation. 

I would like to see it modernised and upgraded. 

The hall needs improvement and the plans would’ve provide better facilities for drama, 
medical and community purposes. If we leave it a second it is the building won’t be in 
good condition and will get less use as people will find better places to go 

Use the money to renovate the hall and make better use of the field for community events 
(when not in use by sports people). 

Modernise and retain. 

Update and keep Commemoration Hall. Protect greenspace behind the hall at all costs 
to preserve the sports facilities. 

Repair and upgrade facilities within existing buildings' footprint. 

Renovated, made to look appealing, maintain features. 

Hall should be refurbished as a youth club. Run by Uplands Sixth Form School Leaders. 
Other uses can continue, but feel these are out of touch with community needs. The 
September Annual Art Exhibition is a particularly impressive event. 

To be refurbished in terms of heating, windows and other BASIC improvements. To 
continue to be used as is for a wide variety of clubs and? - Existing and new. No big scale 
development. 
Keep but renovate 

Retained but given a facelift. It looks drab! 147 

To refurbish fully to meet future needs for the whole community. 

I would like to see the Commemoration Hall upgraded and adapted to provide 
alternative facilities for further uses. If a new surgery could be accommodated within, so 
much the better. 
Needs modernising inside with better facilities for drama/changing etc. New 
heating/cooler systems. Better sound system. 

The hall to be upgraded to make it fit for purpose and to be used in the spirit for which it 
was built - to commemorate the fallen of this Parish. 

Repair and modernise. Left alone as a Memorial to 1st World War. Remind us not to have 
any more wars!! 
Refurbished to a higher standard. 

Kept where it is and improved for use as originally envisaged. Drama/sports and other 
suitable leisure activities. Existing car park for limited short-term parking and for benefit of 
hall. Should not be used for Bank van parking. 

Complete refit inside 

The Hall needs work done to it to make it serviceable but it should be kept to maintain our 
vibrant community. 

I would like to see it kept in a good state of repair and used regularly. 

Facilities could be improved and updated but the hall itself is OK for the present 
community but may prove too small in years to come. 

I would like to maintain the current hall and make money available for improvements and 
updates as necessary. 
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Redecorated and repaired. 

I would like to see it extended and reorganized inside in much the same way as 
Lamberhurst Village Hall. This allows a separate smaller hall to be used if needed also 
creates a large changing area behind the stage, making it usable for small groups. A 
better kitchen and improved toilets etc. This way, the hall could be used by various groups 
whatever their size. The smaller hall could be extended with interior doors to large hall. 

Important to the community to keep it. 

Done up as and where required. 

This needs to be kept for the history of the village. My parents met there at a bonfire 
dance in 1958 and so many people have been able to love and enjoy this hall. It should 
be repaired and looked after for prosperity 

Maintained in good condition as a central gathering place for the villagers to attend 
sales, exhibitions, shows, films, maybe used as a music venue as it used to be years ago 

Refurbished and maintained as a fitting memorial 

Installation of modern audio visual equipment 

The Commemoration Hall is a great central place for Village activities and should 
continue with all the things it currently done. It is a traditional building with history and 
provides a charm and continuum between past present and future 

In keeping with the building style, smallish, peaceful 

Refurbished and improved Commemoration Hall, developing Fields into "Village Green" 
with benches, playground for children, benches, trees and wild/natural corner, grassed 
area for informal sports activities and perhaps a skate park 

To remain as the hub of the village. To carry on providing a place for all to share and 
come together for what it was originally intended. Better use could be made of the space 
re stage area and beneath. 
An improved commemoration hall which is warm in winter and well ventilated. An 
improved kitchen and food serving area. Easily accessible toilet facilities. 148 

Renovation needs to be done. It would be great having a children-friendly cafe and a 
small playground at the back. Mums and dads are needing this kind of space after school 
drop or shopping. 
To be used by the community widely, as it is now. It should have an uplift where needed. 

Upgraded to modern day standard and more flexibility for various needs. 

The existing building should be kept as it is and in good repair. Rooms behind stage 
improved and extended. 

Upgraded 

This is a public space and must be maintained as such. The hall needs updating though. It 
would be wonderful to have a purpose built theatre for professional productions as well as 
more local ones. The present hall can still be a separate public space for a 
cafe/market/party space maybe with popup shops. If the stage end was opened up with 
glass we could see the fantastic views over the valley and be a wonderful place to meet, 
chat and party. A real community space. 
I believe that if it isn't broken, don't fix it. The hall is an important part of our community and 
to have it removed or rebuilt would be a shame not to mention unnecessary. 

Updated facilities 

Maintained and improved as it stands. The main hall should be kept but areas/buildings 
beneath it and behind it need to be updates and improved. I 

This building should be preserved as part of Wadhurst heritage. 

Upgrade heating, decoration, seating 
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The hall and field must be preserved and protected from development and any influence 
from WDC. A younger more proactive group of trustees would upgrade building and 
promote more social and craft based events, the public if involved to a greater degree 
with events would fund such upgrading. Its underused and performing 

The Commemoration Hall is the centre of the village and needs updating desperately. The 
frontage needs to stay the same as it is now but the inside and the facilities need 
updating 
Currently the space needs to be adapted to allow smaller meeting areas to be created. 
Currently it needs to be remodelled, new windows, central heating to create a warm 
welcoming place, Orchard room damp proofed to make a welcoming space. 

Being restored, new Windows etc., the stage to be brought forward enabling more room 
at the rear for dressing rooms for the theatrical groups. 

It should remain in place, but it needs modernising inside 

To be modernised and to have a refurb. It is the heart of the village and should remain I for 
one will do anything in my power to keep this momentous building. Our men and women 
died. Would like to see it run better. For example booking to be easier etc. 

If possible to retain the building but upgrade the fabric of it. Use it as a community centre 
hub with a well-advertised programme of events on a website and posters around the 
village. Hire it out for events. But parking may be an issue 

Keep the Commemoration Hall and renovate it as much as it needs; then pull down the 
buildings behind it and rebuild a library and young people's meeting place. 

I would love to see it as a space that is well looked after, used for village activities. 

Totally agree hall needs updating and modernised. That I feel should be looked at and 
also better managed for bookings etc. Would love to see a play park behind the old 
social club. But these are for the halls and fields to complete. I want to see the hall remain 
and will oppose anything other than this. 
The Commemoration Hall provides an important link with previous generations of the 
village and is a significant feature of the village centre. Perhaps it could be the venue for 
a community cafe and activity centre for teens. 

needs renovating 

Well maintained for the community. No makeovers without public consent 

Updating and improving facilities 

It is important to the village, it should be upgraded and maintained and opened up to 
more. Events. It should be the hub of the community. The trustees of the hall and field 
need to be strengthened by those who will work for the hall and the community and drive 
through positive changes. 
Properly refurbished and a community hub for all activities. 

it needs updating 

It should be preserved and the building updated where necessary. The field should never 
be built on, we need green space at the heart of the village. Leave as with minor repairs 

To remain as it is but to try and obtain funding for modernisation 

Leave it be and refurbish it 

Keep it as it is and upgrade interior. 

Left as it is but with improved modernisation. 

Leaving as it is but updating heating, glazing, and general improvement. 

To continue as it does but just updated. 

Used as it is at the moment but with better facilities and heating. 

Should be retained as was meant to be and renovated. 
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To be left as it is with additional rooms built on the back for groups to be able to hire. 
COMMUNITY CAFE added. 

Remain as it is, but with refurbishment 

STOP THIS! The people have voted, and the Commem Hall should remain, but improved. 

Left as it is. Was gifted to the village and the field. Modernise Hall, with the right vision, can 
get better use from it. Spend money that is in the fund to update and improve. Lots of 
money raised by film club to help maintain the Hall, interested to know how that has been 
spent. 
The Hall should be retained - it needs updating/modernising but it has historical 
importance to the village and to the memory of the men who gave their lives in WW1. 

Leave building where it is but upgrade exterior and interior to encourage more users. 
Booking form in Sept showed less than 33% occupancy. 

Stay as it is with some moderate improvements maybe carried out by volunteers. 

I like it as it is. Used at the moment for a range of community activities/purposes/events 
etc. but it probably does need modernising. 

Leave it as it is. Refurbishment and alterations would cost a lot less than knocking it down. 
Total waste of money, it should be spent on our local road resurfacing. 

Would like the Commemoration Hall to remain as it is but would be nice if the 
decor/facilities inside could be updated. 

I would like it to stay as it is but facilities improved. 

Retain the existing building. I strongly disagree with the plans that were submitted by the 
parish Council in November 2018, But if other premises could be found for the history 
society and the present structure was renovated could this improve facilities for thespian 
community and others who want change 
I know this is a very emotive subject. I don't have strong feelings either way other than a 
community Hall feels essential. Be it how it is or modernised. 

It needs to continue being available for sports and social activities room for hire but some 
facilities need modernisation. It is a great place for our Wadhurst Community to meet at. 

MORE COMMITY ACTIVITIES TO CATER FOR ALL 
AGES,TEADANCE,PLAYGROUPS,DANCEING,PARTIES,BRING AMD BUY 
SALES,BANDS,COMEDY NIGHTS,BRINGING THE VILAGE TOGETHER SOCILA CLUB 
REFURBISHMENT OF COMMEM HALL TO MAKE IT MORE ATTRACTIVE TO PEOPLE WANTING TO 
SPEND TIME IN THERE WITH HEATING AND A DECENT KITCHEN, REMOVE THE STAGE AS IT 
SHOULDNT BE A PERMANENT FIXTURE 
Investment in the existing building is obviously very much needed. I believe this building 
could house some kind of youth hub, which could be run using volunteers. 

We do enjoy the exhibitions, sales and events held there now. We understand that the 
facilities there could do with upgrading. 

It's possible to build on a pavilion/cafe to the back of the library and link the Washwell 
lane and Uplands parking spaces so there is more space to park, create a dog walking 
space and mini park around the lower field and keep the lower field in use for sports all at 
the same time 
We don't want to lose fields and don't want more housing. It needs a modest facelift and 
reform 

Leave/Minor repair 

Keep it but upgrade the heating 

I'd like to see it maintained for continued use 

As it is but financed to decorate 
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Keep it. Build children’s play facilities in the field outside the library. put community cafe in 
commemoration hall 

Leave well alone! Decoration to freshen up. More events. 

Set up proper funding to maintain hall as it is. 

As is, albeit re-decorated. 

As it is used now for local clubs and gatherings, sales etc. 

The Commemoration was purchased by the people of Wadhurst to remember the 
significant losses faced by the community in WW1. It should be maintained and remain a 
focal point of village life. It is a war memorial and deserves to remain the lasting 
monument it was intended to be. 
why is this being debated, is this the trustees again trying to knock it down 

Leave it as it is with proper maintenance so it can be used fully. 

Leave the building as it with internal maintenance 

Keep the historic charm and appearance 

Stay and by old times... could be replace repair like a new floor, or cleaner better. 150 

Repaired then left as it is. 

Protected and necessary repairs carried out 

I think it should stay but It needs a spruce up 

I would like it to stay as is but hopefully there is enough money for maintenance. 

I'd like to see it continue exactly as it is 

Should be left as it is in memories of those who gave their lives for our freedom from off the 
wars. I believe it’s an insult to change it. the Hall etc. belongs to the people of Wadhurst 

I would like the Commemoration Hall to remain as it is, it's a memorial to the fallen soldiers 
lost in the war. We should remember them. 

Kept and maintained as it is. Kept for the community as it was originally proposed. Not 
developed or bulldozed; for the greed of developers and individuals wishing to make a 
pot load of money! 
The hall is fine as it is and needs to be left alone. 

leave as is 

Leave it where it is!! It was put there for a reason. 

To be used as it has been and should continue! 

I'd like to keep it as it is as it's an asset to the village and a memorial! 

Left as it is. 

I like it as it is. 

Keep it and improve so Blood Doning can recommence 

Keep it 

Saved - it was built for a reason 

Leave it alone, always used. Usable to all ages, youth clubs etc. 151 

Because of the people in the war it remembers. 

it should be preserved in the way it was established 

Leave as is. 

To carry on in the same location 

Leave it alone - now is not the time to spend extravagantly on the scheme proposed last 
year. 
Keep it as it is. 

Keep as is! 

Leave it as is - vital to village. 

I think it should stay there, there is no demand or reasons to remove it or make changes. 
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I would like the Commemoration Hall to remain the same. 

I like it as it is. 

Continue to use as is. 

Continue to use as now 

Kept as is- it's historic & characterful. 

Leave it be 

Continue to use for community events, markets, fairs, exhibitions, theatrical productions, 
music, private hire and community club events. 

I like the traditional old hall and it's character and history for art shows and theatre shows 
but it would be also good to have another modern hall to accommodate other sporting 
activities and clubs 
The hall is a wonderful space and in a key area. The biggest issue was the loss of football 
pitch and green space in order to afford re-development with so Many houses already 
around there the children need an open, safe place to play 

Leave it as it is. 

Anything that protects the Field and our open spaces, personally I'd encourage a popup 
market every Saturday on the carpark to the front of the Hall, for the Hall itself I'd like to 
see new insulation that doubles up as sound-proofing to enable discos, comedy, food 
nights and concerts, one could look at how The Forum in Tunbridge Wells has diversified 
and won council awards for their work in the community, I'm a huge fan of the Commem 
Hall but I'm sorry its leadership has all gone a bit stale and knocking it down and turning 
the field into a car park was scandalous, we should embrace the structure as it is and the 
outside space it enjoys and get innovative, we need to remain a village at heart as best 
we can and not become a small characterless "new" town 
More comfortable seats please. 

More village markets, events (it brings the village together). More events to engage the 
younger population. The Commemoration Hall is a lovely facility and must be protected. 

Ideas for activities only 

Medical centre v community centre included and parking. Current building outdated. 
Central focus of the village. 

Although the previous plans looked good 'in theory' they presented as 'fait accomplish' 
with no detail on cast or form of housing or parking - big brother! NEED Better community 
space, parking is key or it won't be used, medical centre. 

A venue for music and theatre and art events is a good idea. I also agree with an 
updated medical centre as the current one is seriously inadequate for patients and staff 
alike. 
I feel that the provision of field and play space at Sparrows Green is better than the 
Commem Hall site. While all aspects/service provided by the Commem Hall should 
continue (hall space, library etc.) I feel those can be achieved more efficiently - so that a 
greater health centre, more parking, more community services and even additional 
housing could be offered on the same site - parking is a priority! 
As a modern doctors surgery. 

Medical Centre 

The absolute must is a new Doctors' Surgery 

Difficult to see how this can advance now given the negative comments. priority should 
be given to a medical centre 

Village Centre and meeting place. Special 'days' or evenings. Bingo, cooking clubs etc. 
Youth club. 
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Two factors must dominate NP thinking regarding the strategic future of the Hall: 1. The 
unacceptable Wadhurst High Street traffic congestion 2. The Hall does serve a useful 
purpose as an ad hoc/unique prime retail space e.g. Jumble Sales, Art exhibitions, Outside 
Furniture sales, General market. This kind of activity should be increased as it does pull in 
tourists/outsiders. Also use the Hall for matinee and evening performances as current. 
Expand the Hall adjoining areas to form a formal market square. 
A facility which had a cinema, gallery, cafe/bar with car parking to cope with the 
demand. A hub to draw people down into the village to meet and socialise 

I don't use the Commemoration hall but I have recently had a baby so I am keen to do 
more activities in the village so I appreciate its purpose and I would like to attend its future 
events such as craft sales or film evenings 

Open every day, cafe 

A space for activities 

Any and every event that a village hall is used for 

Greater use for younger/school age groups (similar to youth centre) combine village cafe, 
meeting point, youth cafe, better equipped for social functions 

Craft fairs, Shows/plays, party hire, BLOOD DONATION, Community club for kids!? Evenings. 

More local events and baby/toddler classes e.g. baby sensory. 

Exhibitions, performances, film club, dances, space for celebrations, drop-in centre for 
youth, age, workshops, drop-in cafe, and community events. 152 

More community events and activities. 

For amateur play and concerts. 

A village hall that serves the community without building any new houses or losing any 
sports fields. I don't believe the doctors' surgery needs to be here. A function space, library 
and social space would be great. 
More organised activities. Improve along/in tandem with high street and access. 

Community cafe/learning centre, housing. 

Saturday mornings: 9.0 In Carillon Cottage 10.0 on Exhibition or Sale in Commemoration 
Hall. Cuppa with friends there. Then shopping - further cuppa with friends. This is often 
highlight of the week. Long may it continue. 

I would like this hall to be used for 'pop up' shops and Fayres i.e. Easter, Christmas, plants 
and cake sales etc. 
This should be the main focus in the town. Most events should happen her as central. Just 
put all money here. Small cinema, theatre (already there). 

A hub for young people and teenagers incorporating sport, leisure, music, gaming. Bike 
racks for them to ride to. To give them some independence as they are growing up. Quest 
snooker. Sessions once a month on issues such as managing finances, gang culture and 
violence, local and environmental issues, healthy eating and local MP etc. Somewhere to 
buy a milkshake or an ice cream. 
Returned for local events, productions - this could be used far more extensively and by 
more local groups. It is a key part of the heart of the village. 

Make it car park for pub users only. 

Better 'loop' system for hearing. 

1. Increased cinema events 2. Quiz nights 3. Love the antiques fair (and maybe advertise 
for Christmas or jumble sales?) 

1. Parent/baby-toddler groups, breastfeeding clinic etc. 2. Area for play/socialising 3. 
Farmers market 4. Antique fairs. 

1. Market for local produce 2. Drama 3. Talks 4. Evening and day classes. 
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To be used by drama groups, U3A meetings, craft and farmer markets, as it is being used 
now. Wadhurst cinema. 

As a community space that offers a range of activities aimed at a variety of residents e.g. 
Mums with babies/toddlers; Weekend activities for families/school aged children; theme 
nights e.g. comedy and performances. 153 

Improved infrastructure, wider variety of entertainment 

More teen-age facilities, youth clubs and accessible to the younger community 

You could apply for a grant to help with costs. You could use pop-up cafe. Old people's 
tea venue. Social gatherings, use for kids to meet up, sales. 

It would be great if it could be used as a venue for more local theatre and concerts 

Community cafe/meeting place in addition to hiring out for functions and community 
events. 
Keep in mind original reason for having the hall. Having used other local halls on a regular 
basis can say they differ very little in existing structure and facilities. However some are 
particularly well patronised, vibrant and successful with events catering for a wide range 
of interests and ages. I can only think that perhaps a rethink in the way our hall is 
managed should be given serious consideration. 
Community events/cafe 

As now on one Saturday a month but twice a month. Plus plays. 

Used for all aspects of village life. 

As mentioned above youth centre would be great, community cafe for old people to 
socialise also. Small theatre productions, local community cinema, children’s sports 
activities 
Local activities, theatre, music, cinema, wellbeing groups 

To become a more inviting space, to have a purpose. 

As a space for arts/performing arts, meetings, clubs etc. 

Community centre with a cafe and more diverse uses. Needs to be made less institutional-
it should be used for gigs for young bands. - 

Used for any community activity/fundraising event i.e. Bridge Clubs, coffee mornings, 
scout jumble sales, Quiz evening, THEATRE MUSIC. Talk evenings. 

Venue for village functions, fetes, sales, concerts, drama, shows, music events, clubs, 
dances, markets, community events, film club, lectures, exhibitions of art. Possible 
community cafe if not interrupting other function of hall. Like to see the hall being utilised 
as much as possible during the week as well as at weekends. 

A place for community events and fundraisers, art exhibitions, supporting local schools 
(plays/performances etc.,), perhaps some toddler groups/exercise classes when not in 
use? 
A hall where events can be held at an affordable cost. A place for community events - 
theatre, cinema, music, meetings etc. 

Continue to be the hub of the community. Increasing events held there such as book 
clubs, cake/craft sales. 
I don’t believe that the Commemoration Hall is used enough within the community. The 
space could be used for additional car parking to prevent traffic within the village or the 
hall could be kept and used for dance classes, music and drama productions. 

Should be open to all theatre and dance groups. 

local events 

Community Activities: - Theatre, Concerts, Market, Exhibitions, Recreation Groups 

central hub for all from youth to OAP 

Used for more community activities 
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Completely different use - youth club? 

Other Comments 

Its central location is good but lack of parking is a problem. 

Better acoustics - Parking - Generally bring it into this era. 

I would like to see more green spaces in Wadhurst. We have a terrible habit of replacing 
old with new but wouldn’t it make a nice change to replace something with nothing. 
Imagine Wadhurst with more open spaces consisting of parks, trees, ponds or even a small 
nature reserve. 
If the Neighbourhood Plan has no involvement in the Hall and Field charity, I'm not sure 
that this question is relevant (you do not say how or why)as you point out, the community 
voted against the proposed plans for the hall and field which would indicate that unless 
further plans are submitted and agreed by the committee, the hall and field should 
remain as originally intended i.e. for the use of local residents and organisations etc. 

get the people who run the No Vote to offer their ideas soonest 

Only moved here in November 2018 - no opinion yet. 

As I didn't vote I'm not quite sure on this. As at the moment it's a bit of a money pit. 

We believe the poll process meant the result did not reflect the View of community. We 
would like to understand the alternatives those who lobbied against the plans have for the 
future of the Hall. 
I don't personally use the hall and don't have any wishes for it. 

The Hall is the centre of the village. I would like to see it advertised more; the history of 
place known and made more accessibility for use. 

No opinion. 

a community resource that is financed via a social value-based financial model and 
includes the types of affordable housing the village needs and turns the entire 
development into a community(-owned)asset 
I don't use it so can't comment. 

same format, developed 

See above answer. 

Swimming pool 

No particular views on this other than the communal space is vital for the community. 

We have not lived in the village long enough to have utilised facilities such as this, so 
cannot comment. 
I don't know. 

I've not lived here long enough to comment. 

All weather pitch for football. 

As a bright future 

The hall needs to be used for the good of the many, not the few that would have 
benefited from the previously proposed plans. 

This debate MUST continue constructively. Status quo is not an option. There is currently no 
visibility from the High Street of the cricket, football or bowling areas and to remove the 
village hall from the High Street would be a shame. It is an opportunity to include the 
charity assets in the parish plan for the benefit of the whole community. 

The hall is used by many groups, societies and events and is a warm pleasant space. 

No view 
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Men and women who died to give us our freedom would not want us to live in the past. If 
we don't want to turn into an 'old' community, we need to look at keeping Wadhurst 
young and fresh. We need to develop within our existing boundaries or like many other 
villages we will end up merging with Ticehurst and lose our identity. 

Keep as a village space to be used as we need it to be. Keep all green spaces 
connected to the Hall too! 
As versatile as possible! 

We need better communication as to what's on and where. 

Would attract more organisations' use if there was Wi-Fi. 

to be used more often 

I am not very active in the community but consider it as a valuable communal resource 
for gatherings and small-scale local activities 

 
 

 
 

5.8 Appendix 8 – If you work from home or run a small business, or would like to, what’s 

important to you? Other please state 

 

A bank - these are greatly missed. 

A cafe that we can actually work from (none of the present cafes offer this or are 
appropriate) 

A community shop run by local crafts people selling local crafts and handmade gifts 
made locally would be fantastic! :) 

A functioning business network/association 

A lot of people need help getting on the internet and managing their affairs online. this 
should be developed to help the older people in the village 

A mobile signal that was available to all. We are worse than the third world. 

A much improved signal for mobile phones 

A really good village cafe. 

A recycle dump as before 

Affordable Workshop Space. 

Any form of working internet would be good to start with 

As mentioned before, a relaxed cafe style area would be great (the health food 
shop/Deli are not cafes!) 

banking facilities 

Banks 

Better mobile coverage. 

Better mobile network. 

Better mobile signal 

Better parking in the village so it is more convenient to use village facilities 

Better postal service 

Business facilities - e.g. printing, photocopying 

Business networking opportunities. 

Business services printing secretarial services. 

Business support services and accessible internet/technical support 

Cafe 

decent mobile phone coverage 
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Did, but don't have a small business now. 

Do not work from home 

Don't work - retired. 

Don't work from home. 

Drivers to check that road's clear before driving down roads. 

Encourage buying local produce and artisan products. 

Farm shops. Garden Centres. Vineyard. Hop garden. 

Flexible childcare (affordable) 

Flexible planning consent for small industrial activities 

Free publicity and access to grants for small businesses, advice and marketing. 

Good parking facilities 

Having a bank and a full Post Office. 

I am retired but these are necessary for a successful town/village. 

I do not work from home or run a small business  

I do work from home - small business. Postage - banking - railway - parking - better 
through access in village - too congested, 

I don't work from home. 

I run business from home which is on a farm so most of those points don't affect me. 

Improved mobile phone coverage is essential  

Improved mobile phone signal 

Improvement to mobile phone signal in village and surroundings. 

Local marketing options 

Local mini bus service connecting Wadhurst, Stonegate, Tidebrook and Mayfield? 

Look at how organisations like Sussex Wired could be useful to Wadhurst. 

Maintenance and improvement of phone signal. 

Mend the roads which look and feel terrible and shoddy. 

mobile connection (even not available in the centre of the town or at the railway 
station 

Mobile coverage must be improved with a mast. 

Mobile network improvements - terrible reception in the area 

Mobile phone signal 

Mobile signal 

More enthusiasm among small businesses for the business association 

More parking 

Networking 

Networking events for small business owners 

Not allowed to being council tenant 

Not applicable to me 

Not relevant to me 

Not working from home/not small business. 

Parking for small businesses. Signposts to areas within village.  

Parking in village centre. 

Parking in Wadhurst! 

Parking which has been an issue 

Parking!! 

Pensioner 

Phone signal better 
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Please improve broadband and mobile coverage in Wadhurst and by station. 

Printing services  

Recycling Centre 

Recycling/tip back! 

Retired 

Retired 

road maintenance 

Shopping online 

Significant road repair/improvements 

Somewhere to take clients for lunch that isn't a pub 

There are many good spaces in the area. 

This question isn't applicable to me 

Universal mobile phone signal 

Wadhurst website for business 

Whether I work from home or not, these are important! 

Work from home as a chartered surveyor. 

 

5.9 Appendix 9 – Have you any suggestions for how the business environment in 

Wadhurst can be improved? 

 

Banking facilities 

We need a cashpoint in the village that works! Stop duplication of shop types. Taxis at 
station and a good taxi service/reliable and sober! 

A bank would be helpful or working cashpoint on the high street. (Recognise there is 
one in Jempsons but has been out of order for quite a long period of time). 

Need a bank and proper Post Office. 

WE NEED A CASHPOINT THAT WORKS, STOPPING OF DUPLICATING SHOP. TAXI RANK AT 
THE STATION AT PRIME TIMES. A DECENT TAXI SERVICE THAT IS RELIABLE AND SOBER!!! 

Banks 

Better banking 

Would like to see the return of the banks. Would like flexible opening hours of shops like 
the chemist etc. 

Banks 

Disappointed that banking facilities have closed. 

Bring back the banks! 

Persuade Nationwide to open a branch in the village. Bring back a proper Post Office. 
Retailer of the Year in the village? The new florist would be well up the list for that. She's 
an example! Brilliant. 

cash machine 

Better Connectivity  

Some IT support and mobile phone support would be good. A lot of people would 
benefit 

Mobile signal 
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Improved connectivity throughout the parish. Loss of broadband and no mobile signal 
are very problematic 

Phone and broadband are very poor in Bankside 

Good mobile phone coverage. Good internet connections 

We don't run a business but improving I.T network, broadband/fibre and phone 
coverage should be priorities for us all 

It should be a priority to ensure businesses have fast broadband provided by local 
council or other grants/larger businesses. 

MOBILE reception must be improved. 

Better broadband. Better mobile telephony. 

Phone signal is DREADFUL on most networks in much of Wadhurst v. limiting if you do 
work from home (I have Wi-Fi___33 calling but not perfect and relies on being at home 
not in Wadhurst village). 

Good access to 4G mobile coverage. 

Diversify. At present retail/services predominate. Mobile phone coverage, broadband 
highly important. 

Internet / Mobile phone reception please - it is dire. 

Better mobile phone reception! Especially at the station (not specific to business use). 

Better broadband, local business networking opportunities (virtually or in real life) 

Improved broadband and mobile coverage. 

Broadband improvement a must and areas people could work and meet in. 

1. Better access to the high street 2. Promote local jobs for local people 3. Fast fibre 
broadband. 

High speed broadband is key mobile reception also essential. 

High speed broadband. 

Better mobile signal.  More networking events. 

Basically, High Speed Internet. It also affects children's homework etc. 

Get our mobile and internet running properly? 

Better broadband! 

It is being killed by poor broadband speeds. Improving this is our key priority 

Publicity, marketing, mobile phone connection (mast) and higher speed broadband. 
Reach beyond village to network with outlying areas beyond. 

Improved mobile phone signals. 

Better mobile coverage. 

Improved mobile phone signals and high speed broadband. 

Lack of high speed broadband and poor mobile coverage is a serious limitation. 

Improve internet speed. 

Improved internet access 

High speed internet. Better mobile coverage. Improved parking facilities. 

Maintenance of communication, e.g. broadband and mobile coverage critical (the 
latter is dreadful outside our village). 

The broadband speeds in outlying areas are helpless. Encourage land owners to 
convert barns for business use. 

Better internet 

Mobile signal, fibre optic broadband 
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Trying to work from home with inferior broadband is frustrating. Open Reach need to 
extend fibre to homes from the far-flung boxes, not simply climb poles and leave. 

Internet cafe 

An organised centre and concerted effort to promote and gather together start up rural 
businesses. A centre for this, better promotion and high speed broadband are essential 
now. 

Better broadband and mobile coverage. 

Proper mobile phone and fibre broadband. My house/street have neither despite many 
complaints (Three Oaks Lane). 

We must have better broadband for all. 

Improve telephone signal in Wadhurst village area 

Ensure ALL of Wadhurst has fibre-optic connection to the internet 

Ensure high speed broadband is available everywhere in parish 

Better broadband is vital 

High speed broadband - now essential for all businesses. 

sort out internet access  

High Speed Broadband would be great, but before that, simple mobile connection 
would already be a great leap in the 21st century.  

the quality of the current internet (access) makes it impossible to run your business in this 
area 

Broadband is shocking and needs nire FTtP provision  

Business Rates and incentives  

Keep buildings used, not empty 

More control needed have to let? Of empty shops. More control of doubling up existing 
retail outlets and their signage as we now have 5 places where a man can get his hair 
cut and no vegetable shop 

Cut the local business rates to help the small businesses 

Better business rates, parking 

Ensure rents aren't increased so the existing small shops can continue to trade. Bring 
back a bank so money easier to withdraw and spend. No more charity shops 

Co-working space and decent low rates 

Develop incentives for tech business and start-ups. Could flexible open space be 
offered in the empty banks on the High St. possibly community subsidised in return for 
small equity? 

Local business owners on High Street often comment on high business rates. Could they 
be reduced? 

I believe the ground rent on the high street is extremely high lowering this may help 
encourage start-up businesses. 

Lower rates to attract more businesses. 

More limits for small businesses. 

More free advertising for local (Wadhurst based) businesses. 

More appealing shops in High Street. Everywhere appears to be closing down. Is this a 
business rates issue? 

Reduce business rates!! (Simple). 

Offer incentives to potential businesses to occupy empty shops. 

Lower business rates.  Parking 
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Lower the rents on the business premises to encourage new growth. We don't need any 
more barbers though, enough is enough! 

Lower business rates and rents. 

A fresh look at the non-domestic rates (council tax for businesses). 

Lower tax for small business. 

Need to regenerate the High Street by encouraging businesses to come (use rental 
holidays etc.). 

Lower rents for shops and offices. 

Restoration of refuse tip key for gardeners who cannot get rid of cuttings. More capacity 
at the post office for posting parcels. The return of a bank to the high street perhaps 
lower business rates 

Reduce business rates in the village to zero to attract new tenants, and remove all 
usage restrictions e.g. opening times due to change of use.  New businesses opening 
generate money through taxes, and improve the village through a more vibrant 
community.  We cannot keep having lots of empty units, the village will die otherwise. 
Focus on services not shops, shops will never compete with the internet.  Create 
collection hubs for online deliveries in the village.  

Reduce rates and restrict van sales. 

Reduce overheads to encourage more retail shops. 

Financial incentives e.g. reduced business rates. create characterful units perhaps with 
open days to encourage public interest and support 

Make sure Business Rates encourage business rather than discourage. 

Discount for small and new businesses. 

Review rental of properties to encourage new business. 

Sensible business rates, including rate relief. An outdoor market area could provide 
space (like the mobile bank van uses) for businesses to avoid paying high business rates. 

Reduction in business tax to keep shops in the high street  

Make the rates affordable to encourage small business. 

Reduce rates for high street shops 

Cut Business rates for start-ups for first 5 years. 

Encourage rural business with low rates and financial incentives to get them up and 
running 

Make sure rents and business rates are affordable. More parking. Allow parking in the 
primary school over the weekend again, using the co-op is far more difficult than it used 
to be when the school gates weren't locked. 

Networking opportunities and promotion 

More communal events that help bring in trade, like the old scarecrow festival, or new 
annual celebrations or parades to help bring people to Wadhurst. 

1.  A Hop festival with produce from Wadhurst, i.e. industrial units 2. Any other festivals 
with products from Wadhurst. Do you realise that the Hops from Pell farm win each year 
- the Best of Hop prize - in the brewing industry?? 

Regularly business networking groups. 

meetings for people in likeminded vocations to bring and share ideas/resources 
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Better advertising for events. Open minded views, allowing for change and growth. 

I'd like to see the business community collaborate more, along the lines of the Wadhurst 
Warriors, and be seen actively supporting the village 

There appears to be very little communication or co-operation between retail/shops in 
village. Are there business groups? Do they welcome newcomers? 

It's good enough at the moment and there are opportunities for networking if people 
want them. 

Encouraging wider participation in the Business Association 

New business group is formed and they encourage business into the community.  
Supported by the Parish Council.   

Not relevant to me but if I did run a business I would want there to be far more effective 
communications across the Parish and a thriving business association 

B2B forum. 

A more enthusiastic business owners group and some 'joined-up' thinking for small 
businesses/shops to work together. 

A register of local businesses for residents to refer to. 

More up to date/modern directory for local businesses. 

A local business event or monthly magazine with local offers. 

Better advertisement of Wadhurst business organisations. 

A business hub would be helpful where small businesses can share their skills to help 
each other solve problems on a 'Bata basis' - a cooperative sharing of skills and 
assistance. 

Open a business centre in the hall  

I work from home often, and often miss options for a lunch-time meal when I want a 
break 

More collaboration opportunity 

Support the local independent business that already exists   

Parish Council awards for businesses who align and promote the vision.eg Best customer 
Services, Best Shop Front, Eco / recycling activities.  

Make it easier for small business to start up. Too much red tape and too much in costs for 
planning then re-planning when parish oppose. 

There should be less priority on chain stores like Jempsons and instead independent 
businesses 

Keep non-direct retail business premises out of the High Street 

A great cafe to meet and work in would be fantastic. 

Parking and Traffic 

Improve the parking to get the cars off the road (on one side at least) and relieve the 
congestion in the High Street. Fix the potholes 

It would seem from the existing conditions in the village and surrounding area that any 
new business/ventures will only be attracted to and thrive in Wadhurst if the vexed 
question of parking is resolved with Uplands taking further responsibility for students 
vehicles an d teachers to free up daytime parking in the village for shoppers and visitors 

Remove the crazy parking on Wadhurst High St. The congestion puts people off and is 
dangerous 
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More car parking spaces 

More off-street parking, better roads. the potholes are awful and put people off 
stopping in Wadhurst 

Improved parking 

Parking 

better transport, station taxis 

Better parking. better broadband and mobile phone coverage especially at the station 

More car parking space 

Better parking during school term time. Uplands MUST have parking on site for students 
and staff. 

Parking! 

Remove the traffic issue. More B&Bs 

Unless parking is significantly improved (off road) there will be insufficient footfall. 

Better parking and road access. 

Better parking and more meeting spaces.  

Out of main street parking for cars owned by people working in the High Street. We 
have a lot of 'park' blocking i.e. like bed blocking in hospitals. 

Resolve parking and congestion issues in High Street. Many people only use High Street 
when absolutely necessary because of these concerns and will shop elsewhere even if 
this involves a longer drive. 

Timed parking in carparks/on High Street. Shops need parking for trade. Apparently 
some drivers park all day in local car park. Suggest a fee would enable more parking. 

Need to improve parking and pavements to encourage more footfall. 

1. Parking 2. Meeting places - informal 3. Noticeboard/advertising areas 4. High speed 
broadband 5. Good signage for deliveries, access etc. 

Better roads through the village.  Better parking. 

Something to help flow of traffic and large lorries which supply businesses. Re-assess high 
street parking? 

Availability of sufficient parking for customers and employees. 

Need sufficient parking to encourage people into village. A great opportunity missed 
when voting turned down the Hall-Field scheme. We don't want to become a 
backwater. 

Provide more CAR PARKING so that people want to shop and do business in Wadhurst. 

Being able to get from one end of the High Street to the other in less than 15 minutes 
would be useful. 

Better parking. Love the local pop-up stuff like fishmonger, fruit and veg. 

Improve control of traffic and parking (and get lorries to be smaller and better 
behaved!) 

Improve the infrastructure. Car parking, traffic calming. Fix the potholed roads. 

Free parking for 1 hour, 40p for 2 hours. But a significant charge for 6 hours plus. 

1. Again, better parking.   2. More pedestrian area 3. Shuttle bus to/from train station. 
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It can only be improved with more parking making the High Street easier for traffic. 

Again, limit or stop parking in high street. Provide adequate parking, stop all this 
congestion through the village, because of some people's laziness to walk. 
Environmentally it's not good at all.  

Solve the awful congestion in the High Street. 

More short-term parking. Priority has to be RELIABLE mobile signal and broadband - lack 
of both still cause immense problems. 

Encourage people to come and shop in the village. More car parks, more restaurants 
and cafes. Less high street parking so it is easy to get through the village. 

Put pedestrian crossings in both the high street and outside Uplands School so that when 
people shop in Wadhurst they can cross the road safely! And the children will be safer 
too! 

Solve the car parking problems on the High Street. 

An SME start-up fund?  Matching funds for SMEs to get up and going? 

Better local transport links 

Reduce on street parking in the High St and increase off street parking 

Parking is an issue in Durgates, S.G. and Wadhurst for any business, traffic is congested so 
is it good to encourage more lorries, esp. re: manufacturing. 

Road surfaces need to be maintained and the visual appeal of the high street area 
could be improved by period signing better maintained pavements 

1. Improve parking 2. State of Roads 3. Stop speeding. 

Improve parking - a cleaner village. 

Resurface/Repair the road on the High Street as it is like driving through downtown 
Baghdad 

1. Traffic calming 2. Remove potholes in roads. 

All of the above plus car parking 

Yes, I would love to see ALL of the empty shops being offered as pop up spaces where 
local, sustainable businesses can start independent, family run- local shops and cafes. 
There could be opportunities for new businesses to not pay business rates for a certain 
time on these retail spaces so we encourage the right retail (and not big chains). 
Looking at empty shops on our High Street is unsightly and this is a sure sign our 
community is NOT currently thriving. There have been some empty shops on our high 
street for years. We need more open opportunities for discussions and panels where 
these ideas for a creative vision for the high street and business can be suggested and 
heard and pushed forward. We will need a plan for a bigger car park.    

It is extremely busy during rush hour, the high street is terrible with people parking and 
long queues to access the town, therefore I often don’t go into town and avoid it due 
to the high traffic flow. I would rather go elsewhere!  

Better parking facility. 

Slowing traffic and better parking in Durgates e.g. the BT site. Better village website and 
faster broadband. 

1. Improve parking 2. ATM machines in High Street or Station. 

Dedicated parking which isn’t on the high street 

a) Increased off-road parking b) Resolve pothole problems 
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Again the problems with parking are a factor. Small independent retailers should be 
encouraged e.g. reduced business rates. variety of retailers is important to encourage a 
wide range of visitors and prospective purchasers 

Parking and congestion!! We need a state of the art village Hall/Meeting Rooms in the 
village. 

Invest in small, independent businesses. Do not invest rest to chain stores which drive 
small businesses out. Parking is critical. Parking in the High Street should be stopped. 

Better roads 

Improved central parking 

move cars off the high street, at least on one side, make another car park 

Roads kept maintains, mobile coverage enhanced, congestion eased. Nearly all the 
long term parking in the village is commuter/work/Uplands related. 

Better parking facilities, 100% mobile phone connections. 

Parking and availability 

Traffic control 

Quite simply better parking! 

Parking so business can be accessed 

Parking and transport links are critical - fighting through the bottleneck high street every 
day makes stopping off to use local shops etc. quite a challenge. 

Parking congestion. Stop Uplands Hall and students using the greyhound car park. 

Better parking and unpaved roads. 

Stop parking both sides of High Street to allow free flow of traffic, bigger variety of shops. 

Improve traffic flow through the High Street by creating more off-street parking. Have a 
taxi service from the station. 

Parking. Coaches off High Street. 

Improved parking 

Improved and expanded parking and roads. 

More parking  

Sort out their PARKING. 

Better parking for customers out of town parking for shop owners. 

Enlarge parking facilities 

More car parking to stop people parking on the high street. 

Better parking. 

More parking the first field on the in Blacksmith Lane would be ideal for people visiting 
businesses and shops. 

Substantially better car parking facilities - perhaps separate long term parking for 
business use so that the existing village car park is restricted to two hours max. 

More car parking. The scrubland opposite the Fire station could be ideal for long stay. 
The existing lay-by gives access and it could be screened and planted and not an 
eyesore. 

More parking! Small business networking and events. 

More car parks and less or no parking in High St or Lower High Street. 

Parking and through flow on the High Street will always limit development. 
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Better parking facilities is essential for sustaining the high street businesses, particularly 
retail.  Without a vibrant high street, the village's essence will diminish. 

More parking - make Uplands provide enough spaces for their staff. Make better 
provision for buses to park IN the Uplands site at school - arrival and departure. 

Stop people who work in village parking in high street and leave free for customers. 

Improve parking. Village Square - Commem outside and inside - craft fayres, farmers 
markets.  Attract people from around and about. Make it a destination and people will 
return too. I go to ceramic classes, people make amazing things there but people seem 
too 'shy' to enter Commem. Hence the need for stalls outside too. 

More parking facilities for visitors/clients/sales reps. 

Better parking, improvements to roads & infrastructure 

The traffic jams through the high street are increasingly causing problems with people 
actively not going into the village, there is a bottle neck where the road narrows at the 
'old Lifestyle' hairdressers and where cars are entering and exiting Jempsons car park 

More off-road parking - NOT LESS - bringing houses and more cars into the village causes 
congestion. 

Again - solve the traffic. Strengthen schools and medical. 

Less congestion. Better phone signal. Rich mix of businesses. 

Better parking, sorting out quality of the road!  Mobile signal at Wadhurst station!!   

Reduce congestion in High Street much better broadband. 

Encouragement to local people to support local businesses. Better parking facilities. 

We must address the car parking problem - puts people of coming into the village. 

Better parking and broadband. Lower business rates. 

High street congestion and maintenance of High Street road surface. 

By restricting free High Street parking to two hours and making off street parking free 
during office hours, to keep traffic moving end enable short stay customers. 

Improve traffic flow through the high street 

I know of many people who have given up coming into Wadhurst due to high street 
congestion.  It's easier to buy online or go to areas where parking is available.  

Move parking from high street, improve air quality and safety for pedestrians (shoppers), 
reduce fast food outlets and reduce childhood obesity. 

BEFORE the business environment can be improved in Wadhurst the problem of traffic 
through the High Street needs addressing.  WE DO NOT NEED ANY MORE TRAFFIC 
PASSING THROUGH THIS VILLAGE! 

Rationalise parking so that access to shops is available during working day. 

Lack of Parking which is killing the  village businesses 

Car Parking 
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Traffic and parking prevent me from shopping in the village during the day sometimes. 
But I do love the Saturday morning market feel - where people seem to be on foot 
more. 

Parking!!!!!!!!!!!!!! some sort of park and walk?  

improved parking 

Updating the High Street 

As a user of a service rather than a service provider, I think having local businesses 
having a venue for a pop-up-shop and event space would be of interest 

Shops open more. Cafes open. 

1. Greater variety of retail outlets would create more footfall but that does depend on 
parking.  2. Can Parish/District Councils influence types of businesses? 

Encourage all shop units to be used - not nice to see unoccupied shops. 

Better shops. Decent coffee shops. 

Maintain and encourage independent small businesses to remain or fill shops. Can the 
old bank be made into small office space/affordable flats? 

Fabric shops. 

More small shops not so many Estate Agents. 

Open-minded creative co-marketing and work spaces for a variety of sole traders. Also 
upping quality of retail. 

Have restaurants and shops that would appeal to people and make it a venue people 
would travel to i.e. NOT Jempsons or a dog beauty parlour or closed shops. 

More retail shops less businesses. 

More variety and more chain shops e.g. a costa  

Decent restaurants (other than Indians) 

Cafe that we can actually work from. The Heath food place does awful coffee and is 
not appropriate. And the coffee shop only has one table - not appropriate. 

An affordable cafe/restaurant. 

We need a wider range of restaurants as we currently have two Indians and one 
Chinese shop which isn’t of high quality. The shops within the village would attract more 
people if they were shops currently being used today such as Holland and Barrett or a 
regular market with reasonably priced local produce. I think a shop which offered 
technology repairs, phone chargers, phones and phone cases, printers would attract 
younger shoppers like me.  

Leave the High street for shops/cafes 

Make the High Street more desirable and easier to use 

Consider improving high street. Why are businesses closing down? School is failing 
students because of lack of funding. Poor subject choices. Classes being covered by 
supply teachers. 

Improving visual appeal of high street. Improve connections to station/bus service. 
Improve terrible road surfaces. 

Yes! Please help the high street to be cohesive, kind and supportive of one another. 

fix the high street 

Promote diversity in the high street. Do we really need 6 hair dressing salons? 
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unifying opening hours;  

All shops open all day Saturday. Wadhurst village is disappearing.  

Opening hours more suited to modern working family life 

Bring a small key business - retail that would bring the outskirts at Wadhurst to the Village, 
therefore promoting more business for the High Street. 

I dream of buying the old greengrocers and turning it into a tea room/bakery also 
serving fresh salads, similar to 'Juliet’s' in Tunbridge Wells. It’s very difficult to go for tea in 
the village if there is a few of you with prams 

Workspace/business space 

Develop a business park 

1. Co-work space.  2. Better use of empty shops (decrease rent for creative shop/pop-
up).  3. Better parking facilities. 

New business park. 

I'm not sure communal work spaces are needed in Wadhurst but a space where this is 
an option, combined with the need for a community cafe this idea could fit in 

In addition to categories above, there should be a focus on tech/innovation. Local plan 
should encourage development of suitable facilities (premises) 

Flexible business space much needed. Also a weekly market in the square - 
meat/fish/veg/flowers/bread/crafts. 

*Flexible term low cost leases in shops to allow pop-ups/business experiments. *Live/work 
units *A brand for the village (e.g. sustainable, local) which can be marketed. *Close 
Church St. for Christmas market (weekend). 

Focus on tourism, making it look nice and supporting industries will do better, light 
industry will help too to increase foot traffic around Wadhurst 

There is a good bus service and a railway station. If there is a suitable underdeveloped 
space, it could be advertised as a potential business/manufacturing/flexible space area 
for new businesses. There are plenty of local people who would prefer to work locally.  A 
small business park. 

Give permission to needed shops that will benefit the community. 

I wouldn't need to use it myself but small offices let ad hoc might encourage small 
businesses starting out. 

flexible space that can be used for pop up shops, reduce high street rates, limit parking 
on the high street to 2 hours 

Make space for them away from the High Street, but able to access food/lunches 

Co-working space would be a really great idea. My experience of working solely from 
home was that of loneliness. Shared spaces would avoid that and create community  

Other 

Keep the village as an attractive place to live and we will work in and stay here. It's 
people, not buildings that drive change. 

Utilise the old tip area which is now disused. 

Depending on type of business, e.g. does it create heavy transport through the village? 

It doesn't seem to need much improvement as already takes up quite a lot of retail 
space. But we’re not business people! 

Please see attached addenda - insufficient room here!! 
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The business environment should be low key. The rural village fee should not be 
compromised in favour of attracting revenue from business. 

Whilst it is important to encourage the development of small businesses, this must be 
done in a way that preserves the rural and historic character of the area. 

Why does it need to be improved? I'd have to know what challenges businesses face. 

You need a healthy balance of industries and businesses which I think Wadhurst 
amazingly already has. 

you need councillors that understand business not like the current bafoon 

A little more pride in the appearance of the village wouldn't go amiss 

Not qualified to comment. 

Apprenticeships 

Bring back the farming community. 

Loans to take on empty retail space 

Better connections b/t village and the station - regular taxi service? 

Business Ass promoting parish as a good place to work, flexibility in shop opening hours. 
Part of the charm of Wadhurst is that it is "old-fashioned" and needs to retain that charm 
whilst being in the 21st century. 

No suggestions 

Too many barbers! Keep big chains away and support local businesses. 

getting around the village is tricky by bike or car, just not efficient, difficult for delivers 
etc. 

Improve the roads. 

New community hall that would provide venue for weddings/parties and encourage 
businesses who supply services for that  

Maintain the roads to higher standard, currently embarrassing.  

I would suggest businesses should reflect, enhance and be in keeping with Wadhurst 
and its rural surroundings. 

Limit to small scale (already too many heavy lorries on the high street and B2100). 

None, less shops and housing? 

Feel its fine as is. 

Depends on the business. The High Street is struggling due to the loss of the banks and 
poor parking/congestion. 

Should have a flexible approach and give priority to young people and creative 
people. 

Wadhurst need to develop business that supports eco/ environmental concerns so our 
AOB is not just protected but improves 

Improving the lunch offer with a properly run Cafe 

The ideas above are necessary for business to develop, we have enough of our own so 
marked most as low priority for ourselves.   

Improved access to village 

Unsure 

Transport, Broadband, Roads repair, Traffic management, Car parking(not students) 
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We need our recycle dump back. Business and home are using cars/trucks to drive 
waste to other dumps. this is not good for the environment and endures fly tipping 

 
 

5.10 Appendix 10 – What would encourage you to use the High Street more often? Other, 

please state 

 

Very important to me to have a wide range of businesses, to make it fairly easy to get 
everything you need day today in the village without having to go further afield to 
Crowborough or Tunbridge Wells  

1. More attractive shop fronts.  2. Better pavements and roads - currently, both are very 
uneven leading to risk of falls and trips. 

1. No more barbers please!  2. Parking allowed on one side of the road only. 

1. Not Saturday afternoon.  2. Where will the shuttle bus be from?   

24-hour cash machine 

A bank 

a bank - the closure of the banks and the post office has hit our high street hard 

A bank! 

A bank? 

A better cafe 

A better road surface - it is appalling now.  

A cafe 

A community hub where you can meet other local people. 

A Costa 

A crossing to make it safer. I would allow my children to shop alone if I knew it was safer 
for them to cross the High Street.  

A good cafe open in evenings. 

a place to sit and relax , at the moment I mostly go to the high street for errands, but it 
would be nice if there was a proper cafe to relax in and maybe work 

A proper Bank 

A village square of the sort the Commemoration Hall scheme would have provided. 

A ZEBRA CROSSING SO IT IS SAFER!!! 

Ability to place orders by email or over the internet (including ability to request goods 
that aren't necessarily stocked)/ home delivery (e.g. simply veg business model: - local 
businesses could set up a communal 'milk float' type delivery 

Again more restaurants and shops open later (i.e. 5-6pm Saturday) and Sunday 
mornings. 

Aldi - park n ride 

Another cafe or restaurant. 

Another cafe. Road repairs. 

Another to replace Jempsons 

ATM or cash point available 24 hours. Easier dog parking. fix the broken curb near 
Jempson car park 

Avoid duplication of businesses e.g. eight hairdressers, barbers. 

Baker and a really decent, child friendly, light and airy community cafe. Permanent 
greengrocer. Community space-type restaurant with simple food and community-type 
eating areas.  

Bank is needed! Proper post office needed with trained staff who offer full range of 
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services reliably. 

Banks 

Banks 

Banks! 

Be more pedestrian aware. 

Being able to get through or to park. 

Better bus links to rail station, Bewl and Sparrows Green. 

Better maintenance of the high street road. It is in appalling condition. 

Better parking policies - parking control and more parking. 

Better places to eat and better food shops. 

Better road surface and clearer access. 

Better road surface. Stop illegal parking (parking directly on corners). 

Better road surfaces 

Better road surfaces and parking! 

Better street appearance. Period features enhanced. 

Better walking from Cousley Wood - footpaths often overgrown and parked on. 

Bicycle access to Town centre 

bicycle stores, covered at each end of the village 

Bit more diversity - enough hairdressers and charity shops. 

Bring back the bank! 

Built environment needs investment to smarten up the 'street level' view - currently 
shabby and neglected. 

Bus from Wad Manor 

Bus route along Mayfield Lane. 

Cafe/Coffee Shop 

Car park north of high street (near fire station) would mean cars wouldn't need to reach 
the one by Uplands so less congestion. 

Children's sports shop would be useful. 

Clean up the area between Jempsons and Simply Indian. This area is dirty and 
gravel/pothole covered. 

Coffee shop 

Coffee shop or cafe. 

community based businesses,  coffee lounges etc. 

Community cafe 

Congestion is a major concern. I don't use Wadhurst High Street due to this. 

Considerably more parking large HGVs to be discouraged. 

Continued friendly 'shop locals' atmosphere. Dog friendly. 

Costa cafe or milk bar 

Could there be a different approach to those Uplands buses? Yes, they are clearly 
needed, but maybe they could be smaller? 

Currently (or sadly) it is sometimes quicker for me to travel to Lamberhusrt post office 
than Wadhurst due to the horrendous traffic congestion 

Cycle racks, electric charging points for cars. 

Decent coffee shop, Greengrocers, Farm shop. 

Decent restaurant e.g. Italian. 

Definitely better selection of shops for variety of customers 

Develop cafe culture, Saturday Busker/ live music spot. Special events.   

Double yellow lines down one side High Street. 
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Double yellow lines opposite the old Jempson Cafe to stop people parking there, really 
would ease congestion.  And possibly a proper pedestrian crossing. 

Early closing and under hour closing is a nuisance. 

Encourage the use of bicycles. 

Fewer cars, better access for pedestrians and bikes.  The mix of businesses will only 
change with more suitable premises. e.g.: the vacant banks are not suitable or easily 
converted to cafes/restaurants etc. Any business surviving in the high street needs to be 
selling goods/services that have a differentiator to online services.  Or, they also need to 
have a competitive online offering. 

Fewer hairdressers and estate agents. 

Fewer hairdressing salons - male/female. Wider range - e.g. bakery, greengrocer, coffee 
shop. 

Fewer potholes 

Fill empty properties with pop-up shops. 

for many years I visited the high street about 3 or 4 times a week for shopping, banking 
etc. one by one the facilities I used most regularly disappeared and I am unable to buy 
what I require or conduct any banking business at an acceptable standard. 
Consequently I have to travel to other towns to obtain goods and services. I suggest 
better facilities, shops and excellent produce are vital to encourage people to make 
best use of the high street 

Forecourt coffee area 

fruit and veg shop,  

good family restaurant that’s not a pub 

Good quality fruit and veg. 

Greengrocer 

Greengrocer, Haberdashery, BANK. 

Greengrocer, Haberdashery, etc. 

Greengrocers 

Have a bank, bakers, Post Office, greengrocer 

High street is a real asset to village. Main point is to support shops to continue to operate 
and thrive. 

I already use the high street whenever possible. 

I avoid the High Street because it’s just too difficult to get through. It’s like an army 
assault course sometimes!!!!! 

I don't go to Wadhurst much as the parking and traffic are too bad.  

I don't think it’s fair to expect private shop owners to be open more hour they should be 
allowed to do what suits them best. 

I love the high street as it is and use it a lot. Traffic mounting pavements by Jempsons 
dangerous. 

I love the village. 

I often avoid going downtown because of the issues with simply driving down the high 
street. So many times I have been nearly hit in the car by lorries/buses/cars. I don’t even 
feel able to drive to the surgery as there is nowhere to park and I hate driving down the 
high street. 

I think we should provide additional car parking and remove the parking along the high 
street, like a 'red route'. I am considerable discouraged from using the village shops 
because accessing car parking and driving through the high street can be so difficult in 
term time. 

I use and support the high street. The roads are appalling. 

I use High street very often 
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I use it every day. 

I use it quite a lot already 

I use it regularly and am happy with it. 

I use the high street all the time and most of the shops. 

I use the high street anyway. The parking needs to be sorted out. 

I use the High Street every day 

I use the high street frequently. 

I use the shops in the High Street every day. A wider mix of business would be welcome, 
along with a good bistro, a coffee shop similar to Juliette's in Tunbridge Wells or the old 
Beale's Barn would be great. And we'd all really welcome a complete overhaul of The 
Greyhound and The White Hart. We desperately need some good pubs with cosy 
seating areas and good pub food. 

I use the village at least 4 times a week 

If the High Street retains its traditional heritage, becomes a conservation area (if it isn't 
already) and so sets criteria for shop fronts that are in keeping with the village, then it will 
become more of a tourist destination and in turn be more attractive to small businesses 
to take up the empty shops. Some shop fronts (such as the One Stop) ruin the look of the 
High Street.  

I'm lucky and can walk up to the High Street in just a few minutes. If I couldn't do this / 
lived further away then the lack of parking and frequent traffic congestion would put 
me off.  

Improve access to a range of shops. It’s about customer convenience 

Improve pavements and stop unsocial parking. 

Improve the appearance of  high street area 

Improved road conditions. 

Improvement of the road surface throughout. NO POT HOLES 

Independent coffee shop which opens early mornings and an accessible cafe for 
parents with prams/children  

It should be accepted that the High Street will continue to decline. Replace shops with 
housing. 

It's all about the traffic for me. I'd rather drive to Tunbridge Wells or Crowborough than 
tackle the high street. 

It's not so much better parking but better run car parks. 23 hour bays is silly and uplands 
uses up so many of the spaces and now there are 22 offices going into the old Lloyd's 
building will cause even more parking issues.  

Larger/ more cafes. Prettier high street 

Later opening. Good quality fruit and veg. 

Less congestion is not possible if the planned changes to the High Street are 
implemented - loss of ? parking spaces. 

Less potholes! 

Less retail duplication (e.g. less hairdressers) but more independent creative retail 

Limit parking on the High Street to eliminate pinch points. 

Linked to congestion - restrict parking on the High Street to one side of the road only.  

Little access from Best Beech Hill 

Local shops need to understand that competition can be healthy, and that they need 
to work with each other to create a more dynamic shopping place - e.g. buy here, get 
10% off there. 

Losing our banks is a great loss to the village especially for pensioners. 

Maintenance of road surface and pavements. better use of our parks by retailers so that 
consumes can park nearer the shops they want to use 
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Make it a destination shopping village. Nice tea shop, good parking, more character 
shops (like a gun shop? a blacksmith? demonstration of shoeing a horse? 

make people walk more 

Mini roundabout, to enable turning vehicle around, at St. James' Sq. opposite  the 
Greyhound pub and opposite Fire Station layby  

More activities. in the hall for younger people  

More cafés. 

More choice of shops. 

More clothes shops 

More dog friendly spaces. 

More dog friendly. 

More effort made to utilise or let empty shops. 

More meeting point/cafes 

More restaurants and less congestion. 

More restaurants, music venues, cafes with tables on pavement when sunny. 

More restaurants. 

More service tenants, e.g. cafes, restaurants, beauty bars etc.  Not more shops - they 
cannot compete with the internet. 

More shops 

More shops cafes and restaurants for children 10-19 years. 

Need electrical shop not for bulbs etc. but for advice and electric items - kettle, fan etc. 

no fee paying parking 

No lunchtime closing 

No more barbers or curry houses. 

No more hairdressers! 

No parking down one side of the village 

No parking on the high street, better traffic control during rush hour (school)  

None of the above would be effective until a safer environment is achieved. Sooner or 
later fatalities will arrive. 

Not allowing the Uplands 6th formers to park in the car park 

Not places like the new barbers shop with suburban signage that looks ghastly. NO 
MORE HAIRDRESSERS! Village Square for a weekend market.  A nice cafe with 
covered/outdoor space. 

Off high street parking.  Shoe menders. 

One bank would be nice. 

Opportunity to use empty shops for community activities whilst vacant. 

Outside car park with community taxi or a bookable Wadhurst delivery service. (Ocado 
in Wadhurst) obviously not Acado 

Parking and congestion is misunderstood.  A level of it is good to slow the traffic.  Much 
could be improved by having user compliance to the yellow lines and more off-site 
parking (e.g. Uplands, near fire station, or behind Commemoration Hall) 

Parking as no. 1 priority. 

Parking is often full due to Uplands students using the public car park. 

Parking on only one side of the road from the Clock House Hotel (north side). Make it no 
parking. 

Pedestrianise it. 

People need to be encouraged to use the shops we have already got. 

Permanent green grocer 

Pet store 
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Please bring back recently shutdown NatWest, Lloyds, cash dispenser machines from 
high street location as number 1 priority. 

Please do not remove the parking on the high street - it will kill it.  

Please do something about the ROAD SURFACE 

Please stop cars parking half on the pavement. 

Please, please do not encourage more cars. Please think about educating people to 
exercise more instead for short journeys!! Most people could walk in not drive. 

polite shop owners which is not the case today 

Pop up shops with local food. Not for profit community enterprises.  

Possible for experience related cycle line/walking guides/coffee shops etc. I use the 
village but parking is an issue. 

Rationalised parking   also A bank! 

Recently haven’t been able to find parking in village which is first time in years. 

Reducing speed limits between Wallcrouch and Wadhurst so I can walk more safely into 
village. 

Re-laying the entire high street tarmac as it is shocking! 

remove those parked cars and potholes 

Repair of potholes in High Street. 

Repaired road surface 

Restaurants 

Restaurants 

Restaurants and cafes 

Restricted length of permitted parking and the provision of off-road parking for those 
working in the village. 

Resurface or repair the high street road surface 

Return of Bank branches 

Return of Banks or Bank 

Return of local baker, greengrocer of good quality. 

Road improvement 

Safe crossing 

Safer crossing point for High Street. 

Safer crossings 

Saturday afternoon opening. High street parking restricted to 3 hours to discourage 
workers and students from taking spaces from shoppers.  

Saturday market? 

See 29 

Self driving car which I don't have to park 

Shops in Wadhurst will continue to close - caused by high rates. 

Shops not shutting midday 

Shops open on Sunday 

Shops open on Sundays/better selection. 

Shops opening at the same time 

Shops opening during lunch time 

Shops, post office, good quality restaurants, a bank and proper post office.  

Shuttle bus is a great idea if it was frequent. Would reduce the parking and traffic 
nightmare which puts so many of us off 

Shuttle bus is unlikely to be cost effective. More car parking ( Hall and Filed scheme) 

Small Bistro/wine bar/cafe 
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Some healthy modern restaurants and food shops. 

Somewhere to park a push-bike securely 

Somewhere to turn car around to return after unsuccessfully cruising High St. for a 
parking space! 

Sort congestion - more cars and lorries etc., a real problem and pollution issues 

Stop allowing endless hairdressers, kebab shops etc. More local greengrocers/a bank, 
local services, decent restaurants.  

stop the school business blocking roads 

Surely opening on a Sunday! 

The appalling state of the high street - huge potholes etc. should be repaired. 

The High Street and businesses have declined with closure of the banks. 

The high street needs to be actively promoted by such bodies as the Parish Council and 
the business association (if it still exists).  Occasional markets (like the Italian Market which 
ran for a few years in the past) might also help raise its profile. 

The loss of both banks has not helped village. 

The main problem is the traffic 

The parking in the High Street is so congested, I don't really go into Wadhurst to shop. 

The parking is usually fine 

The road is appalling. Sort out the potholes. The congestion is terrible getting through the 
high street. Create more parking.  

These measures won't make much difference and there is not spaces for a Waitrose as 
in Hawkhurst 

These three are key. 

Traffic congestion 

traffic free area's (for pedestrians only) 

Traffic lights to help drivers learn to give way and have less sense of entitlement. 

Turning area 

Uniqueness of shops regarding types of products, quality, or originality I would like to see 
more things (or services) that are not easy to find somewhere else. 

Uplands 6th form not driving to school and filling up the car parks 

Uplands students and teachers need to park within the school to allow the car parks 
usage for the high street  

Use Jempsons a lot, parking is a big problem 

Wadhurst High street is inaccessibly during school start and finish times 

Wadhurst high street seems to be full of hairdressers, barbers, low end coffee shops and 
now empty shops. Shops that would encourage me to use the high street more would 
be independent shops selling homeware. A nice upmarket coffee shop with Wi-Fi, and a 
bank! 

Wadhurst is moving (with help from WDC planning) into Camden Road, this is not 
desirable to Wadhurst residents 

We already have a wonderful selection of shops and fantastic shop keepers. Could do 
with other electricians. no more barbers 

We already support as much as possible. 

We have the right amount of shops. 

We seem to already have a wide range. Nothing I use it every day and really like 
Wadhurst. 

What puts me off using the high street is parking. If I have to drive. 

Wheelchair accessibility inside and outside 

Wider paths on both sides. Safer cycling and cycle parking. 
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Wider range can only happen when parking is sorted. 

 
 

5.11 Appendix 11 – What ideas do you have for improving communications about what is 

going on in the Parish? 

Notice boards across the parish 

Notice boards in other areas of the village not just in the centre. Free monthly or 
quarterly newsletter to homes (although this maybe costly and we do have parish 
magazine) 

The question says it all. Wadhurst needs to be about the Parish and not just the High St. it 
would be good to have a few notice boards? the High street 

More notice boards, Flyers, Monthly paper 

Maybe a bigger noticeboard in the centre of Wadhurst. 

More physical i.e. large posters/banners so as not to rely on emails etc. 

Better noticeboard. Email info to parish persons. 

Well-designed noticeboards.  Improved website.  Opt in newsletter - paper and as 
email. 

More actively updated website Higher impact noticeboards. Listings at station and 
garage. 

Put results onto noticeboards. There was a good public display of replies to a recent 
exhibition/information day. 

A focussed area/board for information. One that is modern, monitored, updated etc. 
(not lots of little ones dotted around). 

Already good communication via Notice Boards, Parish magazine and Wadhurst 
website. 

A couple of new noticeboards. 

Put more on noticeboard, especially on email and phone scams the older you are, you 
are targeted. 

Better use of village noticeboards. Improved village website. 

The noticeboards 

Make full use of notice boards available. 

I always look at the boards outside the fire station 

More noticeboards especially for people that live outside the village. 

More prominent notice board information relayed to outer areas of Parish where 
possible. 

Carillon Cottage, shops, notice boards are all evident for us to see, Facebook etc.! Think 
it is already well done. 

Wadhurst Station info Board,  

Noticeboards at both ends of High Street. Flyers through front doors.  

A village noticeboard, where forthcoming events can be posted, might help.  The 
present means (such as Focus, Carillon Cottage or billboards) are rather hit-or-miss). 

Single noticeboard e.g. in Carillon Cottage or in Commemoration Hall 

I think the tools are there - Focus/Use of Carillion Cottage/Open meetings/Noticeboard - 
but we don't all take notice! 

Notice board on the Commemoration Hall. 
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Better communication from Parish Council & Wealden Council via notice boards or 
newsletters. 

village notices at a central point - Commemoration Hall 

Courier 

Consolidated news update, perhaps re-initiate Courier activity or Carillon Cottage 
online village diary. 

We need a regular column in the Courier info on village activities/clubs societies. A 
representative to co-ordination, or compiled and forwarded by Carillon Cottage? 

No one puts any information in the Courier under 'Wadhurst' anymore. Unless you take 
the Focus magazine and read events coming. People tend not to read posters. 

Information in the Courier under Wadhurst. Focus article only covered a small 
percentage of community. 

SX Courier village events as other villages do. 

It would be nice if Wadhurst could appear in the courier. 

It would help if the courier contained the info of what was going on. It used to have all 
this listed. Wadhurst is in there but hardly ever with any info. 

Electronic/Digital Signs 

Electronic sign in Jempsons.  

An electronic notice board 

Control advertising boards at fire stations. Put digital boards at key locations. 

An electronic noticeboard in what would have been a new village square!! 

The kind of digital schemes which were envisaged as part of the common scheme 
would have been a start. But actually, to get really good comms, we would have to pay 
someone - is the village willing to do that? 

I will be pushing the Digital Display concept next month 

Big Screen, ideally street facing.  

Rolling digital display of events near Commemoration Hall 

Have some sort of electronic noticeboard up. Have a weekly simple newsletter both in 
hardcopy (available in waiting rooms and at key shops) and sent electronically 

Communication by email 

Communication by email 

What's on info sent by email monthly 

I am flooded with communications from all quarters and I do not want communications 
other than essential ones - and by email. 

Email newsletter? 

Increased broadband. 

Put up more masts to improve phone reception. 

Simply use email: most people have email these days. 

Emailing parish residents. (Bank of email addresses for residents) 

Email 

Parish email or newsletter. 

Emails giving details of local events and news. 

Automatic email updates, like the Wealden Council site. 

Perhaps the ability to sign up for a regular Parish update sent electronically? 

Monthly email of updates or bi-monthly. 
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An email newsletter 

Actually communicate what is going on - email newsletter so people can get involved. 

Emails, Parish magazine 

Email updates/tweets 

Circular offering to add us to an email alert of what's going on! 

Email updates, internet, local paper for events. 

Regular e mails 

email bulletins  

Emails once a month to all local residents. 

Regular email bulletin? 

E-mail newsletters. 

Local newsletter via email. 

Email - mail list 

Sign up to email newsletter. 

Newsletter by email 

Email? 

Option to receive quarterly emails, summarising activity, proposals and challenges. 

Email news letter 

Via Focus 

We have Focus magazine and rely on this for Wadhurst Village activity notifications 

Greater uptake of Focus magazine which already communicates events, societies etc. 
but requires more active promotion 

Proper newsletter apart from Focus which is perceived as religion and not a vehicle for 
debate 

Advertise that there is a parish magazine i.e. a frame - parish mag available to buy 
today/sell at farmers market 

make better use of the existing Focus magazine 

I only just discovered the Focus booklet this week. My friend lives in a village that has a 
local newsletter and when she had a baby they interviewed her and family to welcome 
the baby to the village. I thought that was a lovely idea 

The posters are very effective. Keep reading Focus 

We have the focus 

More use of parish magazine 

Alternatives to Facebook, The parish magazine is helpful 

The magazine 'Focus' is good. 

Focus magazine needs improvement i.e. News & Views is a good example. 

More than satisfied with the monthly Focus. 

Regular updates in Focus newsletter available in village quarterly. 

The current magazine is very church-orientated, quite secret and not widely available. 
So a fresher, younger, more 'present' magazine. 

Keep Focus magazine, Carillon Cottage, Website 

A free magazine that goes through the door. I still have no idea how to get the Focus 
magazine. 

Improve Focus magazine layout. News items are lost among adverts.  
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Like the church magazine and Facebook. Additional info in those on events. 

More news in 'Focus' magazine as we no longer buy 'The Courier' newspaper now its 
price has gone up. 

A free magazine similar to Focus. 

Improving info in Focus compared to Ticehurst News and Views, so much more 
informative and personal. 

I receive the Focus magazine which tells me everything and posters also - no need for 
change. 

'Focus' magazine does a very good job! 

Full use of parish magazine (Focus). 

We endorse the excellent value of the Parish Magazine. 

A higher profile for the FOCUS which tells us most of what is on in Wadhurst. Better wages 
for the person compiling it and colour photos (so bigger budget needed). 

Focus does a good job. 

Wider circulation of an improved version of Focus 

Overall I think it is good. Focus is great source. Billboards at Sparrows Green and notices 
in Carillon Cottage all help. 

Focus magazine does a good job. 

1. Focus magazine is essential.  2. Village noticeboard where all activities can be 
advertised. 

We subscribe to village magazine. More public meetings. 

Happy with Parish news. 

Get new contributors to the Parish magazine. Give one ownership of a section to a 
community or youth champion. Go online. 

Parish council support to enable the Focus magazine to be delivered free to all 
households. 

I think the parish newsletter is good. 

I like the Focus but it needs updating. 

We subscribe to Focus magazine - good source of information together with the 'fire 
station billboards'. Pubs could have leaflets and often do! 

Focus needs to be more like News and Views (Ticehurst). Weekly or monthly email (we 
do not visit websites). 

Combine PC and Focus magazines. 

Keep focus 

Upgrade, enhance Focus magazine. 

I think Focus is great. 

The Focus magazine is very useful, plus I volunteer at Carillon Cottage. 

Better use of Focus. 

Our magazine is no longer delivered. It would helpful to be able to have it emailed. 

I take the parish magazine and that’s good, but the Wadhurst app should be revisited 

More parish council information carried in focus. 

Local Regular Newsletter/magazine (electronic or paper) 

A village magazine like Ticehurst perhaps combine it with Wadhurst rather than Focus 
each month. 
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A Wadhurst magazine/newspaper, monthly with monthly updates from all sections of 
the community (I love the Tetbury Advertiser' - a town I am frequently in). Also similar on 
the web. 

Parish magazine works well for information and call in to Carillon Cottage. 

Fixtures magazine which shows trains, buses times; and general activities. There is one 
printed in the Rye area. 

Magazine more like Ticehurst's News and Views. 

Larger parish magazine. 

Parish Magazine Free, Online Parish News. 

Circulate free parish magazine as provided in Ticehurst. 

A decent Parish magazine, like Ticehurst's News and Views. 

Magazine similar to Ticehurst 

More information in local press 

Newsletter 

A production of Wadhurst news and views (similar to news and Views of Ticehurst. 
Flimwell & Ticehurst). Focus is excellent but not all residents in Wadhurst see it. copies 
each month in Carillon Cottage 

Door drop newsletter 

Email newsletter 

Local newsletter. More information on What’s Going On. Better website. 

Monthly newsletter. 

Parish Newsletter. Improved sharing of information between Library and Carillon 
Cottage. It is already reasonably good. 

Regular electronic newsletter communicating community events and/or issues. 

Local newsletter 

Wadhurst newspaper which is not full of adverts as the parish magazine currently is. It 
took us three years of living in Wadhurst before we knew about Carillon Cottage. 

1. Regular newsletter/email.  2. Free local newspaper 

A Wadhurst newsletter - available in shops and online. 

A more frequent newsletter. 

Monthly email newsletter. 

Email newsletter - Maybe there is one, but I've never seen it. 

Local newsletter but only who is to produce such information. 

Other newsletter, other than Focus. 

Perhaps a monthly newsletter with events, etc. that is posted/emailed 

Local newspaper/ local email newsletter 

Monthly/quarterly news sheet (provided in local shops) 

Newsletters - paper or electronic. 

LOCAL NEWS LETTERS , MONTH COFFEE MORNINGS AND A BETTER PARISH WEBSITE  

Wadhurst free paper.  Posters around village access roads. 

Maybe there is one already but a weekly/monthly emailed newsletter (like the Wealden 
one)? 

Internet newsletter.  

A good, regular village magazine - like News and Views in Ticehurst. Focus is much too 
LIMITED in its scope. 
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Local mailshots. 

Posters and Social Media are somewhat effective. Maybe a regular newsletter delivered 
to each household  

Parish Newsletter available on link as at Carillon Cottage 

Newsletter 

Village newsletter or email once a quarter. 

Parish newsletter not delivered to TN5 6PY. Parish council website poor: bad design and 
maintenance: very out of date. Noticeboards ok. 

Newsletter 

Free newsletter/paper 

Online monthly newsletter  

Weekly / monthly newsletter that is promoted and encourages local input 

Parish Newsletter, delivered or online. 

monthly news letter 

A monthly letter/booklet. A forum that is more professional than a Facebook page that 
does have information  

Other 

1. Automatic distribution of Welcome Pack to every new household on arrival.  2. A 
more lively website.  3. Discreet illuminated lighting for noticeboards - a rolling board 
would be too urban. 

Positive news and support for businesses 

Not sure 

Summer garden party? 

Possibly a broadsheet - quarterly? 

None 

Most events seem to be well advertised. 

None 

No views 

Pretty good actually. 

Improved involvement of all parish residents - e-communications? 

Ask people what they really want and also can be reasonably provided (anticipating 
long lists and encouraging human imagination) You have asked straight-jacket 
questions!!! 

Remove secret committees. Have an open book policy make all public. 

N/A 

They need to be better, I don't know how to do that 

I don't know what already exists. I guess let people know where to look for information. 

I'm afraid I don't really have any. 

I have no idea what is going on in the Parish; it feels like you have to be in the know as 
the dissemination of information doesn't feel proactively transparent or open 

I don’t use the telephone only my iPad 

no view 

Don't rely on everyone having access to online - not everyone has, or wants to have it 

Lack of communication at the moment - and certain people trying to pull over our eyes 
for their own gain. 
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None 

A lively centre. Library terribly dull. A modern library and market space? 

nothing 

better O2 signal 

None 

More space for people to walk around - so they could see the adverts etc. 

Local community app 

Embrace change. Stop letting sentiment get in the way of amazing opportunities for the 
younger generation 

Community cafe 

Village life magazine. 

It is find as it is!! 

Mobile phone mast next to our primary school is damaging their (children's) health!  

The Village is good about advertising what is going on. 

None 

A WhatsApp group. An internet news sheet.  

More information available at Carillon Cottage and better access to Councillors. 

None 

More information delivered to homes and on the street on? - More meetings.  

A drop in suggestions box? 

Wadhurst weekly/Wealden 

Meetings and information in the commemoration hall. 

More open parish / village meetings  

Very good from Carillon Cottage. 

None - satisfied. 

More joined up initiatives and thinking by the various leadership groups - WDC, H&F Trust, 
Parish Council etc. 

Let the schools' parents know what is going on. 

People should be encouraged to use the village diary in Carillon Cottage for all events. 
Some people aren't aware it exists! Before arranging dates for events, organisers should 
check the diary! 

None - it is adequate e.g. Parish magazine. 

Opt in text updates? 

Wadhurst community WhatsApp group. 

Parish Council - Round Robin, email or minutes of meetings etc. 

We are very satisfied. 

None 

Talk to each other like locals used to do. 

Unknown 

Useless at tech. 

Keeping App Updated 

More meetings  

N/A 

The issue is more to do with what is going on rather than how to communicate it. 

Good PR professional who could be induced to spare some time. 

Revise Neighbourhood Watch. Bring it back. bring back police presence 

More help with promoting sustainable lifestyles. 
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Big paths. No cars to be parked on small paths. 

A decent e-communication (model is Wealden Council). 

Not sure; more communications like this needed. 

The reason for living in a village is so you are a bit remote! 

There are communication channels now but they are across different media so no 
common story. 

It's already very good. 

My monthly village picnic idea is being very well received so far :) I'd love to get all 
generations and all parts of the village together to communicate and chat. 

More information on a regular basis concerning village concerns and activities. 

Don't know 

Over to the experts! 

Give local people the chance to vote on developments as they occur. 

WPC do not even respond to e-mails and their web pages are months behind. Too 
much influence from WDC councillors on parish especially regarding planning. 

A central point online that brings all the different information sources together (yes I do 
receive the church newsletter and look at Facebook) 

Unsure  

There is too much fake news circulating as a result of social media 

Announcing in the two churches. U3A Group. 

Town crier? Larger boards outside the Institute hall for more information about what is 
happening in the parish. Perhaps the notices could be in large print too. Longer opening 
times at Carillion Cottage if staffing could be found 

posters/leaflets 

Send out leaflets to houses, better awareness on social media. A more useable online 
experience. 

1. Posters and adverts up around the village and residential streets.  2. Facebook page. 

Having posters in as many different places as possible.  

Post timetables in the hall  

Posters and more information in the Courier 

Free local leaflets delivered to door 

Information posted in the GP surgery regards Wadhurst activities or findings of this survey 
for example. 

Whilst there are some groups that are on social media, older people do not use this. 
Fliers through doors would be an idea, printing costs for larger numbers are coming 
down 

Put up notices in areas where people will be able to stand and read them - one by Fire 
Station green area and one at rec. 

Flyers, Word of mouth, Posters - vibrant and eye-catching make it more interesting to 
younger people. 

A monthly hand out available at shops. 

Notices at Train Station works for me 

Social Networking (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram etc.) 

Greater use of social networking sites 

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram 

Facebook pages are excellent 
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better use of social media from sources which are trusted or authorised to communicate 
on behalf of the parish 

Notice boards or Facebook page 

Facebook page is doing well 

Facebook group or WhatsApp group. 

A regular update meeting - more information about local issues on? /social media. A 
'hub' that encourages people to drop in and get information. 

Twitter, Facebook and other social media for village events. Bulletin board (electronic) 
in Jempsons. Better use of village diary in Carillon Cottage. 

Perhaps more proactive social media activity. 

Instagram or whatever the next thing is Facebook is old-fashioned now. Not sure most 
people bother reading newsletters. 

Social media 

Email or social media updates for those of us who aren't in the village centre every day 
and to engage the younger generations. 

Facebook page 

Facebook 

Twitter  

Better use of internet - especially for PC comms. Encourage more businesses to use 
twitter. Community to work more collaboratively - i.e. schools. 

I'm a member of village Facebook pages. Perhaps it needs to be advertised so more 
people see it. Especially useful when roads closed whether by fallen trees or road works. 

Facebook, Instagram, Improve 100's the parish magazine. It's in the dark Ages! 

Would love to see forums/blog posts and other alternative digital spaces to 
communicate across the parish 

Weekly email / Twitter account 

Social media seems to be a very positive way to communicate with a lot of residents. 
Perhaps a newsletter for those who do not use social media. 

More active social media presence 

The best communication has to be via fast electronic social media. 

We have all the media and social media we need - they just need enthusiastic users. 

Better twitter feed, nice Instagram pictures celebrating where we live 

A village noticeboard, Facebook village page. 

Create more of social media, I guess you already do that? 

The parish council should use social media more. I feel the poor return on the survey is 
evidence people don’t look at paper as much as smart phones anymore! 

Better use of social media. 

An online newsletter linking to social media links. 

Facebook seems to be most used forum. Keep that going and improve. 

More on the Facebook page - link in as much as you can to this, and look into other 
forms of social media while still using traditional media for advertising 

Facebook page that isn't used by people moaning! 

It is all a bit 1950s. The Parish Magazine isn't current enough. Need a decent social 
media presence to communicate events - should be a parish council priority. 
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Local newsletter. Used to have one in my old village. Was great. Facebook group or 
more presence on social media. 

Utilising social media for the under 50s age group and the newsletter for the 50+ age 
group.  The poster outside Coop was great at reminding people of this survey 

FB, Twitter etc. for those who use them. An efficient, regularly updated website with 
effective links. Important to have alternatives for residents who don't use electronic 
comms. Newsletter? Regular meetings with the staff, not just when there's a crisis 

Twitter feed, Facebook, Articles by different people with reward for those who 
contribute. 

Social Media 

Online register/social media group 

Post events on Wadhurst Village Facebook page 

Use of social media. Meetings in the Commemoration Hall for those not on the internet. 

Parish representative participating in village Facebook group - direct access to people's 
problems and mood. 

Use Social Media - Twitter, Instagram, dedicated site. 

Wadhurst FB page works well. Needs good surveillance and sub-groups. 

Rationalising of Facebook pages.  

Email updates & social media 

More frequent and improved use of social media. 

The most effective forums are currently the two community Facebook sites 

Improved mobile and broadband signals 

Serious disadvantage of no mobile signal. 

Improve signal at station 

1. Additional mobile masts to improve coverage 2. Fibre cable to Buttons area. 

Extend the 4G network coverage Wi-Fi hotspots? 

Do not have broadband, mobile or internet!?? 

Mobile signal is appalling.  

We need to increase the 3G mobile signal across the parish 

A working mobile signal at Wadhurst station. 

There needs to be some transmitter for mobile phones so coverage is better in the 
village centre. If a mast is the answer, we are afflicted by NIMBYS. 

Force BT and whoever else is responsible to update mobile phone and internet 
communication. 

better mobile signal 

Faster broadband lines installed and new phone mast 

Set up a Wadhurst Wi-Fi area where people can share their Wi-Fi like a centralised server 
which you would have to log into with your details. (If we need technical help, buy that 
in!!) 

Mobile signal needs to improve 

Better and more extensive mobile phone mast coverage. 

Mobile and broadband need to be enhanced. 

More masts? 

Replace the old copper-wire telephone exchange. 

Faster broadband. GOOD parish website. 

Parish needs better mobile signal (4G) and broadband 
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A mobile phone mast maybe sited on the church tower. 

Better broadband. Better mobile signal. Larger noticeboard in village - outside 
Commemoration Hall. 

Another mobile phone aerial 

Better mobile phone signals. 

Better mobile access  

1. Better broadband speeds.  2. Better mobile signals 

Comms towers need to be erected and fibre to stretch out further. 

BT and phone providers need to improve services. We have virtually no phone signal 
and Wi-Fi drops daily. 

Need to improve mobile signal in all the areas. 

Mobile mast to boost the signal 

Can we please have 4G and fast broadband in Cousley Wood? 

More telephone masts and better broadband. 

arrange for a workable mobile signal 

Improve the Wi-Fi boost 

put phone mast inside church spire 

Good mobile signals in all locations 

We need to bring Wadhurst firmly into this century otherwise it will die. We need good 
quality mobile comms and internet access for everybody.  No more naysayers!!! 

This Parish needs full fibre broadband in order to properly flourish. If not, questions 16&17 
are irrelevant. 

mobile phone signals need improvement; broadband could be better 

More WI-FI , even a communal Wadhurst WI-FI, plus new developments   

Link optic fibre to all houses. 

Enhanced BT exchange move to ultra-broadband  

Improve/boost mobile phone signal 

Improve the overall broadband and internet speed 

Closer mobile towers 

Broadband and mobile signal are top priority  

lobby the comms companies to put in place a decent comms infrastructure 

Online/ Improved Parish Website 

A website with a calendar containing all public events. An online directory of local 
businesses and services 

Specific posting points centrally on-line is not always good for the elderly 

Regular posting on Wadhurst internet site 

A community website 

Parish website (at least as good as that formerly run by Michael ???) 

better web page 

Is there a community website for Wadhurst 

Up to date website maybe Wikipedia style 

More up to date website 

More easily accessible website. 'Focus' is adequate. 

Improved website, Opt-in newsletter. 

Greater access to a Wadhurst website sharing up-to-date news. 

Newsletter or website. 
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1. All groups use village diary - diary accessible online 2. Use of one website/Facebook 
page 3. 'Policed' noticeboard 4. Continued use of billboards at fire station etc. for NON-
PROFIT organisations. 

Wadhurst Community 'Twitter' Feed. 

Update the website - digitise 'Focus' 

A village website that is not mainly geared towards parishioners. 

A website which includes Parish news and social events would be good. The signposting 
is good but it would help to use more routes. We moved here two years ago and have 
found it hard to work out what is going on. 

Improved parish website. Newsletters via email. 

Proper website and email updates to residents. 

Website refresh. 

Updated Wadhurst website where all local matters can be viewed. 

Now online details available (of council meetings etc.) 

Official website about what’s going on. 

Better parish website. 

A professional website  

Web site  

Website is?  Facebook pages? 

Better and regularly updated village website/diary 

Greater use of technology, mobile devices, public kiosks 

1. Website 2. In-shop adverts 

One website which is used by everything including the church, but not sure how this will 
be managed! One website which is used by everything including the church, but not 
sure how this will be managed! Focus could be revamped and improved.  

Regular updating on village website. 

Up to date website 

Parish website being up to date 

Better website with App and regular updates of events. 

Better website. 

Better website 

Better parish website (kicked off by promotion via leaflets like this?) 

The Parish Website, Parish Magazine and Carillon Cottage are all good sources of 
information already.  

Maybe an updated website or newsletter  

I do look at the parish website but a bit more detail and 'newsiness' would make it more 
readable and interesting. 

The PC website could be enhanced but "Focus" is very good. 

Better village website; greater presence on internet. Ensuring information is up-to-date 
and appealing - notices in press, on website, in search engines, local posters, well-
placed. Better advertising. 

Redesign and update the Wadhurst website. 

Up-to-date village website. 

Decent updated website. 

Update Parish website frequently with events otherwise pretty good. 

A better website  
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Website with "What's On in Wadhurst". 

More updates on the Parish website 

Promote the web site 

Regularly up dated website; use of social media; online newsletter. 

A better website  

Create a 'What's on in Wadhurst'  site online where people can post events 

Frequently updated website. Advertising in Focus magazine. Database of people who 
would like receive information by email 

A website that highlights local activities, groups, events, tourist info that is useful to 
residents and visitors 

We need a local website again that gives information of local events 

An internet news site would be great 

Online newsletter 

Improve and update rather dated looking web site: http://www.wadhurst.info/ 

 Parish online site for only Wadhurst businesses 

A modern attractive website that is updated regularly 

An easy to use website and better notice boards.  

Better and more visible  website managed by Uplands School 

Community website.  

Set up a YouTube account to broadcast council meetings and things of interest. Things 
can get taken out of context on Facebook/twitter. 

An up to date website 

 

5.12 Appendix 12 – Other ideas to improve visitor experience 

Better transport opportunities 

Affordable access to Bewl 

Better transport play facilities 

Improved public transport small 'hopper' bus service links between other East Sussex 
towns - Heathfield, Crowborough. 

But this needs infrastructure to support - more people - more cars etc. Cafes, walking 
guides, could have cabins on Bewl Water dependent on activities. 

Improved public transport - including attractions in the area. 

bus service from station so you don’t have to walk up the hill  

Better transport links. 

Lay-bys near footpaths. 

More frequent buses from the station and better connections to Lamberhurst from the 
station 

A bus service in Summer linking Wadhurst to nearby National Trust properties which 
would encourage more people to visit here and avoid car congestion in the High Street. 

Transport from the station for? From local stations on the South Eastern Line? 

Better bus service. 

Travel by train or bus. 

Regular, smart bus service, e.g. Route master bus as in Sevenoaks. 

more regular buses, especially after 7pm 

Later and weekend buses. 
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Buses from the station at the weekend  

Not just cycle paths - walking and running paths too (wheelchair and buggy friendly). 

Bus services connections from areas such as Cousley Wood, Tidebrook etc. 

Transport to and from the station is almost non-existent  

Cycling opportunities 

Areas to lock up bicycles which are more secure. 

Significant investment in cycling is likely to result in the detriment of the 
environment/countryside, unlikely to repay the investment and unlikely to significantly 
benefit Wadhurst. 

cycle paths adjacent to roads 

Rather than off road cycle paths, we should encourage on-road cycling with traffic 
calming and cycle friendly roads.  Then people would use bicycle hire. How about 
electric scooter hire and promoting early adoption of driverless, electric taxis. 

Make it safe to cycle by lowering car speeds. Don’t put up lots of officious signs. 
Enhance the”old world” beauty. Declutter—far too many public sector signs 
everywhere. Much more greenery  

Cycle path from Village centre to Bewl Water. Uber type services or car sharing apps.  

Cycle hire would not be viable until safer routes were available 

No car lanes, cycling is too dangerous  

Road repairs and footpaths 

Footpaths from the station in both directions. Walking towards front is dangerous and 
not pleasant as there is no path from the station. 

Link up footpaths with paved or tarmac, post maps of where they go as they leave the 
village, and make their exit from the village look pretty and obvious with signs and rows 
of trees or archways 

Mend the roads please rutted and dangerous for cycles. 

Fix the roads and potholes, they're a terrible hazard.  Widen some pavements or even 
pedestrianise some parts of the village.  

Improve the road! 

Wider paths on both sides of road, where possible. 

Hub/info point/tourist centre 

A village 'hub', a centre point with outdoor visitor information and map of local area, 
local history info surrounded by attractive seating and planting 

A community owned and operated village pub. A pedestrian square which could host 
markets and outdoor entertainment, community events 

Tourist office - part of drop-in centre for social and community matters where you can 
also get a coffee! 

1. Advertise a 'tourist office' more obviously 2. Provide map(s) and leaflets with Welcome 
Pack. 

More info online about what there is to do around here. 

put a visitors centre in the hall and display pictures of old times  

Visitors centre placed in the hall and field combined with a heritage centre 

Map information points, maybe even a tourist information office (Carillon Cottage). 

Information of Historical value of the village 
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A good tourist website 

Information centre - information on the history of Wadhurst. 

Visitor Centre 

Exhibition on the history of Wadhurst and iron works with a booklet. Including genealogy 
of local families. 

Walking tours of village, pointing out heritage buildings, views etc. Local guides. 
Improved access to Carillon Cottage - develop it as our tourist info Centre. 

Walking tours 

An information office may be in an enlargement of the Commemoration Hall. 

Tourist info 

Tourist information centre 

A tourist information board in the centre of the village. 

Combined Tourist Office and Cafe. 

Visitor centre in Wadhurst showing all above and B&B facilities availability 

Parking/Traffic 

Better buses, Parking free 

Better parking options, Free up the cars parked on High St to make access better and 
more pleasurable and less stressful, time consuming experience for the tourist 

Improve vehicle moving through the High Street 

Reduce traffic congestion in Wadhurst. pollution with so many vehicles (commercial etc. 
as now a problem) 

Stop cars parking on pavements 

Build a decent car park as per the Village hall plan 

Not so much congestion on the High Street 

Better parking 

Traffic calming in village from Cousley Wood 

Traffic is appalling. People say Wadhurst is just a road. They are right. There is no central 
point for people to gather. 

Ability to park. Secure cycle park in High Street. 

Car parking 

Decent roads and adequate parking. 

Obviously, more parking. Bike shop, bike access to Bewl would be excellent. As 
mentioned before, tidy high street/roads. Less empty shops. 

Speed limits on narrow country roads - national speed limit inappropriate and 
dangerous. 

Good car parking 

See previous comments re parking and congestion in High Street. 

Reduce speed limits on roads. Ban cars from some roads including Bayham Road on 
Sunday mornings so families can go out on bikes safely. 

More parking reduced parking on High street. Better pedestrian crossings. 

More car parking spaces. Less congestion in High Street. 

More parking. 

A bank and proper post office. More nice shops (not cheap supermarkets). Reduce car 
parking in centre - put a car park in Durgates. 

Traffic management through the High Street. 

Parking  
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Clear cars from the village road, to stop the gridlock.  Resurface the roads, they are a 
disgrace and put people off driving through the village.  

Better Parking 

Lack of free parking from which is access Bewl. Also, blacksmiths lane down to Bewl has 
a dangerous bend before you enter spell Farm. Not safe for pedestrians or cyclists.  

More parking, less congestion. Encourage a “destination” restaurant. Improve the 
appearance of the town; the former Jempson’s Cafe and former Lifestyle Hair premises 
now empty and look filthy and rundown. 

Better parking/restrict in High Street. More variety of restaurant/cafes/less barbers! 

Adequate free parking. 

Adequate parking. 

Parking indication at Bewl 

Better parking facilities 

As Always PARKING 

The greyhound carpark ought to be for the public, Uplands ought to provide their 
students with parking 

Congestion needs to be addressed before more people encouraged to visit. 

Traffic in the high street is a deterrent to visitors: more car parking is needed. The quality 
of the pavement to and from the station is a deterrent to those who have luggage to 
wheel and wish to walk into the village. 

Parking  

Get rid of cars left all day in the street. Traffic calming measures entering and exiting the 
village. 

You may be surprised at the 'DO NOT SUPPORT'. We need to encourage tourists to park 
(or courtesy bus) at Bewl in their car parks - rather than park in Wadhurst. 

Unfortunately, it's back to the need for more parking. 

Road surface, congestion, parking. 

Parking 

1. Car Parking 2. Better pubs 3. More restaurant choice 

The single biggest problem is the uncontrolled, unrestricted traffic free-for-all through the 
town. A nightmare of noise, driver and pedestrian frustration which NEVER gets 
addressed. 

Car parking away from the high street.  

More free parking in village. 

Parking - again! 

Better parking 

less litter and less congestion 

Decongesting the High St 

Parking crops up here again and again. 

Eco travel charging points. Free off street parking at both ends of High Street. 

Shuttle bus 

Shuttle bus,  Tea rooms with good facilities, Market, parking that isn't on High St 

Free shuttle from village to station. 

Shuttle bus from station 

shuttle bus from station to Mewl and village (weekends and holidays) 
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Train - village shuttle service. Youth can then access train etc. 

Shuttle from station/perhaps even TW 

Shuttle bus from station to village!! 

Shuttle from Station 

Shuttle bus from station at all hours the trains run  

Signposting/signage/maps 

Many people who come to walk or cycle around Bewl get lost. maybe maps or better 
signposting would help 

Make leaflets of the 'round Bewl' map and maps of footpaths around Wadhurst more 
readily available. Only the bookshop seems to have a footpath maps 

Map boards on display 1. At station 2. In high street. 

Local walks leaflets (like History one).Guided tours (volunteers to lead?) 

Village map and events board. 

Make high street area more visually appealing. Enhance period look and re-instate old 
signage. 

A village map I believe Mayfield has good public information. 

Village guide. 

In the Vineyard, Lamberhurst, they have a number of local walks on the wall that you 
can download. Be nice to have here somewhere. 

Use of interpretation boards to give information on historical features e.g. Church, war 
memorial, Greyhound.  

A tourist leaflet giving a brief history and general overview of the village, freely 
distributed in Carillon, the library, cafes etc. 

Walking maps at railway station. Railway station to be open at Weekends. 

Better guide to important buildings and historical places. Emphasis on local food 
production. co-operative market once a month 

Large scale map showing points of interest placed in middle of village. 

Better signposting and info at please at station for bus stop across the road, which is 
horrible and needs improvement. Mobile signal at station and taxi numbers  

Good website built for tourists 

What's On Facebook page 

Circular walk ideas from centre of Wadhurst - short, medium and long - advertise online 
and in pubs/shops. 

Shops opening lunchtimes and Wednesday afternoons more eateries, Wadhurst history 
society on the high street where people could look at photos of Wadhurst on show. 

At station - large map/leaflets of places of interest Cycle Hire and taxi nos. Have met 
people trying to walk from station to Bewl with wrong info. 

You mentioned signs above. It would be nice to see what remains of the old black & 
white signs restored and not replaced with new. These add to the charm of the village. 

Better information at the station.  And an information noticeboard in the high street or 
by the Commem hall. 

Better village website. 

Leaflets - circular walks with point’s historical, geographical general interest.  

Indicate at Wadhurst Station which way Wadhurst is! I have had visitors who arrived at 
the station, had no idea which way the village was - they got it wrong! 
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Not sure how you improve access to Bewl - please not through my farm (we already lost 
3 ewes to dogs). 

Annotated tourist map based on O.S. (used one at Thurleston Devon and excellent) 

More signage and more street furniture, off road traffic do not make for an Idyllic AOB 
Rural retreat  

Better access and information at the Station 

Join up bridleways/footpaths so that walking/riding/cycling is safer (at present you have 
to cross busy roads) 

Improving the local footpaths and their signposting 

Country area so do not destroy by 'development' such as 'good' access to Bewl. 
Instead, have available leaflets and online suggested local walks so that visitors enjoy 
the area 'as it is'. 

sign posted visitors centre in the village 

Signs showing public toilets 

getting from the train station to the village is a major problem that must be resolved ... 
maybe the idea of a village shuttle bus could extend to the station car park  

Signposting local walks somehow. Even residents don't always know of some fantastic 
walks in or near the village. 

Taxi services 

Taxi service from Bewl/Station, local restaurants that is based in Wadhurst. Open 
gardens, events in summer. Music nights, open air cinema. 

Taxis! This would make it much easier to support local pubs and eateries. 

Taxis and info at Wadhurst Station. 

Access to taxis at station and improved pavement from station to village. It is TERRIBLE, 
narrow enough and dark at night. 

Taxi rank at the station! 

All hour taxi service, until trains stop running!  

1. Taxi numbers 2. Bus routes clearly marked.  3. An evening place to eat that is not a 
pub. 

Taxis from station is important: can't call taxi because of lack of mobile signal. 

Place for licensed taxis to advertise their numbers permanently at the train station. 

more taxis seems good idea but market driven and there is no reason why there are not 
more now except limited requirement  

Taxis or information at station. Public phone boxes as mobile signal so terrible. 

Taxi service would be amazing. 

Taxi service or minibus from station to village, bookable in advance  

taxi fares should be regulated, they charge a min of £10 and don’t use any meter 

Better Mobile signal 

It is really difficult for visitors who arrive at the station to not have any mobile phone 
signal.  

Better mobile phone signal coverage including data 

The station is a problem for visitors on arrival: - No mobile signal for Vodafone, no 
signage directing people to Wadhurst/Tidebrook etc., bus stop not signposted for 
Wadhurst or Frant! 
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fully covered mobile internet connection makes information for visitors easy accessible 

Tourist Facilities - Accommodation/Eateries 

A good hotel 

better parking and more places for food and drinks 

Wider range of shops/cafes/restaurants 

Another cafe to replace Jempsons (now closed) 

A good hotel or two - upmarket to bring in wealthy weekend bankers plus a moderately 
priced one and more B&Bs. 

Decent coffee shops 

More places for people to stay. B&B/small hotel. 

A decent pub! The Greyhound and the White Hart are not great - never have been. 
Rates are too high - that's what killed the Old Vine - lobby for lower rates or rates 
rebates. 

More restaurants 

1. Map in car park 2. Up-to-date village website 3. Village info in B&Bs and rental 
properties 4. A village trail 5. Village festival 6. A village green 

The village is very quiet on Saturday afternoons as some shops close. In winter, 
coffee/tea shops are hard to find. 

A better village cafe 

Build hotel between station and Durgates. 

More places to stay. More information at station.  Wider promotion of visitor trail. 

More cafes/restaurants. 

A further eating establishment that is not a pub - also suitable for families.  

Better cafes/pubs open longer i.e. nothing happens on Sat after. 

There are not many B&Bs left in Wadhurst now so support of the ones we still have. 
Community events that bring people to the village. 

More cafe-type food/refreshments in the village. 

Community cafe 

More B&Bs 

More decent restaurants/pubs/cafes. 
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A cafe!! 

Needs to become a destination. Better/increased mix of retail and cafe/restaurant 

More coffee, tea type cafe that allow visitors to bring their dogs in - many walkers can't 
use existing. 

An upmarket 'glamping' site with perhaps yurts or shepherd huts 

B/B and hotel. 

More cafes, parking for bikes. 

Cafes, restaurants, shops 

Tea shops - one in a visitor centre would be good - need to provide good coffee! 

What is there to 'visit' in Wadhurst for a tourist? Why would there be need of a hotel? 

Another cafe or two. Glamping pods etc.  Camping sites. 

Increased accommodation options across all sectors 

Better communication and marketing (see 21), emphasising our 70miles of footpaths, 
dark skies etc. Move B&Bs or Air B&Bs. 

A nice cafe with outside space in summer (with information for tourists) with pleasant 
outlook. 

Village needs to look tidy, clean and cared for. Too many private bins. Provision of clean 
footpath, maps? BB's etc. 

Better refreshment facilities, Village events to attract visitors. 

Additional restaurants/cafes 

Better advertisement on places to stay. This could be done through leaflets which are 
accessible in Jempsons or Co-op 

High end cafes offering afternoon teas. 

We need a high quality cafe, roomy and light with locally sourced food. Weald Smokery 
at Flimwell is a shining example. 

I do not know how the village promotes itself to visitors but high quality accommodation, 
pubs/restaurants, retail opportunities and awareness of things of interest within 15 miles 
would be good. 

There is a wealth of tourist entertainment in the wider area yet little accommodation 
here. We miss a trick here that would help maintain our local economy.  

Improved pavements and public footpaths; improved street lighting.  

Community Cafe? More accommodation. 
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Upgrade the restaurant and bars 

More B&B's. Better cafes and pubs. Tourist magnet, e.g. Vineyard + eatery; or shop 
selling local produce/handicrafts. Electric bike facilities. Wild swimming in Bewl Water. 
User-friendly shuttle services between the station and the main village.  

other 

A sort of family link up scheme within the area, welcoming families from outside 
Wadhurst for holiday?? 

Re-laying the entire high street tarmac as it is shocking! 

It's fine. Stop tinkering. 

Garden centre with cafe accessible from the village. 

Re-tarmac the high street. 

Bewl is private land. Not sure how it can be improved.  

Open Wadhurst Castle once a year to the community. 

Have more events 

A regular market, outdoor dining. 

Let's not turn Bewl in to a theme Park. Its attraction is its natural beauty. I have two 
young boys that will love the new inflatable park but it concerns me that it's so 
incongruous to Bewl and the wildlife here.  

Repair potholes and pavements outside Jempsons old cafe and that stretch of road. 

More flowers - or at least keep it up - looks lovely. Only positivity to be reported (?) 
Highlight all good points (of when there are many). 

Webcams 

N/A 

Covered by overleaf 

The Village Hall should be open at weekends for tea/info. 

A local museum in the Commemoration Hall and visitor centre/cafe and Zebra 
crossings! 

Having a market square e.g. stop parking in St James Square. 

Tidy the churches and make them visit able  

why isn't the church factored into this  

Restore villages period features supporter the pubs to  improve food offerings 

Rubbish is a problem, ask the schools to teach the children not to throw rubbish, sweet 
wrappers etc. 

Attractive, modern history/geographical information. 

Reduced rates for local people to use any facilities 

Having a vibrant attractive High Street. 

None 

To make Wadhurst attractive to visitors. Those approaching from the fire station would 
be put off by the empty and desolate shops on the right hand side just before Jempsons 
and... 

None 

Not sure 

SEE COMMENTS ON Q18 

Cafes, internet, generally more like in the village. Create a proper village pub. They are 
scruffy and soulless. Music etc. would be great. 
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1. Sailing Club at Bewl 2. Safer cycling 3. Restaurants 

Prettify the village flowers/baskets outside shops, proper Christmas decorations   , and 
better road. , Nicer shop signs, more harmonious with each other  , No fast  food, No 
empty shops ,  

Don't know 

fix the high street 

Don't destroy what attract visitors - the rural countryside - by avoiding development 

Encourage locals to 'accommodate' and be friendlier towards visitors and newcomers. 
Rather than an 'us' and 'them' mentality. Locals need to be broader minded? 

Not cluster everything around the High Street, spread it out! 

the village needs to look better, fix the paths, the roads make more of the square down 
by the greyhound 

None 

Is Wadhurst's history/industrial relevance obvious to the visitor besides the anvil sign? Or 
the famous plane crash/ouija board murder trial? 

Repair Roads! 

Swimming pool. 

None 

Repair the road outside. Jempsons. 

- 

Getting from station. Safe crossing from station to Three Oaks Lane. 

Water fountain and visitor guide in St James' Square and seating.  

None 

Parish website could be more visitor friendly. 'Visit Wadhurst' information at Post Office 
counter etc. 

Street cleaning required other than litter picking. 

Avoid housing development 

N/A 

Support for artisan studios and - A RECYCLING CENTRE!! 

A swimming area in edge of Bewl (some reservoirs allow this!) 

I don't know 

Allow the use of all empty shops for local people for crafts etc. More organised events 
such as Scarecrow weekend etc. for visitors to enjoy. 

Clean well sign posted toilets. 

Village square and market 

Honestly we lack anything tourists would be attracted to. A castle, a cathedral, a 
museum or a national trust property would help. 

Lighting 

Don't know 

Promote the ruralness of Wadhurst and the surrounding area - we have so much to offer 

More outdoor fitness classes, or fitness classes in the Commem hall with a boutique feel.  

Cinema like Hawkhurst's. I should have put this earlier. More toilets at strategic places. 
Too many visitors is not so good for wildlife. 

Longer shop opening hours and opening on Wed/Sat 
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Sort the choke points out for traffic halfway up the walk and by Jempsons. 

 

5.13 Appendix 13 – Other comments/ ideas for improving travel 

Congestion 

Main concern: congested high street is a deterrent.  

Reduce congestion 

I think congestion needs improving in the high street, with more parking spaces 
available off the high street. It should be clear of parked cars to help congestion BUT 
with a speed limit much lower to make it safe and with a couple of safe crossing points. 

The key thing is to sort out the terrible traffic congestion in Wadhurst.  

Excepting school travel times, I rarely find any congestion. A little keeps speeds down - 
good!! 

Ironically, a congested village means low traffic speed and thus (relatively) high 
pedestrian safety. Beware of upsetting this balance - e.g. if pedestrian crossings lead to 
double yellow lines and less congestion. 

Congestion on High St is dreadful and the state of the pavements and roads are a 
danger to pedestrians. It is dangerous crossing the road in the high street. The Uplands 
Buses are a complete disaster. Parking restrictions should be enforced by Wadhurst 
Primary School to keep traffic flowing in the mornings and afternoons. It is a joke   

High street is nightmare at times when blocked with cars 

Although High Street congestion is partly caused by parked cars, not in favour of more 
yellow lines, as this could have the perverse effect of speeding up traffic to the 
detriment of pedestrians! 

Clear high street of more cars. Some footpaths/pavements (e.g. outside One Stop) 
slippery, very uneven. 

Promoting Eco travel 

Electric vehicle charging on High St. 

A safe cycle path to the station would be a real bonus. 

Make it safer for pupils to cycle to schools - Provide good storage at school for HELMETS 
and bikes. 

Better access between village and station - a cycle path and better lighting ideally. 

Adding Tidebrook to an improved travel network e.g. occasional bus, cycle route 

Actively promote the use of electric cars. Build a ring-road for lorries and agricultural 
traffic. 

While parking is quite often a problem and needs to be addressed I feel if people can 
be encouraged to use their cars less this should be the highest priority. Where I am in 
Norway at present they have free shuttle buses which is amazing. 

Electric vehicle charge points in greyhound car park and station car park.  

Safer cycling on the road, cycle parking. 

Getting the school buses in off the road at pick up and drop off time. Walking buses for 
school children. Enforceable speed limits and parking fines.  

Electric bikes for hire 

Encourage those who drive (everywhere!!!) to walk / bike into village - the village and 
the road are a hazard and at times unsafe and frightening particularly with young 
children - this also includes the footpaths around the primary school and onwards along 
Sparrows Green Road towards Cousley Wood and Southview Road 

Cycling paths would be brilliant for taking the children on.  

Fix the roads. Electric bike hire 
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Can schools do more to reduce drop off/pick-up congestion? I don't think speeding is 
an issue. 

Pavements, footpath and cycle lanes 

Footpath/cycle path linking Ticehurst to Wadhurst. 

I love idea of better off road footpaths and increasing rural walking/cycling routes for  

I suggest take a look at Holland:  remove the dominance of the car, give 
people/bicycles/disabled priority on local roads. This will require additional parking also, 
consider electric scooters and (longer term) low speed electric driverless taxis.  The 
suggested off-road cycle routes, should be on-road, with priority over cars.  Use off-road 
cycle routes for longer routes. 

Better footpaths from station towards TW - i.e. to Three Oaks Lane. Improved safer 
crossing from station. Shuttle bus from station to village. 

Cycle paths are a useful idea if they connect surrounding areas (plural) from all 
directions to Wadhurst, however, the station is probably key. Safe paths and regular links 
from the station needed. 

Improved maintenance of footpath to churchyard from Blacksmiths Lane. 

Cut back vegetation encroaching onto all footpaths and invoice home owners 
responsible who neglect their hedgerows. 

Footpaths along the roadside from Wadhurst to Ticehurst would be welcome - it's very 
dangerous to walk along the roadside. Also, as a resident of Church St, please can we 
have residents only usage, with exceptions for delivery vehicles. Or at the very least a 
one-way system which is closed to lorries and massive food delivery vans. every day we 
dice with death when we step out of our houses  

Improve pavements everywhere - care wanted to empty property. Gives a poor 
impression of the buildings. 

The pavements are in better condition than the road. Where are the proposed routes for 
the cycle paths and footpaths? 

What footpaths are available, especially to station and Sparrows Green Road are 
narrow enough without sharing with bicycles. They are also very uneven e.g. the lime 
walk 

Upgrading pavements in High St - This is key 

Pavement from station to Faircrouch Lane (not possible I think!) 

The roads need to be maintained better. The High street has been full of potholes for 
months. Why is this not a priority? 

Pavements between the rail station and Faircrouch Lane/The Mount School 

Reduce width of pavement outside Jempsons to improve 'pinch point' - reduce bus 
travel at peak times. 

We live in Moseham and have no pavement at all. Very hard to walk. 

lighting 

There should be better lighting going up the hill from the station 

Improved lighting or lighting provision, may make walking to village centre safer as 
cyclists don't always use lights yet they cycle on pavements between church and 
Durgates. 

Definitely improved lighting and lathing from station. We avoid walking there.  

Lights from the station to the village. 

More street lighting to station. 

The questions re encouraging cycling to/from the station ignore the fact the hill is far too 
steep for most to cycle back up.  Better lighting to and from the station is a must for 
safety of commuters.  This puts off many parents in Winter for their children to walk 
home. 
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Street lighting from station into village. 

Improved lighting on main road to Wadhurst form station. Lighting at present is poor. 

Parking 

High Street is now a one way street, parking needs resolved in this areas and additional 
parking provided elsewhere. Radical proposals needed e.g. traffic light sat each end of 
the village. crossing point for pedestrian deeded 

I find parking in Durgates far harder than in the High Street 

if less parking on High St (please) would be best to lower speed limit (20) other built up 
areas = lower speed limits 

No parking on High Street. Ban/restrict HGV vehicles from blocking High Street and 
causing chaos 

Park n ride, tram 

A night bus from station to village 

The Greyhound car park should be ample for people using the village but is full of cars 
for staff/pupils at Uplands 

High Street/ School areas. No parking outside schools at designated times. views 
obstructed on junctions everyday 

Teach people how wide their cars are and how to park properly. 

No parking on road in high street between Hill House and One-Stop/Washwell Lane 8am 
to 6pm weekdays. Parking between Washwwell Lane &St James Sq. to be on one side 
only (perhaps even days north side, odd days Southside) same times and days. Shuttle 
bus station to Durgates or St James Sq. &vice versa. Roundabout at junction of B2100& 
B2099 outside Wadhurst Castle. 

Additional parking for residents. Wadhurst high street needs better speed restrictions at 
night/evening. 

Better control of Wadhurst parking - fewer 24-hour spaces, more 3-6 hour spaces. 
Business permits for shop keepers etc. More NO parking spaces on High Street to reduce 
gridlock. 20mph speed limit in town centre. 

Additional parking = no parking in High Street, therefore 20moh - fire station to Slope X. 

As a resident on the high street I would love resident/allocated parking and a one way 
system/access only on Church St. 

Gets very congested re Jempsons - maybe only park on one side of the road. 

No parking on the high street. Getting rid of potholes. 

High Street congestion is a deterring factor in using village. 

Cheaper parking at Station! Footpath from station towards Faircrouch Lane. Yes, I am 
repeating myself here, because sooner or later someone 'will be hurt!' 

The parking down the hill from War Memorial is extremely dangerous. No parking on that 
side of the road right through village would make a lot of sense - an accident waiting to 
happen!! 

Parking for both schools seem haphazard and often dangerous. Plan for 
how/when/where and tell parents. 

Additional parking which would enable parking on one side of the road only in the High 
Street. 

School coaches need to stagger their times. The parking in the high street needs sorting 
out and then traffic calming like Lamberhurst should be put in. Size restrictions on lorries 
should also be included. The B2099 needs to be slowed down. 20mph in the village. 

Get the parked cars off the High Street - it's a disaster there. 

Reduce speed limit on residential roads/lanes to 20mph. 
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Restricting parking on entrance to town from Sparrows Green. Allow parking on one side 
of High Street. Prioritise pedestrians and cyclists. Resurface High Street! 

Would help if Uplands students had a car park on THEIR site and didn't use the town car 
park. It's always obvious when holidays start - you can find a space easily. 

Lower Parking fees at station. 

No parking on the high street. Or at least have lots of passing places to avoid the 
conflict that makes the high street such an unpleasant place most of the day.  

Not allowing parking in the High Street would possibly affect local businesses. 
Congestion naturally slows everyone down! 

Staggered school hours to prevent gridlock each day? Provision for bus parking for TW-
bound school buses at Durgates end of village so they do not need to go through 
village? 

1) We need parking restrictions in the high street to ease congestion. We do not have a 
lot of cars, but they pass very slowly due to obstacles. 2) We should encourage the use 
of e-scooters by building good quality cycle paths or pavements. 

More incentives are now needed to persuade parents to walk children to school where 
possible. The cars parked at the primary school are causing major congestion. Or a 
system like American schools use, where children are dropped off in a designated drop 
off point so parents can just drive, drop off and keep going. Staff collect the children 
and guide them into school. 

Ban road parking in the High Street. 

A car park at the Northern end of the village would greatly reduce the number of cars 
needing to traverse the length of the High St in order to park. 

Take away parking opposite Jempson entrance - Use pinch point. 

Congestion in the village is ridiculous especially around school times. Urgent need for 
more car park space and make all areas outside primary school, high street and 
uplands no parking at least on one side of the road  

1. Restrict parking in High Street.  2. Cycle paths 3. Drive and Ride 

We need to stop or reduce parking in narrow places on High Street put a traffic light to 
regulate it, and stop people parking on pavements. 

Improve parking at Uplands - latest proposal has reduced parking compared with 
previous scheme. 

Sort out parking on the high street, there are some pinch points that at the very least 
need some restrictions. One is outside the now closed Jempsons cafe. That building 
probably needs to be pushed back a bit so there is a proper pavement in front of it, as 
it's clearly been extended out in the past over the pavement. The pot holes in the road 
in front of it don't help and the mud splashes up and looks horrid on these couple of 
commercial buildings. There could do with a bit more parking- what about an 
underground car park, which would be a radical and environmental option. There 
needs to be more cycling routes to encourage us all to cycle. I'm too scared to cycle on 
the roads around Wadhurst and as a consequence drive rather than cycle, when I 
would certainly cycle. Cycle routes would be great. Lighting on the footpaths and 
especially on way up from the station and in the area around the fire station. The 
parking needs a creative solution. But people will not want fields turned into parking 

Avoid village a lot as impossible to drive through sometimes. No parking is huge 
problem. 

Park and ride scheme. Pedestrianise High Street? By pass high street. 

Get parking off the High Street somehow - even if it's only on one side. No tractors/large 
lorries allowed through High Street. 
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As a resident of Sparrow’s Green with no off road parking I would like to see a residents 
parking scheme. Residents are frequently unable to park in Sparrow’s Green because of 
school traffic, Co-op customers, Ben Greig staff, Cockmount Lane residents  

No parking in the High St. between the White Hart and the Simply Indian restaurant.  

Reduce congestion by restricting High St. parking to one side, despite retailer’s 
objections.  Continuous shuttle bus between station and Durgates or St. James' Sq. ,  Mini 
roundabouts, to enable vehicle turning around, at St. James' Sq. and utilising fire station 
layby  

No parking in High Street, more car parks. Speed restriction in High Street, 20mph. 

Parking needs to be addresses at Uplands School, as when school holidays, plenty of 
parking spaces. So many people drive through as no parking in term time. School need 
to encourage pupils and staff to car share, making more parking spaces for people who 
like to park to shop.  

I do not think we should be parking directly on the high street, but if we remove this we 
also need to add speed restrictions on through traffic. 

More parking! 

Parking restrictions in high street 

By providing more car parking facilities, it would be possible to reduce congestion in the 
high street caused by parking 

Parking on one side only along high street to reduce congestion and improve visibility for 
pedestrians and drivers. Proper parking area for school buses and heavy goods, 
dedicated and away from high street. 

Provide much more car parking and then stop people parking along one side of high 
street and put in two zebra crossings on high street. High St parking for disability. 30mph 
to Old Vine Pub? 

Restrict time for parking in High St as some people (shop owners in particular) park all 
day and restrict shopper's parking. 

Get rid of the trees and cut into the bank to widen the road above the high street, and 
create more parking while still keeping the pavement  

No street parking in High Street 

More parking will simply lead to more cars and congestion in Wadhurst. Look at the 
numbers of vehicles parked near the primary school compared to 15 years ago. Has the 
catchment area changed or is it that people no longer walk.  

Remove parking from High St & build new car park 

Restricting parking in the High Street would be the general idea. 

Provide much more off road car parking and then restrict daytime parking on the high 
street. 

More parking for Uplands School to reduce the strain on the main car park 

Reduce cost of parking at Wadhurst Station. 

Stop mothers parking all along the main road around the Primary School. This is now a 
serious issue and an alternative needs to be found. 

High street parking is number one for me, it destroys the attractiveness and accessibility 
of what could be a very vibrant village experience. Town dwellers hunt for quaint little 
villages at weekends to coffee and spend their dollars e.g. Mayfield, Hartfield, Ticehurst, 
Burwash. A square and reduced congestion would give us the chance to have some of 
that cash cow. 

restrict parking in the high street to one side only 

stop parking on both sides of high street 

Some parking restrictions on high street to improve traffic flow and reduce congestion. 
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Restrict parking on High Street to 3 hours to discourage workers and students from taking 
spaces from shoppers. Make it mandatory for Uplands buses to pick up and drop off 
within school grounds - not outside the gates. Put width restrictions on the entry/exit to 
the village to stop A21 traffic being diverted through Wadhurst when the A21 is shut. 
Have secure cycle parking in the village so people can shop by bike.  

Get Uplands staff and pupils to park on school grounds, and get school buses to pick up 
and drop off on school grounds. Bring in a 2 hour maximum parking policy for the High 
Street and related car parks: to encourage High Street customers and dissuade 
workers/pupils from taking spaces from people who would be supporting the local 
shops.  

Because of parking in village road, width reduced to one lane in places. 

Roadside parking around the station is a problem. The verge becomes muddy, and 
west of the station, it is dangerous for pedestrians. I propose a footpath, a railway land, 
to link Faircrouch Lane and the top of the station car park and restrictions on roadside 
parking west of the station. Look into parking provision west of the station - at the old 
dump-site? 

Could a bus parking area not be made at the Fire Station for buses collecting children 
from Uplands that are going to Lamberhurst, Mark Cross etc., then the students from 
Uplands walk up to the fire station to get their bus.  The same could happen on the 
other side of Wadhurst for buses going to Ticehurst, Flimwell etc., thus making the village 
centre a bus free zone.  The bonus would be the students would get some exercise 
walking for the bus.  Stopped the mothers of the primary school children parking on the 
main road from the primary school down to Durgates would also be a good idea before 
someone has a nasty accident! 

Car parks to be better monitored. Like Jempsons is. It works well. Hardly anytime there 
isn't a space. Maybe not just an hour but on the same lines. The school to sort their own 
parking issues out which have been the same for years.  

More proper car parks and less people parked on the roadside in high street 

 Push Bike parking facilities in the village centre / station 

Dedicated school parking and drop off collection space that doesn’t affect the village. 
Larger rail station car park. Carpooling scheme for primary school.  

Upgrade to road on the high street and parking restrictions to allow interrupted two-way 
traffic. 

Restrictions 

Safety bollards along pavement to make safe. Better organisation of school buses at 
Uplands to prevent congestion. Restricted delivery times for shops outside of peak times. 

Pavement bollards in high street to stop motorists from driving on the pavement. 

Lorries over 2 tonnes should be banned except for delivering. delivery lorries should be 
restricted on hours (say early morning and definitely not during school bus time) 

Restricting articulated lorries/HGVs. 

restrict hours of deliveries vans to shops, reduce size of delivery vans to shops, better 
management of school buses to prevent blocking high street 

Car drop off area at Wadhurst Primary School.  Ban all lorries along Sparrows Green 
Road & through village.  

The community of Wadhurst needs to consider the necessity of not needing an 
oversized vehicle and the environmental impact they have on our village and daily life. 

All trades people to deliver to shops before 8am and after 6pm. 

Satnav is bringing unnecessary HGV's into our area. WE should make this as unattractive 
as possible. Uplands coaches should park within the school area at pick up time. 
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A pedestrian crossing in the High Street would be fantastic (even 2). So would width 
restrictions so large lorries could not get through but sadly this is probably impossible 
because of school buses. 

Double yellow lines rear the Primary School. 

The congestion in High Street is UNACCEPTABLE! Ban lorries or create BY-PASS. 

Have width restrictions as employed in Lamberhurst on Cousley Wood Road for 
example. 

Yellow lines!!! 

Any ways of limiting HGV traffic through the High Street (formal width restriction?) 

Restrict large lorries travelling through village.  Repair roads. 

Road maintenance and repairs 

The pavements are fine, the roads are the problem. The number of potholes on the High 
Street is ridiculous. Parking needs to increase (off street) so that on street parking on the 
High St isn’t necessary. the parking bays can be prioritised for elderly/disabled and those 
with young children 

Resurfacing High St completely instead of patching it would be amazing. Speed bumps 
may help 

Upgrade and repair all the roads throughout the village e.g. High street and potholes 

Repair the High street - the road is in a disgraceful condition both for motorists, cyclists 
and pedestrians 

Safer roads for cycle /scooter/motorbike users. General road conditions and potholes 
are lethal for non-users. Road maintenance for High St and surroundings should be high 
priority 

Improvements to the terrible road surfaces around Wadhurst 

Upgrade road surface. Widen pavement by taking back shop fronts between Jempsons 
and Simply Indian i.e. remove single story frontage on these empty shops 

The road surfaces in the High Street and around Wadhurst are an embarrassment and 
dangerous. the speed some people drive through the High St can be very dangerous 

The road condition of the High Street, especially by Jempsons, is very poor 

Re-laying the entire high street tarmac!! Crossing point by Sacred Heart School!! 

Priority - pathway near Jempsons is often wet. Holes in road create puddles - dirty 
splashing. Pathway uneven - a very unpleasant route for OAP's from Crittles Court. 

Fixing dire pothole problems! 

Road repairs - pot holes are atrocious. 

Upgrade road in High Street 

Potholes, the narrow road outside Jempsons and pavements very dangerous. 

Repairing roads in high street for instance, such a disgrace. 

Remove potholes, reduce congestion at primary school start and finish times. 

Cousley Wood Road. 

Improving roads in and around Wadhurst definitely. Potholes everywhere 

Decent road surfaces on high street would help traffic flow. Parking restrictions at 
Sparrows Green. Stop random parking. 

Roads to be smooth! As a regular cyclist I wind my way around deep and dangerous 
holes, which I'm aware is dangerous to me and frustrating to drivers around me.  

The road to and from the station is hazardous, poorly lit and unsafe.  It makes going out 
by public transport practically impossible if you are a woman/young adult/teen with 
any concern for personal safety.  Better bus/taxi connections to and from the station are 
vital 

councillors need to priorities the roads they are disgusting and dangerous 
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Improve the road surfaces.  The current state of the roads is appalling. 

The potholes on the roads are atrocious (especially on the high street).  Also, there 
needs to be much better street lighting - at night as you walk up the hill away from the 
high street, its pitch black.  

Improve road maintenance. 

Repair broken road surface in high street. URGENTLY 

Fill in potholes in high street and village roads.  It’s stupid to recommend new roads and 
pathways if we can't maintain what we already have.   

Pavements outside Jempsons cafe definitely need improving and outside the chemist 
and butchers. Pavement from station exit to beginning of Faircrouch Lane. 

Roads horrendous, especially outside Jempsons and lower high street. 

Fill potholes in roads 

Need to replace roads of between James and co haircut shop/Jempson - very bad 
hole and other is high street need to new drive black roads.  

Update road 

Fix the roads before there is a major accident, how cyclists haven't been killed yet is 
beyond me! 

Mend the roads! Worst road surfaces I have ever witnessed! 

The road surface in high street is appalling and dangerous for cyclists. The congestion in 
high street can be annoying but it slows vehicles down. 

Upgrade roads and pavements. 

Resurface and maintain the road surface. The road is almost un-driveable in front of 
Jempsons. 

A new car park in field by Hill House. The paths are so uneven around the village. 
Sometimes, I have trouble with my feet and balance and find it difficult walking on the 
uneven paths. 

Mend the potholes, especially on the village High Street. 

The roads are a disgrace - neither the Lead nor County Council seem to care. The 
pavements are a disgrace. 

DIRE road surface 

Improve maintenance of road, currently appalling. Sort out pavement/road width at 
Jempsons. 

Upgrade road surface in village. 

More effective maintenance of roads, pavements, potholes. 

High Street is lethal for cyclists because of potholes. Also, pedestrians often get mud 
spattered and wet due to potholes. 

Improve the road surfaces. 

repairing the ongoing potholes in the high street and no more development 

1. Fix the potholes ... ITS NOT DIFFICULT!!   2. Enforce speed limits on the B2100 road 
towards Lamberhurst 

By improving pavements DO NOT mean make wider but improve quality of surfaces and 
clean them! Reducing congestion may mean traffic will speed up. Problem is mainly t 
junction created at Jempsons which we voted against but were ignored.  

Resurface High Street, particularly by Jempsons - it's a disgrace. 

Less pot holes in high street, reduced speed limit by station 

Improved road surface on the high street with speed bumps 

FIX GHENPOTHOLES!!!!!!! 

safe crossing 

I believe yellow lines and crossings will kill the village if people can't park outside the 
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shops 

I think we need a zebra crossing outside Uplands- the kids take their life in their own 
hands. so many hazards coming out of the car park 

Please add a pedestrian crossing from the station and improved lighting 

Need a zebra crossing or pelican crossing in the High Street 

Cycling paths would dramatically improve the way people move around the village. 
Crossings for children on the B2100 imperative as people speed. Sparrows Green Road: - 
DANGEROUS: - cars drive on pavement when school kids are there. Accident waiting to 
happen! 

The crossing at Wadhurst station is very dangerous. We need a PROPER crossing and 
speed restriction and bumps/pinch gates. 

The crossing in Durgates from Little park to shop, hairdresser etc. and even more crossing 
to bus stop at the bottom of Mayfield Lane to the bus stop is lethal. I was knocked down 
there in January and am still recovering. I could easily have been killed. 

Crossing Point (zebra crossing) at top end of village (by fire station and school) to allow 
people to safely cross the road when getting on and off the bus and more control over 
people parking - safety first!! 

Clear high street of cars, ramps for wheelchairs, zebra crossing. 

Zebra crossings should be in the high street and outside Uplands School! Please, it is so 
important. Better parking signage to encourage shoppers.  Double yellow lines through 
the High Street with road narrowing and speed limit signage and crossings. 

Road safety is paramount. There are not enough, if any, safe crossings in and around 
the village. The train station is a particular problem and it’s unacceptable that anyone, 
but children in particular, are forced to cross a road where there is limited visibility, 
speeding cars, no crossing and no street lights.  

The village needs a crossing on the high street! 

Pedestrian crossing in High Street need to be lights button controlled. Parking on 
roadside restricted would be huge help. 

Need a proper pedestrian crossing at the station 

Sparrows Green road crossing point- no pavement on left hand side so you have to 
cross the road which can often be dangerous. 

Raised crossing platform such as in Tunbridge Wells outside shopping centre to clock 
tower - doesn't have to be a zebra crossing. It works well there. 

Crossing from petrol station side to Tapsells Lane - cars speed along there. Young people 
from 'The Mount' and dog walkers etc. take their lives in their hands - signage? 

Crossing the road/using the footpaths would be safer if car speeds were enforced. The 
use of raised crossings in the High Street and speed bumps along its length would help 
mitigate this most anti-social of behaviours. 

Crossings at bus stops which would also help uplands. Parking wise both uplands at 
primary school to sort their parking issues out. It's has all ways been a problem and is just 
getting worse and in 15 to 20 years will be terrible  

shuttle bus 

Shuttle bus to station (for non-car drivers). Knock down the fronts of Jempsons cafe and 
Cornucopia and old hairdressers to widen road and to reveal original old building. 

Bus service linking other East Sussex towns i.e. Heathfield/Crowborough. 

Run buses (or other mode of transport) later from station to high street. There's nothing 
after 6.30! I finish work in London at 6.15! 

Shuttle bus from Durgates, stopping at Pell Green to village so people don't have to take 
cars into village. 
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Implement '20s plenty' strategy.  Stop school parents parking all along main road and 
causing hazards.  Shuttle bus to station (regular) Widen/improve pavements to station. 

Buses to run more frequently and later in the evening. Local taxis are extremely 
expensive in comparison with other areas thus encouraging car use and dis-
encouraging enjoyment of a night out. 

Taxis at the station, Cycle paths. 

BUS SERVICES SHOULD BE BETTER AND ACCESSABLE AFTER 6PM ,SCHOOL 
BUSES/COACHES SHOULD BE PARKED ON UPLANDS GROUND AND OFF THE HIGH STREET 
CAUSING LESS CONGESTION AND ACCIDENTS .DELIVERY LORRIES SHOULD BE ONLY 
ALLOWED TO USE WADHURST BEFORE 8AM AND AFTER 6PM AND IT SHOULD HAVE WIDTH 
RESTRICTIONS ON THRU TRAFFIC ,IE NOT USE WADHURST AS A CUT THROUGH ROAD .  F 

Better bus between Lamberhurst and Wadhurst and station. 

Bus service is non-existent if not going Sparrows Green /Tun Wells/Ticehurst   so pointless 
for most  

With no bus service in Tidebrook, we are reliant on our car - we often use Mayfield High 
Street rather than Wadhurst due to congestion and parking issues. 

Get school buses into school grounds. 

Sort out the buses at the schools morning and afternoon. Raise the kerbs to stop cars 
and vans parking on pavements. Decide just where it is feasible to park and for how 
long. 

School buses for Uplands should be parked only in school grounds or in allocated area 
of official car park NOT in High Street. High Street car parking only on one side of road. 

More regular buses. Better public transport from Durgates into the village  

Car share scheme 

Shuttle bus from station to village is a great idea! 

I think the shuttle bus to/from the village centre is a great idea, just not sure it would help 
us specifically. 

Traffic calming measures 

Living on Station Road, the traffic to/from the station and Tunbridge Wells to Wadhurst 
village is too fast. Traffic calming measures need to be put in place 

20mph on roads around schools and Village High Street 

20mph by schools 

Outrageous disregard for 30mph speed limit. It should be enforced. A survey should be 
conducted on very large vehicles why come through Wadhurst? Where have they 
come from and where is their destination? 

We live too far out to walk and cycling is too dangerous on the minor roads 

20mph speed limits near schools. Dangerous junctions - Durgates? lane and Sparrows 
Green Road/main road 

Only viable if there is some method of enforcement and/or fines for non-observance but 
there is no doubt many motorists drive too fast along the lanes and main roads 

30mph from railway bridge below Wadhurst station all the way through to Darby's Lane. 
Speed humps going up Station Rd 

Official monitoring of space in and around village. Speed sign son road. 

Pavement outside Jempsons cafe needs improvement. Traffic calming to slow down 
cars at Castle walk entrance 

It would help if the speed restrictions on Cousley Wood road was 30mph and extended 
down the road towards Nikwax. a public footpath opens onto this road and walkers 
take a big risk walking alongside speeding traffic 

Speed restrictions, Station Hill, High St 
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15-20mph in High Street 

20mph through village and I can’t believe there isn’t a crossing already 

Speed cameras, 20mph limit through Wadhurst and Durgates 

Enforce 30mph through village with reminders 

20mph 

20mph by schools or less on road parking. Improve roads 

20mph Sparrows Green Rd near school, Fix potholes near Jempsons shop 

Speed restrictions Mayfield lane from Best Beach to Durgates max 30mph and??? points 
increased traffic causing speeding and risks pollution. traffic lights at both ends of village 
to control traffic through village 

The roads where the school is located is terrible. People speed down there and big 
lorries/buses use it frequently pushing other cars up on the pavement. it needs speed 
cameras, warning signs and signs putting lorries and buses off travelling along there 

Village speed 20mph 

20mph speed limit would improve safety for pedestrians and cyclist 

Traffic jams in High Street are a major problem. Can only be solved by limiting parking to 
one side and more/larger car parks 

Speed restrictions to apply for primary and secondary school. As a lower Cousley Wood 
resident, there is no safe walk or cycle into village. off road connections fabulous idea  

So important to try and make Sparrows Green 20mph, due to the narrow pavements, 
very busy road and school. there have been many near miss fatalities, lets sort this 
before a child is killed 

Traffic Management Scheme so it becomes a shared space. Stop parking on High St 
(ex-disabled). to enable slow but smooth vehicle movement 

Traffic calming crossing point on Pell Hill from Cousley Wood to reduce traffic speed into 
Wadhurst on approach to school 

20mph through High Street. No parting by White Hart in Wash Well Lane 

20mph from Durgates & sleeping policemen 

Better bus services until at least 9pm and Sundays. Buses for Uplands School should be 
on Uplands Grounds at pick-up and drop off and not be on the main road - dangerous 
and huge traffic congestion. Deliveries should be done before 8am and after 10pm. To 
stop traffic extra-large lorries that use Wadhurst to cut through should not be allowed. 

Traffic calming coming into the village from Ticehurst. Cars continue to enter the village 
too fast.  

Speed restriction 20mph near schools at morning/afternoon.  2. Continuous 'shuttle' from 
Sparrows Green/station/high street. 

Traffic calming. Yellow lines (double) in parts of high street. 

Speed restrictions - on road through Durgates area into Wadhurst. 

Speed limits. 

No speed restrictions needed - it's so slow now! 

20mph in the high street. 

30mph or lower. 

20mile in village i.e. past the village sign. 

Re-instate the speed warning sign on the Cousley Wood Road in the 30mph zone. Cars 
go far too fast into the 30mph (from the 40mph) and no consideration to families' school 
children crossing onto the pavement side near Primmers Green/Turners Green Road. 

Gentle speed bumps (2) No parking in narrow areas. Clock house and outside 
Commem. 
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No point in having speed restrictions unless there is frequent enforcement. 

Speed restriction on road from petrol station down to railway station - people always 
speed up. 

20mph in High Street - strictly adhered to! 

20mph speed limit. Les 24-hour, more 3-6 hour parking. Less parking on High Street to 
reduce gridlock. 

1. Mayfield Lane speed restrictions 2. Repair at on high street potholes. 

20mph through the village.  No potholes!? 

Wadhurst by-pass to move some traffic off the high street. 

Less through traffic would improve the high street...less large trucks. 

1. Gloucester Road used as a rat-run at peak times. 20 mile or speed bumps needed. 2.  
Potholes are bad.  3. More buses and later ones. 

20 miles per hour restriction. Bus into town (town hoppa half hourly) Parking restriction 
around main High Street. 

20mph speed limit. 

All lanes should be 30mph not 60moh and at the weekend during rush hour limits on 
Bayham Road etc. should also be 30moh to stop A21 traffic cutting through. 

We live at the edge of the village in Lower High Street, cars, buses, lorries etc. speed 
down from Ticehurst and out of the village up towards Ticehurst. We support a speed 
camera at our end. 

20 miles per hour 

30mph through Pell Green and Cousley Wood!! 

20mph in village. 

Paving and speed restriction on station road near station. 

No speed signs - cars drive too fast. Hard to cross the roads safely. War Memorial - take 
some of this land for car parking to stop mothers parking on the road - make road there 
NO PARKING. 

The traffic calming in the Lower High Street has made no difference to speeding. 

Humps (sleeping policemen) to slow vehicles down. 

Speed restrictions - 20mph throughout village, 30mph at entry to station to Faircrouch 
Lane. DANGER AREA - Proper footpath to station at Faircrouch end - maybe dumpsite 
could be used for free parking to take cars off road. 

20mph through the village - although congestion often determines this anyway!! 

20 mph High St  

I live in Sparrows Green, the traffic from the primary school to Cousley Wood is often 
speeding and mounting pavements in Sparrows Green Road - speed cameras please. 

30mph from fire station to just beyond Uplands. 

Keeping to existing limits. 

Struggle with pushchair on narrow pavements from Durgates to high street and station. 
Parking congestion makes crossing road tricky with children. 20mph in high street and 
near school. 

25mph in village and lower high street.  Please can we have traffic calming in Lower 
High Street? Speed bumps or traffic islands to slow people down?  Less parking in high 
street. 

Speeding traffic especially lorries on road to station, B2100 to Cousley Wood and B2100 
to best beach is appalling. No effort to control, no speed check signs (electronic ones) 
unlike every other village. I like High Street congestion because it slows traffic! 

Suggest 20mph should apply on all roads in village except the two main B roads. 
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The Cousley Wood Road is getting busier and busier. Speed restrictions and a safe 
crossing point should be a priority. Please don't wait until there is a fatality. Cars speed all 
the time and they need to slow down. 

Traffic often drives too fast through the High Street. 20mph limit please. 

Flashing 20mph around all three schools i.e. Sacred Heart School, Primary School 
Uplands. 

Extend 30mph by 1000yds on Ticehurst Road. 

I would not support - no need for crossing point on Pell Hill/Cousley Wood Road. Speed 
restrictions along the High Street, Cousley Wood Road, and Lower High Street. 

Major - SPEED OF CARS - 20mph needed in Sparrows Green/High Street. 30mph through 
to Cousley Wood and beyond. Congestion in High Street/Sparrows Green - huge. Public 
transport needed to lessen cars. No access for large lorries. Footpath to station very 
narrow, cars speed past - widen footpath, speed 30mph. 

Enforce current speed limits. 

Cousley Wood Road should be a 30mph from The Vine Pub to Wadhurst. On numerous 
occasions, seen cars/vans doing 50++ on this stretch. Young children live here and 
many people walk their dogs on the narrow pavement. 

All B roads should have maximum speed limit of 30mph. 

Sparrows Green road speed dropped to 20mph; more school ahead signs. 

Speed restrictions through Durgates. Clear verges of overgrown weeds/dirt on footpath 
to station - too narrow. 

30mph max should be enforced. Camera? 

20mph in narrow road residential areas e.g. Jonas Lane, Gloucester Road. 

20mph in village and by Primary School. 

20mph through High Street. 

Traffic calming on road from Sparrows Green to Cousley Wood. Cars drop down the hill 
after Weald View and accelerate as the road straightens out. The 40mph sign seems to 
be ignored. 

Lower High Street to Derby's Lane. Since reducing spaces? on this road out to building 
traffic seems to speed even more. 

All attention is given to the high street from speeding but Cousley Wood Road from 
Lamberhurst to Wadhurst vice versa; are a speed trap waiting for revenue for the police. 

It's no use having speed limits if they are not enforced. The traffic and potholes slow 
most people down. 

20mph in village. 30mph through Pell Green and Cousley Wood. 

Speed limit 10mph in High Street, 30mph on B2100. 

Speed rec to 20mph.  More buses to outlying surrounding areas e.g. Cousley Wood, 
Tidebrook etc. 

Speed restriction on Blacksmiths Road/Pell Hill/Primmers Green Lane. Up to the station. 

Traffic calming on all main roads into high street. 

20mph in centre. Enforce 30mph elsewhere. 

20mph 

Extent 40 mph on B2100 towards Mark Cross; greater use of 30mph limits on approach to 
Wadhurst (e.g.  30mph from station to Wadhurst) 

Extension of 30mph speed limit through Pell Green to far end of Cousley Wood on B2100, 
with some form of traffic calming that will prevent motorists doing 60mph past blind exits 
to drives and houses. Someone is going to get killed without it. 

Something to slow the traffic coming down the hill to the station - pedestrian crossing by 
entrance opposite Rock Robin Row? Dangerous as it is. 
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1. Speed restrictions. If 30mph was enforced it would be fine? Speed cameras.    2. Stop 
people parking/driving on pavements. Parking warden? 

20 mph 

enforce speed restrictions, but NOT by using members of the public 

Enforce speed limits, but NOT using Public 

Speeding is a big problem around Wadhurst. 

Speed down Blacksmith Lane/Pell Green/Primmers Green Hill. 

Speed restrictions everywhere! 

20mph (less) through High Street. 

Speed limits will always be ignored by some and reducing them further is futile. Better 
bus links to Rotherfield, Lamberhurst and Crowborough. 

Cousley Wood Village should have a 30/40mph speed restriction. 

Speed restriction Cousley Wood into Sparrows Green - very urgent! 

Reduce speed limit to 20mph, high street and Sparrows Green Road. 

Making a 20mph limit through the village. Getting the school buses onto the school 
grounds when picking up children. Getting the pubs to return there frontage back to 
parking as it was originally for, especially The Greyhound which has a large garden. 

No point having speed restrictions and nobody to observe them UPGRADE HIGH ST 
SURFACE. 

Speed limits and flashing signs. 'Which have been removed?' 

speed awareness camera at the beginning of Mayfield Lane opposite Mayfield Park, 
although 30mph cars zoom around from Durgates and travel up 60mph, there is a 
school here and church  

The speed limits desperately need to be addressed. The stretch of road (Cousley Wood 
Rd) from the corner of Turners Green all the way to the school is hugely dangerous. Cars 
are regularly driving past at 40-50 mph. Not to mention how close they are to the 
pavement by the vets, it is miraculous no one has been killed yet. The speed limit there 
should be 20 and there should be traffic calming with reduced parking on street. I would 
be delighted if there were a speed camera on this stretch of road, the council would 
earn a fortune. Hardly anyone observes the speed limit, I have been observing this for 7 
years. I fear very much one of our village children (or adults) getting hit by a car if this 
doesn’t change. 

PLEASE!!! We desperately need at least ONE speed hump on the road outside the new 
development 'Waters Reach' - the NOISE of the cars and speeds - sound like the M25. It's 
very dangerous for children on this new development. 

Extend 40mph limit on Best Beech Hill to beyond Buckhurst Lane. 

We live on Whitegates Lane and have noticed increase traffic from delivery vehicles 
and they travel too fast, not taking into account other walkers, dog walkers, children 
and horses. I am very scared that someone will be killed one day at this rate. Speed 
restrictions and information boards must be put up.  

Speed limit 20mph through high street and Sparrows Green. 

Speed restrictions in Cousley Wood. 

Reduce speed limit at Best Beech to 30mph particularly as it has areas of no/poor 
pavements. Install speed camera. 

Reduce speed limit on road to station to 30mph and to implement 20mph zones in 
residential areas and close to schools. 

20 speed limit on the High St/by Durgates 

Main roads into village 30mph. Cut through roads e.g. Fairglen Road, road by school, 
though high street 20mph. High street disabled parking only on one side of road, other 
side no parking (after increasing parking - use of school car parks at the weekend). 
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20mph in High Street and Lanes. 

20mph for high street - more off-road parking in the village. 

Traffic calming from all directions into the village. Similar to Lamberhurst. 

Speed restrictions Cousley Wood Road. 

20mph between schools open and close times. 

20mph near schools. 

Speed inhibitors along Cousley Wood road towards Pell 

20mph through the village. 

Several people have requested the Highways Department to address the rampant 
speeding down Lower High Street and. Moseham Hill. Their reply is thee has to be a 
fatality before that can be addressed. Shocking and disgraceful! 

Off road walking routes to/from Wadhurst, Bewl etc. Enforce speed limits! 

Speed restrictions - but they are always ignored!! 

Pedestrianise some streets and make others one way. (E.g. Blacksmiths Lane to be one 
way, Pell Green Road, one way). Add sleeping policeman and enforce a 20mph speed 
limit in village (most cars do more than 30mph when they can). 

Traffic calm area Cousley Wood coming into Sparrows Green. 

Stop 6th form driving to school, one hour max stay on High Street, remove cameras from 
Jempsons car park 

speed cameras 

May field lane needs flashing signs. Speeds are in excess of 30 mph by up t0 20mph 
even past the school and similarly after the 40 mph signs. 

Set a 30 or 20 mph speed limit on all residential roads in Wadhurst 

many country lanes still have 60mph limits which must be reduced e.g. Fairglen Road, 
Faircrouch Lane 

traffic calming/speed restrictions 

20 mph, widen road between Jempsons and Simply Indian to reduce bottle neck. Zebra 
crossing at this points to control speed flow 

Reduced speed limit around Sparrows Green Recreation Ground with restrictions on 
parking on verges which causes obstructions, during weekend events.  

Decrease mph on Pell Hill Cousley Wood Road from Blacksmiths Lane to school. At 
present, cars sometimes even mount the pavement during school pick up/drop off 
times. 

Cousley Wood Road (in area of the Old Vine) needs traffic calming measures. 

Speeding is a problem on Cousley Wood Road. There is no deterrent to speeding 
motorists. 

Important signage on the Cousley Lane of speed limits on the narrow lanes of 20mph to 
protect houses/horses and walkers. 

make the whole village a 20mph zone  

Reliable on-time trains! Reduce speed limit to 20mph especially outside new Waters 
Reach development. Cars frequently accelerate to 40-50mph before pairing/paving 
Brinkers Lane! 

We need 20mph outside uplands and along high street.  Keep big lorries out (they go 
through the village because of their cheap satnavs - so width restrictions just wide 
enough for buses on 'no lorry' signs). 

Greater speed restrictions needed by primary school for cars coming from Cousley 
Wood. 

High Street should be 20mph. Also Sparrows Green Road. 

Speed limit 20mph through High Street to Castle Walk/Durgates plus cameras. 
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20mph through village. 

30mph speed restriction, Station Hill to Fire Station already ignored by drivers. No flashing 
sign on this road - Why? 

Enforce Speed Restrictions. 

Reduce speed limits to 20mph (or less in the High Street) but the existing congestion 
currently keeps the traffic speed low so perhaps not more speed limit signs there but 
certainly in the surrounding areas. Place a limit on the size (width) of cars. They are not 
appropriate for the narrow roads in our village. 

Cars speeding on the Cousley Wood Road into Wadhurst is a major problem and there is 
a strong risk of a fatality resulting, if swift action isn’t taken. This could include the 
introduction of traffic calming measures similar to the approaches into Lamberhurst. 

20mph limit in village 

Min speed limit through village 

Speed restrictions only work if enforced! 

If congestion and parking is reduced in high street, speed limit should be reduced to 
20mph. 

A speed camera is needed on Station Road to slow the ever increasing amount of cars 
and lorries down. Also, these country lanes were not designed for heavy goods vehicles 
which seem to use Wadhurst as a cut through. Reducing traffic in general in Wadhurst 
would be a good start. Also, the x2 lay-by’s used by commuters towards the station to 
save them for paying for parking within the station car park needs to be either removed 
or maintained as it seems a free for all at the moment with cars parking inwards, 
outwards; sideways etc. causing some cars to encroach on the road and pedestrian 
pathway. I have also noticed people are using these sites as dumping grounds for 
rubbish including garden and household waste. A double mattress and car tyres were 
dumped there last month alone. 

Traffic on Durgates end of Mayfield Lane travels very fast. One or two humps in first 20 
yards would help a lot. 

Speed restrictions on ALL roads into the village. 

20mph max speed in high street. 

Speed camera that WORKS at Pell Hill/Cousley Wood Road. It supposed to be a 30mph 
area. Average speed is between 35 and 45mph.  

Better enforcement of speed limits. 20mph by schools. 

At present the speed limits are largely ignored by drivers. 

20mph is too slow and usually broken. Unenforceable. 

Strict enforcement of existing speed limits 

20mph by school on Sparrows Green Road to Cousley Wood Road. 

Present speed restrictions are reasonable, but if (for example) parking were partly 
removed from the high street, traffic speeds would increase - so a restriction of, say, 
20mph might be required. 

20mph 

Install double yellow lines in parts of High St and primary school. Wadhurst doesn't need 
speed restrictions, traffic is already at a standstill most of the time. 

Speed limit of 30mph until outside Best Beach Hill 

Speed restriction of 10mph through High Street. Introduce traffic wardens to control 
parking in the High Street. All this a high priority.  

20mph speed limit throughout village - especially Sparrows Green area where there are 
NO pavements. 

No speed restriction necessary, traffic does that already. 

In High Street 20mph 
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20mph limit through high street. Parking on one side only. 

Cousley Wood Road, excessive speeding (very) all the time which is more of a safety risk 
than the parking issue in the village. If Lamberhurst can have/install multiple deterrents, 
then why can't we? 

Urgent need for speed monitoring/restriction in Cousley Wood Road. 40mph is newer 
adhered to its dangerous. 

20mph on all village roads 

Enforce speed limit on Mayfield Lane and reduce limit to 30 mph 

20 or 30mph illuminated warning sign signal - as per approach into front village/green. 

Reduce speed limit and walking access from Moseham Hill to Wadhurst Village speed 
flashing sign. 

20 mile an hour  

High Street & Sparrows Green/Durgates area speed limit 20 

Lower speed limit outside school, in fact 20mph limit would be nice in the village as a 
whole. Sleeping policemen (not chicanes) on some roads.  

Speed humps on entering Wadhurst 

Stop speeding in Durgates 30mph. 

20mph and speed bumps or chicanes (like in Lamberhurst). 

Cousley Wood - 30mph not 40mph 

Fix all the potholes 

All current 30 mph should be reduced to 20mph. More generally speeding occurs 
everywhere but I am acutely aware of it on the Cousley Wood Road into Sparrows 
Green. This section should be reduced to 30mph maximum 

Safe drivers. Slow down. 

20mph around schools 

20mph through village with speed bumps. Restricted access for large vehicles (lorries) 
which now use High Street and B2100 as a rat run. Speed restriction on B2100 Wadhurst 
to Mark Cross, 30mph. 

Sort out the road through High Street especially by Jempsons. Cut speed limits during 
school open/close to 20mph. 

1. Restrict speed near Primary School to 20mph. 2. Banning parking on pavements in 
Lower High Street area and near church. 3. Pedestrian crossing near end Castle Walk. 

Speed through to far side of Cousley Wood should be 30mph and enforced. Travel at 
60mph is common! 

speed restrictions Cousley Wood road or traffic calming near pub 

Cousley Wood Road to Wadhurst speed reducing and footpath improvement and 
cycle path. 

Square speed bumps in the road. 

Speed restrictions on overall area. Pavement pillars/speed humps on Sparrows Green 
Road; lorries/cars mount pavements. 

Enforcements needed of existing ones e.g. High Street and Lower High Street, 30mph. 

20mph 

Reduce speed limit to 20mph. 

Suggest 20mph speed limit in Wadhurst High Street with 'sleeping policemen'. Greater 
parking enforcement. 

Remove High Street parking except loading - reduce speed limit to 20mph. 

Speed restrictions on Sparrows Green Road near school. 

Reduce speed limit in Cousley Wood to 30mph from 40mph as with the village of 
Wadhurst. 
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Cousley Wood Road - Wadhurst speed reduced from 40mph to 30mph. Outside 
Wadhurst Primary, especially from Sparrows Green - reduce speed to 20mph. Cars drive 
too fast and mount the pavement. Traffic calming here - wide pavements. 

Sleeping policemen/speed restrictions in lower high street. 

Within the community there are many drivers who drive much too fast on the lanes. As a 
new driver this makes my experience much more overwhelming. Road markers and 
additional signs or slower speed restrictions could help this  

High Street should be 20mph. Repair potholes, reduce rat runs/back lanes to 20mph, 
more speed humps/islands, better parking facilities, stop parking outside schools by 
offering off road parking. This alone would encourage more trade/tourism. 

Traffic calming - Cousley Wood Road. 

Speed limits enforced along Mayfield Lane and in the village. Signs are generally 
ignored. 

Lower speed limit from station up past The Keys. 

Cycling at the moment is very dangerous. 

Max 20mph 

Speed restriction from Lower Durgates uphill into Wadhurst. Traffic far too fast. Also, lower 
High Street on leaving village. 

Speed cameras, Sparrows Green Road, Cousley Wood Road. 

Extend 30 mph to all Wadhurst satellites  

Enforceable 30mph. The High Street is effectively a single-lane highway due to parked 
cars: with vehicles getting bigger you may even have to consider implementing traffic 
lights at peak times. 

20 mile an hour in the High St and by the primary school. 30 miles an hour to just past the 
station 

Much, much slower traffic through the village please. 10 miles an hour would make a 
world of difference. 

Speed limit around schools should be dropped to 20 miles per hour, pavement and 
safety on Sparrows Green Road especially needs to be improved for children walking 
to/from school, the parked cars on sides are blocking roads in Wadhurst and are the 
main issue, causing road congestion/dangerous driving and needs to be tackled asap 

20 mph restriction in Wadhurst Village 

No 'on pavement' parking anywhere in village. 20mph limit through residential areas. 
30mph past Wadhurst Station. 

20mph restriction on approaches to Primary School. Parking restrictions at 'pinch points' 
in High St. 

40mph on Cousley Wood Road 

20mph through the village. 

Speed cameras at top and bottom of village. If congestion is improved, speeding will 
increase all the way through the village so maybe speed humps or other traffic calming 
measures. 

Speed restricted to 20mph and STRICT enforcement. NO on-road parking in High Street. 

If the High Street is kept completely clear of parked cars, then some speed restrictions - 
maybe bumps or similar would be needed. 

20 mph in shopping areas 

Speed limit to 20 mph in built up areas 

Speed restrictions that allow traffic to flow not stop, thereby providing better air quality 

If the High Street is kept completely clear of parked cars, then some speed restrictions - 
maybe bumps or similar would be needed. 
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Speed through village reduced to 20mph 

Currently the congestion acts as the speed restriction.  Speed restriction signs at the west 
end of the village by the fire station, flashing sign. There is NO need or a zebra crossing in 
the village. Maybe an engine off sign if traffic queuing by fire station. 

The speed limit should remain as 30MPH, however I think a car park should be 
developed and double yellow lines should be placed from Wadhurst Primary school all 
the way to Stonecross road to limit the amount of congestion during rush hour and 
school hours. 

The congestion already limits the speed! 

20mph from T-junction at Primary School to South View Road  

Speeding cars are a real problem on the road from Cousley Wood to Wadhurst, and 
near the primary school. On road parking needs to be restricted near the Co-op and in 
the high street to enable large vehicles to pass without causing frustrating delays which 
then amplify and push the speed problems further down the road. The refuse collection 
should not be done on the high street on a Wednesday morning at 8:45! If we restrict 
deliveries to outside of school run times, why is the bin lorry there, stopping every ten 
feet?  And Uplands buses need to leave the site at 3:40pm (Not 3:30). This would enable 
the primary school traffic to clear first; and it will help at school as well, for children to be 
able to collect their things, talk to teachers, and get to the buses without running across 
the road. 

Other 

1. School drop off and collect create appalling congestion which needs to be 
addressed for village to thrive and before someone is hurt.  2. Crossing point on High 
Street essential for older people and parents with small children.  3. Large lorries should 
not deliver to village businesses.  4. Potholes are bad for motorists but dangerous and 
scary for cyclists. 

1. Improved pavements everywhere.  2. If pavements were raised to their proper level 
above the roadways, the illegal parking could be much reduced and traffic flow 
improved. 3. The road surface of the High Street is appalling.  4. Minibus service from/to 
station - regular but including off-peak. 

Village clogged up anyway. 

Car hire availability - like ZIP cars and vans in London. 

Improve the condition of the High Street especially by the entrance to Crittles Court and 
the Old Jempsons Cafe. 

Increase evening train services from hourly to every 30 mins. Widen parking spaces at 
station. Better waiting rooms. 

See notes 

You could not speed in the High Street. Too many potholes. 

A Wadhurst by-pass. 

The Ticehurst/Hawkhurst bus waits in the lower high street lay by to allow more free flow 
during school pick up times. 

Road safety here is terrible - I felt safer living in a big city! We could really improve things 
in this area. 

Possible by-pass high street. 

Especially in the High Street. 

Make sure these are adhered to. 

Don't know 

The problem with crossing sites is the hideous 'airport parking' lighting that comes with it. 
The primary school area looks awful now and is supposed to be an area of dark sky. 
Light pollution is terrible there now. 
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fix the high street 

By-pass Wadhurst 

- 

Mayfield Lane outskirts of Wadhurst High Street. 

Implementation of improvement line which commenced after the demolition of old 
queens head hotel and abandoned with development of Jempsons. 

All the roads need attention  

Where Jempsons was redeveloped, it makes passing two cars impossible. Where it used 
to work as the path has come out more. 

Longer hours of opening of rail ticket office and facilities. 

Speed effectively restricted due to congestion 

You don’t need speed restrictions when you’re not moving in the first place. 

better train service and ban rip off taxis 

Is there speeding through Wadhurst! 

disabled access to trains 

Build a modern community centre and large carpark from Washwell Lane across to the 
Greyhound. 

Do not put traffic calming islands in the high street as previously suggested. This would 
loss valuable parking for shoppers, and the traffic moves slowly enough as it is. 

Make Church St a one way street and stop large vans from using it 

disability access to all platforms at Wadhurst station 

 
 

5.14 Appendix 14 – What housing types do you think are needed? Other (please state) 

Other type of Housing 

1-2 bed homes to facilitate downsizing. 

1st time flats/houses for young people trying to buy a home 

2/3 bedroom houses 

80% of market value is not affordable. 

80% of market value is not affordable. 

80% of MV is still not affordable for young people wishing to leave the parental home 
and start out on their own. As working people they cannot access social housing so 
surely more shared ownership must be the answer. 

A balance is needed in the housing stock ensuring a diverse community. 

A bit of all. 

A mix of everything. 

A mix of the above is required. 

absolutely none 

Affordable housing that actually is affordable 

Affordable housing even at 80% of market value is still not affordable for young people 

Affordable housing for local young people. 

Affordable housing for our first time buyers, who would love to stay in Wadhurst. All too 
expensive.  

Affordable starter homes 

Affordable/social housing - priority to LOCAL people. 

All need gardens 
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All new housing developments should ensure that a garden of adequate size is 
provided for each property so that children can PLAY OUTSIDE safely. Pocket 
handkerchief sized gardens are of no benefit to any ones health and wellbeing. 

Another Fazan Court. 

As few as possible! 

Balanced approach 

Before we consider new housing we need to look at the existing infrastructure - schools, 
doctors' etc. 

Bring back Council accommodation 

Building of NEW prefabs for affordable renting for LOCALS on low WAGES. 

Bungalows 

Bungalows 

Bungalows 

Bungalows for older and or disabled residents 

Bungalows near centre of village. 

Co-housing - i.e. older women's housing co-op and intergeneration. 

Community led mixed generational housing developments. Small flats and houses 
which older people can downsize to within easy access of the village 

Community Schemes 

Concentrate on old people and first time buyers. 

Conversions of large houses in Mayfield Lane, which should not be excluded from the 
development boundary for this reason.  It would enable brownfield development and 
an increase in the housing stock of small units. 

Co-operative housing arrangements. Streets not cul-de-sac  

Council houses  

Developments with 1-3 bed flats designed to house a mix of families and older people. 

Difficult to answer without knowing the scale envisaged. 

Don't know enough about the others. 

ECO / environmentally friendly homes!!!!!! 

Eco Friendly cooperative housing  

Empty high street premises be repurposed as homes. 

Family houses with decent sized gardens, not the tiny ones at Waters Reach.  Stop 
building houses in unsuitable locations - e.g. Old Station Road.  Force developers to 
spend money on village - e.g.  Resurfacing road.  See condition of road on Mayfield 
Lane right outside new development there - why haven't the developer been forced 
to fix this?!  

First time buyers to keep young people in community. 

Flats similar to those at Little Park for first-time buyers and older folk. 

For cars to park near path to ? at it 

For young professionals who have grown up in the area but are having to move away 
because they cannot afford to stay. Help to buy schemes.  

Forms of housing that encourage young homeowners and families into the village 

green housing 

Growth gives support to local economy & saves the High St for all of us 

Help to buy for local people who have grown up in the area. 

Help to buy schemes on affordable new builds 

Homes for downsizers 

Homes for Wadhurst young people not outsiders 
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Homes in keeping with the areas where they are situated, 

Homes suitable for first-time buyers - or to rent. Not large executive ones. 

Homes that conform to a better environmental standard. 

Houses NOT Hats 

Housing associations social housing rented. 

Housing for young families 

Housing for youngsters who grew up in the village. My niece who was born and grew 
up here now has to live in Tonbridge as cannot afford anything for a single person. She 
is in her 30's and works full time. 

Housing prioritised for Wadhurst residents and essential workers and affordable for 
youngsters. 

Housing to keep young of the village here. A mix of familial generations fosters 
community cohesion and well-being 

I do not know enough about the need in the area to answer but I suspect lower value. 

I don't believe that affordable housing needs are currently being met by the village, 
certainly friends trying to buy for the first time were laughed at when they approached 
Waters Reach. Waters Reach does not offer housing affordable for first time buyers.  

If you don’t make housing suitable for the next generation they won't live here and the 
village will eventually die or become an old people's home 

I'm not sure we need more housing in Wadhurst. 

Investing in housing stock is fine but we must invest in infrastructure to support. I would 
suggest all are needed but we should look at the demographic for the area, what jobs 
exist where are pain points? 

It depends on what you define as affordable. 100K, 200K, 400K 

Just affordable cheap but well-built houses. 

Large houses made into flats 

Local authority rented homes. 

Micro homes. Carbon neutral. Terraced and semi-detached. 

More council houses. 

Needs to be mixed 

no further comment 

NO MORE 

No more exec developments. 

No more houses until parking resolved. 

No more housing that encourages DFLs!!! 

No more needed 

NO MORE PLEASE! 

NO social housing. Encourage exceptional architectural design. STOP banal pastiche 
housing estate developments. 

No to executive homes. 

None - the roads will not support more development. 

None - Wadhurst doesn't need more houses. 

None, please don't build 

NOT giant £1m+ razor-wired palaces for investment. 

Not sure shared ownership works.  Accessible 2-3 bed house/flat with garden access. 

One bed flats for first time buyers 

Opportunity for eco-friendly development 
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Personally this end of village has had enough housing! 

Pillory for misbehaviour. 

range of housing required incl First time buyers and downsizers 

Rather not have any additional homes repurpose existing empty buildings e.g. the 
banks. 

Realistically affordable. 

Reasonably priced flats/houses 

Regardless of type, housing with sufficient inside storage and outside space/dwelling. 
I.e. build 3 houses instead of 4 houses. 

Rented empty houses. Social housing. 

Retirement Village (like Crittals Court) 

Schemes like the Mullins Memorial fund. 

self-build small housing  

Semi-detached 2 or 3 bedrooms and executive homes. ALL with garage and parking 
space. NO STREET PARKING ON ANY NEW DEVELOPMENTS. 

Single occupancy flats 

Single storey properties co-housing. 

Small 2/3/4 bed houses 

Small houses for young families 

Small housing units as 'starter homes'. 

Small starter houses. 

Smaller homes 

smaller homes for sale 

Smaller homes for single/couples (not necessarily retired) 

Smaller housing close to the village centre would enable older people to downsize and 
free up larger homes for families. no more executive homes 

Social housing for local people. 

Social housing for locals. I live in a block of 7 flats and I am the only Wadhurst 
connection. As far as Chichester live in this building. Better managed council properties 
which I mean not under occupied or given to people with no local connection  

Social housing for Wadhurst residents only. 

Sorry I don’t really know the Wadhurst demographic.  

Spread new housing out and avoid 'estate' type developments 

Spread of all types. 

starter homes /high quality homes for single people 

Starter homes for our youth to rent and buy. Not as this is too expensive. 

Starter/ one bedroom homes too 

stop mass development  

Studio apartments for single professional people who want to live (or return) to 
Wadhurst. More residents of affordable housing out (once they can afford it) to let new 
residents in to have the opportunity of affordable accommodation. 

Sustainable timber frame 

Teens leaving home need rental flat shares to stay in the area 

The design of Waters Reach is not great and not sympathetic to the surrounding area. 
It could be any housing development anywhere. 

There is a need for more housing for low income families. 

Too many "executive" homes are being built which increase pressure on local facilities 
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Variety 

Wadhurst is an old village which is why people either moved here or stayed living here. 
By building more homes you lose the village feeling and village charm. I think with the 
decline or the high street, the new builds that have already been approved and the 
ever increasing traffic is turning Wadhurst into a village that isn’t sure of its own identity 
anymore. I think we are in real danger of losing the privilege of calling Wadhurst an old 
English countryside village full of charm and character. I feel Wadhurst is losing its 
heritage and identity. 

Wadhurst should be inclusive of all. 

'Waters Reach' is good! 

We are not aware of the demand in the village. 

We definitely DO NOT need any more retirement homes! 

We do not need new housing - really! (I'm not a [Nimby] - data shows no population 
growth). 

We do not need nor want any new houses. 

We have sufficient already 

We need more homes for the younger people i.e. 18 - 35s 

You need council house for 1/2 people 

Young families and first-time buyers. 
 
 
 

5.15 Appendix 15 – What property tenure are you seeking? Other, please specify 

Other (please specify) 

affordable help to buy or  owned (not over 250, 000) 

Social housing 

Foreseeable future is 5/10 years 

Not seeking any 

Freehold - some joint ownership of grounds. 

Freehold. Some joint ownership of grounds. 

Lottery win then owned. 

Wadhurst village should be for old people who need easy access to facilities and for 
young families and not cash rich and commuters. 

Already own house. Stop the buy to rent people.  

social, affordable housing 

Council 

Social housing 

Council owned as existing tenants looking to move to bigger and more modern. 

Using this space to say I have absolutely no idea what the following question means  

Social housing 

Elderly father likely to be moving to the village. 

Affordable rent 

A young person earning £25K will get a mortgage of £100K/£125K - how will we help 
them afford a home?  

Social housing 

Live at home 
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5.16 Appendix 16 – What ideas do you have to sustain and or improve the biodiversity 

and wildlife within the Parish? 

 

Control litter 

Stop the litter dropping which can have a very adverse effect on wildlife. Crowborough 
now has Community Wardens walking the beat, moving people off the yellow lines and, 
I’m sure, addressing littering 

Bring back the dump to avoid fly tipping 

1. Reduce litter dropping - more bins 2. More dog mess bins 

Not a clue 

More organised litter picking days (creates hazards for wildlife). 

Reopen the dump to avoid land contamination through fly tipping and pollution from 
extra and longer journeys. 

Litter reduction scheme. Central recycling point now that dump closed. 

Create more green / garden areas 

Create wild areas. 

1. Develop verges with wildflowers 2. Develop green triangles as wildlife areas to stop 
parking on them and attract insects/birds. 

more allotments 

Prioritise green space/gardens natural greens, wild flowers - stop overdevelopment and 
cutting of hedges. 

More green open areas to encourage wildlife. 

More areas like the poppy garden? 

More wildlife areas - for example by old station road. Round oak allotments, stop council 
demolishing hedgerows/trees - PROTECT landscape before too late. 

a) Retain open spaces b) Increase areas of wild flower garden distribution. 

Wild spaces 

Enough green spaces to provide relevant habitats. 

Specific green/wild areas 

More flower meadows. 

Pocket Parks and verges for wildlife 

 Preserve as many green spaces and woodland as possible.  Keep grass verges and 
hedgerows cut to a minimum, but with safety in mind. 

Reduce traffic, dog fouling? Wildlife area for enjoyment and education. 

Ensure wild areas and wildlife corridors are encouraged in new developments 

Car parking and green areas 

A community workable garden to grow veg and flowers and learn skills and enjoy the 
space or more allotments. 

Replace car park in front of Commemoration Hall with green space. 

Shared gardening areas 

The parking area between Church street and High St could be developed into a green 
area, with seating and village information. We are surrounded by countryside, 
biodiversity in the parish as a whole is up to the landowners 

An area of grassland which is kept long encourage butterflies 

Wild corners in parks and public spaces 

A butterfly garden by the WW1 statue of remembrance 

Community allotments 
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Pond and more wildflower areas 

More green space. A lake. People with skills to develop. 

Education/Support 

Do not mow roadside verges or islands. 

Parish should publish a pamphlet detailing best practices and providing advice. 
Meetings in the community hall to give advice. Local landowners could do more, 
especially regarding woodlands. 

Less housing developments. Educate the community about dogs in the countryside. 
Have wildlife areas. Negotiate with farmers - boundaries in fields for wildlife/patches for 
Skylarks etc. 

Draw people's attention to what we already have and how to use and protect it. 

All kinds of littering should be discouraged. If schools taught the children about the 
impact of litter on our surroundings - we would see a cleaner countryside (and safer). 

Identify funding to increase the active management of the hedgerows and verges in 
and around Wadhurst 

More green initiatives  

Better road signage to warn of deer & badgers on roads ahead. Connect larger areas 
of wild space to promote wildlife corridors 

Work with SW Trust and attractive education invitations to nurture/explore/learn 
workshops. 

Seed swap scheme. Events to raise awareness e.g. partnership with 'when the Oak 
spoke arts project. Community gardens. 

Educate gardeners. More wild patches for insects/wildlife. 

Set up volunteering groups to monitor it and raise money for equipment 

Community composting and education on wildlife-friendly gardening for this area. Ban 
cats! We lose many sparrows, wrens and long-tailed tits to our neighbours' cats :( 

Communicate status on Wadhurst's existing wildlife. Publish targets. Align town & 
promote events with key species e.g. English Bluebells.    

Get the people of Wadhurst informed and involved. 

Encourage land owners to move away from monoculture farming. Encourage land 
owners to experiment with rewilding. 

1. Parish-wide wildlife plan 2. Coordination and communication. 

Better education, signboards etc. Information as part marketing/communal mentioned 
earlier. 

Education, encouraging children to care about the wildlife. 

Encourage the PC to support local groups who wish support our wildlife and open 
spaces 

  Wadhurst-specific info via leaflets/online info/shop posters could be given e.g. why 
planting a native hedge is important and what native hedges are, why litter harms baby 
birds, etc. 

Do not mow verges before wildflowers, plants have set and spread their seeds. Consider 
projects to provide bird friendly areas around the village i.e. less tree hedge removal 

Don't cut hedge until the berries have been eaten by the birds. Have verges with wild 
flowers. do not use sprays 

More information on this topic should be available to general public via posters or 
handouts 

More forest school options 

Wadhurst children's wildlife club, maybe run by local children. a supported funded club 

Cycle path to Bewl with wildlife signposts - connect people to this local nature 
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Bug boxes/hotels, beehives 

Continue to support the work of the Wadhurst Community Gardeners 

Encourage and protect wildlife  

Encourage hedgehog holes in walls and fences, road signage at known wildlife crossing 
points. Education to try to prevent people indiscriminately killing insects/poisoning 
rodents and understand the interdependence of species.  

Encourage farmers and other to maintain and improve hedgerows and woodlands 

protected areas, Bird watching hubs at Bewl, clear hedgerows guidelines 

Wild areas, continue to look after verges etc. 

Keep "wild" areas natural, litter free 

A grand job is being done with the wildflowers by the fire station and on green triangles. 

Encourage bird boxes. Speed limits need to be lowered to stop deer being killed. 

Cutting verges later in the summer to encourage wild flowers and insects. Encourage 
planting of wildlife friendly plants and flowers. 

On any new roads (major) bridge or tunnels for animal crossing and encourage small 
holes in fencing for hedgehog runs etc. 

Leave uncut grass areas which don't restrict car visibility. 

Set aside 'wildlife' areas in the churchyard/ the Commemoration field and Sparrows 
Green field where habitat is developed for birds and wildlife and not disturbed. 

bird feeders  

Maintain open space and establish/keep wildlife corridors. 

On rough land simply sow flower seeds. The chap at the top of George street did on a 
scrap of land by his fence and it is beautiful and encourages wildlife like bees etc. 

Protect the wildlife/nature/countryside. Limit the sky traffic/aeroplane noise that has 
increased & can be relentless. Protect the mature trees and educate the 
community/future generation on the importance of an eco-friendly/sustainable 
Wadhurst. 

Leave some tracts of countryside wild. 

Encourage people to value the verges, prefer hedges to fences, value native trees and 
shrubs, advice on planting that supports insect and other wildlife. Informative articles in 
Focus magazine 

More bird tables 

more hedgerows and trees and fix the high street 

Bird watching groups and schemes. 

Continue to support wildlife areas. 

Bird feeders at Aubers Jardin  

Encourage removal of; non-native species (e.g. cherry laurel), fencing, Encourage; 
native mixed hedging, re-wilding, local wildflower seed use, wildlife friendly building style 
- (e.g. tile-hanging 4 bats). Discourage: weed killer/pesticide use.  

Allow for some parts of public spaces to remain wild but fenced off from public access 

Encourage use of bat boxes/bird nest boxes/insect homes. 

Encourage wild flowers on verges and triangles. 

As many floral displays and hanging baskets as possible 

Encourage gardeners to allow passages for wildlife, untended areas and stop use of 
chemicals in the gardens. Allow verges to develop their biodiversity and plant more 
hedges. 

protected road triangles with wild flowers,  

Wild areas 
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Maintain connected areas so that animals can travel. 

Encouraging locals to get involved and put in wildlife spots and feed/ maintain them. 

Wildlife verges programme supported and developed. Greenways developed linking 
different parts of the village 

Hedge maintenance 

More sympathetic hedge cutting 

Encourage hedges, gardens etc. 

Clear up roadside rubbish and keep hedges trimmed. 

Hedges not fences. 20mph in village. 20mph through Cousley Wood and similar area. 
People drive too fast.  

Stop people cutting down the trees and hedges within the village. 

Encourage people to maintain their hedges to encourage wildlife, stop farmers spraying 
the land with chemicals, encourage people to develop and maintain natural ponds 
and use their gardens to encourage wildlife diversity. 

The method of cutting hedgerows is damaging and unsightly. 

Proper hedge laying rather than hedge trimming, wild roadside verges 

Maintain existing hedgerows and place significant trees on protected species list. 

Carefully maintained hedgerows and grass areas by roads i.e. junction by fish &chip 
shop/butchers, Sparrows Green 

Take more care over which hedges to cut in fields and roadside 

Reduce cutting of hedgerows and green corridors. Supplement bird feeders, insect 
houses/hotels. Plantation of wild flowers in public spaces. 

Encourage landowners to use hedge laying. Require developers to plant native 
hedging. 

Stop people wrecking hedges like Mill House Field in Cousley Wood.  

To encourage farmers to leave their hedges and also wild flower seeds to be used on 
grass verges and green triangles etc. 

Standard wildlife friendly policy on hedge management. Build greater awareness with 
woodland and meadow owners with wildlife friendly management plans. Consider 
woodchip power and heat, sourced from sustainably managed woodlands 

Hedges, solitary trees, ponds, hay meadows, stop sprays, stop allowing -cides for 
gardens, green all public buildings 

Encourage traditional hedge laying instead of arbitrary flailing which hack the hedges 
to pieces. Discourage people mowing short verges outside their properties on country 
lanes.  

No development on green spaces 

Important to keep green areas in and on the outskirts of village. 

Retain remaining fields roadside currently still existing within village centre. 

Keep wild areas wild. Stop building new houses. 

Keep dedicated green spaces. 

Make Wadhurst into a national park. 

Build a nature reserve with access within Wadhurst area. 

Nature reserve area 

Maintain areas of outstanding natural beauty 

Do not build on existing green open spaces or surrounding countryside 

Stop building in Wadhurst 

Not built on wildlife sites but protect them (OSR) 

Prevent development of low-level Water Park at Bewl. 
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Uphold the building restrictions in dedicated AONB. 

Restrict development on green field sites link green spaces to create wildlife corridors. 

Less house building! Community-owned woods/nature area with volunteer scheme to 
maintain. 

Less new housing 

1. Low impact development 2. Native wildflower planting. 

No building at Bewl/Snape/Fields 

Think very hard about overdeveloping a village. It has a HUGE impact on the 
environment/nature. The councils and government don't give a damn, as long as they 
reach their quotas. Too many people on a small island! 

Restrict development. 

Stop building when unnecessary. 

Stop building all these houses. 

Stop approving so many housing developments in the area 

No building on green belt 

stop budding houses 

stop development  

Easy - stop building houses in inappropriate areas - e.g. Old Station Road, which will ruin 
historic hedgerows.  So simple. 

Not so much building, when they are not for locals who cannot afford to buy or rent 
privately 

Not so much building 

Don't build on areas of outstanding natural beauty. 

Prevent the cutting down of mature trees for the purpose of development. Plant more 
trees and use the woodlands as an educational subject for the schools. Teach the 
community about the importance of Wadhurst's biodiversity and wildlife 

Stop building on Greenfield Sites! 

Stop building houses. 

Keep green spaces green and reduce building. 

1. Stop building houses.  2. Recycling point.  3. Rubbish collection at Snape Wood. 

We should oppose urban sprawl, and increased housing. Trees in the high street would 
be wonderful. Continuing the community garden near fire station is fantastic idea.  

Stop large building developments. Information and education sessions about plants and 
food to provide to encourage wildlife in our fields and gardens.  

1. Stop development 2. Maintain green/open space 3. Education about wildlife 

Development only on brownfield sites and in-fills 

Stop building on green areas 

Stop building on the little green space we have left!!! 

stop building houses on it and restrict the car usage 

Stop developing! Make all new houses have things like swift and bat boxes built in. Wild 
flower verges 

Stop building on greenfield sites. Plant more trees. Create habitats. Manage ponds. Less 
fencing.  

Limit housing development. Stop cutting down hedgerows and trees. Any approved 
development must have a mandatory biodiversity plan. 

Don't build anymore houses. 

Stop building houses  
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No building on green field sites. 

Fewer new houses on greenfield sites 

Keep gardens and small fields, do not 'infill' with 1-3 houses.  I have seen this in other 
villages and it changes the character as well as reducing the smaller spaces for wildlife 
to move around 

Don't allow building on green belt land!! Encourage more education and groups 
particularly among the young (links with schools maybe) so that countryside knowledge 
and understanding of animals and plants is rejuvenated. 

Maintain current open spaces and fields - building on them has a negative impact. 

Less mass building. Vehicle controls, i.e. speed and volume. 

Stop building on Greenfield Sites. Encourage farmers to claim subsidies to plant wild 
flowers - manage the many over stood coppice woodlands and more. 

No more building. 

Stop development on greenfield sites (e.g. Waters Reach).  

Stop building on AONB 

Don’t build! the new housing estate has created a huge amount of waste and 
damage, we came to live in a village and not a town 

No more new buildings - leave some open countryside! 

Brownfield development rather than free field development 

Stop building houses on green belt land and let nature do the rest. 

Stop building on their habitat would be a start!  When all the trees have been chopped 
down, when all the animals have been hunted, when all waters are polluted, when all 
air is unsafe to breathe, only then will you discover you can't eat money...  

Be more careful of granting planning permission that destroys old hedgerows 

Stop major developers building major housing estates. 

Stop building new homes.  

stop allowing developers to tear up the AONB 

Don't allow building on AONB sites like Old Station rd. 

Plant more wildflower/trees 

The wildflower planting near the Memorial is wonderful 

More plants and green spaces - not just for human use 

Access to the village pond. natural planting along roadsides 

More wildflower areas similar to the war memorial 

Stop cutting trees down. Plant more trees. Let grass grow on verges. Keep cars off 

Planting and encouraging wildlife in our open areas. Stop people driving on 
embankments.  

More wildflower planting in greens and by roadside. And more dog walking areas. 

More wildflower areas stop using weed killer. Cutting back of hedgerows only where 
necessary for road safety. 

Plant more trees. 

More wild flowers.  More ponds, better looked after.  Less verges cut at wrong time of 
year.  

More wildflowers on green 'manples' by woods. 

Wildflower meadow sections in the corners and edges of public sports fields. Allow 
hedges to grow higher and thicker. 

Plant small trees on green space, triangles. 

more wildlife flower gardens 

more meadow planting, hedgerow,  and wildflower areas on farmland 
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Bee friendly planting, river of flowers 

Plant more wildflowers and trees. Encourage wildlife corridors. 

Plant more trees, encourage Brownies, Guides and Scouts to get involved in planting 
schemes around the village to attract insects. 

Tree planting, Wildflower meadows, bird/bat boxes, Encourage moths & butterflies, bees 
and insects. 

Guerrilla planting - fruit trees on verges. 

re-wilding of land inc agricultural land e.g. meadows  

Wild flowers allowed to grow in grass verges, with limited mowing. 

encourage planting of wild flower areas,  fortunate to have done so in our garden 

More wildflower meadows/community gardens. Bee keeping 
incentives/encouragement. Support for local businesses/schools to plant and nurture 
areas for wildlife. 

More funding for planting of wild flower/bee friendly plants in and around the village 
environment. 

More native woodland and embrace all ideas to reduce carbon emissions 

More areas with wild flowers. Community green areas/parks with ponds and trees. 

Encourage tree planting organise nature awareness walks. 

Retain wild areas, planting of wild flower meadows, reduced mowing in dedicated 
areas, where it is safe to do so. 

Larger wildflower areas at Sparrows Green Pavilion. 

More woodland coppicing - wild flower meadows. 

Wild flower verges. New developments to use native plants in communal landscaped 
areas - meadow not lawn turf. Churchyard join 'living churchyard' scheme. Green way 
in fields behind church. New housing to incorporate bird-house bricks, bug houses etc. 

More green areas appropriately planted and maintained. 

Plant more varied vegetation in specific areas to encourage more species of wildlife to 
live there 

Plant more trees. 

More wild flowers areas of left alone fields for wildlife. 

Encourage the community garden scheme. 

More wilding. 

Plant more flowers and wildflower areas. Soft landscape all over where possible. 

There some great initiatives already in place, with some public-spirited individuals  and 
groups planting wildflowers /bulbs at top of High St and adjacent to Fire Station, and on 
mini traffic islands e.g. at top of Old Station Rd.  

Planting of wild flowers on signpost islands 

Community tree/woodland planting, re-establishment of traditional hedges. Wildflower 
planting of unused fields such as opposite hill house.  

Convert fields that aren't being used into tree plantations rather than building on them. 

Roadside planting of wildlife friendly plants for insects, birds etc., hedge planting, tree 
planting, additional pond/lake 

Wildflower mix to all public roadside grass area. Ban on council use of weed killer on 
public areas 

Maintain and develop ponds 

More wildlife ponds 

Dredge and re-instate ponds and make them wildlife friendly. 

Clear the many ponds around the parish. 
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Suggestion: improving pond at Fire Station and making it more visitor friendly. 

Keep all natural ponds clear and open spaces. 

Improved maintenance of the pond next to the memorial. 

Better village pond, keep the green spaces. Develop park land line Rother field 
millennium green. 

Create a pond 

Make and maintain ponds. Make wild flower areas such as that outside the fire station. 

A village pond, maybe up by the Fire Station 

Develop the pond and fire station area - make a feature / destination  of this area 

Clean out the Hammer Pond by fire station and make the area user friendly with picnic 
benches etc. where wild flowers are planted. 

More ponds and wild flowers on verges 

Creation of a pond 

Village Pond, community hedgerow maintenance /planting / bird /bee nest boxes 

Protect countryside 

Protect the countryside. 

Designated protected areas 

Protection for all mature nature trees and hedges. A 'free tree' for all private gardens 
which are visible from publicly accessible areas, roads, footpaths etc. 

Retain green spaces.  Deal with fly tipping.  Reinstate recycling centre. 

Our verges should be protected as wildflowers and small mammals live in our lanes. Not 
driven over by 44-ton lorries. A weight restriction should be put on all lanes. 

Easy - just leave areas fallow especially around wetlands. 

Respect wooded areas and paths. Keep dog poo cleaned up. 

Have areas that are left wild on purpose (such as area in front of fire station) 

Maintain green areas, bushes, more bins around and initiatives to reduce waste.  

Maintain green corridors by making new housing developments include them on sites 

Stop cutting down trees.  

Keep the last few green spaces we have. I.e. the halls and fields grounds  

Snape Wood 

Protect woodland area like Snape 

Schools encouraged to help maintain and create areas. Better information on how to 
protect. Weekend eco groups. 

Forest school activities for Primary schools e.g. bird watching lessons outside. 

Encourage both schools to teach the importance of wildlife and how they can get 
involved. 

Education at schools and information to households. Info as to any local conservation 
groups, contact details and how could help - adults and children. 

We definitely need to include the schools and ensure every person. Knows the 
importance of recycling and composting, using no pesticides and only organic fertiliser 
for our farms is v. important. 

Encourage people to take rubbish home especially school children. 

Teach in schools, schools involved in the sustainability of wildlife 

Getting young people involved in these spaces  

Free seeds, encourage people not to park on verges, school children to litter pick, bins 
for litter. 

Education. School children awareness 
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More public green spaces; education (e.g. at schools) about the local wildlife; 
education to reduce litter and fly tipping. 

Schools to explain and discuss this subject with our children 

Structured 'Nature Walks' led by a local environmental expert. 

Cats to wear collars and bells (quick release). Indigenous bee-friendly planting.  Prevent 
Water Park at Bewl. 

Discourage urban foxes by securing all rubbish. Encourage birds with more trees. Provide 
good litter bin. 

Being a farmer, a need to control deer and badgers. 

Culling foxes, culling magpies. We might then see more garden birds and the odd grey 
partridge. 

Reduce number of dead wildlife by the side of the road by 'badger crossings' and deer 
fencing.  

Restrictions on lorries using verges etc. when building. 

1. Reduce litter and fly tipping - improve recycling etc.  2. Encourage cycling and 
walking - with cycle paths and footpaths.  3. Leave pockets of undeveloped land 4. 
Encourage organic farming, reduced pesticides.  

Regular contact with Police/Neighbourhood Watch regarding safety, crime and law. 
Possible relocation of fire station to allow adequate Primary School parking off road. 

Restore refuse site to stop fly tipping. 

Plastic free village! (Bring your own bag etc.) 

Get rid of some badgers and control 'unseasonal' hedge cutting. 

Bring back local recycling to help stop fly tipping. 

Agree this is important and should be supported strongly. But need an expert. 

Make sure people put litter in bins (we may need some more bins). 

More rubbish bins and Uplands students encouraged to clean up their site and keep it 
rubbish free. 

Interactive local website 

Support intentions to stop people parking on small greens in the middle of road junctions 
by encouraging wild flowers etc. 

People ignore speed restrictions - especially on roads like Mayfield Lane. 

To keep traditional grazing of livestock viable. Deer need more control. 

Lorries and vans are ruining verges and green triangles in Sparrows Green in particular. 

Not aware of any issue. 

More dog waste bins around the village. 

Stop humans encroaching onto animal territories. 

You have given too few characters for this question!  

Don't feel sufficiently informed to answer 

Don’t understand the question  

Don’t know. what you mean  

keep large wild areas intact and try to link them 

Stop local fox hunts. An area, communally to teach children about protecting and 
conserving our local wildlife e.g. forest school, hedgehop count, local bird spotting 
group etc. 

No common sense in this. 

Stop people putting in drives which were once gardens i.e. Western Road 

Reduce/? littering 
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Don't know 

Improve traffic control. Reduce littering especially in country lanes. 

promote organic farming 

Some sort of petting farm would be nice, with volunteering of children etc. 

Up by the primary school has been ruined by light pollution. There is the school which is 
lit up 24/7 and the dreadful pedestrian crossing with its supporting LED lighting. Plus the 
Co-op lighting REMOVE THE LIGHTING. 

Cull deer to improve biodiversity 

Signs warning motorists of their presence. Where possible wire fence restrictions from the 
road. 

Bring back the Wadhurst tip 

Build land-bank of meadow space. 

Deer numbers are growing rapidly and could be culled as elsewhere. We think the 
biodiversity of the parish is very good. 

Connecting green pathways between village and Bewl and also between further 
housing developments and village roads 

Don't know not an expert on the matter. 

Too many deer & badgers are being hit and injured/killed due to the speed the cars 
drive especially on the outskirts of the village towards the train station. 

It is important to always promote schemes for sustainability. 

None 

Shoot all the deer. There are too many. They eat all wild flowers and grasses which is why 
we have a reduction of butterflies and bees. It's their food. 

Help for farmers to provide wild meadow areas. 

Deer cute! Damage to trees etc. 

This doesn't really fit in with 34 does it? Less building and more green space is needed 
but that is unlikely to happen. 

Solar lighting that is also run by sensors so switch on when someone is walking towards it   

Just funding to keep woods managed and footpath maintained. 

Solar and wind farms 

It's great already! 

Stop supporting fox hunting in this area! 

Encourage dog walkers to keep their pets under control when walking near wildlife 
habitats and farmland. 

Maintain what we already have. 

Not as important as fixing the potholes. WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR!!???? 

More and better speed controls to prevent killing of animals (badgers, deer, etc.); 
environments for birds, badgers, etc. with hides to observe them; bird feeders; wild 
flowers; insect “bug hotels”. 

Fewer sheep! 

none, sorry 

No use of pesticides?  Sustainable farming practises encouraged - e.g. higher welfare. 

Reduce pesticides on farmland. 
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5.17 Appendix 17 – Is there anything else you would like to suggest? 

Activities 

1. A street party every year to bring the whole community together!  2. A 'friendship' seat 
in the local green spaces! More benches!!  3. Annual litter pick. More dog bins...annual 
bird watch/nature watch. 

1. More community - focused social events perhaps organised by Parish Council.  2. 
Encourage awareness of Wadhurst's history and heritage 3. Encourage residents to 'use 
them or lose them'. 

4G pitches for football, hockey, tennis, netball sports with floodlights. 

More community events aimed at bringing different groups together. 

Separate part of Sparrows Green park for children aged 10-18 away from other children 
younger children. 

Congestion, Parking and Traffic 

20mph speed limit in Wadhurst High Street and Sparrows Green Road (outside Primary 
School). 

A solution to the parking for the primary school during dropping off and picking up 
times, the queues are pretty bad some days with coaches and buses trying to squeeze 
through. 

Better parking for school’s especially at drop off/collection times 

By far the biggest issue confronting the community is traffic congestion. If nothing else 
the neighbourhood plan must deliver some workable options to get larked vehicles off 
the main high street. Second Priority is facilities for young people 

Car parking for shop owners as they park on the high street. A large car park for 
shoppers. Let's make Wadhurst a destination village before it dies. 

Compulsory 20mph speed limit - especially on Sparrows Green Road. Bollards on 
pavement - cars speeding on Pavement. 

Congestion in the village high street is key, not just parking.  The queues are a big 
problem for the village and is stopping people from going into the village. 

Cycle paths. 20mph speed limit along school read. 

Develop lay-bys on Cousley Wood Road etc. where cars are regularly parked ruining 
verges and creating muddy, soiled paths. 

Double yellow lines all the way through the village  

double yellow lines one side of the high street to reduce congestion 

Double yellows through high street. Planning approval on shop signage to keep 
character in village (Turkish barbers). Stop pavement parking. Protect and mountain 
greens, like Primmers Green , Pell Green, Sparrows etc. 

Flashing 20mph signs on Sparrows Green Road. Flashing school sign son Sparrows Green 
Road 

Free all day parking is not helpful as it encourages able-bodied students to take up car 
parking spaces for hours at a time. Restrict free parking to 2 hours. 

Has a survey ever assessed the amount of traffic passing through Wadhurst, where is it 
coming from/going to? Does problems with the A21 (i.e. Flimwell Cross) lead people to 
'rat run' via the village to reach???? 

If pupils and teachers at Uplands use their own premises for parking their cars, they have 
plenty of room. It would then free up lots more spaces in the public car park, approx. 80 
spaces. 

Living in Wadhurst is great but negatives are: 1. Footpaths from the station.  2. No 
recycling area.  3. Congestion/speeding traffic 4. Parking if we can fix these then great 
work :) 

More parking spaces in village. 
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More parking. Somewhere for teenagers/young adults to go. 

No parking on corners of junctions. More use of yellow and in some easier RED bands. 

Off street car parking!!! 

Peak-time primary school car parking is a real issue and needs stricter management - 
currently it’s appalling and dangerous 

Please do something about speed of driving - Cousley Wood Road. 

Please improve the High Street congestion, photocells on streetlights, solar power not 
wind 

Reinstate the car park design in the car park behind the Hardware shop to its original 
design so that it enables more cars to park there.         Ensure that Uplands has its own 
secure car park for its sole use to free up the community car park. 

Tackle the congestion - traffic. A serious problem compounded by building more 
houses. 

The High Street needs urgent attention. I cannot understand why the Parish Council 
haven't fixed the potholes or the parking or the congestion. WHAT ARE YOU WAITING 
FOR!!???  

The parking problem in Durgates and around the Primary School is worse than in the 
High Street 

The thing that is the most OBVIOUS problem is traffic congestion and parking and the 
SPEED of vehicles once out of the village towards TICEHURST. 

Traffic calming measures should be a priority in and around the village, along with 
improved safety for pedestrians and other measures that would encourage less car use 
in the area. 

Traffic, traffic, traffic, please sort out the damn traffic, especially during school chucking 
out time, it is beyond a joke now!   

Two things of utmost importance:  1. Affordable houses for young people 2. Sort the car 
parking problem. 

We need to tackle speeding through the village 

White gate-like fences which are put at several other villages which seem to slow 
motorists down at back ends of village (See Lamberhurst, Ticehurst etc.). 

Go Green 

 Community beekeeping areas - those with knowledge can keep hives and teach 
about how to sustain a healthy biodiversity, sell the honey to fund it?  Encouragement of 
litter-picking, encouragement of natural grass (instead of plastic 4G pitches!)  

Biomass generators and bio digesters are worth considering 

Community solar scheme could be roof based instead of taking up land. Encourage 
high BREEAM developments only. Eventually redevelop 80s terrace Jempsons is in into 
something more sympathetic. It’s a blight on the high street 

Designating Wadhurst as an eco-friendly village: all new developments have to consider 
and address wherever possible the impact of the development on the environment and 
introduce measures to help the community play a part in reducing climate change 

encourage solar energy panels for citizens to install 

Everything and anything that reduces light pollution, helps wildlife survive, reduces 
energy consumption and helps create a vibrant community is good! 

Formal Air Pollution Monitor in High St, Off road parking at schools, Cut back Lower High 
St banks for parking, Mechanised Street Cleaners, Re-open Uplands pool, 
Pubs=Community Assets, Greens=Town Green Status, Refuse facilities 

How about a community bio digester perhaps at the sewage plant.  

Need to look at ways of reducing power consumption, not increasing supply. 
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Plastic reduction. Reduce development - too congested. 

Please become a model green community. And be visually imaginative. There is so 
much 1970s-style municipal “crud” around, makes the village look dated and tired. 
Massive greening, massive car calming, and ”clean streets” (very little signage) please 

Please look at ways to encourage garden composting and reduce littering 

Promotion of a plastic free village. Use of old tip site by the community as a recycling 
centre. 

Promote environmentally friendly behaviours. Go plastic free, zero waste shops, etc. 

Solar panels on public buildings e.g. Sparrow Green Hall roof is an obvious place. 

There should be more emphasis in this survey on the impact of climate change and 
what we can do as a community to ensure a sustainable lifestyle in energy, 
development etc. (and prioritise local recycling!) 

Would it be possible to encourage some of the parents to actually walk to school 
instead of drive - causing chaos!! 

High Street 

Central Wadhurst really needs a decent pub. 

Empty building on High St are detrimental and should be developed for retail or housing 
if there is no retail interest 

Please don't put anymore pretentious /snobby shops. We want cheap local 
bakers/cafes 

Please sort the high street road issues out before we build more houses and create more 
traffic. 

Reduce business rates, particularly in the village centre. 

The shops and buildings in the High Street need to be thought about very carefully. 
Need to be businesses which will be well used by the Wadhurst community. Support the 
shops we already have in like Barnett's Bookshop. 

To improve tourism, high street requires theming. Suggest make look as it did 70 years 
ago with historic signs and shop fronts. 

Housing and Development 

 The recent houses on the B2099 had the road dug up to connect to services thereby 
destroying the perfectly good surface. Planning permission should only be granted if the 
highway is replaced ENTIRELY 50 metres either side of the ground works. 

1.  Re q34, WDC Planning to be more open to giving consent for small scale 
developments on green land. 2. More police presence; 3. More incentives (e.g. 
financial) for the shops in the High St; 4. Better info/signage of footpaths for visitors. 

Affordable homes sympathetic to local designs. 

All future development should have ground? Heating systems. 

Buildings to be sympathetic to area. Infrastructure to support new builds, encourage 
independent shops/cafes. 

Doctor’s service and health services are not adequate. No housing should be allowed 
without developers having to contribute to villages services and to road upkeep. 

Ensure there are restrictions on new development; the number of properties are 
impacting on roads and destroying the village feel. 

I feel it is important to avoid falling into the trap of resisting any change. We need to 
attract young families and provide good medical facilities in particular and also 
transport options for all. 

Less houses - it’s just not sustainable in such a small village. Bring back a tip. 

Local development plans should give higher priority to the views of existing Wadhurst 
residents 
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My current main concern is the addition of new housing or redevelopment of existing 
areas into multiple homes, leading to overcrowding of area, congestion of village with 
risk of losing the rural aspect of the area. 

Myself and many of my friends have grown up in Wadhurst but will have to move away 
as we cannot afford to stay there as adults, which is sad. Incentives such as more 
affordable houses for starting wages and help to buy schemes 

No more building. 

Planning ahead for demographic of more retired and elderly and for young people's 
housing. 

Planning policies should be relaxed re: garden developments. Existing plots can 
accommodate higher density housing. 

Priority should be for more low cost housing for rental, for the younger people of 
Wadhurst. 

Restrict development to within existing development boundaries 

Site allocation to be after public consultation. Houses to be walking distance of station 
and on bus route. 

Stop expensive building in the village. 

stop trying to develop Wadhurst,  your claim we need a bigger surgery is not the case, 
you just need more doctors and to buy them out of their building investment 

Take steps to ensure Wadhurst is attractive to local young. Housing/sport/social 
opportunities. Use school for wider range of evening classes. 

The environment protection and enhancement needs to be embedded in village life 
and the new housing planned  

The village does not have the infrastructure for too much expansion. Nationally we 
should be building on brown field sites not on agricultural land. Wadhurst council 
appear to not mind building on green sites. This does not have local support. 

Treat Wadhurst as a rural community and support the local people of the area as 
opposed to encouraging development of executive housing, people moving in from 
out of the village and us ending up like another Crowborough, Uckfield or Heathfield. 

Village is teetering on edge of inappropriate over-development: I do not want to live in 
a suburb of Tunbridge Wells. 

Wadhurst should not stay stuck in the dark ages. People that object to new 
development are contributing to the gradual death of our village. We need to start 
future-proofing it now.  

With the increase in house building, the Village infrastructure needs to be greatly 
improved. 

New Medical Centre 

A larger surgery. 

A new hall and field plan that retains the existing hall and provides improved 
Community Health Centre 

A newly constructed Health Centre to encourage doctors and nurses to stay in 
Wadhurst. 

GP surgery to close its books. Getting v difficult to get appointments in evenings etc. 

Improved doctors' surgery. Refuse tip reopened. 

Make our Doctors' surgery bigger. 

move the doctors surgery to the small retail/industrial area opposite the fire station 

New Medical Centre with parking. 

Urgent to fix broadband, mobile signal and new doctor’s surgery. 
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We definitely need a new medical centre. Is there anyway one of the existing empty 
bank buildings could be used? Or some land at the top of the football field used to 
develop without affecting the field itself? 

We desperately need new GP/Health Centre. For the 21st century, the current building is 
not fit for purpose. A new modern, multi-purpose facility would help to attract GPs to the 
village. 

We do need a new medical practice. 

We feel very strongly that doctors' surgery is not fit for purpose and should be replaced. 
Feel this would also attract more doctors to come and work here. 

We need new medical centre ASAP. 

Where will all the new residents of Wadhurst be able to register at the Doctors surgery? 
Nowhere unless we have a new medical centre 

Other 

1. Parking in Wadhurst 2. Open water swimming at Bewl 3. Speed Cousley Road 4. 
Swimming pool/cycle club/triathlon club. 

As you can see from my answers, I am very happy with the village as it is. Great changes 
are not required. 

Biros don't write easily on the form! 

Bring the community together! The Commemoration Hall vote was a great opportunity 
for this. 

Careful review of ALL proposals from market study at Bewl. 

Communications is key and environmental approach  

Community volunteer more task force days - in return for free coffee. 

Consider dementia-friendliness in all future developments. 

Create a heritage centre, preserving our heritage.  Starting with the hall.  

Easier ways for retired to help support Uplands students with 
coaching/mentoring/interviews and applications/studies. 

Employing a company that actually empties our dustbins, especially as you shut the 
dump! 

Get some new blood onto the Parish council, modernise it and look to the future, not 
the historical past.    

good luck with this excellent project 

Graffiti on way to station hasn't been cleaned 5 years. No change for lack of change. 
suggestion of wind turbine every concerning 

I know it’s not perfect but Wadhurst and surrounding villages pretty much are - just a few 
tweaks needed! We have many big towns close by so more restaurants and shops may 
cause more problems than they solve.  

I would appreciate a better understanding of how to make suggestions and requests, 
and to receive responses from the council about them. 

If our residents thought first about what they could do to improve Wadhurst, rather than 
constantly criticising those who try, just think what a great place it would be! 

Improved church and community magazine - FOCUS is outdated  

It is very disappointing that this survey has been hijacked by those who wish to demolish 
the Commem Hall and sell fields for housing. 

It is vital that Uplands is embraced within this planning process. Since it was imposed on 
Wadhurst, WDC seems to have taken no interest in its suffocating damage on the 
community and High Street. The current development plans are alarming. 

Keep the voice of the local people available and open to all. 

Keep up the good work and continue with as much community outreach as you can. 
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Thank you! 

Keep Wadhurst special! 

Let’s try to keep the period charm of the village and not allow overdevelopment 

Maintain the hall and our heritage 

Make choices that make Wadhurst a destination of choice for high net worth 
individuals, families and tourists. Reject mediocrity! 

Make Wadhurst a Health and Fitness hub  

More bins for dog owners! 

More dog waste bins where needed and enforcement of those who do not clean up 
after their dogs. 

More seats/park benches for public use for example outside the Commemoration Hall  
or near war memorial 

Need a strong council lead to champion our causes which doesn't seem to be the case 
today 

New style democracy - better conversations - respect not vitriol. 

New to Wadhurst. Attracted to its beauty, charm and community. Would not like to see 
any radical transformation. 

No but this survey id =s a good move rather than the last com. Hall project  

No this has been most informative 

No, but thanks to everyone who has spent considerable time raising those questions. 

On street (free) cashpoint facilities. 

Oppose community funding of renewable energies; should be funded centrally thru 
taxes. High St. needs more free ATMs & be better value & more varied; rates too high & 
many shops irrelevant. Up to date digital presence e.g. positive FB page too. 

Parish councillors that are more for the village  

Perhaps local organisations and youth groups should have had a bigger part in this  
expensive and somewhat pointless exercise  

Please can the trustees of the hall and field be sacked 

Please fight to save Wadhurst Village or else it will be a ghost village soon. 

Proactive consultation with teenagers and disabled people - find them to talk to them. 
Effective monitoring of Market Study Bewl proposals for environment impact. 

Proper usage of the two, now defunct, banks (Lloyds and NatWest). 

Q15 continued... A new hall doesn't have to be built in the village centre.  Could land 
be made available in e.g. the Castle Keep area? 

Re Q34, we would not be 'neutral' but would consider each of the below to be 
'appropriate' or inappropriate according to the site in question. 

Relocate fire station (maybe to other side of road) and develop site to be a village 
green whilst retaining the Aubers Jardin 

Replace the Commemoration Hall! 

Should I put a stamp on the envelope? 

Stop Brexit.  

Stop building! 

Survey concentrated on Wadhurst Village - not the whole parish e.g. Cousley Wood. 

Sustainability = Our Future 

Swift action 

Thank you 

Thank you for asking and listening 

Thank you for your efforts is improving our village. It is much appreciated. 
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Thank you to all the Parish Council who work so hard to improve our lovely area and 
community. 

Thanks, keep being creative with solutions! Look to villages outside of the norm - even in 
other countries for inspiration! 

That this has some relevance as to the future of Wadhurst, not like David Cameron who 
promised the local community would have last say on planning. As we all now know, 
yes we had our say, but local government ignored us. 

The commemoration hall charity should address the points raised in objection and re-
present the plans for a vote. 

The councillors are changed because they don’t do anything for us.  

The Parish Council needs to improve communications. Parish meetings are dominated 
by a small 'shouty' group. 

The station building is not fit for purpose. More ticket machines, a small shop, Wi-Fi will all 
help. Knock it down and build a modern structure. 

The village is getting too big now and we are seriously considering leaving. The high 
street needs double yellows all the way down to 'Simply Indian' as is grid lock. The 
lighting needs to be sorted out and TURNED OFF. 

The vote and the paper survey requested our views. Neither tell you who is asking or 
what their mandate is. I find this quite alarming. Online it is clearer but still not as explicit 
as local democracy should be! 

There are often loud parties, fireworks, etc. late into the night. If we have a “dark skies” 
policy, can we have a “silent night” policy, too? 

Thinking plan is for our future children, so every step should be carefully considered.  

To prioritise that we are a village, and as far as possible strive to keep it so.  

Traditionally, Wadhurst was a farming community. Post Brexit support for the farming 
industry will be essential! Ewe farming as the way forward perhaps. 

Uplands and Uplands pupils should play a larger part in village life. 

Use the Commemoration Hall and Field sports ground for organised events.  

Very thorough survey, nothing else to comment on. 

Village should maintain green spaces between different settlements in the parish to 
prevent them becoming an amalgamated and losing the medieval village hilltop feel 

Wadhurst is a village that has a heart. Let's keep it that way :) 

Wadhurst is rapidly losing its community village feel. More needs to be done for local 
teenagers to be a part of the village and be respected then they will respect what they 
have  

Wadhurst needs to wake up to the needs of the people in the 21st century. Reinstate 
the plan that was squashed in November 2018. 

We desperately need a village policeman to keep what seems to be increasing 
vandalism in the village. Since our police station closed there is no one to keep local 
youths or petty criminals in check. You never see a policeman now! 

We have a council - fit for purpose with skilled people on board who will make decisions. 

we have some good councillors get rid of the current one who are useless  

We must keep the football pitch. 

We need a launderette in the village. 

We would like to know what happened to the money collected several years ago to 
revitalise the Uplands Swimming Pool. 

Well-structured survey 

Yes, but again, too few characters! I'll email.  
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Police presence/safety 

1. Car exit from station improved (large convex mirror) 2. Police presence 3. Road 
surface repaired/cleaned on 'C' roads. 

Get a local policeman back in village like we use to have  

I think at the moment there seems to be a lot of crime happening and not much done 
to prevent it. Some community actions to stop this would be great. 

More action on safety issues!! And the verges kept clean and tidy to allow for walking on 
as we have no pavements in certain areas! 

More police presence/parking officers in village. 

More police/pcso presence as vandalism very high at the minute. More cctv cameras.  

There appears to be quite a bit of vandalism to properties and vehicles, and drug 
dealing. I strongly believe this needs to be addressed with substantial penalties 

Recycling Centre 

A community funded refuse tip is an excellent idea.   

Again a recycle dump. It’s crazy it’s been closed. Sort out the potholes. Letters to 
council to promote urgent help with this 

At '37' you mentioned 'refuse tip' with community funding. The Council has just taken 
away our recycling centre with a resulting increase in fly tipping! 

Bring back our tip! Maintain our roads. 

Bring back recycle centre 

Bring back the recycling centre!!! 

Bring back the tip!!! 

Decision by council to close Wadhurst Tip reprehensible! Despite cost should be 
overturned immediately! 

Greater transparency from local & district councils. Why ask about protecting 
environment when recycling centre closes. 

In Lydd, a skip comes to the village once a month so people can get rid of certain 
rubbish. Perhaps, have something like that as tip is gone. 

Re open the dump essential 

Reinstate the Waste Disposal Site. 

Reinstatement of refuse dump. 

Re-open recycling centre to reduce fly tipping and the need to drive miles to recycle. 

Reopen the recycling centre now.  Reduce 60mph on the B2099 

Re-open the Tip and charge users £2 per visit. It's madness that this has closed. We need 
to re-use and re-cycle! 

Review of situation regarding provision of recycling centre in/near Wadhurst 

So disappointed we lost our brilliant village tip - surely the cost of fly-tipping and 
unnecessary journeys to Tonbridge make the cost-benefit argument behind this 
unsupportable. 

The loss of the local recycling centre is clearly adding to fly tipping.  Also the increase in 
rural crime is worrying.  How does the local plan address both these issues 

Tip is essential. 

We need our Recycling Centre back please. We need public transport to Crowborough 
and Bewl Water.  We need a Community Cafe.  We need more contact between the 
older generation and the young especially in our schools.   

Yes - the re-instatement of our much missed recycling centre!! Government funded by 
our taxes. 

Road repairs and safety 
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Better road maintenance 

Fix the potholes, have a red route in certain points of the high street where the bottle 
necks are to keep traffic flowing, more restaurants, more shops, improve the hall. 

How about a by-pass because if you put any more houses no one will get through the 
village. 

Improved paths/roads in village and parking 

Improved roads. The potholes are terrible!!! 

Village Centre needs a good clean up, mend potholes and prevent parking on 
pavements/bus stop. 

Sort out the road surface in Wadhurst - it's disgusting. 

 please fix the roads (the road at Jempsons is so bad with the water leak), sort out 
parking spaces for people to park and shop 

A similar lane to Blacksmiths with good passing bays to link top and bottom of village on 
the 'South' side. See also 36. 

All parish roads are like a third world cart track from lack of maintenance and in rural 
areas, attention to drains. 

Fix the bloody high street. I nearly broke my roll bar on the crater outside Jempsons 

Get main roads resurfaced and potholes filled. 

Please fix potholes in High Street and Mayfield Lane. 

Please mend our village roads and help shopkeepers 

Please please repair and maintain the local roads. Cyclists and cars at risk given woeful 
state. 

Potholes, parking, recycling centre/tip! 

Repair the roads! Wadhurst High and Mayfield Lane unsafe. 

Road conditions are appalling - not good for cyclists (or cars) 

The state of the local roads is appalling. The potholes are extremely dangerous and 
problematic. 

An off road direct footpath from the primary school to the church, so the children don't 
need to walk through busy traffic.  

by pass Wadhurst is just too narrow for these big lorries, better roads they are just 
disgusting, pot holes everywhere, better car parking 

Make sure pavement lighting is adequate when turning off Washwell Lane into 
Townlands Road. It is completely dark for the first half - with uneven pavement. 

Reintroduce road cleaning - 'sweeping'. 

Safe crossing 

I think a crossing in vital and as much support for local businesses to stay open i.e. The 
book shop 

Less cars in village, zebra crossing ramps for pushchairs and wheelchairs. Lots of seats 
and places to sit and chat. Bus shelter. 

Please can you seriously think about the crossings in the High Street and outside Uplands 
School especially. Thank you. 

PLEASE PRIORITISE SAFETY CROSSING ROAD AT WADHURST STATION. 

Wadhurst is a great village to live in – need to be very careful that we don't turn it in to a 
template town like many other places in the UK. Its imperfections are part of its charm. A 
zebra crossing opposite Sacred Heart would be great. 

Support local economy 

1. Wadhurst - Market Town!!  2. Shops - Waitrose – Marks & Spencer.  3. Small shops - 
Would do very well.  4. Cinema. 

A cash point in the High Street that is supported by all four big banks. 
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A plan for new uses of closed shops that will perhaps never again be shops. Community 
use, conversion to housing? 

Do not fill Wadhurst with charity shops. It looks awful. Bring in good restaurants and up 
the standards. We would support it! 

Encourage short leases on empty shops on the village. 

Having an active bank in the high street. 

High street needs to become a destination with the correct mix of shops and food and 
drink experiences with opening times to reflect a modern lifestyle. 

High Street shops should have more hanging flower pots, Lower High Street banks 
trimmed, a little bit of window dressing will make the whole place feel rosier, we need to 
look like we are proud of our village ! 

Love living in Wadhurst.  Just support the shops. 

Lower rents on shop units - there are too many empty units now and it will affect 
Wadhurst badly. 

Make Sparrows Green rec less bleak. add shelter/cafe 

Pop-up community coffee shop at Pavilion/Memorial Hall serving homemade cakes 
and toddler play. 

Renovate ASAP the whole of Wadhurst High Street. 

To encourage local shopping could some of the 23 hour parking be changed to 1 hour 

Wadhurst could also benefit from a cafe that sells good quality home cooked meals 
e.g. steak and ale pie 

Encouragement on independent retail and restaurant businesses on the High St is a high 
priority following the closure of many businesses 

Swimming pool 

A swimming pool would make a massive difference to the community - great for 
keeping fit, stress reduction, entertaining teenagers and for affordable children's 
swimming lessons.  

I think a local swimming pool would make a huge difference to the community, for 
families and for everyone. 

My main 4 priorities: 1. Fix potholes, 2. Shops open on a Sunday, 3. Swimming pool. 4. 
Better street lighting (although I don’t mind if it goes off at midnight).  

Public swimming pool  

Swimming pool 

SWIMMING POOL! IT WOULD PAY FOR ITSELF! 

Transport 

1. Later buses 2. Sunday buses 3. Zebra crossing. 

A footpath from Shovers Green to Wadhurst 

Buses into Tunbridge Wells on SUNDAYS! Bungalows for retired people. 

CCTV in village, high street and side roads off the High St. More local business 
community event that are all inclusive - better bus service and later times. 

Encourage landowners to create permissive footpaths and bridle/cycle ways.  

Evening bus service to Tunbridge Wells 

Greenway linking Sparrows Green &village behind church. Cycle/walking track-land 
managed as meadow. Upgrade footpath to Bewl (Blacksmiths lane) to cycle track. 
Cycle tourism. Woodland on Tapsell's Lane to be community owned/Woodland Trust.  

I like the idea of off-road cycle paths, but the paths aren't wide enough! 

We would like to reiterate the importance of provided electric car charging points in car 
parks. 

Upgrade facilities & Infrastructure 
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1. Public toilet needed 2. Decent medical centre 3. Better walking paths in the town 4. 
Safer cycling on the road. 

A good mobile connection and fast broadband internet is important to make the 
village interesting for the next generation.  

Mobile signal at Wadhurst Station - worrying that no contact can be made if there are 
problems  

A raised pond for children to use as an area for toy boats similar to the Round Pond in 
London. 

All villages need basic facilities Post Office, banks, shops, library, community village Hall. 

Existing facilities/services should be maintained at least, improved if possible. large 
numbers of new residents has negative impact e.g. more traffic, doctors appointment, 
school places, losing services  

For businesses it may become important for Wadhurst to become a tourist destination, 
but the infrastructure and facilities need to be developed to encourage it and sustain it 

Making the pubs community assets. Assigning the Hall and Field into the Fields in 
Perpetuity Trust. Secure place to leave bicycles in the Village centre.  

Pubs need to be viable to avoid losing anymore. 

Retain the village feel, improve facilities/infrastructure and communications. 

With more houses being built, the infrastructure of the village is a priority i.e. a larger 
health centre and more doctors and nurses. Reliable shuttle bus service is a good idea 
too! The High St shops must be revived and of course more parking. 

 


